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Abstract 

In Broken Images: A Marxist Approach to Working with Life Stories 

Author:  Ian Jasper, PhD. Candidate, Canterbury Christchurch University 

 

Working with an approach to the interpretation and analysis of life stories based 

in the Marxist tradition this study looks at the lives of six teachers of literacy to 

adults who live and work on The Isle of Thanet in Kent.  The study reviews points 

of divergence between postmodern theories based within a narrative 

constructionist approach to the interpretation of life stories and a Marxist 

approach. A case is made for a Marxist approach to life story work being both 

valid and informative.  The first part of the study looks at considerations of 

methodology as these affect life story work in general and Marxist life story work 

i  pa ti ula . “o e o k f o  Goethe a d Balza  is p ese ted to sho  ho  Ma s 
own scientific worldview grew out of wider artistic and scientific traditions 

beyond those with which it is usually associated.  Attention is drawn to the 

relationship between Marxism and humanism and how both can be brought 

together to provide a fertile and humane form of social science. The life stories of 

the six teachers are presented in a form agreed to by those whose stories are told. 

Three themes emerging from the stories are selected by the researcher for further 

investigation. These themes are class and identity, managerialism, and place.  

Each of these three themes is analysed to show the relationship of the six life 

stories to Marxism. On this basis the argument is then put forward that Marxism 

itself  has an important contribution to make to the academic study of life stories. 

This final argument forms the substance of the concluding chapter. 

Keywords: life stories, Marxism, postmodernism, class and identity, 

managerialism, place. 
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In Broken Images 

He is quick, thinking in clear images;  
I am slow, thinking in broken images.  
 
He becomes dull, trusting to his clear images;  
I become sharp, mistrusting my broken images.  
 
Trusting his images, he assumes their relevance;  
Mistrusting my images, I question their relevance.  
 
Assuming their relevance, he assumes the fact;  
Questioning their relevance, I question the fact.  
 
When the fact fails him, he questions his senses;  
When the fact fails me, I approve my senses.  
 
He continues quick and dull in his clear images;  
I continue slow and sharp in my broken images.  
 
He in a new confusion of his understanding;  
I in a new understanding of my confusion.  

Robert Graves 
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Introduction: In Broken Images  

 

 

How can Marxism and life story work be brought together? 

 

It might be a surprise to discover that Karl Marx, a man possessed of tremendous self-

elief, had as a pe so al otto De o i us du ita du  You ust ha e dou ts a out 

e e thi g . It is o l  logi al that dou t is al ost e essa il  a p e o ditio  of the 

de elop e t of u de sta di g. This is the lai  ade  ‘o e t G a es i  the poe  I  

B oke  I ages . Whilst ot aki g a lai  to the appa e t isdo  possessed  the I  

i  G a es  poe , the oute  hi h that I  p o eeds is, I hope, si ila  to  own.  Such 

progress as I have made in my own thinking on the issues raised in this thesis have come 

a out p i a il  e ause the esea h  p o ess led e to dou t e e thi g  i  a a  

which I feel has been constructive.  

 

At the centre of this thesis there are six life stories collected from literacy teachers who 

have spent a considerable part of their lives working in or near to the Isle of Thanet in 

Kent. Four of these teachers have lived and worked there all their lives.  Two have only 

worked in Thanet for a few years, though in both of these cases the women involved 

have had significant contact with Thanet for all of their lives.  

 

The people whose life stories follow are all aged between forty and sixty years old. The 

stories were collected and put together over a five year period between 2008 and 2013. 

These life stories were questioned, reflected on, and written about until the mode of 

understanding upon which this thesis is based emerged.  This thesis is about how these 

life stories might be comprehended.   

 

Sometimes it is argued that life story work is inevitably auto/biographical (Stanley, 

1992). There are many reasons to agree with this proposition. One important reason in 

the case of this thesis is that in the process of its production I have had the opportunity, 

and need to reflect upon, and revise how I think about my own life and especially my 

relationship towards the body of thought and action which is inescapably and clumsily 

efe ed to as Ma is . O e a  i  hi h life sto  o k, a d i deed a  eall  
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transformational learning experience, is inevitably auto/biographical is that it obliges 

those who undertake it to reconsider their own life story. 

 

There is absolutely no disrespect attached to saying that life stories must be questioned, 

quite the reverse. I have no doubt that the stories I have been told and which this 

project is based on have been told in perfectly good faith. The e a it  of a pe so s 

story cannot be established through its immediate acceptance, it emerges under 

interrogation. This interrogation must be based upon care and respect but it must be 

scrupulous. One reason for the required depth of interrogation is because much the 

greater part of the wealth a life story offers is latent. Later in this thesis a life story of 

Paul Beer is told. Paul recounts how in a Further Education college a lecturer who taught 

front of house restaurant management lost his hair as a result of ill health. He was 

obliged by the college managers and despite his own unwillingness, to work in the 

restaurant wearing a wig. All involved were aware of the desperate inadequacy of the 

wig. Today, some twenty years later, chefs in Thanet still recount the story with evident 

e a ass e t. I  t o ases hefs ho ha e o o o ated Paul Bee s epo t ha e 

pointed out that the wig looked awful and have finished their account with the question 

Wh  did the  do that?  Wh  i deed?  T i g to grasp the meaning of this event involves 

us in consideration of such things as power, fissiparous social and cultural values, 

pe eptio s of health a d aestheti s , hu a  e path   a d i  e tai  o te ts, its 

paucity. 

 

From the very start of this project just after my first interview with Hannah Cooper on a 

cold Friday afternoon in February five years ago, I felt a sense of responsibility emerging 

because of the importance to my interviewees of the stories I was being told. The 

researcher in this form of esea h olle ts the sto  of people s li es. The e is 

inescapably an expectation that people will be prepared to share what can only be some 

of their most valued and intimate possessions.  

 

Hannah began her story by asking me why I wanted her life story as it as p ett  o i g 

eall , she also told e that she did t eall  ha e a thi g to sa . Afte  the fi st 

interview with Hannah I walked along Margate sea front, by now it was dark and the 

town had an indistinct menace. Inside I felt privileged that Hannah had told me her 

story. With such privilege comes responsibility.  
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In all the interviews there were points when those telling their stories stopped to 

consider what they were saying, pausing for thought, or mentally replaying what had 

been said in order that they themselves might better understand its meaning. All stories 

must involve the communication of meanings. The sequencing of events appears as the 

first characteristic of the story, but even this immediate temporal arrangement is itself 

inseparable from the giving of meaning to what has happened. It was also apparent that 

in almost all, if not every single case, the storytellers were telling their stories for the 

first time.  

 

As the project developed the problem of meaning, along with many others took on a 

e  t pe of salie e. P ofessio all  a d a ade i all  ea i g  had ee  o e of the 

thi gs  of hi h I as e pe ted to ha e k o ledge. Life sto  o k as to i ol e e i  

the app e iatio  that  u de sta di g of ea i g , alo g ith a lot more besides, 

eeded to de elop alo g the path hi h Ma  des i es as p o eedi g f o  the 

a st a t to the o ete . I had u de stood ea i g  i  the te s used  li guisti s, i  

o ki g ith the life sto ies I eeded to see ea i g  ot o l  i  these terms but also 

as so ethi g fa  o e i id. Mea i g  to e u de stood o e o etel  had to e 

app ehe ded as it elated to people s li es, thei  elatio ships to othe s a d hat ight 

be called their cultural and historical circumstances.    

 

In the immediate aftermath of the first interview with Hannah I felt that part of my task 

as a life story researcher was to demonstrate how life stories such as hers, if handled 

sensitively, could never be boring. Lives like hers might be untidy, and in some senses 

e e da  ut the  e e also pe fe tl  fo ed u i ue u its of a al sis  f o  hi h a 

much wider history can be created. Although Hannah would be surprised to find her life 

described in such terms, there was a real sense her life embodied and therefore gave life 

to this wider history. I feel the same way about all the stories I have been told. When I 

sa  I a  uestio i g thei  ele a e , I am referring to the process of trying to 

understand the meaning of these stories, not doubting the sincerity of those who have 

shared them with me.  

 

In many places in this thesis I will refer to the dialectical relationship between the 

processes of writing, and the clarification of thinking. Sometimes when thought is 
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materialised on paper the result is disappointing; what seemed like a new and important 

idea is revealed in black and white as common place or even embarrassingly trivial. 

Occasionally this sequence happens in reverse. A re-reading of what seemed 

unremarkable when first typed brings to light a matter which holds some promise.  In 

the case of this thesis it was quite late in the process of putting it all together that I 

realised just how in one way or another most of what I wanted to say was concerned 

ith a  e plo atio  of ea i g . This took t o ai  fo s.   

 

The fi st fo  i  hi h the th ead of ea i g  ea es its a  th ough this p oje t a  

be described as epistemological or ontological. Here the problem was to try and develop 

what, with reservations, will be called a Marxist approach to life story work. 

 

In most approaches to life story work and narrative approaches in general there is a 

te de  fo  esea he s a d ite s to p o ote hat a  efe  to as su je ti it  

o e  o je ti it . I  tu  this leads to the p opositio  o tai ed i  the title of B u e s 

se i al essa  The Na ati e Co st u tio  of ‘ealit  B u e , 1991). Interpreted at its 

st o gest this ight ea  that ealit  is holl  o st u ted , a d has o e iste e 

outside of, hu a  a ati e .  These e t e e elati ist positio s a e stated a el , ost 

people sh  a a  f o  the oute  ea hes of so ial o st u tio is  he e e e thi g, 

even such common or garden objects as furniture (Edwards et.al., 1995), are seen as 

being created by discourse.  Yet if relativist arguments are not usually taken to an 

extreme conclusion, it is nevertheless quite possible to argue that the logical 

de elop e t of o e ai st ea  ideas hi h hold positio s su h as e e thi g is 

ultu al  te d in essence toward the type of argument put forward by Edwards et.al. The 

e t al a gu e t of su h fu da e talist so ial o st u tio is  holds that ealit  a  

only  ever be reality-as-known, and therefore, however counterintuitive it may seem, 

produced , ot p io  to, i ui  Ed a ds et.al., 1995, p.39).  

 

I  a gu e ts su h as these hat is de ied is the possi ilit  that ealit -as-k o  is 

so e t pe of efle tio  of a eal o ld  e isti g i depe de tl  outside of dis ou se, 

instead it is argued that everything which most people take to be of the really existing 

world is a social construction. It will be argued later that this social constructivist type of 

position is fairly ubiquitous in life story work even though most of those involved in such 
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projects would (unlike Edwards, et.al.,1995) recoil from the consequences of the logical 

development of their positions.  

 

A Marxist approaching life story work and trying to get to grips with the problem of how 

a d h  ea i g  e ists i  su h sto ies is faced by a number of problems. Marxism is a 

materialist world view. It holds that a material world exists outside of consciousness, 

and is the final determinant of the world of thinking. It must be stated clearly that this is 

not at all a denial of the existence of a very real world of thought. 

 

That the material determines is the fundamental and axiomatic argument of all forms of 

materialism. Such a starting point gives rise to very important problems, especially when 

statements of materialist principle are interpreted dogmatically or mechanically 

whether by those who consider themselves to be Marxists, or by those opposed to 

Marxism. 

 

The fundamental principle of materialism holds that matter is the primary determinant 

of consciousness, but this does not mean at all that consciousness has no role in the 

construction of the social world in which we live. In some mechanistic interpretations of 

materialism and Marxism the assumption is made that all things existing in the social 

world of human consciousness can only be more or less direct and immediate reflections 

of the material world. In the dialectical and materialist philosophy which Marx himself 

developed, the material world is indeed the final determinant of the social world of 

consciousness but this relationship cannot be understood if it is taken as direct and 

immediate. Such a mechanically materialist approach to life story work will not get very 

far.  Even the most cursory attempt to understand a life story soon throws up plenty of 

material which defies any type of direct and immediate materialist interpretation.  

 

Several thinkers have been especially important in helping me to develop what I see as a 

Marxist approach to life story work. In this introduction special mention will be made of 

two; Edward Palmer Thompson and Evald Vassilievich Ilyenkov. It is sad to reflect that 

their names have probably never before appeared together in such close proximity. 

The e is a st o g ase fo  a gui g that Tho pso s app oa h to the stud  a d 

i te p etatio  of histo  a d Il e ko s to philosoph  ha e i po ta t ideas in common. 
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Throughout his work Thompson developed an approach to the study of history which 

whilst being materialist sought to understand and give proper attention to the role of 

such things as culture and tradition within historical investigations. For Thompson it was 

the interplay of culture and what might be called tradition with the developing material 

conditions of society which gave rise to the richness and variation within historical 

development. Thompson put forward a materialist interpretatio  of lass  hi h 

eje ted the idea of it ei g a thi g . Fo  Tho pso  lass e isted as a elatio ship a d: 

 

Like any other relationship, it is a fluency which evades analysis if we 

attempt to stop it dead at any given moment and anatomise its structure. 

The finest meshed sociological net cannot give us a pure specimen of 

class, any more than it can give us one of deference or of love. The 

relationship must always be embodied in real people and in a real 

context. (Thompson, 1963, p.9) 

 

It as this eal o te t  of eal people  that o e ed Tho pso  i  his histo i al a d 

political writings.  If classes were not to be seen as an empty abstraction they had to be 

embodied in the culture and relationships of real people. The reverse must also be true, 

and is essentially important for this project. That is to say that the study of real lives of 

real people in real contexts will also lead us to an understanding of class which those 

lives embody. 

 

I  the half e tu  si e Tho pso   ote The aki g of the English Working 

Class  the e ha e a ise  a d de eloped t e ds hi h ha e ade ultu e a d dis ou se 

themselves into absolutes. The remarks quoted above by Jerome Bruner are an 

example, and most certainly not one of the most outré, of this trend. Lest the 

impression be given that Thompson, in placing such emphasis on culture, was distancing 

himself from a materialist approach to history and class it is worth quoting a sentence a 

little later in the same introduction where he points out that that although class is a 

elatio ship  e odied i  ultu e a d e pe ie e it is still itself ooted i  the ate ial 

o ld. As Tho pso  sa s The lass e pe ie e is la gel  dete i ed  the p odu ti e 

relations into which men are born-o  e te  i olu ta il  Tho pson, 1963, p.9). 
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Evald Ilyenkov (1960, 1977) approaching a similar set of problems to those which 

concerned Thompson, though from the perspective of philosophy rather than history, 

de eloped a ie  hi h sa  the ideal  o  the ultu al  as so ethi g hi h could be 

understood as exercising a material force. As with Thompson, Ilyenkov was concerned 

with arguing against a mechanical tendency within what were then dominant trends of 

Ma ist thought. Il e ko  as th oughout his o k o e ed ith the a st a t  a d 

the o ete  a d ho  these stood i  elatio ship ith ea h othe .  Il e ko  as also 

concerned to show that the abstract and the concrete exist not only in opposition to 

each other but also in a dialectical unity. This is a problem which is related to that which 

concerned Thompson.  Later in this project it will be argued that life story work presents 

a e  p odu ti e field fo  i gi g togethe  the a st a t  a d the o ete  i  a a  

that is ate ialist a d diale ti al a d the efo e Ma ist . 

 

There has not, as far as I know, ever been an attempt to bring together life story work 

and Marxism though it is certainly the case that some researchers in both areas have 

been sympathetic to the possibilities.   I will argue that there is a rich theoretical 

background which can give life story work a sound philosophical underpinning within a 

Marxist tradition.  

 

It will be argued that linked to the rise of theoretical perspectives broadly described as 

post ode ist  a e  a o  i te p etatio  of Ma ism has come to predominate in 

academic and left wing circles in Britain and more widely. Sometimes this narrow 

perspective is put forward by those who see themselves as working within a Marxist 

tradition. It is more often the case that the mechanical interpretation of Marxism and 

therefore its intrinsic and inevitable shortcomings are based on what we might call a 

post Ma ist  p ese tatio  of Ma .  

 

In the decades following 1968 it became increasingly fashionable to argue for one or 

a othe  t pe of post- a is . B  the id i etee  i eties Ma ists ho elie ed that 

the fundamental precepts of their world view did not need to be radically revised or 

better still abandoned were everywhere on the back foot.  Within much academic 

discussion there was an assu ptio  that Ma is  had ee  dis edited . The post-

marxists all too often did not really try to understand how the world view they claimed 
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to be developing might be used constructively but instead set out to destroy a 

caricature.  

 

It is this caricatu e of Ma is  hi h is idel  des i ed as ha i g ee  p o ed o g  

or to have shown itself as being incapable of coming to terms with one thing or another. 

The list of things Marxism is supposedly incapable of grappling with is very long indeed 

and at times includes feminism, mass media, changes in class relations and 

consciousness, modern times, globalisation, fashions, identity, psychology etc. This 

failu e of Ma is  is e  defi itel  assu ed he  that hi h is to e dis edited is 

unfairly or inadequately presented.  

 

The failure of Marxism is guaranteed when it is presented in a distorted form. The 

follo i g is a e  i flue tial state e t  “tua t Hall ade i  a olu e e titled Ne  

Ti es  Hall a d Ja ues, .  The a too  pi tu e of Ma ism presented is 

archetypal: 

 

Classical marxism depended on an assumed correspondence between 

the e o o i  a d the politi al : o e ould ead off politi al attitudes 

and objective social interests and motivations from economic class or 

position. (Hall, 1989, p.121) 

 

The p o le  is of ou se lo ated i  o ds su h as o espo de e  a d eadi g off . 

Already from the brief acquaintance made here with the work of E.P. Thompson we can 

see that Hall s state e t is less tha  fai  to Ma is . What Hall presents here is a 

sophisticated Aunt Sally.  The Marxism dismissed in such cases has little to do with what 

Marx or those working in that tradition actually argue. 

 

For the moment and for the purposes of this introduction it is enough to state that a 

Marxist approaching life history work in the contemporary academic and theoretical 

climate has a lot of persuading to do if their work is to be taken seriously. I hope to make 

some contribution to this project.      
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Meaning 

Mention has already been made of the concern taken by those interviewed for this 

p oje t i  the etelli g of thei  life sto ies. This a e as ooted i  a desi e to get it ight  

in other words the life story tellers were concerned that the meaning I should take from 

thei  sto ies as as fa  as the  ould ake it t ue  to hat the  felt had happe ed i  

thei  li es. This elatio ship et ee  sto  a d t uth  is a hugel , so e a gue 

interminably, complex process, but there is, I think, almost universal agreement that this 

is at oot a p o le  of ea i g .   

 

A second mode of meaning is related to the first but is, at least superficially, more 

straightforward.  If the tellers were concerned with my attributing the meaning they 

intended to their stories I also found that I needed to explore something of what might 

e alled late t ea i g . I  the i te p etatio  of the life sto ies the sel es a d t i g 

to understand what they mean certain concepts appeared to take on great importance. 

This was not always because they were stressed by the interviewees but because as I 

looked at the lives of literacy teachers certain themes struck me as being important.  I do 

not know what importance the story tellers would themselves have attached to these 

the es i   a se e . The life sto ies e a e a so t of heu isti  de i e th ough hi h 

it was possible to study phenomena which were, I felt, salient in the existences of these 

teachers. These themes were also of interest and importance to me in my own academic 

and professional life. 

 

From the life stories the concepts of class and identity, managerialism, and place, 

emerged as being of particular interest and each figures as the focus of a chapter later in 

this thesis. As V gotsk  poi ts out thought reflects conceptualised a tualit  V gotsk , 

1962, p.7), through a study of the meaning that these terms held for the people 

i te ie ed it as, i  V gotskia  te s, possi le to o side  a d e e  u de sta d  

o e deepl  the a tualities hi h these te s o eptualised  i  the life stories.   

 

The life stories as recounted offered a lens (Brookfield, 1995, pp. 28-48) through which 

to view firstly, the stories themselves, and secondly, to consider how these concepts as 

presented in the stories might be compared and contrasted with the meanings of the 

same terms as they are presented in some of the academic literature.  
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Ha i g ealised that ea i g  as e t al to this thesis othe  ideas ega  to e e ge. 

Ideas which had been there all along but which I had not appreciated in anything like 

their fullness. 

 

I am probably not alone in discovering later in life that I had failed to grasp the full 

importance of arguments I had first encountered much earlier. Even in some instances 

where I can now see that the writer had done their best to try ensure that a reasonably 

perceptive reader, as such I like to count myself, would grasp what they were trying to 

convey. I have managed to miss so much of what was important, and even worse logic 

tells me that I will never be able to measure the full extent of what I have missed. This 

happened first with the work of L.S. Vygotsky (Vygotsky, 1962).  

 

I had first read Vygotsky some thirty years ago. I had of course noted that Vygotsky 

attached enormous importance to meaning and its relevance for psychology. I had been 

th illed  hat he said a d felt i sti ti el  that his Ma ist  ps holog  as full of life 

when much of what passed as psychology, Marxist or not, was as dull as ditch water. It 

was not until I turned to Vygotsky in the development of this text that I came to 

u de sta d that fo  V gotsk  ea i g  is a tuall  the ui tesse e of hat it is to e 

human. In a remarkable unfinished pamphlet written in 1875 or thereabouts Engels had 

talked a out The Pa t Pla ed  La ou  i  the T a sitio  f o  Ape to Ma . This 

pamphlet is based on very sketchy and often incorrect archaeological information but it 

is take  to e the fi st s ste ati  fo ulatio  of the ode  ate ialist theo  of 

hu a  e olutio  T igge , , p. .  E gels  pa phlet speculatively traced the part 

played by labour and language in the phylogenetic development of humankind, 

V gotsk s o k e  u h looked at the pa t pla ed  la guage i  o toge eti  

development.  I began to see how it was for Vygotsky that human development, both 

phylogenetic and in the development of each individual human, centred on meaning.   

 

Following on from my early reading of Vygotsky I had started to read something of the 

work of Alexander Romanovich Luria, who had been his close friend and collaborator 

u til V gotsk s ea l  death f o  tu e ulosis i  . Lu ia studied Ma  a d used his 

work not as doctrinal matter but because he saw Marxism as something which brought 

together the historic achievements of philosophy. I had been massively impressed with 

two small books which Luria had written about the lives of his patients. Luria wrote 
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these two books from notes he had made as a neurologist. I saw in these deeply human 

stories that Luria was presenting two life stories, but the full significance of a leading 

Marxist psychologist choosing to present his work in this form had escaped me.   

 

Lu ia s The Ma  ith the “hatte ed Wo ld  , a d The Mi d of a M e o ist  

(1968), ha e e o e lassi s of eu os ie e “a ks .   I  Lu ia s a ounts, both 

told as life stories, the first of a man fighting against the consequences of a devastating 

head wound, and the second about the consequences of an unlimited memory, the 

neuroscientist is working against the strict conventions of scientific writing to try to 

e plai  the ea i g  of su h affli tio s. Put si pl , fo  Lu ia the state e t that a ou g 

‘ed A  offi e  suffe ed f o  a sh ap el ou d hi h dest o ed the pa ietal lo e of 

the left he isphe e of his ai  Lu ia, 1979, p.184) is almost meaningless. Luria 

de otes his ook to sho i g hat this ea s  fo  the life of this i edi l  a e a  

i te polati g the life sto  ith eu ologi al  dig essio s. This as a ke  o e t as I 

realised that Luria had sought to convey to the world the proposition that life story work 

i  e tai  i u sta es is a ost app op iate ode of o u i ati g the ea i g  of 

li i al eu os ie e. Lu ia s atio ale fo  his t o life histo ies  app oa h as ased i  

the o k of Goethe; espe iall  the latte s philosophical reflections on the general and 

the particular. This too was particularly revealing as the work of Goethe was of 

considerable influence on Marx.  

 

Mea i g  e e  e a e ital i , hat I sa  as, the u likel  a ea of geog aph , a d this is 

h  the e is a hapte  o  pla e  i  this thesis.  A fe  ea s ago I fi st a e a oss Da id 

Ha e s a ti le Mo u e t a d M th  Ha e , 1979) on the history of the Basilica of 

the Sacré-Coeur which sits atop the Butte Montmartre and dominates much of the Paris 

skyline. In this seminal essay in modern geography Harvey traces the links between the 

construction and consecration of the Basilica and the defeat and massacre of the 

Parisian Communards in 1871. The building of such a prominent Basilica, it is visible from 

almost any elevated position in Paris, was seen by those Catholics terrified by The 

Commune as a monument of thanks to God for having delivered them from the Parisian 

o ki g lass e els agai st hea e . As Ha e  poi ts out the Basili a: 

 

by a quirk of topography ... cannot be seen from the famous Mur des 

Fédérés in that same Pére Lachaise cemetery where on May 27th 1871 the 
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last few remaining soldiers of the commune were rounded up after a 

fierce fight and summarily shot. (p. 362)         

 

Harvey then draws attention to the irony that today the Mur des Fédérés is a place of 

pilgrimage for socialists and communists from all over the world, likewise the Basilica for 

a de t Catholi s. The ui k of topog aph  hides these pilg i s ea h f o  the othe . Fo  

Ha e  a d the stud  of M th a d Mo u e t  the Basili a is a  e a ple of the 

i po ta e of ea i g  i  the eatio  of pla e. Fo  poo , t ou led a d dep essed 

Thanet no less than for the Sacré-Coeu  pla e  a ot e ade uatel  des i ed i  te s 

of ph si al featu es: a  u de sta di g of pla e  ust o i e spa e ith ea i g . 

 

Pla e figu es p o i e tl  i  the life sto ies p ese ted he e a d Ha e s a ticle became 

a starting point for a consideration of how in the particular case of Thanet social and 

cultural forces achieved a geographical fix on this corner of East Kent.  

 

Even in what many believe, absolutely wrongly in my opinion, as the arid pages of 

Capital  I ealised that Ma  as, above anything else, trying to communicate to his 

eade s hat Capital  ea t to hu a it . 

 

A o e ho has ead Ma s Capital ill ha e st uggled at a  pla es to g asp full  

what Marx means by many of the words and phrases he uses. Part of this difficulty arises 

because Marx is asking the reader to see things anew. Marx was well aware of this 

diffi ult . I  Capital  he as iti g a iti ue of politi al e o o  adi all  diffe e t 

from anything which had gone before; it represented simultaneously a fundamental 

philosophi al uptu e ith, a d a de elop e t of, that s ie e. As Ma s atego ies of 

analysis and his purpose were new it was inevitable that many of the words and phrases 

used needed to be invested with meanings somewhat different to those which had gone 

before. That this would render the text inaccessible without hard work on the part of 

the eade  as i  Ma s opi io  u a oida le: 

 

That is a disadvantage I am powerless to overcome, unless it be by 

forewarning and forearming those readers who zealously seek the truth. 

There is no royal road to science, and only those who do not dread the 
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fatiguing climb of its steep paths have a chance of gaining its luminous 

summits. (Marx, 1887/1990, p.104) 

 

There are points in Capital where Marx strives to communicate a different type of 

meaning, namely aspects of the psychological impact of capitalism on humans. This is 

not to claim that Marx developed any type of worked out theory of psychology only to 

point out that he sa  it as i po ta t to t  to aptu e the ea i g  i  hu a  te s of 

the social processes he was describing. The extraordinary depth and complexity of 

Ma s lite a  efe e es a e idel  e og ised. The lassi  stud  i  this a ea is that of 

Prawer, fi st pu lished i  , hi h fo  all of its e uditio  e e  i  the ite s o  

estimation is only the beginning of the work necessary to draw out the full implications 

of Ma s allusio s. I  p epa i g this thesis I ha e o e to see a  of these lite a  

references as evidence of how for Marx it was an essential part of his work to try to 

o u i ate the ea i g  i  hu a  te s of the politi al e o o  he as su je ti g 

to a critique. There are many examples but here just one can be explored. 

 

Marx argues that under capitalism the worker has no choice but to sell her or his labour 

power to capitalists.  It is the buying and exploitation of such labour power along with 

the control over the social processes which facilitate it that lies at the core of what 

makes a numerically tiny class of people into all powerful capitalists. The selling of 

labour power will not happen without some form of compulsion as the worker with a 

viable alternative way to secure survival and prosperity is unlikely to subordinate his 

working life to the capitalist. Anyone who has witnessed young people entering a factory 

system to sell their labour power as a commodity for the first time especially if they fear 

that this ill e thei  o ki g life fo e e , will attest to how shocking and terrifying the 

experience is. This cannot be achieved without compulsion. If workers are unwilling to 

sell their labour power as a commodity the capitalist can compel them to do so. 

 

Writing of this fear and compulsion Marx makes use of the story taken from Goethe of 

the "Der Erlkönig" hi h a  e t a slated i to E glish as eithe  The Elf Ki g  o  The 

Alde  Ki g  Goethe, . The poem tells of a young boy being carried on horseback 

by his father at speed through the forest at night. The boy is anxious, perhaps delirious, 

and his father is in a great haste to bring him safely home. The boy tells his father of the 

evil figures he can see in the dark forest and how they are trying to claim his soul. The 
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father tells the boy not to be afraid and offers a rational explanation for each of the 

o s te if i g isio s. E e tuall  The Alde  Ki g  a pa ti ula l  f ighte i g figu e alls 

the o  to the da k spi it o ld ith the o ds "Ich liebe dich, mich reizt deine schöne 

Gestalt; Und bist du nicht willig, so brauch ich Gewalt." ("I love thee, I'm charm'd by thy 

beauty, dear boy! And if thou aren't willing, then force I'll employ.") The father on arrival 

at the homestead discovers that his child has died.  

 

I  Capital Ma  talks a out ho  o odities  i ludi g la ou  po e  a  e fo ed to 

go to a ket : 

 

It is plain that commodities cannot go to market and make exchanges in 

their own right. We must, therefore, have recourse to their guardians, 

who are the possessors.  Commodities are things, and therefore lack the 

power to resist man. If they are unwilling he can use force (my italics IJ); 

in other words, he can take possession of them. (Marx, 1887/1990, p.178) 

 

And so it is with the worker forced to sell her labour power, dark forces will claim her 

soul. Throughout Capital Marx makes references to such things as ghosts, hell, and 

spirits in a series of images to illustrate how things which mankind has created come to 

e e t a  al ost supe atu al  i flue e o e  all aspe ts of life.  Ma  hi self did ot 

e te tai  a  elief hatsoe e  i  the spi it o ld  though i  Capital  he idel  

employs such images precisely because he tries, at key points, to bring out the darker 

meaning in human terms of processes which might appear neutral in the dry language of 

political economy. Something similar is the case with life story work. Terms from social 

and cultural history, the language of management, or even the desiccated vocabulary of 

the Office for Standards in Education (OFSTED) may take on a vital meaning in a life 

story.  

 

As I collected the life stories and worked to understand them, I came to see this process 

as being one of the interpretation and therefore the creation and re-creation of the 

meaning of these texts. I have given the above examples drawn from a range of Marxist 

thi ke s of the u i uit  a d i po ta e of ea i g  i  thei  o k. As the p oje t 

progressed I felt myself being drawn to a further implicatio  of ea i g .   
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A tho ough goi g elief i  ea i g , the possi ilit  of u de sta di g ho  it is eated, 

its history, how it is shared, and how it is imbued with ethical values is inextricably linked 

to a Humanist world view. Conversely a rejection of all possibility of the existence of any 

o je ti it  i  ea i g  ust e logi all  li ked a d ofte  this is e pli itl  stated  

those thinkers who believe that meaning only has a subjective dimension) to the 

rejection of all types of Humanism.   

 

In turn it is hard to imagine how the rejection of all possibilities of all types of objectivity 

in meaning and the resulting rejection of all types of humanism can avoid the 

acceptance of nihilism in one or other form.  Once nihilism is embraced, the idea of 

human agency becomes either meaningless or is seen to exist only in a nihilistic form. 

This happens even when it is the very last thing that the thoroughgoing subjectivist 

would want. This I believe is the case with those people working within the narrative 

paradigm, and here Jerome Bruner was  at the very forefront, who tend toward 

subjectivism. Jerome Bruner is rightly seen by many working with life stories as an 

inspirational figure but one who at times appears to accept an outlook based on a more 

or less complete relativism (Bruner, 1990, pp.24-30).  Bruner almost comes to personify 

the dilemma of what might be called the Humanist subjectivists. These are bold claims, 

advanced with some trepidation, and a good part of the thesis is given over to arguing 

for them though the argument is made implicitly throughout the entire text.  

 

The layout of the chapters  

Given below is the order in which the chapters of this thesis are arranged.  This order is 

very much a result of the project itself as the process by which this arrangement was 

reached followed a course which looking forward appeared far from predictable. Of 

course hindsight far more than foresight makes things look predictable. The chapters 

within a project such as this take on a relationship to each other fairly similar to what 

Bruner described as the relationship between different books by the same author. 

Chapters must appear to be self-contained but often they: 

 

... are like mountaintops jutting out of the sea. Self contained islands 

though they may seem, they are upthrusts of an underlying geography 

that is at once local and for all that part of a universal pattern. And so 
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while they inevitably reflect a time and a place they are part of a more 

general intellectual geography. (Bruner, 1990, p. ix) 

 

A good part of the work in writing the chapters themselves will be about developing the 

thinking which connects them. The life stories form the central part of this thesis so 

there is a need to introduce them at the earliest point possible. This cannot be as early 

as I would have liked and should be explained.  

 

I approached life story from the viewpoint of someone who for the last four decades has 

des i ed hi self as a Ma ist.  This self diag osis  has suited e o e o  less ell 

through thick, and far more often, thin. It seems fair to say that life story work and 

Marxism are not often closely linked together, neither by those working in the narrative 

tradition, nor by Marxists.  Many of my colleagues and friends who share an interest in 

life story work, and who I dare say are fond of me, find it odd that I also see myself as a 

Marxist. Much of this project is about trying to answer the very reasonable question 

which my colleagues and friends have asked me and which I have set myself Ho  a  

Ma is  a d life sto  o k e ought togethe ?   

 

Antecedents 1 

The first chapter in this presentation is given the title Antecedents 1. In all, three 

hapte s a e desig ated as A te ede ts , olle ti el  the  ep ese t p epa ato  

matter fo  the stud  of the life sto ies. F o   pe spe ti e the A te ede ts  hapte s 

represent the thinking that underlies the analysis of the material in the life stories 

themselves. This whilst true is also something of a presentational stratagem. In reality 

u h of the o te t of the th ee A te ede ts  hapte s as de eloped i  the light of 

working with the life stories, some of it took shape in the final stages of the preparation 

of the whole document.  

 

As the A te ede ts  hapte  de eloped it e a e apparent that for me an important 

part of its purpose was for me to make clear the difficulties I have with some forms of 

post ode is . U fo tu atel  Lau el ‘i ha dso s o k ,  see s to e to 

encapsulate many of these problems.  Strangely, some of my colleagues whose work I 

espe t g eatl  d a  o  Lau el ‘i ha dso s o k a d use it p odu ti el . I hope the  

ill fo gi e e ot least e ause I thi k that Lau el ‘i ha dso s a gu e ts o tai  
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some important points. I will mix metaphors horribly but I thi k that ‘i ha dso s 

problem is that she insists on throwing out the realist baby with the positivist bathwater.   

 

Antecedents 2 

The A te ede ts  hapte  looks at the ethodolog  used i  the olle tio  a d 

production of the life stories. In this chapter a case will be made for the justification of 

the dialectical approach used in this project. At the centre of this have been the 

discussions between the researcher and those whose stories appear. In turn this has 

been characterised by what I hope is a productive tension between three imperatives 

which often pull in opposing directions. The first is the need for the stories to be 

truthfully those of the people who have told them. The second is that these stories 

should be presented with sufficient academic honesty and detachment for claims to be 

ade a out thei  t uthful ess a d o je ti it . Whe  this is a hie ed the  the p o le  

of ge e alisa ilit , a pe e ial o e  i  life sto  o k, a  e se iousl  o side ed. 

The third imperative, no less important than the other two, is that the stories are 

presented in a spirit of solidarity and sympathy with those who have offered them for 

this project. Throughout the chapter Antecedents 2 consideration is given to both 

method and methodology in life story work.  

 

Antecedent 3 

A te ede ts  is a  outli e of so e a gu e ts f o  Ma is  as the  ight appl  to 

life stories. One way to look at this section and the chapters in which the concepts of 

place, class, self and managerialism are considered would be to see it as a contribution 

to the project of the French thinker Henri Lefebvre who worked to develop a Marxist 

view of everyday life (la quotidienne .  As he put it the e e da  is a ki d of s ee  i  

oth se ses of the o d; it oth sho s a d hides  (Lefebvre, 1988 p.78). In this project 

the life stories show how personal troubles (and joys) reflect social issues (Mills, 1959), 

and how much of the energy and strength of these lives is given over to the 

management and concealment of profound problems.  These are not initially the 

problems of the individuals but are social problems as manifested in the particular lives 

considered here. In the course of this project I have actually come to believe that much 

of that those with power within the institutions of post compulsory education consider 

to be professionalism is in fact the capacity of those who work for them to sublimate 

and keep out of sight the real tensions of their world.  
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The Life Stories 

The introduction to the life stories needs to read before any of the life stories. This 

introduction explains briefly why the stories appear in the form which has been elected.  

 

The presentation of the life stories is not without problems. These arise because I feel 

that it is imperative that the stories appear in the form agreed with the story tellers. The 

academic gloss and annotations on these stories is my own and therefore is presented 

outside of the stories themselves.  

 

I  the fi st pa t of this thesis the e a e hapte s desig ated as A te ede ts . These 

chapters are antecedent in that they give some of the background thinking to the 

a al sis of the life sto ies. Ea h of the A te ede ts  hapte s is follo ed  t o life 

stories. The life stories are not in a particular order, except for reasons which will be 

lea  Ha ah ‘i ha ds  sto  is p ese ted fi st. All the a es fo  the sto ies a e i e ted 

by the people whose stories they tell. When asked to choose names for their stories only 

Paul Beer gave his character a family name. Paul is the only man in these stories. I gave 

Hannah the surname Richards to help avoid confusion between real and fictitious names 

of people involved in this project..  

 

The i te leafi g of the life sto ies ith the A te ede ts  is do e so that se ue tiall  the 

life stories are presented as soon as possible. In real life I began the collection of the 

stories initially with an interview with Hannah. The other interviews happened as and 

when I could meet with the story tellers. The order of their presentation does not 

correspond to the order of their being put together.  

 

I feel that the stories must as far as possible be presented in the language of those who 

told them. The stories have a minimum of academic intrusion. The reader will be given 

pointers as to where I have looked into the stories with the aims already stated but it is 

also hoped that the reader will be free to reflect for themselves on what is presented.  I 

am aware that in all cases the stories were volunteered because those who told them 

wanted to record what they sa  as the t uth  a out thei  li es as lite a  tea he s.  
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In all six cases those whose stories are presented have expressed their faith in the 

ep ese tatio s. I  se e al ases I ha e ee  told so ethi g like You ha e eall  aught 

hat I a ted to sa , a d i  o e ase Yes that is e ho  did ou do it .  ‘espo de t 

validity might be one of the most important forms of validity for life story work. If the 

stories are themselves presented without academic interruptions this is because I think 

that they work better that way. The rest of this thesis is taken up with the interruptions, 

la ifi atio s a d es ... ut  atu e of a ade i  o k.  

 

The last chapters are concerned with the topics; class and identity, managerialism, and 

place as they appear in the life stories. This might be better stated the other way round 

which is to say that the life stories are used as a sort of heuristic device through which 

the themes in the last chapters are investigated. For example, in the case of 

a age ialis  it is lear that the practices which attract this label feature in the lives of 

the people interviewed but not in ways identical to their description in academic texts. 

In the interviews the picture of managerialism which emerges is not the same as that in 

textbook des iptio s. I  the a tual li es of tea he s a age ialis  ight o e do  

to a row over how literacy students should be interviewed, or who has the right to the 

ke s to a up oa d.  I  the life sto ies a  issue su h as  lass  is fa  o e likel  to lie 

ehi d a o e t su h as  I e e  felt o fo ta le at that s hool it as ot fo  e , 

tha  a thi g hi h a ou ts to g a d theo  to use C. W ight Mills  fa ous 

formulation (Mills 1959).  

 

There is a short concluding chapter as the last three chapters each reach their own 

points of conclusion. The last remarks are concerned with discussing the problem 

posited earlier in this introduction : How can Marxism and life story work be brought 

together?  

 

This introductory chapter must cover one more area before closing. This concerns the 

use of the te s Ma ist  a d Ma is .  The te s Ma ist  a d Ma is  a e used 

throughout this text because there is a lack of a better alternative even though they 

have problems and unfortunate complications.  

 

The questio  hat is Ma is ?   is ot easil  a s e ed. I a  ot a a e of a  i sta e i  

his o  iti gs i  hi h Ma  hi self efe ed to his ethod of o k as Ma ist .  It 
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as at o e ti e fashio a le to a gue that Ka l Ma  hi self eje ted Ma is .  This 

supposed rejection was based on a remark reported by Engels which Marx almost 

e tai l  ade. The e a k as All I know is that I am not a Marxist . Wh  this e a k 

was made is not always explained fully.  Friedrich E gels  e tio s Ma s e a k 

in a letter to Conrad Schmidt. According to Engels, Marx found it necessary at several 

points to disassociate himself from people who whilst declaring themselves to be 

Ma ist  p oposed p og a s o  a gu e ts hi h he ould ot suppo t. E gels tells 

Schmidt that: Ma  used to sa , o e ti g o  the F e h "Ma ists" of the late 

[18]70s: "All I know is that I am not a Marxist."  The same type of problem has persisted 

o e  the de ades si e Ma s death a d is i  ou  o  epo h pe haps o e o ple  

than ever. 

 

In the same letter to Schmidt, Engels went on to point out that the work in 

hi h he had assisted Ma  did ot at all o stitute a do t i e ou  

conception of history is above all a guide to study, not a lever for construction 

... . All history must be studied afresh .   

 

I  the p oje t atte pted he e the app oa h to Ma is  hi h has ee  adopted is as 

a guide to stud . I  this pa ti ula  ase the o je t of stud  ill e the si  life sto ies of 

teachers of literacy to adults on the Isle of Thanet in Kent.  

 

A Marxist approach to particular problems cannot be achieved through any type of 

s iptu al e egesis f o  Ma s iti gs. Whe  the te s Ma ist a d Ma is  a e 

employed in this thesis they will signify an attempt to creatively use the method of 

analysis developed by Marx. There is another very important connotation to Marxism 

which is sometimes neglected by academic Marxists, this too results in a 

misrepresentation.  

 

Ma  elie ed that the st uggle of the p oleta iat, the ode  o ki g lass  (Marx and 

Engels, 1888 p.12) represented the only possible way forward for humanity. There is 

oo  fo  dis ussio  a out h  he elie ed this, the atu e of the ode  o ki g 

lass  o  a  othe  uestio s. What is e o d dispute is that for Marx the philosophy 

and the analysis which he offered could never be neutral with regard to this struggle. 
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Paolo F ei e he  talki g a out edu atio  fo  the opp essed  poi ted out a  ti es 

that in the contest between those with power and those without to adopt a position of 

affected neutrality meant to side with the powerful. Marx had much earlier made a 

similar point as when both sides of a dispute were attributed equal status this favoured 

those ho possessed fo e .  As Ma  put it i  atters of the context of the working 

lass st uggle fo  a sho te  o ki g da  et ee  e ual ights, fo e de ides  Ma , 

1990, p. 344). In the context of this project, with due respect for academic integrity, the 

standpoint adopted is fundamentally one of solidarity with the teachers and their 

students.  
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Antecedents 1 - The Poverty of Postmodernism 

 

 

Counsel woven into the fabric of real life is wisdom. The art of storytelling is reaching its 

end because the epic side of truth, wisdom, is dying out. 

Walter Be ja i , 9  The Stor  Teller . 

 

 

The hapte s titled A te ede ts  take  togethe  o stitute a o i atio  of a 

literature review and a setting out of the methodology behind the thesis. The 

literature review is unusual in that it opens by concentrating on material which might 

be said to represent rather personal antecedents to the arguments of the thesis. 

Personal in the sense that the two figures around whom this chapter is based Johann 

Wolfgang von Goethe and Honoré de Balzac have in different ways contributed to my 

belief in the viability of life story work as a valuable method of academic inquiry. 

Furthermore both Goethe and Balzac have an interesting relationship to Marxism. 

The other figure who features prominently in this chapter is Laurel Richardson.  

 

More than twenty years after its pu li atio  Lau el ‘i ha dso s essa  W iti g: A 

Method of I ui   e e ts a fai  deg ee of i flue e a o g people o ki g 

with life histories. This power is due in part to the essay having something of the 

qualities of a manifesto; Laurel Richardson sets out the theoretical underpinnings of a 

postmodern approach to life story work and combines this with a programme of 

action. The essay offers in a brief compass much to consider.  An evaluation of the 

ideas in the essay forms the first part of this chapter.  

 

In the case of Goethe a brief presentation will be made of his use of the concept of an 

U phä o e  o  a het pe, as a tool of i estigatio . Goethe held that  the stud  of 

the natural world should proceed through the detailed study of individual phenomena 

and that carefully considered work at this level made it possible to work from the 

i di idual ase   to o e ge e al le els of u de sta di g. It ill e a gued that life 

sto  o k sha es i po ta t si ila ities ith the U phä o e  ethod used by 

Goethe.  I  life sto  o k a  e a i atio  is ade of  a li ited u e  of li es  ith 

a view to seeing how these relate to, and might inform, a study of wider social  issues. 
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The reverse process is also employed.  Knowledge of wider social issues is used to 

understand and underpin an interpretive narrative of the lives studied. Both 

movements taken together, from the individual to the social, and then from the social 

to the individual, form a heuristic counterpoise to each other.  

 

A single episode f o  Old Go iot  Balza s o el of  ill e used to sho  ho  a 

g eat ealist  ite  p ese ts a isio  of the elatio ship et ee  i di idual sto ies 

a d so ial de elop e ts.  The episode is a o e t of epipha  De zi , , p.  

in the life of Eugène de Rastignac a ha a te  e t al to the hole of Balza s 

Co edie Hu ai e . I  the ha ds of Balza  ‘astig a s epiphany is simultaneously 

historic and deeply personal. This relationship between the individually personal and 

the wider, sometimes tectonic, shifts in the social also lies at the heart of life story 

work, and reflects what  C. Wright Mills saw as the i te pla  et ee  iog aph , 

pe so al t ou les  a d so ial issues  so i po ta t i  a so iologi al i agi atio . 

(Mills, 1959/2000). 

 

Whilst Goethe is not generally taken into consideration by those involved in life story 

work Balzac in contrast does sometimes get mentioned. Laurel Richardson offers 

Balza  as a  e a ple of a ite  ho spea headed a  atte pt to ake lite atu e a 

part of science, something which she decries in the name of postmodernism, 

fu the o e she iti ises Balza  fo  his ealis  (Richardson, 1994, p. 519). The point 

is sometimes made that it is not enough to disagree with something; it is much more 

beneficial to deeply understand why you disagree and even more so to understand 

why others have come to conclusions different to your own. Throughout my life I 

have believed that the novels of Balzac have offered me a glimpse of people and 

places in Paris as it was two hundred years ago. So the reasons why Laurel Richardson 

feels differently are intriguing.    

 

The Postmodern Condition 

Withi  the ide  a eas of ualitati e esea h  a d a ati e studies  the e a e a  

academics and scholars who would describe themselves as accepting most of the 

i telle tual te ets o tai ed ithi  the post ode  po tfolio see fo  e a ple 

Denzin and Lincoln, 1994 and 2011).  The essay in which Laurel Richardson criticises 

Balzac by name, and the wider tradition which he helped to create, is entitled 
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W iti g: A Method of I ui  a d has a hie ed a  a het pal status.  What is i itiall  

striking about the dismissive stance taken toward the writing of Balzac is that he set 

out most definitely to use writing as a method of inquiry and the result is a series of 

novels which chart the rise of bourgeois Paris. The example of Balzac is given below as 

an illustration of how the embrace of a certain type of postmodern outlook can lead 

to the eje tio  of ealis , the de ial of a  possi ilit  of a s ie tifi  app oa h to 

social investigation and the dismissal of any type of humanism. The use of the word 

s ie e  is p o le ati  he e; it is so eti es used as a ge e al te  he  hat is 

actually being referred is a rather narrow form of science. When some 

post ode ists iti ise s ie e  it is ot at all lea  hat the  ea   the te . 

“ ie e  ight ean activities typically used in the natural sciences, engineering or 

mathematics or it might refer to any type of rational or systematic scholarly work of 

the type undertaken by historians or musicologists. Sometimes it appears to be the 

case that critics of the ide  otio  of s ie e  as a  t pe of s ste ati  stud  

deli e atel  o flate this ith a a o  fo  of positi is  so as to o e easil  

discredit  it. 

 

Laurel Richardson presents the case for writing itself being seen as a method of 

inquiry. The argument is interesting as she advocates that social scientists should pay 

far more attention to how they write. Richardson believes that social science writing 

should e de eloped a ou d p o esses of eati it . “he sees eati it  ‘i ha dso , 

1994, p. 517) in the production of writing as being contributory to the overall quality 

of the research process. In a more restrained form than that which Laurel Richardson 

actually advocates, the proposal is sound enough. A student in the social sciences 

reading the lively prose of C. Wright Mills or Rachel Carson and comparing their work 

to that of the dull texts of many of their counterparts would support calls for lively 

writing, but Laurel Richardson is calling for far more than lucid writing.  

 

For many who ight ag ee ith the e its of Lau el ‘i ha dso s asi  suggestio   a  

alarm bell starts to ring when we are told that this writing should not be constrained 

 a elu ta e to u tu e ou  o  i di idualit  , p. . “he also tells us that 

Post ode is  suspe ts all t uth lai s of aski g a d se i g pa ti ula  i te ests . 

Accordingly Richardson drawing on the work of Patricia Clough (1992) sees Balzac, 
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Zola and presumably the whole realist tradition as representing a devaluation of 

lite a  iti g . This de aluatio  has o e a out;  

... e ause lite a  iti g as taki g a se o d seat i  i po ta e, status, 

impact and truth value to science, some literary writers attempted to make 

lite atu e a pa t of s ie e. B  the late i etee th e tu  ealis  

do i ated oth s ie e a d fi tio  iti g...  ‘i ha dso , , p.  

 

This p oposal is ased o  a a iet  of post ode  a gu e ts espe iall  those hi h 

suspe t all t uth lai s of aski g a d se i g pa ti ula  i te ests i  lo al, ultu al, 

a d politi al st uggles  ‘i ha dso , , p. . I  pa ti ula  Balza  is sele ted as 

ep ese ti g the t e d hi h e su ed that ealis  do i ated oth s ie e a d fi tio  

iti g  ‘i ha dso , , . I  the sa e hapte  ‘i ha dso  sets out a e t al 

plank of postmodern or poststructural argumentation: 

 

Poststructuralism links language, subjectivity, social organization and power. 

The centrepiece is language. Language does not reflect social reality, but 

produces meaning, creates social reality. Different languages and different 

discourses within a given language divide up the world and give it meaning 

in ways that are not reducible to one another. Language is how social 

organisation and power are defined and contested and the place where our 

sense of selves our subjectivity is constructed. (p 518) 

 

More than a few people working in the area of narrative enquiry consider themselves 

to share the arguments put forward in the above passage from Laurel Richardson. The 

nub of this argument is the contention that language does not reflect social reality but  

creates it.  

 

It is quite possible that in more than a few cases the full implications of fundamentalist 

postmodern arguments are not fully grasped by those who believe themselves 

persuaded. Richardson is not always completely consistent in the essay quoted, at 

times she appears to allow for the possibility that a reality of some type might exist 

e o d a ati e , ut the o e all th ust is fai l  stead ; the lai  is that the so ial 

world is basically a narrative construction. It should also be noted that whether or not 

Richardson realises just how extreme she is in her philosophical idealism what she has 
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written is consistent enough to put her squarely in that camp.  The idea that language 

gives meaning to the world is a profoundly different philosophical proposition to the 

contention that language achieves and creates meaning in its relationship to the world.  

 

The existence of the social world of humans is unimaginable without language but it is 

equally true that language and meaning have no existence outside of this world. 

Language alone does not create the world in which humans exist. This is as true for the 

social as it is for the natural world. In the processes of the creation and continuation of 

the social world language is ever present and permeates every aspect of human activity 

and understanding. Language not only creates and recreates this world but it also 

reflects it. Reflection and creation are but different facets of the same processes within 

the social world.  

 

Formulations of the relationship between language and the social world which pitch 

reflection and creation into a mutually excluding opposition lead to two equally 

unsatisfactory world outlooks; on one hand to a materialism which can only be 

mechanical, and on the other to complete philosophical idealism.  

 

In both cases, that of mechanical materialism, and consistent idealism, the dialectical 

link between the social world and material world is broken. This rejection of dialectical 

relationships is to be found in many instances where the chances of developing 

understanding would be much improved if instead of setting things in a mutually 

excluding opposition to each other they were seen as being related. Examples of such 

unhelpful oppositions might be; the ideal and the material, time and space, abstract 

and concrete, individual and social, subjective and objective, particular and universal, 

local and global or a host of other things too often posed as excluding antinomies. In 

each of the above examples it is only possible to understand both sides of the opposed 

terms through grasping the relationship between them.  

 

On the side of idealism the break between the material world and the social world 

allows for the development of a relativist world outlook. If we accept the proposition 

i plied i  the idea of the a ati e o st u tio  of ealit  the  all a d a  ideas of 

t uth  as so ethi g hi h ight e o je ti el  esta lished a e go e. He e it is 

e essa  to p ese t a  i po ta t autio  o e i g the ideas of o je ti it  a d 
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su je ti it . To a gue fo  the idea of o je ti it , o  i deed su je ti it  does ot 

ea  thei  a epta e i  a positi ist  fo .   

 

The history of the terms objective and subjective is enormously complex, sufficiently so 

for the two terms to have been transposed in their meanings more than once, with 

hat e u de sta d toda  as the ea i g of o je ti e  ei g o e ed  the te  

su je ti e  a d i e e sa Willia s, , p. . Toda  the e a e elati el  fe  

people, even in the natural sciences, who argue for a straightforwardly positivist form 

of o je ti it  o  o je ti e t uth . With the de ise of t ue positi is  Ma t  

Ha e sle  efe s to the idea of the possi ilit  of a s ie tifi  fo  of o je ti it  as 

o je ti is  Ha e sle , , a . It is ot u usual to fi d that he  positi is  

is levelled as an accusation it is a caricature of the position of an opponent. The original 

Positi ist  philosoph  of Auguste Co te a gued fo  the appli atio  of a positi e  

s ie e to ost if ot all aspe ts of so iet . I  his essa  Plan of the Scientific Work 

Ne essa  fo  the ‘eo ga izatio  of “o iet  Co te suggests that the so ial p o le s 

should be resolved through the application of methods from the natural sciences 

(Comte, 1822/ 1998 pp. 47- . Fo  Co te t uth  ould e established with the 

objective precision which appeared possible in the natural sciences of his time.  It is 

ofte  this dis edited idea of positi e  o je ti it  hi h is eje ted  post ode ists. 

Co te s positi e otio  of o je ti it  is a el  put fo ard today in its original form, 

its ost o o  ode of e iste e  so e dista e is as a  Au t “all  p opositio  

by which some postmodernists attack all notions of objectivity.  Laurel Richardson puts 

the argument thus: 

 

Qualitative writers are off the hook so to speak. The  do t ha e to pla  God, 

writing as disembodied omniscient narrators claiming universal atemporal 

general knowledge ; they can eschew the questionable metanarrative of 

scientific objectivity and still have plenty to say as situated speakers, 

subjectivities engaged in knowing/telling about the world as they perceive it.  

(1994, p.518)  

 

Clearly there is an implication here that those working with qualitative forms of 

esea h a e off the hook  he  it o es to p ett  u h a  atte pt at o je ti it . 

What appears most strangely fascinating in arguments such as this is the extraordinary 
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symmetry between the more outré propositions of postmodernism and those of the 

o e a de t suppo te s of o je ti is  Ha e sle , 2011 and 2011a). Both 

substantially accept the terms in which they both define ea h othe s  outlook, a d 

they largely agree on the non-dialectical oppositio  of the su je ti e  a d the 

o je ti e . What sepa ates oth the post ode  su je ti ists  a d the ost ha d-line 

of the o je ti ists  is thei  hoi e to sta d o  o e side o  the othe , of the wall they 

place between themselves.  

 

The e is lea l  a logi al e us li ki g the elief that la guage eates so ial ealit  

a d the apa it  fo  su je ti ities  to k o  a d to tell a out the o ld as the  

pe ei e it . Those ho hold the ie  that ealit  is a li guisti  eatio  do ot eed to 

es he  the uestio a le eta a ati e of s ie tifi  o je ti it . The e ould e o 

possibility of any type of objectivity existing in a world which is created, and changed  

 su je ti ities   ho o de ed thi gs si pl   k o i g/telling about the world as 

they perceive it  (Richardson, 1994,  p.518).  

 

Types of Relativism 

Linked to this rejection of an objectively existing social reality, and this is what 

Richardson and others are arguing for when they claim that reality is created by 

narratives, are parallel avowals of a more general relativist philosophy and a rejection 

of all and any recognisably humanist standpoints. The logic of this is simple enough and 

goes as follows.  

 

The social world is a creation of language. Things are as they are because of language. 

We cannot appeal to anything outside of language to help us judge what is erroneous 

and what is less so. By the same token we cannot go outside of language to help us 

decide what is truthful and what is less so.  From this it follows that attempts to impose 

any universal, or even general, standard of truth outside of a specific and local 

dis ou se  is i atio al. I  the i t odu tio  e tio  as ade of the a gu e ts of 

some more radical social constructivists (Edwards et.al., 1995, Gergen and Gergen, 

2003) who argue along these very lines. As a concise statement of this relativism it 

would be hard to better the following:  
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The relativist, like everyone else, is under the necessity to sort out beliefs, 

accepting some and rejecting others. He will naturally have preferences and 

these typically coincide with those of othe s i  his lo alit . The o ds t ue  

a d false  p o ide the idio  i  hi h those e aluatio s a e e p essed, a d 

the o ds atio al  a d i atio al  ill ha e a si ila  fu tio . Ba es a d 

Bloor, 1981, p.27) 

 

Sokal and Bricmont (1998, p.87) point out that in this statement of a relativist approach 

the o ds t ue  a d false  ha e ee  gi e  a spe ial ea i g fa  e o ed f o  ho  

the  a e ge e all  u de stood i  e e da  life . As “okal a d B i o t poi t out: 

 

If I ega d the state e t I d a k offee this o i g  as t ue, I do ot ea  

simply that I prefer to believe that I drank coffee this morning, much less that 

othe s i   lo alit  thi k that I d a k offee this o i g. , p.  

 

The t uth o  falsit  of the state e t I d a k offee this o i g  a  e satisfa to il  

established on the basis of deciding what the statement means and then by judging the 

extent to which this meaning coincides with something that happened in reality. The 

t uthful ess of the state e t I d a k offee this o i g  ests o  its relationship to a 

ealit  hi h e ists o  e isted. What is i te esti g a out this ealist  fo ulatio  is that 

t uthful ess is i deed elati e  ut this elati is  is ot at the same as it is for the 

post ode ists. Fo  post ode ists like Lau el ‘i ha dso  elati is  is holl  i te al 

ithi  la guage, it is eated  subjectivities engaged in knowing/telling about the 

o ld as the  pe ei e it  , p.518).  

 

A Ma ist app oa h to life sto  o k ust also e elati ist  ut i  the se se that it 

explores the relationship between what is written and the wider, really existing social 

world in which those lives are lived. A Marxist approach to such life story work must 

continually establish, explore and work for, the relative congruence of the life stories as 

they are lived within their social world, and the text in which those lives are inscribed. In 

this endeavour truthfulness and meaning are established through the nature of the 

congruence between text, experience, and reality. This is, at bottom, the relationship 

between language and the real world. This relationship is mediated by history, social 

relations, culture and even individual experience, in many complex ways but these 
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elatio ships too e ist i  the eal o ld .  A Ma ist ie poi t ill al a s see the eal 

o ld, i ludi g the so ial o ld, as the ultimately dete i i g ele e t  E gels, , 

no page) in the relationship between this world, language, meaning and truth. What 

must not be lost sight of is that language, meaning and truth are also necessary and 

integral though not sufficient for the existence of this world.  

 

Humanism 

The worldview which informs this project would be described by some as Ma ist 

Hu a ist . I ha e o o je tio  to su h a des iptio  ut I ould a t to ake t o 

provisos. Firstly, I do not think that it is possible to understand much of Marx without 

seeing his work as being both a development within, and a culmination of, developments 

ithi  the ide  hu a ist t aditio . Vie ed this a  the epithet Ma ist Hu a ist  is 

so ethi g of a tautolog . “e o dl , the hu a ist  pa t of Ma ist hu a ist  should ot 

e take  as i di ati g a dilutio  of the Ma ist  pa t.   The ph ase Ma ist hu a ist  

developed important associations in the light of developments in the Soviet Union and 

with the prominence of the philosophical arguments of Louis Althusser (1969).  

 

In both official Soviet and Althusserian versions of Marxism there was a playing down of 

the part played by the philosophy of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel in the development 

of Ma s o  philosoph . This as espe iall  i po ta t i  the p ese tatio  of hat 

Althusse  posited as the ea l  a d the de eloped  o k of Ma . I  t o olle tio s of 

essays first published in the mid to late 1960s (Althusser, et.al., 1965/2016, and 1969)  

Althusser contended that in his developed work Marx had eradicated traces of 

Hegelia is  f o  his philosoph . I  the “o iet U io  the p ese tatio  of Ma s o k 

as assi el  i flue ed  the ole of Ma is  Le i is  as the offi ial state ideolog . 

This latte  e sio  of Ma is  too fou d Ma s elatio ship to the idealist  Hegel to e 

awkward and sought to play it down. In the light  of both of these developments and 

othe s it a e to suit so e Ma ists to des i e the sel es as Ma ist hu a ists  o  

e e  as Hegelia  Ma ists . The e is o eed to e plo e this fu the  here but it is only as 

this project is pulled together in the late stages of development that I notice that almost 

all, if not quite all of the Marxists mentioned in the text, whose work I have found most 

useful, take a positive view towards the idea of an i ti ate li k et ee  the Ma s 

youthful and mature work and that of Hegel. In the cases of Lev Vygotsky, Alexander 
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Luria, and Evald Ilyenkov, the positive stance towards Hegel was clearly taken despite 

personal risk.  

 

Amongst postmodernists there is a widespread disdain for humanist world outlooks 

whether in their classical, neo classical, modern, or Marxist guises. This rejection of 

humanism is based upon rejection of all and any notions of such a thing as human 

nature; this in turn arises out of another instance of the misconceived opposition of two 

things which exist in a dialectical relationship. In this instance the opposition is between 

atu e  a d u tu e . All fo s of hu a is  hold a elief i  so e o  othe  fo  of 

human nature, and believe that this nature should be cultivated or developed. Most 

post ode ists eje t a  idea of hu a  atu e as etaph si al . The philosophe  

Martin Heidegger  writing in 1949 puts the argument thus: 

 

Every humanism is either grounded in a metaphysics or is itself made to be 

the grounds of one. Every determination of the essence of man that already 

presupposes an interpretation of being without asking about the truth of 

Being, whether knowingly or not is metaphysical. The result is that what is 

peculiar to all metaphysics, specifically with respect to the way the essence 

of a  is dete i ed is that it is hu a isti . Heidegge , 1949/2003, p.178) 

 

The a gu e t hi h a  e le elled agai st fo ulatio s su h as Heidegge s is that it 

is based on a misunderstanding of the nature of humans. These views presuppose 

hu a  atu e  to e so e ki d of p i iti e, e e  ata isti  i sti t so ethi g alo g 

the lines of an essence. In the case of Marxism human nature is seen as being 

something created, shaped, and developed socially.  Humans are themselves 

creations of and also the creators of their own societies.   

 

The p o le  of a supposed hu a  esse e  a d the esolutio  offe ed to this as a 

ke  poi t i  Ma s o  i telle tual de elop e t. I   he as i ol ed i  a 

iti ue of the philosoph  of Lud ig Feue a h, a Left Hegelia  as Ma  hi self had 

o e ee . As pa t of this iti is  Ma  ote i  the fo  of otes his Theses o  

Fue a h .  These otes e e ot pu lished i  his lifeti e a d e e o l  dis o e ed 

 F ede i k E gels afte  Ma s death. The e a e ele e  theses i  all, the si th deals 

ith hat Ma  sa  as Fue a h s is o eptio  of the p o le  of hu a  esse e ;   
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Feuerbach resolves the religious essence into the human essence. But the human 

essence is no abstraction inherent in each single individual. In its reality it is the 

ensemble of the social relations. (Marx, 1845/1974, p.123) 

 

The a ifi atio s of the hu a  esse e  ei g the e se le of hu a  elatio s  a e fa  

reaching. One way of u de sta di g Capital  a d e e thi g else hi h Ma  ote ould e to 

see this o k as d a i g out the i pli atio s of this state e t o  the hu a  esse e . What is 

undeniable is that Marx holds that there is such an essence and that it is social. On this basis 

Marxism must be viewed as a humanist intellectual venture. 

 

Postmoder is  a d Gra d Narrati es  

Fi st pu lished i  F e h i   L ota d s e te ded essa  The Post Mode  Co ditio : 

A ‘epo t o  K o ledge  set the s e e fo  u h that as to o e. I po ta tl  L ota d 

also argued for the rejection of those intellectual ventures which were seen as being 

g a d a ati es . “u h a eje tio  as ost certainly applied to Marxism and 

humanism:   

 

In contemporary society and culture - postindustrial society, postmodern 

culture - the question of the legitimation of knowledge is formulated in 

different terms. The grand narrative has lost its credibility, regardless of what 

mode of unification it uses, regardless of whether it is a speculative narrative 

or a narrative of emancipation? (Lyotard, 1979/1984, p. 37) 

 

Rejection of humanist philosophies in all forms has become a central tenet of most 

forms of postmodernism. This is of some consequence for life story work as many of 

those working in this area see themselves as being motivated by humanist concerns, 

and paradoxically many also believe themselves to be supporters of one or another 

variant of postmodernist thinking.  There is also a wider problem here as the rejection 

of g a d a ati es  of all t pes appea s to ilitate agai st a  easo a le asis o  

which to base a system of ethics.  

 

In what is now a classic text of life story work Ken Plummer (2001) put forward a case 

for hat he te ed a iti al hu a is . Plu e  is ell a a e that he is a gui g fo  
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humanism in the face of accusations that it is the justification for much that is evil. He 

poi ts out that hu a is  is la ed fo  leadi g to su jugatio  Fou ault, 1979, pp. 

159-60), colonialism and imperialism (Césaire, 1972, pp. 23-24), and for the terroristic 

imposition of truth regimes (Lyotard, 1984, p. xxiii and p.63). Although the Marxist 

hu a ist a gu e ts put fo a d he e diffe  i  i po ta t a s to the iti al 

hu a is  of Ke  Plu e  it is ot diffi ult to ake o o  ause.  

 

In terms of the objections of Foucault, Césaire, and Lyotard to humanism it should be 

sufficient to present, for the moment, a short and simple argument. It is undoubtedly 

true that some of the most terrible chapters in human history including Nazism, the 

trans- Atlantic slave trade, and colonialism were routinely justified through arguments 

ou hed i  te s hi h ight oadl  e des i ed as hu a ist .  Ofte  te i le 

thi gs e e, a d still a e justified, as ei g pa t  of a i ilisi g  issio , the i gi g 

of light to dark places, the fulfilment of a legal espo si ilit , o  e e  the ‘ight to 

P ote t . To oppose hu a is  o  the g ou ds that it has ee  used as a loak fo  e il 

is o o e easo a le tha  it ould e to oppose i ilisatio ,  light , la  o  

p ote tio  o  the g ou ds that the  too have been used to put a positive gloss on 

malfeasance.      

 

In this thesis the underlying argument against much postmodernist thinking is that if 

e eje t all g a d a ati es ,  t uth lai s , hu a is  a d s ie e  e a e also 

substantially rejecti g  u h of the idea of ea i g   as it is ge e all  u de stood.  

 

To sa  that so e post ode ist thi ki g edu es su sta tiall  the idea of ea i g  

is a substantial claim. For the moment it is sufficient to draw attention to the fuller 

implications fo  ea i g  i  t o of the post ode  a gu e ts al ead  uoted 

above. The first is from Laurel Richardson:  

 

Diffe e t la guages a d diffe e t dis ou ses ithi  a gi e  la guage di ide 

up the world and give it meaning in ways that are not reducible to one 

a othe  ‘i ha dso , , p.518) 

 

The se o d is the lai  of Ba es a d Bloo  epeated elo  a out the ea i g of t ue  

a d false , atio al  a d i atio al  ei g little o e tha  a atte  of lo al p efe e e . 
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The relativist, like everyone else, is under the necessity to sort out beliefs, 

accepting some and rejecting others. He will naturally have preferences and 

these t pi all  oi ide ith those of othe s i  his lo alit . The o ds t ue  

a d false  p o ide the idio  i  hi h those e aluatio s are expressed, and 

the o ds atio al  a d i atio al  ill ha e a si ila  fu tio . Ba es a d 

Bloor, 1981, p.27) 

 

In both of these cases the argument is being put forward that there is little or no 

ha e fo  ea i g  to t a s e d diffe e t la guages, genres or locality. If this is 

o e t the  the idea of ea i g  has ee  e  u h edu ed to so ethi g o l  

communicable within relatively narrow circles.   

 

It is uite t ue to sa  that the ea i g  of so ethi g i  o e la guage o  e e  i  o e 

discourse cannot be reduced to the exact same meaning in another language or 

discourse. At one level the statement is no more than a tautology pointing out nothing 

more than that different languages and different discourses are different. But there is a 

deeper implication in what Richardson saying, and this rests on the idea of what she 

i te ds  the o d edu i le . The poi t is that hile diffe e t la guages a d 

different genres cannot be reduced to each other translation between languages and 

genres is eminently possible.  There is often a loss of nuance or implication within 

translation but on the whole it works. If we take the famously untranslatable German 

te  Bildu g  it is possi le i  E glish to uild up app o i atio  to its ea i g. Quite 

possibl  the full ultu al i pli atio s of Bildu g  do ot e ist i  E glish ut it is possi le 

to learn about how the term works in German.  Languages and genres do not need to 

be reducible one to another for meanings to be negotiated between them. The 

lo alit  a gu e t of Ba es a d Bloor (Barnes and Bloor, 1981, p.27) is a variant of 

that made by Richardson it can also be countered in a similar way. It is perfectly 

possible for meanings to be more or less satisfactorily negotiated, shared and 

communicated between languages, genres and localities.  This communication might 

never be simple, might never be complete and sometimes might not be possible, but 

this is very different to claiming categorically that it cannot happen.  
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In life story work it is often possible to find that the story tellers experience a great 

pleasure in seeing their story told. In reading a text which represents their life those 

whose stories are told see a value in what they have communicated; there is a 

ea i g  i  thei  life.   

 

Lau el ‘i ha dso  states that e a e fo tu ate, o , to e o ki g i  a post ode ist 

li ate  , p.517). She and others often talk about the liberating nature of their 

form of postmodern criticism but it is hard to understand what this liberation might 

mean given the scope of what it rejects. According to Tacitus the Scottish chieftain 

Calga us said of the ‘o a  pa ifi atio  of his ho ela d the  ake a dese t a d all it 

pea e ; i  i telle tual te s post ode  li e atio  might appear to offer something 

similar. 

 

A Literature Review? 

I  t o o pa io  o ks hi h featu e o  a  ou ses fo  ‘esea h Methods  at 

post g aduate le el Ch is Ha t dis usses ho  to do a Lite atu e ‘e ie  a d a 

Lite atu e “ea h  Ha t, , 2 . Ha t s ooks e plai  to stude ts the pu poses of 

the search and review. Hart states that a primary purpose of the review is to; 

 

... demonstrate skills in library searching; to show command of the subject 

area and understanding of the problem: to justify the research topic, design 

and methodology. (Hart, 1998, p. 13)  

 

This statement receives the backing of David Silverman who is seen by many as the 

doyen of British qualitative research. Silverman, directly addressing research 

students, makes the obse atio  that  O e ou sta t to see ou  lite atu e e ie  as 

dialogi  athe  tha  a e e epli atio  of othe  people s iti g ou a e goi g i  the 

ight di e tio “il e a , , p. . This dialogi  ualit  of a lite atu e e ie  

will be to the fore in what follows. The form of presentation will try to capture the 

p o ess  hi h  eadi g  a d the data   esta lished th ough the esea h 

project were brought together to develop each other.   

 

Fo  Ha t the pu pose of the lite atu e sea h  lies i  the esea he s: 
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... need to become completely familiar with your topic. This means searching 

out, obtaining and then reading as much as possible in the time you have 

available. (Hart, C. 2001, p. 2) 

 

Anyone familiar with research will no doubt have reason to pause and reflect when 

eadi g this fo ula; the eal o ld i pli atio s of the o ds possi le  a d ti e  a e 

grave. It is also interesting to consider other dimensions of the statements made by 

Hart, for although he is often considered to be very orthodox he actually presents a 

ie  of lite atu e sea h a d e ie  hi h goes e o d the displa  of s hola l  skills  

(Silverman, 2005, p. . The e is a eed to sho  a  u de sta di g of the p o le  

hi h has oti ated the esea h a d to justif  a d e o e o pletel  fa ilia  ith 

the esea h topi . With a little i agi atio  to take us outside the alls of the li a  

the idea of sea hi g out  ot o l  te ts ut also sto ies a d opi io s e o es uite 

exciting. Life story work must to a large degree happen outside of the library, the 

materials from which it is made cannot be gathered in a place where, for good reason, 

silence is maintained.  

 

Ha t s p es iptio s togethe  ith “il e a s e o e datio  to e o e dialogi  

can be reordered to justify the approach to literature search and review which will be 

taken here. In what follows a type of literature review will be presented as a story of 

the intellectual origins of this thesis.  As with all such projects this one has a life story. It 

is not unusual to find PhD. students, who when talking about their doctoral work 

employ vocabulary more often associated with family life or fecundity. PhDs often pass 

th ough a o e t of i eptio  e t follo s a pe iod he  hat ill e ke  ideas 

ge i ate  a d the  take oot . At so e poi t afte  this the e is ofte  a ti e of 

gestatio  hile the p oje t de elops, the e ight e a u tu i g , so eti es a 

losso i g  the  a o i g to f uitio .  Wo e  th ough this fe tilit  a ati e the e is 

often a parallel story set in terms which evoke the tribulations of all long term 

elatio ships it is ot u usual to hea  people sa  that I ofte  thought of just dropping it 

a d alki g a a  o  I e e tuall  ealised that I ould just ha e to get o  ith it . If 

such metaphors are justifiable, their ubiquity might indicate that they are, then we 

ight also talk a out the life histo  of a thesis.  
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Taking this idea further we might imagine this text as a young adult and in this chapter 

something of the family history, the ancestors, and the genomic dimensions will be 

represented with a view to explaining why it looks like it does and possesses a certain 

temperament and outlook.  

 

This is hat lies ehi d the use of the o d a te ede ts  i  the title. The pu pose of 

the chapters with this in their title is that they are intended to tell the reader 

so ethi g a out the spa e  to use a term in the same way as Lefebvre ) from which it 

originates.  I  taki g this a te ede t  app oa h to the lite atu e sea h a d e ie  it is 

important to understand that it works back from a more or less established starting 

point.  

 

It was only at the time that the thesis took on a more or less well defined direction that 

it could be said which readings had played a part in its direction, and how they had 

played a part. Of course the reverse process has also been extremely important. In the 

course of preparing the thesis texts have been read which might not have been read in 

other circumstances. To read new texts in the light of this project is not however such a 

surprising activity as that of re-understanding the arguments and thinking in books and 

articles which were once familiar in other ways.  

 

Overall when surveying the main thrust of the project I am struck by how much 

influence has been exerted by texts I read before I had begun life history work, and 

how much the impact of these texts has changed in the light of their being viewed from 

a different vantage point. In many cases these texts have been re-read in the light of 

work for this project and largely new understandings have emerged. To return to books 

read many years before and to realise how much was missed in earlier readings is at 

once illuminating and unsettling. 

 

It has already been said that this chapter should be seen as dialogic in intention. All rich 

dialogue is not only conducted with an (in this case a largely imagined) external 

interlocutor, but must also have an important internal dimension with the 

interlocutors, not only addressing each other but also themselves.  I too am trying to 

simultaneously formulate, present and understand, what it is I want to say and why I 
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want to say it.   This is stated openly and perhaps in contravention of the normal rules 

of the ethodolog  hapte  ge e.  

 

Silverman makes a remark about the purpose of a literature review which might not 

e eal its full i po ta e o  fi st ei g ead A  lite atu e e ie  o e ted ith a 

piece of research has as much to do with the issue of generalizability as with displaying 

ou  a ade i  ede tials . “il e a , 2005, p.295, emphasis as in original) 

 

It is p e isel  this poi t a out ge e alisa ilit  hi h so e see as a  A hilles  heel of 

life story work (Fieldhouse, 1996, 1997). It is very difficult in life story work to interview 

and produce the life stories of large samples of people, it simply takes too much time 

(Evans, 2004, pp. 67-68).  

 

Life story research usually focuses on a relatively small number of life stories. Among 

critics of this method of research it is argued (more often than not sotto voce)  that if a 

study is made of a particular life or a small number of lives then, by definition, there 

will be problems of the generalisability of such a study. It is intended to show how, at 

its best, work in the area of life stories or auto/biography accepts this problem and 

through grappling with it produces studies which reveal the dialectical workings of the 

general and the specific. A small number of life stories properly analysed will reveal 

much of the relationship between and interpenetration of the social, cultural, and 

political with the individual or personal. It is precisely this type of relationship which is 

referred to as the philosoph  of i te al elatio s  Oll a , , pp.227-42, Sayers, 

1990). 

 

Fundamentally the philosophy of internal relations holds that all phenomena, whether 

material or ideal, are constituted by the relations they have with other phenomena and 

within themselves. In our particular case of the life story a life might be viewed as being 

o posed of a iad of i te al  de elop e ts a d also  the a  i  hi h the 

same life stands in relation to a culture and society. It should already be apparent that 

the life sto  is a  i te esti g e a ple fo  the philosoph  of i te al elatio s  as i  a 

human life the natural, the social, the particular and the general all exist as expressions 

of each other.    
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Approaching the same issue from a different perspective Hollway and Jefferson (2000) 

argue that a small sample approached with careful treatment of the individual 

differences (derived from such factors as age, gender, and context) between the people 

in the sample might well produce more insight than a larger scale survey in which 

individual differences  are either ignored or aggregated. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

developed an approach to scientific study which had at its centre the development of a 

deeper understanding between the general and the specific. He developed this in part 

because he believed that the tendency of other scientists to aggregate, and thereby 

eliminate, individual difference would lead science astray.  

 

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

Both Goethe and Balzac in different ways demonstrate something of how the 

philosoph  of i te al elatio s ight e applied to the idea of ge e alisa ilit  i  life 

history work. The case against life history, or auto/biographically based approaches to 

social studies usually rests on the claims that small populations cannot be taken as 

representative and that we cannot generalise from such small samples. For Goethe 

a d late  fo  Hegel a d Ma  this p o le  of ge e alisa ilit  o ked e  u h i  

the opposite direction, the basic contention being that it is from the careful study of 

the particular that we proceed to the general.  

 

In the case of Marx the study of the particular was important as it was the only way to 

approach the more general. The classic example of this for Marx would be the way in 

which in his iti g of Capital  he sta ts ith a  a al sis of hat he sees as its u it:   

 

The wealth of those societies in which the capitalist mode of production 

p e ails, p ese ts itself as a  i e se a u ulatio  of o odities,  its 

unit being a single commodity. Our investigation must therefore begin with 

the analysis of a commodity. (Marx, 1887/1990, p127) 

 

 Ma  afte  ea s of st uggli g, ith oth the su je t atte  of Capital  a d its 

presentation, starts with the commodity. The next few thousand pages begin to deal 

with its implications.   
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For Marx moving away from the particular, if sight was lost of the way in which the 

particular always exists in interconnection with other things, led to generalisations 

being abstract. Earlier in this chapter mention was made of the complex relationship 

between the thought of Marx and Hegel. Both Marx and Hegel were familiar with the 

o k of Goethe. It is ot diffi ult to see ho  Ma s app oa h to the o odit  i  

Capital  ight e o pa ed to Goethe s Urphänomen . 

 

The Urphänomen 

A  esse tial featu e of Goethe s app oa h to s ie e  as his o te tio  that it should 

e ased o  a deli ate fo  of e pi i is  hi h e te s i to the losest u io  ith its 

o je t a d is the efo e t a sfo ed i to a  a tual theo  Goethe, 1833/1998, p.75.). 

Here the message of Goethean science for life history work is particular clear: a 

a iga le path to a de eloped u de sta di g of the so ial  a  e ased o  the 

delicate empirical study of the lives of individuals. 

 

The issue of generalisability itself should be seen as being embedded (again, an 

e a ple of the philosoph  of i te al elatio s  i  ide  p o le s of episte olog  

and ontology. Generalisability cannot be taken as a self evident concept. What is 

u de stood  the o d ge e alisa ilit  itself leads us to a theo  of k o ledge. As 

Goethe e plai ed e e  the si plest oti g of a fa t  al ead  i plies so ethi g that it 

is to be understood within some type of theoretical framework  

 

Everything factual is already theory: to understand this would be the 

greatest possible achievement. The blueness of the sky reveals the basic law 

of h o ati s. Do t go looki g fo  a thi g e o d phe o e a: the  a e 

themselves what they teach, the doctrine. (Goethe, 1796/1998, p.77) 

 

From the point of view of a Goethea  app oa h to s ie tifi  stud  it a  e see  that a 

small number of life stories carefully examined might be a productive basis from which 

to p o eed i  a ge e alisi g  di e tio . This is ot at all to lai  that f o  the stud  of 

a few lives alone that a view of the whole universe of the social or the psychological can 

be formed. In the approach to life story work taken here the lives studied are the 

principle points of departure from which to move towards the social. At the same time 
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there is of course a wealth of knowledge already available in the form of theory which 

is to be utilised in order to move from the general back to the particular.  

 

How well the general fits with the particular and how a knowledge and understanding 

of each informs and deepens our understanding of the other is an important test of the 

veracity and utility of our theories as they relate to both the general and the particular. 

It was precisely this type of movement between the general and the particular which 

Liz “ta le  efe ed to he  she poi ted out that if st u tu al a al ses do ot o k at 

the le el of pa ti ula  li es the  the  do ot o k at all  , p. . A  argument 

entirely in keeping with those made earlier by Goethe.    

 

Today it sounds more than a little strange to talk about the merging of science and 

poet  ut this as a  i po ta t pa t of Goethe s thi ki g. At the o e of his app oa h 

to the study of natural phenomena there is a belief that understanding may only be 

achieved through investigations and contemplation which combine aesthetic 

judgements with what Goethe saw as scientific rigour. At the heart of what Goethe saw 

as being the essence of scientific rigour was the training of the scientist to observe.  

 

In his ground breaking and widely respected study of plants Goethe (1790/2009)  

e plo ed hat he alled a ge eti  ethod  alo gside hat a e ost defi itel  

aesthetic judgements and ways of classification. This should not be confused with the 

modern science of genetics but is based on an approach to study which traces lines of 

develop e t a k to hat Goethe sa  as the a het pal fo , the U phä o e . I  

some of the notes for his study of plants sometime after 1786 Goethe outlined in the 

following way how he would apply this genetic method: 

 

If I look at the created object, inquire into its creation and follow this process 

back as far as I can, I will find a series of steps. Since these are not actually 

seen together before me, I must visualize them in my memory so that they 

form a certain ideal whole. 

At first I will tend to think in terms of steps, but nature leaves no gaps, and 

thus, in the end, I will have to see this progression of uninterrupted activity 

as a whole. I can do so by dissolving the particular without dissolving the 

impression itself. (Goethe, 1790/1998, p.105) 
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The dissol i g  hi h Goethe talks a out he e is the p o ess  hi h the s ie tist 

moves from the particular case to a more general impression. This is to be achieved by 

observing what is general in each particular case; the general picture is produced by 

dissolving the particular into the general. Here Goethe is talking about plant physiology 

but this could be applied to any area of his studies.  

 

There are obviously very important and illuminating ways in which the method Goethe 

proposes here might be applied to the study of life histories. We might consider each life 

sto  as a eated o je t  i  the a  Goethe des i ed. I  the a ati es f o  hi h the 

life stories are created incidents and events are interwoven with explanations and 

interpretations et ., these ust the  e isualised  so that the  fo  a e tai  ideal 

hole .  Va ious sto ies a  i  tu  e ought togethe , ju taposed a d s thesised 

ith a ge tle e pi i is  hi h ust also e og ise a d espe t ea h sto s 

individuality. When Goethe talks a out dissol i g the pa ti ula  ithout dissol i g the 

i p essio  itself  he is des i i g a  aspe t of his s ie tifi  ethod i  hi h the sea h 

fo  the U phä o e , o  a het pal fo , is a ke  p o ess i  u de sta di g the fo  of 

each particular occurrence of a phenomena.  In a very real sense the six life stories 

presented in this study are examined with a view to discovering something similar to an 

U pha o e .  Goethe hilst looki g fo  the U phä o e  also elie es that the 

scientist ust o k si ulta eousl  ith gestalte  o  o plete shapes, figu es o  

o ple es. I  his Ma i s a d ‘efle tio s  fi st pu lished posthu ousl  soo  afte  his 

death in 1832 Goethe describes the relationship of the general to the specific in 

aphoristic verse form: 

 

What is general?  

The individual case 

What is specific?  

Millions of cases 

(Goethe 1833/1998, Reflection 558) 

 

The above maxim is one of many which Goethe set down during the latter part of his 

life which deals with the relationship between the individual or particular and the 

general. For Goethe the particular is always an expression of the general and very 
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importantly the general can only exist in particular cases. Elsewhere in the same 

olle tio  of a i s Goethe states that The general and the particular coincide; the 

pa ti ula  is the ge e al ade a ifest u de  diffe e t o ditio s  Goethe, 1833, 

p.76 . This idea, so p e ale t i  Goethe s thought, is e t e el  i po ta t fo  life sto  

work.  

 

I  te s of ge e alisa ilit  Goethe s o k ight ell gi e pause to those ho a gue 

that ge e alisa ilit  is ot possi le ithout la ge sa ple sizes. Goethe s a gument is 

that generalisability is not possible without very close observation of all that is deemed 

to be particular in any given case. It is only the close study of the particular which 

allows for the postulation of what might be considered to be truly generalisable.  

 

Goethe urges scientists, or any other systematic observer to closely study individual 

phe o e a i  o de  to g asp the eal life a ifestatio s of the ge e al . Fo  Goethe 

the general is in essence an abstraction from the particular. Here abstraction would be 

the process by which we look at many particular cases of certain types and then try to 

see which features of these cases are also general. Goethe put it this way in an article 

first written in 1792 but not published until 1823: 

 

In living nature nothing happens that is not in connection with a whole. When 

experiences appear to us in isolation or when we look at experiments as 

presenting only isolated facts, that is not to say that the facts are indeed 

isolated. The question is: how do we find the connections between 

phenomena or within a given situation? (Goethe, 1792/2010, p.22)  

 

Goethe s u de sta di g of the elatio ship of the pa ti ula  to the ge e al a d his 

i siste e o  stud i g gestalte  led to hi  opposi g a  app oa h to s ie e which 

took as central to its method the isolation of elements from the whole. It was on this 

asis that Goethe fa ousl  iti ised Ne to s app oa h to the stud  of light hi h 

relied on breaking light down into what the latter posited as constituent colours of the 

spectrum.  

 

I  the pa ti ula  ase of the stud  of light it is saluta  to k o  that Goethe s app oa h 

to colour has achieved a certain type of dominance in the world of art. J.M.W. Turner 
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e ei ed a  ea l  op  of Goethe s Theo  of Colou  and may indeed have contributed 

to its translation into English (Hamilton, J., 1997, p. 289). Certainly there can be little 

dou t that Goethe s theo ies guided Tu e  i  his o  atte pts to o u i ate the 

sublime through the medium of colour (Finley, 1997). The sublime would scarcely be a 

category permitted by Newton.  

 

In his approach to the scientific study of colour, plants, and other subjects  Goethe 

always believed that a true appreciation and understanding could only be achieved  if 

what might be called the affe ti e  di e sio  as also o p ehe ded. This ight go 

so e a  to e plai i g h  s ie e  adopted Ne to s app oa h to the stud  of light 

and colour whilst among artists it is Goethe who is seen as offering a more productive 

approach. Life sto  o k has al a s st essed the affe ti e  di e sio  of 

comprehension and investigation. At the core of most life story work there is the 

intention of developing empathy with others whilst working within an academic frame.  

 

Bea i g i  i d Goethe s app oach to science it must also be mentioned that Goethe 

p odu ed hat ight ell e take  as the fi st ode  auto iog aph . Goethe s 

autobiography, published in instalments over more than twenty years finally emerged 

in 1833 (Goethe, 1833). It is interesting to ote that Goethe ga e the title Aus Meinem 

Le e : Di htu g u d Wah heit  F o   life: poet  a d t uth  to this auto iog aph . 

This  poses difficulties to translators as there are deliberate ambiguities in the original 

Ge a . Di htu g  ight ell e t a slated as eithe  poet  o  fi tio . If e take 

Goethe s o k as a ke  e a ple of ea l  ode  iog aph  it is i t igui g to ealise 

that Goethe hi self ished to poi t out the p o le ati  atu e of t uth  i  this ge e.  

In this autobiography Goethe also drew attention to the need for biography to be 

ased o  hat is s a el  attai a le  the eed fo  the ite  to k o  hi self a d his 

age  e ause the ai  o je t of iog aph , is  - to exhibit the man in relation to the 

featu es of his ti e  (Goethe,1833/2008, p. xxviii - xxix).  This latter motivation also 

pla ed a  e o ous pa t i  Goethe s est k o  d a ati  eatio  Faust . If Aus 

Meinem Leben  is lassi all  auto iog aphi al the  Faust  is i  la ge pa t a d a ati  

e de i g of Goethe s elatio  to the featu es of his ti e .  

 

Goethe is generally seen as being a key person in the movement known today as 

Wei a  Classi is . This o e e t ep esented the development of a progressive 
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form of humanism on German soil. In this respect too it is important to look at   

Goethe s ethod of stud i g the i di idual  as the fo  of e iste e of the ge e al  as 

this is also closely related to his understanding of and belief in the values of 

hu a is . E i h F o , e  u h ith Goethe i  i d, defi ed hu a is  as belief 

i  the u it  of the hu a  a e a d a s pote tial to pe fe t hi self  his o  

effo ts  F o , , p.vii) this brief definition could certainly be questioned but it 

does o tai  so e of the ke  te ets of ost fo s of hu a is . I  Faust  Goethe 

seeks to show the fate of mankind in the interplay between the two ambiguous 

characters of Faust and Mephistopheles the entire play in this regard becomes a 

t eatise o  hu a is . Else he e Goethe p o otes hat he sees as the i po ta e of 

human reason and truth in allowing humans to learn how to live in their world: 

 

The reasonable world is to be seen as a great individual not subject to 

mortality and forever bringing about what is needed, in this way even 

mastering chance events. (Goethe, 1833/1998, p. 57)  

 

Goethe s o ept of hu a is  is diale ti al i  that it is ased o  the elatio ship 

between the potential of individuals to realise their humanity within a particular social 

and cultural context and in reverse recognises the effect of particular historic settings 

to o ditio  hu a it . Goethe s outlook as e p essed  Ko ff a  e i e t Goethe 

scholar in the following way: 

 

Man carries within himself not only his individuality but all of humanity, with 

all its potentialities, although he can realize these potentialities in only a 

limited way because of the external limitations of his individual 

e iste e. Ko ff, , p. 123) 

 

What might e said to su  up Goethe s pla e i  the u de sta di g of life sto  o k 

presented here? Goethe would not have seen a barrier existing between his own 

scientific studies on one hand and his literary, dramatic and poetical works (including 

his autobiography). Indeed for Goethe the creation of any such barrier would have 

been seen as destructive of the possibility of attaining understanding through the 

pu suit of k o ledge i  a  pa ti ula  a ea. Goethe s s ie e elied upo  the 

cultivation of aesthetic appreciation whilst he also saw attempts at artistic 
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comprehension of the world as necessarily relying upon a particular approach to 

scientific method. But in this present context what is of greatest importance is that 

Goethe s hole ethod ased a ou d the careful study of individual cases provides a 

reasonable rationale for life story work.  

 

Balzac 

Goethe sa  the task of the ite  as ei g to k o  hi self a d his age  Goethe, 

1833/2008, p.5). If this measure is taken as the yardstick by which to assess the stature 

of a writer then Honoré de Balzac is a colossus.  Balzac is considered by many to be 

perhaps one of the greatest among the great names of nineteenth century fiction such 

as Stendhal, Eliot, Dickens, Zola, Dostoyevsky, and Tolstoy.  There were undoubtedly 

ealist  ite s efo e Balza  ut he o e tha  pe haps a o e else ight e 

considered the first self- o s iousl  ealist  ite .  

 

To draw out the importance of Balzac to this project an analysis will be presented of a 

s e e hi h o u s at the e d of Old Go iot , Ho o  de Balza s o el of  

(Balzac1835/2011). This scene has been commented on by many writers including 

David Harvey (2006, p.51) who draws attention to Balza s apa it  to aptu e a d 

eate the ph siog o  a d ha a te  of the it  i  this ase Pa is.  

 

The scene occurs in the Pére Lachaise cemetery in the year 1819 four years after the 

defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo. The Bourbon monarchy has been restored and much 

of Pa isia  high so iet  is at least i  Balza s ie  ha a te ised  o uptio  a d 

cynical calculation. A kindly retired trades a  k o  as Old Go iot  is ei g u ied; he 

has died in poverty having given over his modest wealth to his daughters who now 

move within middle class society. One of these daughters is now Madame du Nucingen, 

the ife of a po e ful fi a ie . Go iot s destitution has become a cause of shame to 

the daughters who he loved with such generosity.   In their vanity they will not attend 

hat the  see as thei  fathe s et hed a d sha i g fu e al. A o g the e  s all 

group of people in attendance is Eugène de Rastignac a young man from the lowest 

le els of the o ilit  ho has o e to Pa is as a stude t . He too has spe t a 

o side a le a ou t of his fa il s o e  t i g to ake his a  i  Pa is. I  Old 

Go iot  ‘astig a  is sho  as a ould e pa e u  ho has until now, resisted being 

drawn into some of the darker sides of Parisian life. Balzac shows how this tension 
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between ambition and a residual morality drives Rastignac forward. In the final 

pa ag aph of Old Go iot  e lea  ho  this te sio  is fi ally resolved. Rastignac is 

out aged  the daughte s  hea tless ess at efusi g to atte d the fu e al hilst 

simultaneously he realises that those who would succeed in Restoration France must 

avoid disgrace by association with such things as pauper funerals. 

 

Rastignac weeps as the funeral ends. Balzac tells the reader that a tear fell upon 

Go iot s g a e a d ith that tea  ... Eug e de ‘astig a s outh e ded  Balza  

1835/2011,  p.256). In an instant Rastignac decides which way his future lies and those 

who retain any innocence had best beware: 

 

Alo e o , ‘astig a  alked up to a ds the e ete s highest poi t a d 

saw Paris below him, winding along the banks of the Seine, its lights 

beginning to sparkle, his eyes came to rest almost greedily on the area 

between the column on the Place Vendôme and the Dome of the Invalides; 

the home of the beau monde, which he had been so determined to enter. He 

gave the droning hive a look that seemed to drain it of its honey in advance 

and pronounced these grand words; No  let us fight it out!   And by way of 

firing an opening shot at Society, Rastignac went to have dinner with 

Madame de Nucingen. (Balzac 1835/2011, p. 257) 

 

In this short passage Balzac captures a crucial moment in the social transformation of a 

young lesser nobleman into a Parisian financier of the Bourbon restoration. Rastignac 

becomes a figure representative of a social class in formation. The genius of Balzac lies 

in his ability to present this social change through a compellingly convincing portrait of 

the psychological development of a young man. The character of Rastignac appears in 

o e tha  a doze  o els of Balza s Hu a  Co ed  a se ies of so e  novels. 

F o  the poi t at hi h he lea es Go iot s fu e al th ough ea h su se ue t 

appea a e i  Balza s Hu a  Co ed  ‘astig a s fight  p og esses ith hi  

becoming increasingly wealthy, duplicitous and emotionally depraved, indeed the 

personification of a financier. Rastignac eventually makes a play for the highest office in 

France having corruptly amassed a colossal fortune. For all of his determination, 

al ulatio , u i g a d isa th op  ‘astig a s life also e o es ea i gless. 

Rastignac is portrayed by Balzac as a being whose humanity has been consumed and 
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replaced by an obsessive, but void ambition.  As the consummate financier Rastignac is 

o l  apital pe so ified  Ma , 1990, p. 342) from each of his of dazzling pecuniary 

i to ies i  his a  ith hu a it  ‘astig a  e e ges ealthie  a d fu the  di i ished 

as a human being. 

 

F o  the poi t of ie  of a lite atu e e ie  a d espe iall  the uestio  of 

ge e aliza ilit  Balza  is e t e el  i po ta t. Balza  as a le to p ese t the o ki gs 

of a society through the lives of the characters who at once represent, set in motion, 

and are shaped by the forces which impel that society forward in historical terms. 

A othe  ha a te  f o  the Co edie Hu ai e  the pe fu ie  Cesa  Bi otteau appea s 

as one of the very first characters in fiction to be involved in commercial advertising. 

Balzac had a prescient awareness of advertising becoming a key feature of modern life. 

Birotteau is drawn into the world of property speculation and becomes a victim of 

fraudulent practices which lead to his bankruptcy. It would be hard to imagine a more 

po e ful des iptio  of the te o s of a k upt  tha  Balza s a ou t of the hopeless 

attempts by Birotteau to secure loans from the bankers of Paris who unbeknown to the 

perfumier are involved in the fraud and stand to gain from his insolvency. The point 

here is that Balzac uses fiction with devastating accuracy to portray the realities of his 

society. Balzac might well be considered to be the grandmaster of French realist writing 

but viewed from another direction he is a consummate presenter of life stories and 

history.   

 

Ma s ad i atio  fo  Balza  as i e se. This ight appea  to e uite i edi le at 

a superficial level as Marx, above all a political and philosophical protagonist of the 

p oleta iat , ould s a el  ha e ee  o e diffe e t, i  political outlook, to Balzac a 

supporter of the French ancien régime and a royalist. Marx believed that Balzac in his 

Co ed  Hu ai e  ga e a li i g fo  to the so ial a d e o o i  fo es hi h Ma  

a al sed i  his o  o k. Balza s i edi le i sight i to the dark workings of business, 

fi a e, a d politi al hu kste i g alo g ith the o elist s a ilit  to eate e o a le 

characters mean that his work gives an unparalleled social and economic insight into 

the world he wrote about.   

 

The story is told that i ediatel  p io  to the pu li atio  of Capital  Ma  i plo ed 

F ied i h E gels to ead Balza s The U fi ished Maste pie e . Ma  d e  pa allels 
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et ee  this sto  a d his o  st uggle to o plete Capital  hi h Ma  sa  ot o l  

as a work of political economy but also of significant literary value (Wheen, 2006). It is 

certainly true that Marx often alludes to Balzac (and a host of other writers) throughout 

his work. After the death of Marx, his son-in-law Paul Lafargue remarked that Marx 

a ked Ce a tes a d Balza  a o e all othe  o elists . W iti g i   Lafa gue also 

suggests that Marx intended to write an extended review of the Human Comedy once 

he had completed Capital. 

 

He considered Balzac not only as the historian of his time, but as the 

prophetic creator of characters which were still in the embryo in the days 

of Louis Philippe and did not develop until after his death, under 

Napoleon III. (Lafargue, 1890, p.24) 

 

In the twentieth century there has been a tendency to give an exaggerated and one 

sided e o o i  ie  to Capital  a d othe  o ks of Ma . Though it ust e said that 

the e a e so e o de ful a al ses of Ma s o k hi h u  ou te  to this te de . 

This tendency toward the construction of a Marxism as a type of positivistic economic 

science assumed an extreme form in the work of Louis Althusser when he talks about 

the o k a ou g  Ma  hi h is full of Hegelia is  a d the o k of a atu e  Ma  

supposedly purged of humanism etc. The work of Althusser has been thoroughly  (and 

i   opi io  de astati gl , iti ised  E.P Tho pso  i  his The Po e t  of Theo  

(1978). What is not generally recognised is that what E.P Thompson referred to as the 

Ges hi hte s heisse s hlopff  of Althusse . The philosoph  of the latte  ea s 

important family resemblances to the work of many of the French postmodernists 

many of whom looked to Althusser as a teacher and originator of their own brands of 

opposition to humanism.  

 

There has been occasion in this project to look at Balzac because as already detailed, 

among some of those working with life stories there is a rather laconic type of criticism 

of hat the  des i e as ealis   e ause it akes a de a d fo  so e efe e t , and 

objective reality  L ota d, 1984, p.73). 

 

What is most interesting about the rejection of realism and especially the deprecation 

of writers such as Balzac among those working with narrative or life history is that if we 
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were to ask ourselves for the names of those who have achieved most on an historical 

s ale th ough the use of iti g as a fo  of i ui  the  the a es of su h ealist  

writers as Balzac, George Eliot, Zola and Tolstoy would surely be among those who 

come to mind. The more extreme post ode ists  ith thei  adhe e e to a ti –

ealis  a d adi al so ial o st u ti ist  thought  a ot a oid pla i g the sel es i  

absurd positions such as arguing the case for investigating social phenomena through 

fiction whilst decrying the greatest exponents of this art in its realist form.  
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Introduction to the Life Stories: Method and Methodology  

 

 

The first two life stories following follow this chapter. These first two stories follow after the 

p e edi g hapte  hi h as e titled A te ede ts . The e ai i g fou  life sto ies a e 

i te spe sed et ee  t o o e hapte s e titled A te ede ts . The e are three principal reasons 

for this layout.  Firstly, in a project centred around working with life stories there is a clear need to 

get on with presenting the life stories as early as possible. Secondly, it is also necessary to present 

material which constitutes a form of literature review and explanation of the methodological 

considerations if not before then at least alongside the life stories themselves. Thirdly, as has 

al ead  ee  e tio ed the f a e o ks ithi  hi h the life sto ies a e theo ized  a e to life, 

and developed, symbiotically through their contact with the life stories.  That said there is a need to 

present the method used in the collection, the transcription and the presentation of the life stories.  

 

As far as I have been able to I ha e sought to p ese e the oi e  of those i di idual tea he s 

whose stories are told. Referencing has been kept to an absolute minimum, and as the writer of the 

stories I have as far as possible tried to avoid academic intrusions into the stories themselves. This 

non-intrusion is, I hope transparently, something of a stratagem as from the recorded material I 

have edited and selected what is to be included and what, metaphorically speaking, will remain on 

the cutting room floor. The focus in the examination of the life stories is on the three themes 

already mentioned, class and identity, place, and managerialism. 

 

For all of its merits there are also considerable inherent problems in life story work. These are 

discussed in the paragraphs below, both in general terms and with specific reference to the project 

developed here. It is hoped that by dealing with these problems in an open and honest manner 

some of the strengths of life story work will be thrown into better relief. One of the greatest of 

these strengths is perhaps is the way in which some of its best proponents present with the 

honesty and seriousness the problems of the method, such a presentation of necessity involves a 

discussion of methodology. It is never possible or desirable to separate an evaluation of method 

from methodological considerations. 

 

Ethical considerations 

Ethical clearance for this project was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of 

Education at Canterbury Christ Church University before any research work was done with the 
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people whose stories are told here. The research proposal was prepared with close reference to the 

guidelines of the British Educational Research Association (BERA). The key principal underpinning 

the BE‘A guideli es is that all edu atio al esearch should be conducted within an ethic of respect 

for: the person, knowledge, democratic values, the quality of educational research, academic 

f eedo  BE‘A, 2011, p.4). At one level such underpinning principals appear straightforward and it 

is clear that they should be followed. In practice how to best respect such ethical principals in spirit 

and letter is not at all self-evident.  

 

Potential participants were identified on a purposive basis. This is described in one classic text on 

research methods in education as a process by which a researcher hand picks: 

 

the cases to be included in the sample on the basis of their judgement of their 

typicality, or possession of the particular characteristics being sought. In this way they 

build up a sample that is satisfactory to their specific needs. (Cohen, Manion, and 

Morrison, 2011, p. 156) 

 

The picking of a potential sample presented itself initially as a simple process. On reflection it 

presented some interesting ethical problems.  

 

At the time of this project there were fewer than sixty people working as literacy teachers on The 

Isle of Thanet. There was a single further education college, a single adult education centre and a 

small range of private providers. For the purposes of this project it was necessary to interview 

people who had worked in the field of adult literacy teaching for some two or more years. It was 

decided that potential participants with a background in the management of adult literacy teaching 

would not be suitable candidates as they could be rather easily identified.  This would probably 

have meant that these managers would have been unwilling to present a picture of their work 

which might have been perceived as divergent with that this was presented officially by their 

organisations. The result was that the pool from which a purposive sample could be recruited was 

rather small, counterintuitively this meant that the six people who agreed to participate in the 

stud  fou d the sel es e o i g o e ep ese tati e  i  te s of the atio of pa ticipants in the 

study relative to the total size of the population which could be studied.  

 

The study looked at the lives of adult literacy teachers on The Isle of Thanet, by my estimation 

some fifteen per cent of the total population of this category agreed to participate in this study. 
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This ea t that i  so e ases, it e a e e essa  to fi tio alise so e details of the pa ti pa ts  

lives deemed to have little or no relevance directly to the objects of the study, but which made 

their identification more difficult. For example, in the case of a person who left the area after 

informally agreeing in principle to participate in the study, it had been agreed that she would have 

been identified as living in the opposite town to that which she actually lived in. There are only two 

large towns in Thanet; Ramsgate and Margate.   

 

All participants were initially contacted and asked to participate on the basis of their anonymity 

being protected. The purposes of the project were explained to the participants and all were asked 

to sign a consent form.  All participants were informed of their rights as set out in the BERA (2011) 

guidelines. Especially important in this regard to me as the researcher and to them as the person 

whose life story would be represented was that they were asked to participate in the final 

production of the version of their life story presented in this thesis. Firstly, participants were asked 

to ensure that their anonymity was protected in their story and that they felt the presentation of 

their pe so a  as fai .  The pa ti ipa ts had to feel that thei  life sto  p ese ted he e as as fa  

as e ould ake it authe ti . Late  he  the t a s ipts of the i te ie s e e o ked up i to 

the life sto ies the idea of authe ti it  took o  a  e e  greater importance than had been initially 

expected.  

 

From interview via transcription to life story 

The interviews were conducted with the participants over the course of the two years which ended 

in December 2014. All the participants were interviewed twice and the interviews, transcripts, and 

life stories were discussed repeatedly. It should be said at this point that my own enthusiasm for 

these discussions exceeded that of some, if not most, of the participants.   This is not to say that the 

participants were unwilling but there was sometimes a feeling that I was more interested in their 

opi io  of, fo  e a ple, “kills fo  Life  o  the p e ious ea s OF“TED g ade tha  the  e e. 

 

The i te ie s the sel es e e se i st u tu ed . A list of uestio s as provided but these were 

used o l  as p o pts if the life sto  falte ed. At the egi i g of the i te ie  the fi st uestio  

as al a s the sa e Could ou tell e ho  ou a e to e a lite a  tea he ?  Late  I ould ask 

Could ou tell e ou  life story and especially explain how you think this led to your becoming a 

lite a  tea he ?  All those i te ie ed had p e iousl  dis ussed ith e i  a e  ief outli e the 

easo s h  I as app oa hi g the p oje t usi g the ethod of Life “to .  
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From the first interview, it was apparent that a life story interview presents the researcher with 

some very interesting dilemmas. Catherine Kohler Riessman (2008, p.37) makes the point that 

T a s ipts o tai  i isi le take -for-granted theories of language a d the self.  This is 

u dou tedl  t ue ut take -for-g a ted  theo ies ha e al ead  shaped the i te ie  itself ahead of 

the transcription. In the case of the question mentioned above, there is an implied assumption that 

to some extent or another the interviewee can tell their story more or less in accord with the rules 

of the life sto  ge e, hi h ust itself e a su  di isio  of a ati e .  I  fa t, the e is a ast 

amount written about the difficulty of accepting such assumptions, here it will suffice to give as an 

example the work of the French philosopher Paul Ricouer (especially 1982 and 1984). Another 

seminal text, which discusses the difficulty of working with narrative whilst arguing for its 

i dispe sa ilit  is Je o e B u e s a ti le, e titled The Na ati e Co st u tio  of ‘ealit  , the 

central argument of which is contained in the title. More recently, the philosopher Galen Strawson 

has a gued agai st, if ot the possi ilit  of a a ati e self , the  e tai l  agai st its u i e sality (for 

e a ple “t a so  , a d .  “t a so s a gu e ts see  to e ased o  hat he elie es to 

e the o plete la k of a ati e i  the o st u tio  of hat he a gues is his o  self .    

 

Riessman when discussing an interview, she had conducted ith a o a  a ed “u ita , gi es t o 

ways in which she might have presented the transcription of her conversations and argues that each 

a  e odies a diffe e t theo  of the self .  

 

Simply stated: (1) the act of storytelling in dialogue constitutes the autobiographical 

self, that is how the speaker wants to be known in the interaction; vs. (2) 

autobiographical narrative reflects a preexisting self; there is constancy across 

speaking situations because the self exists independently of social interaction. (2008, 

p.20) 

 

This is worth very careful consideration. From a dialectical viewpoint it would be necessary to take 

issue ith ‘iess a s eithe /o  app oa h to the ou te posed aspe ts of self. The t o ie s of the 

self must surely exist together; furthermore, the self would be the result of much more than these 

t o thi gs. The self, hi h “u ita  ep ese ts, ould e tai l  e ist as the o ju tio  of oth 

constituted and reflected aspects of her world but it would also have been constituted by history, 

culture and reflection thereon. When all of these dimensions are brought together in real life 

interviews and transcriptions, the researcher and the researched are trying to reproduce a text not 

primarily for its function as data but for what it means to them both. Data in all research is nothing 
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until it is put into some type of qualitative form, in almost all cases, including that of the natural 

science the form, which gives real meaning to data, is usually an explanation or a narrative.  

 

Going back as far as 1986, Elliot Mishler (p.49) made the point that the efficacy of the process of 

listening to and transcription for interview material did not depend so much on the actual method 

itself but on the purpose for which the transcript as to e used. As Mishle  put it The e pe ie e 

of transcribing is likely to convince the investigators of the need for repeated listenings to ensure the 

most accurate transcript possible for their own analytic purposes, irrespective of the notation 

syste  hose .  It as thi ki g e  si ila  to that des i ed he e  Mishle  hi h led to the 

choosing of the transcription system described below. The purpose of the transcripts in this project 

was above all to provide material for the researcher to write a life story for each person interviewed 

as far as possible in collaboration with the person whose story was told.    

 

The transcription of the interviews was done in such a way that the speech of the interviewees was 

written more or less as Standard Written English. There was no phonological dimension to the 

rendering of the written transcript beyond nonstandard rendering of certain words or phrases 

elisions etc. Certain features of speech, which reflected local accent or departures from Standard 

English, e e i luded i  the t a s ipt as as laughte , hesitatio s, o  stu li gs . It should e 

noted that several of the interviewees did not like the inclusion of these features into the written 

transcripts as it made them feel embarrassed. The interviewees were given recordings of the 

i te ie s a d also t a s iptio s hi h had ee  a o ized a d i luded the i o  fi tio s  to 

safeguard identities. They were invited to ask for the excision of anything which they did not want 

included. No-one made such a request.   

 

In my analysis of the transcripts I began by going through the texts and looking for themes which 

could then be coded.  The initial system adopted was very similar to that described by both Barbara 

Merrill and Linden West (2009, pp. 128-146). A particular aspect of the method of approaching 

coding suggested by Barbara Merrill became important at this stage: 

 

When reading individual transcripts, I am always looking for shared experiences and 

patterns which connect across the transcripts so that the individual stories become 

collective ones. I am also looking at how structure and structural inequalities impact 

upon biographies. At the same time, I am identifying whether and how individuals have 

ee  a le to use thei  age … p.  
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At various points in this project there are discussions of the dialectics of the particular and the general 

and the interplay of determined and indeterminate elements in life story work. This is exactly the 

poi t Ba a a Me ill akes a o e. I  the odi g  of the life story transcripts presented here the 

interplay between individual and collective stories came to be focused on class and identity, 

managerialism and place.  

 

After discussion of the transcripts the interviewees were sent copies of their life stories as written by 

the researcher. In each case an emphasis was placed on the recipient of the life story accepting that 

it as thei  sto . The e e e a fe  e  i or alterations made with respect to details, by far the 

most significant was that in her life story Grace insisted that her father should not emerge in a 

favourable or even neutral light.  This led to the inclusion of more detail which had been present in 

the transcript but which had been omitted in the life story.  

 

It has already been pointed out that Merrill and West (2009) present two differing but not dissimilar 

approaches to working with life stories and with transcripts. Linden West stresses that in his 

approach to working with life stories he places an emphasis on the involvement of the person whose 

story is told in trying to make sense of the story. West believes that in this endeavour he is 

concerned with issues similar to those which concerned Hollway and Jefferson (2000). In both cases 

a value is placed upon the person being interviewed discerning some pattern in their life. To see 

their life as a configuration in which they can relate details to the wider life story as a type of 

gestalt . Although in this project I was definitely interested in trying to see patterns, and it was 

i pe ati e that those i te ie ed e e i ol ed i  autho isi g  thei  life sto  this as so that the 

sto ies ould lai  authe ti it  athe  tha  fo  ps hologi al o  phenomenological reasons. Here 

hat as desi ed as that the su je ts ould sa  that the sto  p ese ted to the  as a fai  

e ough  a ou t of hat the  elie ed had shaped thei  li es as lite a  tea he s li i g a d o ki g 

i  a d a ou d The Isle of Tha et .  

 

At the level of practical writing, there is the problem of how best to present the life stories 

themselves. In reading the work of others and in discussions with colleagues it is evident that 

opinions are divided over the optimum way in which to present the stories. These divisions centre 

o  ho  est a  to egotiate the p o le  of telli g the sto  itself  as fa  as possi le i  the 

authentic voice of the person whose story is told whilst also subjecting the same story to academic 

analysis. Here I have opted to present the stories as far as possible without intervention.  Some 
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readers might argue that stories presented in this way with a minimum of commentary amount to 

little o e tha  the a  field otes  a  eth og aphe  ight p epa e p io  to the academic analysis 

of su h data .  

 

Often in life story work the stories themselves are presented with what might be called academic 

annotation or ecphasis. This is not how the stories are presented here. Three chapters and a 

conclusion follow the life sto ies. I  the hapte s titled Class a d Ide tit , Ma age ialis , a d 

Pla e  episodes a d e a ples f o  the sto ies a e i teg ated ith a  a al sis of the su je ts hi h 

form the section headings.  In the stories themselves letters have been inserted at certain points to 

indicate where, in my opinion, the story has a particular pertinence to one or more of the themes 

treated later. This is explained more fully below.  

 

In no case have I omitted anything from the transcripts which I would consider to be of such 

importance that it would transform the life story. It is beyond doubt that those interviewed have 

chosen to leave out of their stories some issues which would have helped us to develop a more 

complete picture of their lives. This is a matter of less importance than some might think. Whilst the 

stories are highly personal, they are also social and cultural, they are the stories people have told to 

e i  i te ie s hi h e e i te pe so al  a d the efo e so ial. It as fa  easie  tha  I i itiall  

expe ted to a oid p i g  i  the i te ie s; it ould i  a  ase ha e ee  o iousl  distasteful a d 

unnecessary.   

 

A second reason for accepting the stories on the terms in which they were told is that for the 

purposes of this study the stories are perfectly adequate. I will explain this a little more. There is 

plenty of material which would be rich and would offer insights into themes not examined in this 

thesis. Those interviewed talk about bereavements, problems of adolescence, intergenerational 

tensions and many other things which are left unexamined. 

 

I notice re-reading these stories that everyone visits the experience of the breakup of a long term 

romantic relationship. In certain cases, I know that these experiences must have been life changing, 

traumatic and emotionally desiccating. Yet despite the undoubtable importance of this and other 

themes in the lives presented, they pass unexamined on my part. Some readers will of course 

wonder about what happened in these break-ups and divorces etc. It is reasonable for me to assume 

that i  eadi g so e of the sto ies p ese ted he e the eade , i  thei  i d s e e, ight ell a de  

into some scenarios which might reasonably be inferred even though no evidence is offered. The 
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reader is free to do so, I have no objection, and I only scan the issues of love, marriage, divorce etc. 

where in my opinion this impinges on the areas I have chosen to consider in more detail. 

 

I think that the themes listed below which are the main focuses of analysis emerge from the texts 

and are well represented. In many ways the more complete life stories here serve as background, 

albeit essential and important, for the themes which are examined in greater detail. I am happy to 

accept the life stories on the terms in which they were offered; to go more deeply into areas the 

subjects themselves avoided is unnecessary.  

 

As has already been said those teachers whose stories are told here have welcomed the 

presentation of their lives which I have made. In the majority of cases the subjects have received 

their stories enthusiastically no one has rejected what I have presented as their story. In one case I 

felt that that the subject might be described as nonplussed with regard to my interest in her story, 

believing that little of interest had happened in her life.   

 

O e the i di idual sto ies had ee  ag eed  the esea he  a d those esea hed  it as 

considered expedient to annotate each story as presented here with a code to indicate where in the 

opinion of the researcher the life stories made reference to the themes of class and identity, 

managerialism and place. These choices and themes are my own and I do not think that any of the 

people whose stories are told would have thought of their lives in terms of these themes in the ways 

they are presented and explored in this project.  

 

It has been useful to indicate in the texts certain sections or particular comments which I have taken 

to have a more or less direct bearing on the three themes which have been selected for scrutiny in 

this work. These parts of the text are marked by letters relating to the three themes 

 

(C&I) Class and identity  

(M)  Managerialism 

(P)  Place  

 

The e is a ollage  effe t at o k he  p odu i g life sto ies. Whe  eadi g the sto ies, it is hoped 

that the reader will consider why I have linked particular episodes or observations to particular 

themes. If the link is not immediately obvious to the reader it is hoped that it will become so when 

read in the light of the sections to which the letters refer. Tracing the links when they are not 
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obvious to the reader might even be intriguing. I also have no doubt that the reader will see links I 

have not drawn attention to and it is almost certain that readers will feel that the stories could be 

viewed in aspects different to those selected by me.   

 

In life story work we can never come remotely close to presenting a complete life. We can only 

present what we hope and believe to be judiciously selected scintillas of the real life.  Life story work 

itself p o eeds f o  t o p e ises. The fi st is that these s i tillas a  attai  ep ese tati e ess . 

The second premise is that in collecting these fragments and juxtaposing them an overall picture 

e e ges hi h tells us thi gs hi h a e t ue  i  as u h as the  elate o e sto  to hat e 

i agi e to e the sto ies of a  othe s. Agai , e see i te al elatio s  at o k. We u de sta d a 

particular life story by interpreting it in the light of the stories of others and what we know, or want 

to learn, about our society and culture.  

 

Some passages are obviously related to the three themes set out above. In these cases, I have tried 

to avoid labouring the reader with the obvious, and I have not marked the passage as being relevant 

to the theme as the reader should have no difficulty drawing the nexus. In other cases, I have 

inserted the relevant letters, C&I, M or P. In some cases, the insertion of the letters might not be 

immediately obvious, in other cases the mark may appear to be obtuse. In these cases, I hope that 

the process of trying to understand why a reference to a theme has been inserted helps the reader 

to understand my thinking. Hopefully this use of what i itiall  ight appea  as oke  i ages  

fa ilitates a e  u de sta di g of o fusio  alo g the li es suggested i  the ‘o e t G a es poe  

cited at the beginning of this thesis.   
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Hannah Cooper 

 

 

Hannah was the first person interviewed for this project. In my eagerness I had arrived 

in Margate where we were to meet about an hour too early. I decided that I would take 

advantage of the time by walking along the sea front and the old town.  It was a bright, 

cold and blustery February afternoon; I was to meet with Hannah as she finished work.   

 

J.M.W. Turner painted sea and skyscapes around Margate many times. He was 

particularly impressed with the way that on occasions light would suffuse the sky above 

this north facing bay.  This afternoon was of the type that Turner must have hoped for, 

as I looked out to sea there was an ethereal quality to the lightly clouded blue grey sky 

above the cold winter sea.  This celestial triumph pointed up the terrestrial poverty, the 

boarded up shop fronts and the groups of poorly clothed people waiting in bus shelters.  

I had met with Hannah on several occasions in various professional contexts before 

asking her to work with me on this project.  She had impressed me as a serious person 

who always tried to do the best she could even in very pressing circumstances. When I 

first met her she was teaching very large groups of unemployed men, many of whom 

had significant social problems.  Once when I visited her workplace I found two of my 

old literacy students who I knew had been to prison and were obliged to attend another 

literacy class upon their release, they were sitting there among a class of some forty 

people most of whom I did not know. They were pleased to see me, and I was impressed 

that they regarded me as a friend. It was even more surprising to find that they were still 

working at the same level as when they had been in my class some three years 

previously.  In this group of almost forty men there were two women. Hannah explained 

to me that practically she had no say over the class size or composition. The company 

she worked for was obliged to accept whoever the Job Centre sent to them. Somehow 

Hannah managed to get the class to work productively for an hour. (P) 

 

When I next met Hannah she was working in a different far less oppressive place and as 

we walked toward the room where we would hold the interview she was able to tell me 

that the situation I had visited her in before was in some important ways even worse 
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than it had appeared. As she told me about the pressure she and the other people 

working in that environment had been under I found myself starting to feel gloomy.  

 

Hannah works in a large Edwardian building which in the past must have projected an 

image of municipal dignity, nowadays although faded and slightly down at heel the 

building is not shabby .As we walked up a grand staircase she asked me where we 

should go to conduct the interview, a strange question as this was her workplace. Once 

we were in the room where the first interview would be held Hannah explained that she 

had been waiting for me and trying to think about what she might say. She appeared 

slightl  e ited a d told e that she as a it e ous  e ause she did t thi k that 

she had enough to say for what I had told her would be an interview of about 50 

minutes.    I suggested that we went to a comfortable place where we were least likely 

to be disturbed.  She led me up a wide polished hardwood staircase to a large third floor 

classroom which reminded me of a primary school. Hannah explained that despite what 

we had agreed she would have to leave her mobile phone switched on as she needed to 

respond to a phone call.  

 

Hannah arrived in Thanet in 1965.  Her family moved down to the coast from South 

Lo do . “he ust ha e ee  i e o  te  ea s old. Ha ah s fathe  had e o e 

disabled after twisting his back awkwardly. This did not happen in a major incident but 

as he was standing up after working under a car.  His back problem was a major trouble 

as he owned a small building business and he could no longer do physical work or spend 

e te ded ti e o  a ladde . Ha ah e plai ed that so e ight do to  ho e a i ed 

he  fathe  e o e ded that he d e ette  at the oast  a d so the  o ed to 

Cliftonville an area to the east of Margate. (P)  

 

I am really glad that we moved down here. It was quite a nice place to grow 

up. It was lovely having the sea at the bottom of our road and being able to 

run down for a swim when I came home from school ... I remember I was 

nine when we moved and I remember my mum saying that my headmistress 

i  B o le  had told he  that if e o ed that I ould t pass the -plus 

and my mum was really worried about that – and I did pass. So she thought 

it would have been better if we had stayed in Bromley, but in every other 

a  it as a i e life. O iousl  I did t ha e a thi g else to o pa e it to 
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but I am glad we moved there and my parents were always glad. And my 

mum was glad;  later in her life even though she could no longer walk by 

herself she would go out and, would go out by the seafront and never get 

over how lovely it was there. 

 

Hannah judges that the move from London was beneficial to her family and she 

remembers the Margate of those days with fondness.(P) 

 

The family took on the ownership of a small guest house.  It was around this time that 

the fortunes of the regional holiday industry and particularly those of Cliftonville 

entered a decline.  At this time Margate could be reached from London in a train journey 

lasting a little over an hour. Margate itself had a reputation for brashness, even 

vulgarity.  

 

Within Margate the district of Cliftonville to which Hannah and her family moved was 

considered slightly upmarket. T.S. Eliot suffering from a psychological crisis had repaired, 

o  his do to s ad i e, to The Al e a le  in Cliftonville in October 1921. In the words of 

Eliot s ife Vi ie  The Al e a le  as su h a i e, o fo ta le, a d i e pe si e hotel. 

Ve  Lu k .  Eliot, V., 1988, p.479)  

 

F o  The Al e a le  Eliot ould alk to a small pavilion with a sea view at the 

oughe  e d of Ma gate f o  hi h he ould look out o to the No th “ea o , tu i g 

his head slightl , the gates of D ea la d  a d the olle oaste  e o d. P) 

 

The seaside hotels of Cliftonville attracted prosperous workers and lower grade 

p ofessio als usuall  fo  o e eek holida s du i g the seaso . It as p e isel  these 

groups who from the mid 1960s took advantage of the growth of budget holidays with 

air travel.  Why take a risk on the weather with a holiday on the North Kent coast when 

the alternative was Mallorca or Marbella. Even the numbers of day trippers declined. 

The growth in car ownership and the development of motorways meant that Londoners 

could now drive to more attractive places than Thanet. It was just as this trend started 

that Ha ah s fa il  ought thei  Clifto ille hotel. P) 
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Hannah says that her parents were not worldly wise to the ruses of how best to survive 

in the declining world of running a guesthouse. At several points in our discussions 

Hannah has talked about the rights and wrongs of claiming state benefits and it would 

seem that this was also something of an issue for her parents.  

 

Her parents registered their small hotel business in both of their na es, he eas What 

othe  people did  as to egiste  the usi ess i  the a e of the ife a d egiste  the 

husband as an employee. When the winter months came and the numbers of 

holida ake s d i dled the ife ould the  la  off  the hus a d f o  the usiness. 

This allowed him to claim earnings related unemployment benefit throughout the winter 

months. (P, C&I) 

 

As Ha ah puts it he  des i i g he  pa e ts the  e e t ki d of ise i  the a  that 

thi gs o ked . Ha ah s pa e ts e e p e e ted f o  laiming benefit and this forced 

them to stretch their income from the summer so that it lasted the whole year. As 

Ha ah sa s i  the i te  the e as o i o e .   

 

Hannah and her brother worked as waiters in the dining room of the guest house if 

needed.  In the high summer season and Christmas holiday periods, there was the 

possibility of letting out all the rooms in the main building of the guest house. When this 

happe ed Ha ah s fa il  had to gi e up thei  oo s to guests. Ha ah, he  othe  

and her parents would occupy a small chalet at the end of the garden. Hannah recalled 

how after finishing their shifts the family would walk through the garden in the dark. 

Hannah remembers crushing snails underfoot. Listening to this I wondered what a young 

woman must make of her bedroom being periodically let out to guests. (P, C&I) 

 

Late  Ha ah s pa e ts sold the guesthouse a d a  othe  s all usi esses ost 

notably a taxi business and later an independent shop selling china, glassware and 

ha d a e. The shop despite he  pa e ts  ha d o k did ot p ospe . Ha ah elie es 

that if the shop had been located a few hundred yards further along the long the road it 

might have stood a better chance. Tragically it was a few hundred yards closer to the 

ough  e d of to  athe  tha  the o e o fo ta l  off e d . Gi e  the pa ti ula  

problems of Thanet and the general difficulties of many small businesses at a time when 
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large scale companies were taking over ever greater chunks of all British high streets it is 

o su p ise that he  pa e ts  usi esses did ot flou ish.  P, C&I) 

 

Again the family went through difficult times. When her parents eventually decided to 

sell up the shop it as o  the a ket a lo g ti e a d Ha ah s othe  took a jo  i  a 

factory where she worked until she was into her seventies. Something of the harshness 

of the fate which befell most of the guest house owners and shopkeepers of Thanet 

o es a oss he  i  hat feels like a g eat u de state e t Ha ah sa s the  

st uggled a it  o  he  she e plai s i  a atte  of fa t a e  that he  othe  ho 

was by this time over si t  e t to Ho s e ause the  e e st uggli g to pa  the 

e t . The fa to  fo  Ho  To s as o e of the e  fe  i dust ial sites i  Tha et.  

Hannah mentioned that when the family lived in Bromley they owned a spacious four 

bedroom semi-detached house. At the e d of he  life Ha ah s othe  li ed i  a s all 

flat in Margate. From the way in which Hannah talks about her mother it is evident that 

she was, indeed is, very proud of her. (C&I) 

 

Ha ah s pa e ts, f o  the ti e the  fi st o ed do  f o  South London were being 

d a  slo l , ut i e o a l , i to the hi lpool of Tha et i po e ish e t. Ha ah s 

pa e ts  had a s all, and we may assume, dwindling capital. This they invested in 

ventures which, it can be seen with hindsight, were never going to succeed. In each 

venture the family had to work ever harder but with the net result that the ever 

increasing workload at the very best only served to retard the fall into hardship and to 

avoid the complete devastation of bankruptcy. What might also be seen from this is the 

way that the precariousness of economic life in Thanet is manifested in individual lives. 

When geographers or politicians talk about the decline of the British sea side it is easy to 

lose sight of the hundreds of thousands of people like Ha ah s pa e ts fo  ho  this 

decline led to ruin and penury.  

 

The e og itio  of e o o i  i se u it  is a o sta t the e i  Ha ah s life, as it is fo  

many people in Thanet. In a later interview Hannah explored the idea of poverty and 

money problems e e  fu the . It appea s that he  fathe s usi ess i  B o le  had 

already suffered a decline as a result of his disability.   
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I do t thi k that it as so u h a  a ide t as the  thi k it as a lo g dela  

after damage done in the war ... because he was under a car doing something 

and his discs did something very strange and his spinal cord came out of 

place. But he was in the navy and they think it may have been related to that. 

But he did t ha e a  a ide t as su h, it just happe ed a d the  he had to 

deal ith the fa t that his e es e e just shot a a  ... I do t u de sta d 

it. 

 

Whate e  the ause of he  fathe s i ju  the e see s to e o dou t that it as a 

stroke of ill luck which played a part in the ever more straitened circumstances of first 

Ha ah s pa e ts as a ouple a d the  late  he  othe  as a ido  li i g alo e. C&I) 

 

Hannah has mixed memories of school. After the move from south London Hannah had 

o l  o e ea  left i  p i a  s hool a d this as a ise a le  ti e. Ha ah as lo el  

and in what must be an interesting memory for a person who teaches literacy she says 

of this ti e I as a sh  little gi l a d so it as ho i le, I a  e e e  sitti g i  the 

playground in the summer and I had a book because hiding in a book avoided the fact 

that I did t ha e a  f ie ds .  Afte  this ea  Ha ah got a g a a  s hool pla e a d 

moved to Gladstone High School for Girls. At the High School  Hannah made friends 

several of whom she is still close to some forty years later.   

 

When asked what happe ed afte  she left s hool Ha ah eplied Well hat I did t do 

as go to u i e sit .  I felt that this o  othe ed Ha ah.  “he had a pla e se u ed at 

university but instead she moved to a medium sized commuter town outside of London 

where she lived in a Christian evangelist community.  At nineteen Hannah met and then 

a ied a  olde  a  ho as uite o t olli g'. The a iage lasted fo  a  ea s  

a d the  Ha ah stood up to hi .  

 

...what he said always sounded very good and would tie me in knots and 

the  asi all  hat he said sou ded ight ut i   gut I k e  it as t.  It 

took e a lot of ea s efo e I ealised, ha g o , he s a load of u ish a d 

when I did then the whole thing fell apart and even now to this day ... he 

still a t deal ith a od  sta di g up to hi .  I  ot the ife he had 

you know and it was like, it was quite funny really... 
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I had a st o g feeli g that this uptu e a ked a de isi e pe iod of Ha ah s life. 

When Hannah speaks about the end of her marriage she draws attention to how 

she believes that in her family something happens to people, especially women 

he  the  a e a ou d thi t . Ha ah is uite e tai  of this I hit that age of a ou d 

thi t  a d sta ted de elopi g as a pe so . I  he  ase she elie es that this spurt 

of de elop e t led to he  seei g th ough  he  hus a d.  Ha ah elie es that 

her children will change or already have changed at this age.  (C&I) 

 

After the end of her marriage Hannah found herself living in Ramsgate as a single 

mother.  She survived on benefits until her youngest child reached sixteen. She says she 

spent: 

 

I do t k o  ho  a  ea s i  ‘a sgate, i gi g up  kids  hi h ti e 

I was a single mum, so I have four kids, and then, somebody told me, 

somebody warned me that when your youngest child got to sixteen the Job 

Ce t e ould se d ou to a  jo  that as goi g  ... I de ided that I did t 

want to be stuck in a shop or anything like that so I thought that I would train 

to teach English to foreign students. 

 

The e a e se e al i te esti g featu es of Ha ah s sto  at this poi t. Fi stl  the e is the 

i p essio  that she did ot see he self as a eal  u e plo ed pe so  ut as a si gle 

mother at home bringing up children. This adds to the impression, present elsewhere in 

Ha ah s sto  a d i  the a ati es of othe  pa ti ipa ts i  this p oje t, of so eo e ot 

seeing themselves as  being a true representative, or even a possible example of, the 

social role that others might see them in. Hannah looking back over that period sees 

herself as a person, a single unemployed mother, but very definitely nothing like the 

stereotypical single unemployed mother living off benefits as portrayed in tabloid media. 

When shown a draft of this chapter Hannah noted my interest in how she felt about 

social security and being a single mother. The picture which emerged from what I had 

written was something which Hannah wished to adjust:  

 

One of the things that I think quite interested you was the way I feel about 

the social security system and the job centre and all of that stuff. And that 
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was quite interesting because I think there are two things coming out of 

that really that are linked. One is that I am quite grateful that we have a 

system like that in this country. I really am. From a personal point of view it 

allowed me to stay at home and be with my children. And I actually think it 

as eall  alua le. A d the othe  thi g li ki g to that of ou se is I do t 

thi k go e e t, I do t thi k the ou t  o  people i  ge e al alue 

parenthood.  And that came out. You said something about you said 

so ethi g a out I did t see self as a eal u e plo ed pe so , ell i  

o e se se I did t e ause a tuall  I thi k I as doi g a eall  alua le jo  

ut I do t thi k that is e og ised  hoe e  akes poli ies. I do t thi k 

that is recognised as a valuable job. You are only recognised as a person if 

you have job. I am not saying you think that I am saying that is the way the 

system is set up. That is in a way the whole law-making thing is, is t it? 

(C&I) 

 

This se tio  f o  Ha ah s t a s ipt is uoted at le gth e ause it e eals se e al 

points. Firstly it is an example of how those telling their life story analyse and reflect on 

transcripts, not only to clarify points for the interviewer but also to piece together their 

own thoughts and narrative. In the above example it can be seen that Hannah is not only 

trying to make things clear to me but also to herself. Hannah would be surprised by how 

the poi t she akes a out he  suppo t fo  the s ste  of so ial se u it  e p esses 

hat, i  o e s ste ati all  politi al te s, ight e alled a st o g olle ti ist  

se ti e t. It is e  likel  that Ha ah is he self elati el  u a a e of the politi al  

implications of her views and she might indeed decry such opinions in other 

circumstances. It is also interesting to reflect on what Hannah understands by 

go e e t  ou t , people i  ge e al  a d the hole la  aki g thi g  C&I  

 

As with her parents so with Hannah, there are indications that she sees the Job Centre 

and the state behind it as something which is not to be made part of your life. Later 

Hannah herself worked for the Job Centre, albeit indirectly, and became part of the 

process of putting people into jobs. How she navigated herself through that is discussed 

below. 
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Hannah completed an introductory course to become a teacher of English as a Foreign 

Language (EFL). She was one of the few people in Britain to have this course paid for by 

government money.  The government did not allow people to claim any type of grant 

towards these qualifications yet for some reason the state employment service in 

Thanet unlike the rest of the United Kingdom paid for potential teachers to follow such 

courses.   

 

With her new qualification Hannah secured a job in a private language school. At first 

Hannah took a series of short term contracts with a large school.  Initially Hannah 

enjoyed the teaching but later she came to view this school as heartless, becoming 

particularly disillusioned with what she saw as the unfairness of the pay and conditions.  

Above all Hannah despaired of what she took to be the underhand way in which the 

inadequate amount of work was allocated: 

 

I got e  disillusio ed ith EFL asi all , it s e  i se u e is t it, a d I was 

in a language school where ... the Director of Studies had big favourites and 

I as t o e of the .  If ou e e ou g a d fe ale, o  ale a d a  age, 

you had the pick of the work, if you were middle aged and female then you 

did t. C&I) 

 

Hannah was of course middle aged, female and a mother of four, aspects of an identity 

which she felt relegated her, in the eyes of the Director of Studies, into a category of 

person who need not be treated justly. Looking back on this time Hannah talks about 

how as a si gle othe  this pe iod of he  life as do i ated  the eed fo  fi a ial 

su i al .  

 

Hannah went to work in a small family run EFL school in Cliftonville in a building which 

had o e ee  a hotel. I  Ha ah s opi io  this s hool as a ked  its outstanding 

decency within an industry in which many small scale private companies might be 

ha a te ised as fl   ight .  At the e d of the fi st su e  seaso  this s hool, fa i g 

the winter slack period had no work for Hannah.  For extensive parts of the economy in 

Thanet such glimmers of prosperity as exist appear only for a few short summer months. 

Fo  Ha ah a d a  othe  EFL tea he s, i  a  e ho of he  pa e ts  ti e as guesthouse 

owners, seasonal prosperity is by November no more than a spectre.   
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Hannah decided that she needed a job with more stability and direction so she decided 

to leave EFL teaching.  

 

I got eall  fed up a d I thought I  ot goi g to do this a o e a d the e s 

o futu e, I eed so ethi g o e se u e, so I ll do ad i  a d I went off and 

did a few computer courses ... then one day I thought hang on this is really 

o i g ... I eall  do t a t to e doi g this, I a t to e doi g ou selli g 

so then I went and did a counselling course and I went through the whole 

counselling stuff which you probably know is really expensive  but I went 

right through it and got the diploma and everything , got grants for it, it just 

fell into place. 

 

I  Tha et at this ti e so ethi g o e se u e  i  all p o a ilit  ea t e plo e t i  

an enterprise dependent on state funding.  Today it is hard to imagine what a person in 

Ha ah s positio  ight do. Ha ah took ad a tage of go e e t fu di g to o plete 

courses in Information Technology, Management, and Counselling.  Eventually Hannah 

applied fo  a jo  o ki g ith people ho e e lo g te  u e plo ed a d the  the 

jo  at P ese t a d Co e t  a e up a d the  took e o , the  did t othe  to he k 

efe e es, it as just iza e eall .  

 

Hannah certainly feels that the beginning of a career as a teacher of literacy to adults 

was a very important time for her. Hannah feels that God was involved in this: 

 

I  ot sa i g that God o hest ated e e thi g ut e e thi g just fell i to 

place at the right moment.  And even all of the training, I just took the 

opportunities that were there... but the doors were open at the right time ... 

and it was there and it was free. 

 

I was aware that Hannah is a very devout Christian but I was taken aback on learning 

that Hannah believed that God played an active role in directing her life. From my 

thoroughly secular perspective I easily forget that to many religious people events only 

ake se se if the  a e see  i  elatio  to God s ill.  C&I) 
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P ese t a d Co e t  was a medium sized private company which emerged in the years 

following the election of the Blair government.  The company secured a contract to work 

ith Jo  Ce t es Plus  p epa i g the lo g te  u e plo ed to etu  to o k. Fo  the 

unemployed attendance was compulsory on the penalty of withdrawal of Jobseekers 

Allo a e.  P ese t a d Co e t  alo g ith all othe  p o ide s  of lite a  tea hi g o  

such contracts depended to  a significant extent on placing the unemployed into 

e plo e t  fo  thei  fu di g.  Fo  the pu poses of Ha ah s sto  he e mention will be 

ade of the pe so al i pa t o  he  o  life of o ki g u de  the “kills fo  Life  

umbrella. (C&I) 

 

Ha ah s o k i  P ese t a d Co e t  as halle gi g ut the i ease i  pa , a d 

relatively speaking, the improved job security, were welcome. Hannah says that with 

this jo  he  fi a ial situatio  d a ati all  i p o ed he  I sta ted at P ese t a d 

Co e t   i o e dou led o e ight, lite all  dou led o e ight .  

 

In the clamour of the contemporary political discourse surrounding the supposed need 

for spending cuts it is very easy to overlook how the public spending of the Blair and 

B o  ea s ea t that fo  the pe so al e o o  of Ha ah a d thousa ds i  

positions similar to hers the creation of new employment opportunities made a far 

better life possible. It is also worth considering the ridiculousness of the company name, 

which to my mind, also captures something of the Blair- Brown years when training 

companies were often created solely to bid for government contracts. These companies 

ofte  ga e the sel es a  do  a es a d philosophies. It as al ost as though these 

companies chose names as a declaration of how different they were in outlook to 

t aditio al edu atio al o ga isatio s. Whe  Ha ah talks a out P ese t a d Co e t  

the name causes no problems: if it did once sound strange to her it has long since passed 

into familiarity.  

 

O   fi st isit to Ha ah at P ese t a d Co e t  I alked past the e t a e to the 

building several times before realising that what appeared to be a disused building did 

ha e offi es  ithi  it. The t ai i g e t e  as o  the fou th floo  of a  offi e lo k. 

Several of the other floors were unoccupied, from the stair case one could see 

abandoned and unused office furniture. On some of the walls notice boards carried 

announcements of events past for the employees of organisations long since wound up. 
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Lea i g the stai ase a d e te i g i to P ese t a d Co e t  I ould see the t ai i g 

room was extremely busy with scores of unemployed men and a few women doing 

literacy work, or writing out letters of application for jobs, some were working on 

o pute s. The s ell of Je es  fluid filled the o ido  a d as I aited fo  Ha ah the 

receptionist very coldly told me that mobile phones were not allowed. I remember 

thi ki g this is the o khouse fo  the o pute  age ; a  opi io  I ha e ot e ised.  

 

Fo  Ha ah the o k at P ese t a d Co e t  i ol ed tea hi g la ge lasses, o posed 

overwhelmingly of young and middle aged men who had been unemployed for at least 

six months. Many found it difficult to secure employment because they had prison 

records.  Many had problems connected with alcohol or other substances. On top of all 

this these people lived in an area with some of the highest unemployment rates in the 

country. For almost all of the students the outlook was bleak. (C&I, P) 

 

Ha ah e plai s that ofte  the at osphe e at P ese t a d Co e t  as e  diffi ult as 

the men and women mandated to attend courses could feel very resentful towards the 

establishment and their teachers.  As Hannah said:  

 

at the height I d got  odd people i  that t ai i g oo , ut the height of it 

was a one year pilot scheme which the Job Centre ran and their theory was 

if you can give these unemployed people who had been unemployed long 

te , if ou a  up-skill  the  a d the  a  i p o e thei  lite a  a d 

u e a , he  the  get a jo , the e o e likel  to get at a jo , a d he  

the  get a jo  the e o e likel  to keep it. 

 

The go e e t  as Ha ah puts it saw the achievement of basic qualifications by the 

unemployed as a way of reducing unemployment. (C&I) 

 

I ha e isited a  t ai i g oo s  i  Tha et, othe  pa ts of Ke t a d i  Lo do . 

Despite the considerable efforts which the teachers make I have often come away with 

the feeling that the first purpose of these places is to punish the poor for being 

u e plo ed hilst si ulta eousl  offe i g the  odest p izes  fo  passi g tests a d 

attending .  
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... they gave all these incentives for a year that if they got a qualification at 

entry 3 and level 1 they got a £100 bonus, they got an extra £10 a week on 

top of thei  o e  hile the  e e the e.... those ki d of thi gs a d so that s 

why we had...and they had to come to us because we were the only provider 

for that so they all came to us. 

 

As Hannah points out the theory was that if the unemployed improved their literacy and 

numeracy they were more likely to get a job, and then having got it they were more 

likel  to keep it.  P ese t a d Co e t  did e erything possible to produce statistical 

proof that this was in fact happening.  

 

Hannah came to the realisation that in the terms in which it was set up the Job Centre 

programme was failing in solving the problem of unemployment faced by its clients. The 

u e plo ed people ho e e se t to P ese t a d Co e t  e e e pe ted to atte d fo  

26 weeks. At the end of this time if they passed the tests set they would probably 

a hie e a le el k o  as Lite a  Le el .  Those ho passed ould e ei e a o us  

payment of £100. Hannah gave the following as her summation of the effectiveness of 

this programme: 

 

... so e people e d had th ee ti es, though e k e  that the so t of 

market that we were feeding or being fed from was really dwindling and 

interestingly enough...the whole theory that it was based on, this whole 

thinking that if you could get them to be improved on their skills they would 

hold jo s do , the statisti s sho ed that it did t ake a hapo th of 

diffe e e did t ake a  diffe e e to thei  figures ... 

 

Ha ah des i es ho  the ealisatio  that the odel adopted  the Jo  Ce t e  a d 

the go e e t  to up skill  the lo g te  u e plo ed a e a out. Ha ah o pleted 

a small scale research project as part of a course for literacy teachers and as part of this 

talked ith a a age  of P ese t a d Co e t  ho had a ess to the data of su ess 

ates  fo  stude ts.  

 

Well, I think it was when I was on a literacy course actually, I think it was 

the , the e as a  assig e t that I had to do, I a t even remember what 
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I was particularly looking at in the assignment, but I know I was looking at 

that whole angle and I spoke to a guy called Trevor who worked ...he used to 

come and do observations for the Job Centre and what have you, and he 

gave me some  figu es,  it eall  did t ake a  diffe e e o iousl  that 

as o l  lo all  , f o  the figu es that I sa  it had t ade a  diffe e e. 

 

A curious aspect of what Hannah says here is that whilst she and Trevor and presumably 

many others involved in this type of work felt that it achieved almost nothing (in the 

terms set by those who put such policies into motion) this scheme and other similar 

arrangements were perpetually hailed as successes by all who designed and managed 

them.  It is important to make the point that whilst the reported figures showing 

su ess  should e t eated ith a e it is o etheless a ge e all  held ie  a o g 

those who worked at the level of teachers in such projects that many individuals 

benefitted from these programmes.  Hannah does not feel that her work was pointless, 

far from it. (M) 

 

Ha ah lai s that i  he  o k at P ese t a d Co e t , despite he  offi ial role, she 

was not really a literacy teacher. It appeared to her that real literacy teaching was going 

on in Adult or Further Education classes.  

 

Well, I suppose I did t see self I did t defi e self eall  defi e self 

as a lite a  tea he  i  P ese t a d Co e t , I did t feel I as a p ope  

teacher at all.  I always felt I was a bit of a fraud you know ... I just felt I was 

kind of play acting at doing it while everyone else in the FE colleges were 

really doing it, you know, that was my perceptio .  It as t u til I sta ted to 

meet with other teachers that I realised that I was actually a better teacher 

tha  I thought I as.  But it did t feel like that a d a tuall , I ea  e had 

them for thirty hours a week, I would be lucky if I could deliver a  hou s 

teaching in a day.   

 

Hannah points out that when she became more familiar with what teachers do in Adult 

Education or Further Education she realised that she was more of a literacy teacher than 

she thought.  At P ese t a d Co e t  she felt that liste i g  a d gi i g suppo t to he  

students was more important than teaching:  
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the people came with all kinds of needs and I felt that the skills that I was 

really using were counselling skills really because it was about turning people 

around, about ha gi g people s attitude, a d it as a out liste i g 

so eti es to people that had ee  itte  off.  “o the d o e i  eall  ad 

tempered and with real attitude and it was actually quite fun to turn them 

a ou d e ause the d o e i  like I as the e emy because the Job Centre 

has sent us to you and the Job Centre is the enemy and so you must be the 

enemy too.  (C&I) 

 

If e thi k a k to Ha ah s pa e ts elatio ship to so ial se u it , o  he  o  

feelings about claiming unemployment benefit  and her fear of the Job Centre 

fo i g he  to o k i  a shop  the e is a e tai  o ti uit  e e gi g i  Ha ah s 

outlook on at least the role of the state.  Hannah always felt that the Job Centre 

was best avoided. Here she does want to be identified with the Job Centre or 

eall  e e  ith P ese t a d Co e t , ut, e  i po ta tl , she   feels that hat 

the Job Centre wants her to do with these unemployed people is not what she and 

her colleagues felt was most useful. Indeed in order to go at least some way to 

fulfil the Jo  Ce t e s stated poli ies she felt it e essa  to o k i  a a  hi h 

was distinct to those demanded in the terms of their project.  

 

… ofte  I as the fi st pe so  ho had liste ed to the  i  a e  lo g ti e, 

... and I can remember sitting with some of them saying hang on, you are not 

stupid, this is not your fault, you are not stupid and the absolute 

astonishment because they thought they actually were stupid or they 

thought it as thei  fault that the  ould t ite o  hate e .  A d that 

eall  is hat ade it o th doi g, this, seei g people s attitude tu i g 

ou d.  A d so e of the  did go o  a d get jo s ut I as t eall ...f o  

the Jo  Ce t e s poi t ie  that as hat it as a out a d o iousl  I got a 

buzz out of getting people through qualifications and seeing people get jobs 

and what have you, but there was always that tension as well because the 

Jo  Ce t e a ted us to e getti g jo s a d P ese t a d Co e t  a ted us 

to be getting qualifications because we got paid for that 
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Here Hannah is touching on a dilemma which lay at the heart of an approach toward the 

teaching of literacy to adults. To teach any type of literacy it was necessary for Hannah 

and her colleagues to distance themselves curriculum as set by the bodies funding the 

a ti it  a d the  to pa  atte tio  to p o le s fa ed  thei  lie ts. As Ha ah sa s the 

ost i po ta t thi gs e e ot e o ded, the  e e t the ualifi atio s o  the jo s it 

as just that hu a  o ta t . M, P, C&I) 

 

Liste i g to Ha ah s a ou t of o ki g as a lite a  tea he  at P ese t a d Co e t  

the picture which emerges is one of chaos constrained.  In truth no significant part of the 

activity fits with any other part.  The students and to a great extent the teachers cannot 

identify with, o  elie e i , the set o je ti es. The stude ts a e ei g upskilled  fo  

nonexistent jobs, and the certificates the students achieve are largely worthless in the 

e plo e t a ket. F o  Ha ah s poi t of ie  the p oje t as i te ded to deal ith 

aspects of the lie ts  plight hi h e e ot those hi h e e ost p essi g.  The e as 

still a  ele e t of su p ise i  Ha ah s oi e he  she tells ho  the tea he s, the Jo  

Ce t e a age s, the a age s of P ese t a d Co e t , a d the go e e t , e e all 

more or less knowingly, involved in mutually misleading each other about what was 

happening.  

 

Hannah began to hear rumours of arguments and serious tensions among the managers 

of P ese t a d Co e t . The e as also talk of the o ga isatio  ei g see  by the Job 

Ce t e as a faili g p o ide . Ha ah de ided to lea e a d  good fo tu e fou d a pla e 

i  a o e ai st ea  tea hi g o ga isatio . A fe  o ths late  P ese t a d Co e t  

collapsed amid rumours of unpaid bills, money being misappropriated and stories of the 

a age e t u i g a a  ith ea h othe s spouses. Behi d the a  do  a t a it 

e e ged that little a tuall  as P ese t a d Co e t  ith this t ai i g o pa .  

 

Similar problems about how to square the circle of meeting targets, securing funding and 

doing what is considered to be the right thing continue for Hannah, though in a far less 

acute form.  In her present role Hannah is very happy and believes that she holds her 

position because she has been blessed. She explained to me that she feels herself to be 

one of the last people left to be able to teach the students she likes most in a way she 

feels is suitable even though this involves some fairly heavy compromise. Hannah spoke 

about some of the managerial aspects of her work which demands that she put on 
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courses which attract government funding. Sometimes in her opinion this leads her to 

organise classes in a way which teachers complain does not recognise the true needs of 

the students. Talking about these conflicting vectors guiding her working life Hannah 

explains: 

 

I ha e to ala e oth, ut o  the othe  ha d if ou do t ala e the t o 

the  ou do t get fu di g, a d ou do t ha e a  lasses, the  ou ha e 

no one to teach so in a roundabout way when you do come full circle so when 

you come full circle it does benefit the tutors in a long way round, but I feel 

I ha e to justif  it all the ti e hi h is a it f ust ati g. It s a pit  that e 

a t just put o  the lasses that e a t to put o  ut e a t.  

 

Hannah recounted a very odd story about how a group of students wanted to study a 

short grammar course and asked her to organise it, she says that the students were 

prepared to pay for it themselves. Even if it was independently financed her institute 

insisted that this course could not be arranged. Hannah believes that this was because 

under the terms of the contract between her institution and the Learning and Skills 

Council (LSC) there was a ban on organising courses which did not lead to an accredited 

examination. (M) 

 

I  ou  fi al i te ie  I asked Ha ah if she felt atta hed  to Tha et.  “he poi ted 

out that she could not really see herself moving away:  

 

I think where you live is ...  about the relationships that you have around you, 

and lots and lots of my friends are here so that makes a lot of attachment. I 

do t k o  that I ould a t to o e a a  si pl  e ause of that, those 

connections are important to me. I am not sure whether, it is not an option, 

but I am not sure whether, if the option came to move away to get more 

income, to be better off whether that would be an attractive proposition, I 

think probably not actually because I am not sure that that is the most 

i po ta t thi g i  life, I do t thi k it is eall . P) 

 

For Hannah place in the form of friendships and relationships is important especially in 

its o e tio  to hat she efe s to as e og itio .  This the e is p ese t i  Ha ah s 
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story in various forms.  Looking back to the period when she was a single mother Hannah 

des i ed he self as a si gle othe  li i g i  ‘a sgate  as though the pla e as i teg al 

to the identity.  Hannah talks about the end of her marriage in terms of her own 

emergence as a person, and then she talked about the lack of recognition of the 

i po ta t so ial ole of si gle othe hood , late  she felt that she as ot gi e  

sufficient work at the EFL school because she was an older mother. Now an aspect of 

Ha ah s p ese t life hi h she pa ti ula l  e jo s is the e og itio  hi h she gets f o  

her job. It is not only the fact of being recognised in this role which counts for Hannah. It 

is that she feels the role to be a positive one representing values which she supports.  

 

I do think that the recognition aspect is quite important for me and maybe 

that is because of what I went through with my husband, maybe it is just a 

human instinct that we like to be recognised, I am sure that has got a lot to 

do with it Maybe it is because society does only recognise you when you are 

in a job and maybe that is why people are made redundant sometimes they 

go into depression or lose their sense of identity because their identity is 

their job. So while I am not stupid enough to think that what I am recognised 

fo  a d hat I a hie e does t uild a d help a d i ease  se se of self-

worth I would hope that that is not the only thing it is founded on, because 

that would be equally sad. 

 

The impression I took away from my last meeting with Hannah was of a person who at 

the time was quite content with who she is and life in general.  It is her belief that God 

has favoured her, I could not share this opinion but reflecting on her contentment 

pleased me. 

 

The last time I interviewed Hannah we finished at around five in the afternoon. As I 

walked towards the railway station it was already dark and Margate was entering into 

the au ous ess of a F ida  ight. “ all g oups of people e e goi g out ; the e as a  

angry altercation between a woman with a Staffordshire Bull Terrier and two young men 

already half cut. Even though it was only late afternoon there was a sharp edge to the 

jolli ess of the eeke d sta ti g. The feeli g of ague e a e poi ted up Ha ah s 

contentment making it at once both more precious and precarious. (P) 
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Grace 

 

 

Of all the people interviewed for this project it was in conversations with Grace that I 

felt the se se aki g  p o ess ost oti ea l  at o k. “o eti es G a e said thi gs 

and then watched for my reaction as though what she was saying was being put 

forward tentatively. At other times Grace would straightforwardly ask me for my 

opi io  of hat she had said. The to e as set i  G a e s fi st utte a e of ou  fi st 

i te ie : It's a st a ge pla e edu atio , is t it? The tag uestio  as the ost 

important part of this opening. Grace waited; I confirmed that I agreed with her 

a s e i g, eah , a out the st a ge ess, though I as ot su e h  she efe ed to it 

as a place. I really did agree about the strangeness, but I spoke also to build solidarity 

at the start of an interview like this. She then continued referring to her relatively 

e e t o e f o  a  FE ollege to a se o da  s hool; I ha e t k o  a thi g like 

it. I thought it as just ollege ut o  I go to s hool it s e e  o se.  I fou d self 

laughi g. That s ho  e ega , within seconds it was clear that Grace preferred to 

speak directly.  

 

Grace was born in Dartford just over fifty miles from Margate where her parents 

o ed he  she as a out fi e ea s old. G a e s fathe  as f o  Pe kha  i  “outh 

London an area which had ee  solidl  iddle lass  i  the ea l  pa t of the t e tieth 

century but which lost status as the century progressed and especially declined in the 

post war years. Reconstruction and slum clearance programmes in other parts of 

London meant that many people were re-housed in Peckham. The new flats were 

initially seen as being desirable but the estates began to become the focus of social 

p o le s as ea l  as the s. G a e s othe  as f o  Coulsde  i  “u e , a lassi  

commuter town which was absorbed into the London urban area during the early part 

of the last century; it is now in the southernmost part of the London Borough of 

C o do , he e Lo do  offi iall  e ds. G a e s fathe  as o side a l  olde  tha  he  

mother; they had an affair when he had already been married for twenty years.  

Whe  G a e s othe  e a e p eg a t ith he  olde  othe  he  pa e ts de ided to 

get a ied, a d o ed to Da tfo d. G a e s fathe  as i  oad haulage a d o ed a 

small business. Grace does not remember very much about Dartford but she attributes 

the o e to Ma gate to he  fathe s lo e of the sea. He o ed a s all oat a d she 
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alone would accompany him on it as neither her mother nor her brother could swim 

(P).  

G a e s fathe  e e ges f o  he  sto  as so eo e ho expected other members of 

his fa il  to do hat he said. I deed f o  G a e s des iptio  it al ost appea s as 

though he found it difficult to imagine that Grace or her mum might legitimately hold 

an opinion different to his own. Whenever Grace recounts what her father said it 

seems to be emphatic: 

 

I had a thing about being told what to do. I think I still have it now. I think 

that because my Dad was twenty years older than my mum, so I think I have 

g o  up ith ... I hate autho it  … Well I hated it a k then. I had no respect 

for it.  

 

This dislike fo  autho it  as fed , a d fed i to, G a e s attitude to s hool.  Ju io  

school was not such a problem but in secondary school Grace found herself at 

logge heads ith the s ste . At the e d of he  se o da  s hool ti e he  pa e ts 

were asked to pa  fo  he  O le el e a s as the s hool did ot t ust he  ot to t ua t .  

 

I just tried to beat the system, trying to bunk off, just thinking that I could 

win. Just looking for an easy route out, really ... But obviously that messed 

up all my ... sitting my maths, English. My parents had to pay for my exams 

e ause the  did t t ust e ot to t ua t. C&I) 

 

At the end of school Grace could not consider attending college to obtain professional 

or vocational training.  

 

... when I left school my Dad said to e, ell ou e ot goi g to ollege 

ause ou  othe s go e a d e a t affo d fo  ou to go.  “o that as 

just fi e, I did t a a go. “o I had to get a jo . I got this little jo  i  a shop 

a d I did t a t to do the YT“, es it as a k then. It was £50 a week. And 

that was fine, it was a little sweet shop and I worked really hard. (C&I) 

 

Grace at 16 years old set out to be an exemplary worker in her sweet shop. After a 

short time she was moved to another shop a few doors away but owned by the same 
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people. The shop sold general house ware and cleaning products.   Grace saw it as a 

promotion not least because she received a small pay rise; again she continued to work 

hard and eventually when she was eighteen she was put in charge of an off licence, 

again under the same owners:  

 

The  he p o oted e to the off li e e e ause I d eall  o ked ha d 

there. I worked so hard that when my shift ended say it was the end of the 

day and I was closing up the shop, I used to stay on extra to make sure that 

e e thi g as all i e a d eat. But the  did t k o  that. I do t k o  h  

I did it but I took real, great pride in it.  

 

‘efle ti g o  G a e s sto  it seems reasonable to wonder how far the shopkeepe s 

ig o a e of G a e s o it e t to thei  shop was real or feigned: 

 

Then I got promoted to the off-licence and it went a bit wrong there, cause I 

was turning eighteen and my friends were coming in and we were going out 

and I used to give them free alcohol and fags. But I got caught! So that sort 

of ended that.  

 

Grace was prosecuted for theft by the shopkeepers. She entered a plea of guilty but at 

he  fathe s i siste e she ha ged the plea to i o e t. Be ause of the ha ge of plea 

the case was heard by a jury over a three day trial it was a process she describes as 

ho e dous .  G a e as fou d guilt  a d fi ed £ , , the alue of the goods stole  

was put at £9. (C&I) 

 

While awaiting her trial Grace obtained work selling double gazing to shoppers at a DIY 

supe sto e. As G a e des i es it he  looks  pla ed a pa t i  se u i g a d the  

succeeding in the job, as she told the story I also imagined that her good looks and 

e ellious attitude ight also ha e pla ed a pa t i  he  ha sh  t eat e t  the ou t.  

 

“o the  e e ad e tisi g fo  this jo ; de o st ato s . “o, I e t alo g a d 

got o  eall  ell ith the gu s, the o e s a d that a d the  said, Well 

ou e got to o k i  the supe sto e.  You k o  ha di g out dis ou t 

ou he s  ...a d ....I o ked eally hard at that. They kept me on although I 
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was guilty. ... I think that at that age a lot goes for you on looks and 

e e thi g else does t it? You k o , gi ls that so t of ... i  that t pe of o k, 

he  ou e ou ge  a d ... ell the  e e u de sta di g. 

 

G a e s o i tio  as pi ked up  the lo al edia she e alls ho  a eal stig a  

attached to her for a while. Even today working in education she must declare the 

conviction whenever she applies for a job(C&I). It is interesting to consider how in the, 

perhaps dubious, world of selling double glazing she found more comprehension and 

fo gi e ess tha  i  a eas she des i es as ei g o e st aight la ed . I  late  

interviews Grace returned more than once to this idea of the world of business being, 

in her experience, more comprehending and forgiving than education. Grace was not 

happ  i  this ega d ith hat she te ed the stu k up  attitude i  edu atio  to a d 

youthful misdemeanours and lawbreaking. Grace with some effort, especially through 

what she agai  efe s to as ha d o k  i  he  jo  a aged as fa  as possi le to get the 

conviction behind her.  

 

At this time Grace met her future husband who worked as an accountant in a highly 

reputable small local company.  

 

Then I met my husband-to-be. At that poi t i  ti e ... he d o e f o  a eall  

nice background, really posh and completely the opposite to me where 

e e thi g fell off the a k of a lo ! “o I thought I d stud  fu the  so I e t 

to college to do the BTEC in Business and Finance. 

 

When Grace initially told the story she was not aware of the implied reason for 

stud i g at ollege: e ause he  hus a d a e f o  a eall  i e a kg ou d  a d that 

she felt this as the opposite  of he  o  i u sta es. G a e o pleted he  ou se 

over two years working during the day and studying in the evenings. She wanted to 

lea e at the e d of the fi st ea  ut felt she ould t as that ould ha e ea t that 

she left without anything to show for the year. So she stayed on to complete the 

second year. By the e d of the se o d ea  she eall  e jo ed it . O e agai  G a e 

talks a out ha d o k  a d ho  that o t i uted to he  su ess: 
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I really enjoyed it by the end of it. It was hard work, I was working all day, 

and then in the evenings I was attending college. After that I had homework 

to do.... Then I got a job working for Primrose Care Homes in the accounts 

depa t e t a agi g the pa  oll ... I do t k o  ho  I got it ... ut I did.  

 

Grace implies that her husband encouraged her to leave selling double glazing as it was 

not sufficiently respectable. The accountancy firm which he still works with is well 

known in Thanet.  Grace worked with the care homes for perhaps two years then as 

she e plai s it she had a eak  a d o ed jo s to o k i  a o pute  ompany selling 

network systems. 

 

Grace married whilst working at the computer company. Again, and in an unusual way, 

she talks about the influence of her father: 

 

We got married when I was in computers. Then he had an affair but because my Dad 

was always messi g a ou d I as t goi g to tole ate it a d I just said o. E ide tl  

he d o l  see  he  a ouple of ti es a d ... it s i ele a t eall   ... ut I just as t 

ha i g it. But I e e e   Dad sa i g to e, He s o l  ha i g a  affai !  I said 

Dad I  ot goi g a k. No a .  M  Dad ould t u de sta d  atio ale. C&I) 

 

Grace looks back on this decision to split with her husband as one of the most 

important in her life. She recounts how she had always made decisions in consultation 

with others, her mother or perhaps more crucially, her father or husband. Splitting with 

her husband in some important ways is seen by Grace retrospectively, as entering into 

the world as an independent person: 

 

I just thought, No!  “o eah that as uite ... the iggest ... no, not the biggest 

de isio  ... at that ti e it as the iggest de isio  e ause ou e ee  so used to 

making decisions together – just stupid things like car insurance – I was literally 

tossed out into this world at about thirty something and I had to make all the 

decisions. (C&I) 

 

G a e s hus a d a ied the o a  ith ho  he had the affai . G a e e  a el  

sees her ex husband but occasionally when she needs specific advice on financial 
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matters she will approach him as she trusts his advice in this area completely. When 

the divorce papers came through Grace read something that struck her as important: 

 

I started reading everything. I went back over the divorce papers and on the 

a k it said that the a iage as offi iall  dead . A d I thought ight i  this 

a iage o  it s o e to a  e d ... a d o  the a k of it ...  it said that I  

dead  i  this arriage.  ... he went on to marry her and is still with her. Yeah, 

ut all that put e off a iage ... I thought I d a ied fo  life. This akes a 

mockery of it all.  

 

F o  hat G a e said I felt that she did t feel pa ti ula l  let do   he  hus a d 

a d e tai l  does ot thi k ill of hi , ut as she said the a iage died  a d she a e 

to see that in instances such as hers it was the institution itself which became empty.   

 

Sometimes the criticism is made of life story work that it concentrates on the detail, or 

even the trivia of life. This charge merits consideration if only because there is 

something to be gained by trying to understand the thinking from which it originates. 

He e looki g at G a e s thoughts o  the e d of he  a iage it is e ealing to view them 

as reflecting some important concerns of feminism. Certainly her remark about being 

tossed out i to the o ld  is e o ati e a d a  e see  as aptu i g al eit a iguousl  

so ethi g of the e otio  of eaki g a a  f o  pat ia h . 

 

Viewed f o  this pe spe ti e e a  o side  G a e s te t a out ho  she ould ot 

a ept he  hus a d s essi g a ou d  i  pa t e ause it e hoed si ila  eha iou  o  

the pa t of he  fathe  a d the  the latte s atte pts to pe suade he  to o e look he  

husband just ha i g a  affai . I  a late  i te ie  G a e told of ho  he  othe  had 

dis o e ed he  fathe s affai s a d ho  this de astated he  othe . I  pa t she 

att i utes he  othe s suffe i g f o  dep essio  to he  fathe s affai s. G a e li ks he  

mothe s dislike of Tha et a d he  ho e to the pai  e pe ie ed i  these pla es. 

Liste i g to G a e des i e the a guish he  othe  e du ed e ause of he  fathe s 

affairs it is evident this experience must have influenced Grace herself. After Grace 

read back over the transcript of the interviews and her story she asked that I ensure 

that her father did not emerge as a sympathetic character. (C&I) 
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Late  G a e des i ed ho  he  fathe s usi ess as do e fo   Maggie That he  a d 

he became bankrupt. Although his company was limited liability her father sold the 

family house to pay off the debts he owed as a matter of principal. Grace is clear about 

he  fathe s phila de i g a d ho  it i ju ed he  othe . The sa e a  as p epa ed 

to sacrifice much to satisfy his creditors. Grace pointed out that her father was a very 

up ight a  i  thi gs of usi ess. ‘eadi g G a e s sto  a d liste i g to he  i te ie s 

a ajo  the e of ge de  e e ges st o gl . I  G a e s a ou t the e is u e pe ted 

juxtaposition of a single man in two contrasting lights; the honourable small 

usi ess a  a d the hea tless phila de e . I  G a e s sto  pat ia h  a d se is  

attain a palpability at once both quotidian and visceral. (C&I) 

 

G a e des i es ho  afte  he  o  di o e she e jo ed pa t i g  a d goi g o  

holida s. Bei g tossed out i to the o ld  as ot ithout  o pe satio s. G a e et 

another man who she says is not at all like her first husband; 

 

He was completely the opposite to my husband and more probably like my 

Dad s side of the family ... for some reason he fascinated me and he was very 

intelligent so he kept my mind stimulated. He would tell me stories and I 

believed him. They were true stories and it just opened my mind. He thought 

I was very ...not stupid ... very naive. 

 

Grace became pregnant and had to confront her fear of being a single mother. Earlier 

he  so e of f ie ds e a e othe s G a e had thought Oh god, the e s a othe  

f ie d go e . G a e poi ted out that she had lost  se e al lose f ie ds to p eg a  

and motherhood, and she was fearful of following their path. Grace superimposes her 

apprehension of the difficulties of single motherhood onto her memories of her own 

childhood. She had disliked the idea of pregnancy considering it to be almost akin to an 

illness. In her description of the anxieties connected to her pregnancy Grace recalled 

her visits to her own grandmother.   

Grace remembers the process by which she chose to go through with the pregnancy: 

 

No, it ll e a ough ide ahead ut ... M  u  as e  ill at the time and I 

thought o I  ot goi g to.  ... ut ou e di i g ith so eo e s life o  

death ... It frightened me thinking what does the future hold? My worst fear 
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of ever being in that  ... you know in London you see these estates with all 

the ashi g? That as  o st fea . I do t k o  it o l  a e a k to e 

just then but that was my worst fear of actually being the parent of a child 

without anyone. And hanging my washing out for everyone to see. 

 

Grace linked her fear of being a single parent with her dread of London as seen from 

the windows of the suburban trains travelled on when she and her brother would 

accompany her mother to visit her grandmother in Coulsden. To her the scene was one 

of South London housing estates with the washing hanging out in full view of passers-

by. Mixed with this was her fear of the concentration of people visibly different to 

those of Tha et. G a e e e e s feeli g ala ed  la k people  P .  G a e s fathe  

never joined them on these trips to London: 

 

We used to go up to Na s uite a lot, hi h as “u e   u  used to 

take us th ough Vi to ia o  the t ai , ause Mu  did t d i e. M  Dad as 

p o a l  out o a isi g so e he e so he d e e  take  u  up to 

London e e  though he o ked i  Lo do . “o eah I just did t like it a d 

everyone was a different colour ... it was just frightening ... so yeah I hated 

London.  

 

G a e s so  as o  a d o  she a ot u de sta d he  past fea s though o  she 

talks of the terrible nature of a decision on whether or not to terminate a pregnancy. 

The motif of washing hanging out on housing estates is still for her an image of poverty 

and loneliness. (P) 

 

Almost as an afterthought Grace explained that by the time she became pregnant she 

had left her job with the IT company and had opened a small shop selling soft 

fu ishi gs. This shop as o  d aggi g he  to a d fi a ial de astatio . The 

inevitable happened the shop had to be closed compelling her to sell her home and live 

in rented accommodation in order to repay a loan of £20,000. Grace like her father 

before her had been forced to deal with bankruptcy and moving home. As she 

explained this I realised that this particular ordeal of bankruptcy was present in the life 

history of at least four of the people interviewed for this project. (C&I, P) 
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Three months after her son was born she returned to work in IT. As Grace explains it 

she has ee  a le it  it  to e uild he  life as a si gle othe  pa i g off de ts. He  

so s fathe  is a good dad  a d G a e e plai s ho  he suppo ts he  ith thei  so  ut 

as she sa s Dale a d I e e  sta ed togethe . G a e gi es the i p essio  of ei g 

quite happy with her life the way it is, living in a new home in a neat cul-de-sac in 

Margate with her young son.   

 

After the birth of her son Grace started to look for a change in her work. She told a 

friend that she was fed up with selling IT equipment and the friend suggested working 

with a Thanet based charity which taught young people excluded from school.  

 

I just got to the poi t he e I did t a t to do it a o e. I had  so  I 

as i gi g hi  up o   o  a d I just thought, Do ou k o  this is a 

aste of ti e. I a t do it  Just lite all  the thought of selli g et o ks agai  

was like I just a t do it . M  f ie d said to e hat a out o ki g fo  The 

Path a  P oje t . I said I a t o k fo  that o e . I said it is ap. ... so 

a a  I e t i to a lass oo  a d I thought oh  god I a t do this 

eithe . But fo  so e easo  I felt atta hed to the kids. I do t k o  h  ut 

I started to like them.  

 

G a e got the jo  o  the st e gth of he  k o ledge of usi ess  a d fi a e . The 

charity which offered her the job specializes in working with young people who were 

either offenders or at risk of being drawn into crime. Grace was asked by the charity to 

complete the Diploma in Teaching in the Lifelong Learning Sector (DTLLS). Quite 

unexpectedly Grace was drawn into Higher Education many years after she had 

assu ed that u i e sit  as ot fo  he .  

 

When Grace had completed her BTEC she had been 23 years old and she had not 

studied formally since then; a gap of some 20 years. Grace enjoyed studying again but it 

was not without its problems. Grace criticises some lecturers who we e ot lea  a d 

it took a hile to get a k i to the ha it of stud i g. Agai  G a e e tio s ha d o k  

as being the mainstay of her completion of DTLLS: 
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I did esea h a d fi di g out a out diffe e t thi gs. I do t k o  hat 

happened to my brain ... I d get f ust ated so eti es... Ideologies - I just 

could not get it. It frustrated the hell out of me ... and then Christ Church 

pulled one of my essays ... the tutor slated me. I really wanted to have a 

go a k ut the  said Do t, just sta  uiet. You passed it that odule.  It 

was my Gran she said to just be quiet. ... I passed it in the end. (C&I) 

 

G a e s o kpla e at this ti e as k o  to e. I had o se ed o e tha  o e lass 

the e. The ha it  spe ialised i  tea hi g lite a , u e a , a d Wo k “kills  to ou g 

men and women usually in their mid to late teens who had been excluded from school. 

Almost all of these young people were troubled, some in many ways. In the lessons I 

had observed I had been struck by the modus vivendi of the classrooms.  

 

The successful teachers such as Grace learnt to engage with the students pretty much 

on terms which the young people could tolerate. I was required to grade the lessons I 

had observed. In such instances I usually found myself at a loss. I knew the criteria we 

were supposed to apply which were drawn up along guidelines given by OFSTED. For a 

teacher to receive a good grade or above the students should be more or less fully 

engaged throughout the lesson.  

 

The young people in this charity were in many cases awaiting sentencing by the courts, 

many struggled with substance dependency, some had mental health problems and all 

had been excluded from school. The classes were generally unruly with an almost 

permanent threat of a more serious eruption of some sort or another. When I observed 

Grace I was amazed at how she managed the tightrope, maintaining order by being 

firm and holding some type of line, whilst avoiding placing any obvious barrier in front 

of the ou g e .  I ga e G a e a Good  g ade fo  the lesson I observed.  She 

maintained an environment in which some learning, though very little, had taken place 

but amazingly there had been no eruption despite the continuous and alarming 

tremors. I was convinced that no-one could have taught the class better and yet on the 

official criteria it was a lesson that would have been judged a failure. (M) 

 

Of the teachers whose stories are considered in this project I have seen five teach. All 

of them have had to deal with classes which by any reasonable reckoning would be 
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difficult. The class I saw Grace teach was by some way the most intractable yet 

somehow she did it. I have never understood how teachers working in contexts similar 

to that in which I observed Grace are supposed to be graded.  

In the class I observed Grace teach there was one young man in particular who 

appeared to be finding the classroom environment very difficult indeed. After the 

observation Grace and I discussed the lesson and when I mentioned this young man 

she told me that he had several convictions for burglary and he was awaiting 

sentencing. She feared, and expected, that he would he would be imprisoned. She told 

me how under the surface of the coarse bravado these young men they were all really 

vulnerable. I was not convinced but I felt that Grace knew much more about these 

young men than I did. I found her ability to empathise with them remarkable.  

 

In her first interview I told Grace how I had been very struck by what I understood as 

ambiguity in her teaching role and the relationship in which she stood with the young 

men she taught.  I found it difficult to put my finger on exactly what it was that puzzled 

me. I managed to get out that I was impressed by how it was that even though I felt 

that the students liked her they could not bring themselves to be cooperative, in fact 

they could not even begin to be civil. She remembered the young man awaiting 

sentence: 

 

Yeah, he was, yeah he went down. He was a bit of a bad burglar. Yeah ... it 

was horrendous actually. The police came to the centre to try and arrest him. 

All he wanted was his mum. He was only fifteen. And yeah he went to jump 

out of the window and it ... that will stay with me forever.  

 

Grace explained that she had been told that the police were coming and that she was 

to ensure that the young man was kept in the classroom. This she flatly refused to do: 

 

I said I  ot goi g to keep hi  i  the oo .  He hea d this a d he da ted to 

the window. We were on the second floor ...I got him back to the door and 

he said I a t to speak to  Mu .  I thought I a  u de sta d this e ause 

you are frightened. .. What if he had jumped out of the window?  ... and I 

opened the door and let him go.  
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Grace explains how the young man ran home and then together with his mother took a 

bus to the police station and, with his mother beside him, presented himself for arrest.  

 

He e t do  fo  si  o ths a d it as t a he e lo al. It as 

Birmingham way and his u  did t ha e u h o e . Yeah ho i le ... I  

ot sa i g he did t dese e ut ... I do t k o ... I e see  the othe  side of 

it ... It s just that he as a hild a d kids ake istakes. Not to the sa e 

extent that he did ... but... 

 

G a e did ot o plete that last se te e ... ut ...   as she poi ts out he had 

committed many burglaries. It is hard to imagine that anyone can be happy considering 

a fifteen year child going to prison.   

 

I have now come to understand the ambiguity of G a e s attitude to the ou g people 

she taught.  Grace and teachers like her work with groups of young people which 

characteristically behave in ways which are not officially recognised. The young men I 

saw Grace teaching routinely used bad language and habitually evinced an attitude 

which was not (officially) accepted by the college. It was also unlikely that they were 

going to make any real progress in literacy or numeracy as they were not able to 

concentrate and were unwilling to work.  

 

Grace has told me that if her students left the premises for any period of time there 

was a good chance that they would return under the influence of drugs. This behaviour 

is not unusual among these students though most colleges and other institutions in 

which these young people are taught tend not to officially recognise the nature of the 

problems encountered by the teachers, this is perhaps in no small part attributable to 

the fact that OFSTED expect the same levels of achievement, retention, attendance for 

all types of student. (M)  

 

Grace gives an  example of the type of problem she has encountered in this regard. She 

talks about how at a secondary school she worked in for one term she found that the 

institution through one of  the senior teachers, tried to discourage a young woman 

from attending because they believed that she could not achieve a suitable GCSE grade. 
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G a e elie es that this ou g o a s sto  is ep ese tati e of the t pe of p o le  

hi h isfit  ou g people a  fa e. G a e des i es this sto  as a lassi : 

 

This girl she wanted to do her GCSE English. My [unclear speech sounds like 

ie ] on this girl– now this is my viewpoint on it, now. I only been at the 

s hool fo  a ouple of eeks ... I d o l  ee  gi e  this gi l a d she s i  the 

Sixth Form, so she did t ha e to e the e. He  Mu s lai i g o  e efits 

so she had to go. “he d issed th ee o ths of s hooli g hi h is uite 

ajo  ause she as doi g he  GC“E agai  ...‘o eo a d Juliet, Of Mi e 

a d Me  ...a d a a , I eet he . “he s a i e girl. No, let me describe 

he  … a  I des i e hat she looked like? “he as t like a o al 

tee age  ause o al tee age s the e uite p ett , e  o s ious of 

hat the  look like, the e uite ai  a d e  appea a e-minded. Well 

she as t.  

 

She did t eall  a e,  she as uite hu k , u fo tu atel  she as gi ge  

hai ed … ot u fo tu ate it as gi ge , ut ost gi ls ould d e thei  hai  

to a oid ei g pi ked o . D ou k o  hat I ea ? “he as uite gi ge , 

a d I  af aid she as t that lean. But anyway, I admired her because the 

ha dest thi g ust e to alk th ough the s hool gates. “he did t ha e 

a  f ie ds eithe . Whe  I sa  he  atte d s hool I thought, I eall  

ad i e ou e ause that takes guts.  A d I just thought that, I did. I espect 

a od  ho ould alk a k i side afte  the e ee  ill fo  th ee o ths. 

“o I eeded to get so e ooks f o  the E glish fa ult , Of Mi e a d Me  

a d ‘o eo a d Juliet . I thought that Of Mi e a d Me  ould e easie . 

So I go up to the Head of Department, Mrs. Lewis-P it ha d.  “he s a s a  

looki g o a  a d she shouts ut she s a e , e  good E glish tea he . I 

like he . “he does s a e e at ti es ut she s e …“o I sa , Is the e a  

chance I could borrow a book Of Mice and Men for Georgi a?  A d she 

sa s to e, “he is e e  goi g to a hie e a GC“E. “he s asti g ou  ti e, 

 ti e, a d the s hool s ti e.  A d I as ho ified. I as a solutel  

ho ified. Be ause I had o p e o ei ed… ou k o . A d at the e d of the 

da , hate e  she d do e i  the past as i ele a t. The fa t that she d 

walked through those gates was enough for me.  
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Geo gi a did i  fa t go o  to pass he  GC“E E glish ut this as i  G a e s opi io  despite 

the s hool t i g to lose he .  I  G a e s esti atio  this is ecause schools and colleges 

do not want to risk their achievement and retention targets not being achieved. Grace 

as uite lea  o  this and then they bang on about targets but for the ones that really 

st uggle…that s it!  

 

I liste ed to G a e s sto  I as st u k  the s holasti is  of a s ste  hi h ould 

e ui e stude ts to stud  Of Mi e a d Me  hilst t i g to e lude those ho e e 

deemed to be unlikely to succeed. (M) 

 

For the last three years Grace has worked in an FE college. Her students are not dissimilar 

i  a  a s to the ou g people she o ked ith at The Path a  P oje t . P) 

G a e e jo s he  o k as she sa s the tea  a e g eat . “he has e ou te ed si ila  

problems to those she confronted in previous jobs. A performance indicator for her 

tea  is the p opo tio  of ou g people ho p og ess f o  hat a e alled p e-

o atio al  to o atio al ou ses. I  effe t the stude ts that the tea  o k ith a e 

upon entry to the college deemed to be unsuited to entry onto a vocational course. Grace 

is a a e that he  stude ts ho she efe s to as hild e  as if to st ess the poi t that 

they are usually only 16 years old are not generally popular or even well regarded in the 

college: 

 

Almost everyone of those children, whether you like them or not and a lot of 

people do t like the , i  % of the ases the e is so ethi g that ou a  

like about them, it is very rare that you find someone you cannot like, and they 

all o e f o  t ou led a kg ou ds of o e fo  o  a othe , a d it as t 

their fault. They are capable of making their own decisions but they are very 

young, 

 

Fo  G a e a d he  tea  it is ot eas  to get thei  stude ts a epted o to ai st ea  

vocational courses. This is required if they are to meet their targets but is seen as a 

problem by the lecturers who teach vocational subjects who, if they accept these young 

people, find that they are running the risk of not achieving their own targets if the 

students are not able to successfully complete their course. These lecturers are also 
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reluctant to offer places on their courses because of the additional stress associated with 

o ki g ith people ho ha e halle gi g eha iou . G a e has o e tha  o e 

pointed to ways in which she believes targets are met through practices which are within 

the letter of the law though she feels them to be unduly creative.   

 

… ut the a hie e e t ta gets e a t help fa i ate the  e ause e ha e 

to get them onto further courses within the college and we certainly have to 

suck up to a lot of the staff in different departments because our kids are like 

pains in the arse and we want to get them on to mainstream courses  ... but 

the  k o  ou  kids ...so es ut the e is a lot of oh the  a e the p e 

o atio al kids  a d the  a e just see  as u ul  a d ot really seen for what 

they are. 

 

G a e does ot elie e that the a age s  ha e a  eal i te est i  the p o le s fa ed 

by teachers like her, beyond the need to manage the institutions as far as possible in 

accordance with the demands of OFSTED or other regulatory bodies.  It is a theme in all 

of the interviews conducted for this project that all the teachers, whatever their degree 

of sympathy for their managers, and by and large there was extremely little, see the 

problems of management as being distinct from the problems confronted by the 

teachers. Talking about one particular manager, Matthew Anderson, that she knew 

Grace said the following: 

 

The tea  that I o ked i  as solid ut I felt that…Matthe  A de so   I 

thought was too removed from students. I think the senior 

a age e t…the  got id of all the old s hool o es that k e  e e thi g 

and replaced them with new ones and solicitors and accountants and 

everything else, but they are sort of further and further away they are well 

paid ut o…the  paid ou an appalling wage when you were training, 

which is fine because you were training but when you qualify there were no 

opportunities, there were no jobs to progress onto yet they want to govern 

you, not govern you, they want you to do all these qualifications. They will 

suppo t ou, the  o t pa  fo  it o  a thi g like that ... ut the e is o 

further opportunity.(M) 
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Opening this chapter on Grace I said that she more than any other participant in this 

p o ess had ee  i ol ed i  se se aki g , at times even asking me questions about 

how I made sense of her story so that she might evaluate episodes or ideas herself. As 

the person writing the story I found this positive as I hoped that Grace had found her 

participation in the project to be valuable. If I might make one further observation it 

ould e that I o de ed if G a e s o it e t to he  stude ts had the u e pe ted 

effect of making her isolated in a certain sense. Grace appears to genuinely put her 

students first, if she feels that doing so might be construed as acting against the interests 

of the institution she is working in then she will proceed with great discretion. Given the 

challenging behaviour of the students she works with, and her advocacy of what she feels 

to be their interests this ea s that G a e too looks aska e at the s ste . “o ethi g 

that has not, in essence, really changed since her own days in secondary school.  
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Antecedents 2:  Subjects, Objects, Methods, and Digging 

 

 

Language has unmistakably made plain that memory is not an instrument for exploring 

the past, but rather a medium. It is the medium of that which is experienced, just as the 

earth is the medium in which ancient cities lie buried. He who seeks to approach his own 

buried past must conduct himself like a man digging.   

Walter Be ja i  9  E ca atio  a d Me or   

 

 

Mu h of Walte  Be ja i s o k as o e ed ith the idea of e plo i g e o , 

history and the language in which they are best described. The above is not the only 

time that he framed this work in terms of excavation and digging. This chapter discusses 

the process of digging in this project and the principles which guided it.  

 

This will be done in the following way.  Firstly method and methodology are 

differentiated.  Next some definitions of methodology are discussed with a view to 

showing how these might be applied to working with life stories. Not only are method 

and methodology differentiated but the case is made for considering them to be distinct 

but deeply interconnected things this becomes of crucial importance later in this chapter  

he  the ase is ade agai st the ethodologi al  e agge atio s of  oth o je ti is  

a d ethodolog  as auto iog aph .   The ethods of esea h used i  this project are 

then discussed and some of the issues and problems of their use are set out. The case is 

made for the validity and reliability of life story based research, if these are understood 

in terms which are reasonable but wider than those normally enforced within 

o je ti ist  li its.  

 

The next section of this chapter will provide a description of the research methods used. 

This description forms the basis for a wider reflection on what constitutes the particular 

and distinguishing features of the life story method within the overall paradigm of 

narrative research. Next consideration will be given to some of the questions of 

methodology which this form of research raises, especially with regard to reliability and 

validity. Key to this will be the contention that life story work should be (and often is) 

both reliable and valid even though some of its most prominent proponents claim to 
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es he  hat the  dis iss as a  outdated ode ist  fou datio  to ethodolog .  It 

ill e posited that o je ti ist  a gu e ts aised agai st all life sto  research in 

principle are based on unduly narrow conceptions of what constitutes reliability and 

validity. This is not to deny the perfectly justifiable rejection of some approaches to life 

history work.  At the same time it will be argued that the rejection of validity and 

reliability by many working within life history research is based in misconceptions which 

are broadly similar to those fostered within the positivist and neo positivist camps.  

 

The final part of the chapter will consider how the methodological viewpoint of this 

p oje t is at a ia e ith a  of the elati ist a d post ode  outlooks hi h a e 

common, perhaps dominant, within the wider area of life history research. It will be 

argued that this relativism must be rejected if any philosophically coherent case is to be 

made for the validity of life history work as a form of social science.  

 

A further line of reasoning will be put forward to the effect that in life story work 

relativism is necessarily associated with the rejection of all forms of humanism. Without 

any sort of humanist basis it is not possible for life history work to make any 

methodological claim to be seen as valid. In many important ways humanism must be at 

the core of life history methodology.   

 

Method and Methodology 

It is now useful to talk about the meanings of the terms method and methodology as 

used in this chapter and throughout this project. Method refers to the actual practical 

procedures of a research project; the way in which information is collected. 

Methodology is concerned with the intellectual and academic rationale or principles 

which lie behind method. One widely respected text puts the difference between 

method and methodology as being the following: 

 

 Methods: the techniques or procedures used to gather and analyses data 

related to some research question or hypothesis. 

 Methodology: the strategy, or plan of action, process or design lying 

behind the choice and use of particular methods and linking the choice and 

use of particular methods and linking the choice and use of methods to the 

desired outcomes. (Crotty, 1998 p.3) 
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In the last chapter mention was made of the how some non-dialectical approaches place 

things in opposition to each other when they can only be apprehended adequately if 

the  a e app oa hed as ei g pa t a d pa el  of the sa e thi g. O e of the e a ples 

offe ed i  that dis ussio  as the elatio ship et ee  o je ti e  a d su je ti e .  

Method  a d ethodolog  a e a othe  su h pai i g it is ot possi le to i agi e ho  it 

is even possible to speak of one without expressing it terms of the other.   

 

According to Moses and Knutsen (2012, p.  ethods a  e u de stood as p o le  

spe ifi  te h i ues ; a pa ti ula  ethod ei g hose  e ause it is elie ed to offe  a  

appropriate way to investigate a particular question. For Clough and Nutbrown (2012, 

p.  the jo  of ethod is to hold apa t  the esea he  a d the o je ts esea hed  a 

des iptio  of a pa ti ula  ethod should tell us the i u sta es u de  hi h the 

esea he  et the o je t  He e the ea i g of o je t  is ot st aightfo a d. Clough 

a d Nut o  go o  to a gue that Post ode  a ou ts , of hi h thei s is a  e a ple, 

hold  that it is impossible to provide a guarantee that the researcher and the object 

researched are distinct.  According to Clough and Nutbrown some more traditional 

accounts of method argue for the possibility of such a distinction between the 

researcher and the object researched (p.31). In the context of life story work it is hard to 

imagine how a reasonable case might be made for separating the research from that 

which is to be researched as everything revolves around how the researcher interprets a 

particular life story. Moreover the teller of the life story is, in all likelihood, engaged in 

the process of representing their life in the form which they understand to be that which 

the researcher expects.   

 

Methodolog  a  e u de stood as the f a e- o k  “ta le  , p.  ithi  hi h 

methods and the information they reveal might be understood. For Moses and Knutsen 

(2012, p.  ethodolog  de otes a  i estigation of the concepts, theories and basic 

p i iples of easo i g o  a su je t . Agai  it is i te esti g to look at Clough a d 

Nutbrown (2012, p.36-  fo  thei  pa ti ula  take o  the ea i g of ethodolog  A 

methodology shows how research questions are articulated with questions asked in the 

field. Its effe t is a lai  a out sig ifi a e.  A  i te esti g e pla atio  of this pa ti ula  

definition is offered which again is in contrast with more traditional definitions. For 

Clough and Nutbrown despite apparent differences many definitions of methodology 

share the common idea of a justification of research designs or methods: 
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This is why, in our own definition, we do not emphasise a conceptual essence 

for the term, but rather suggest an operational description which will be 

positively useful in justifying any given research design. (p.37, original 

emphasis) 

 

All four of the attempts by Crotty, Stanley, Moses and Knutsen, and Clough and 

Nutbrown, to describe methodology seem to share a fair degree of common ground and 

there is certainly no prima facie case for arguing that they contradict each other. 

Late  i  this p oje t a  outli e of hat is alled a philosoph  of i te al elatio s  ill e 

presented as a fundamental idea in a Marxist world view and as being of considerable 

utility in life history research. The relationship between methods and methodology is 

itself a very interesting immediate example of something which can be grasped only if it 

is understood as a matter of internal relations between the two things. This theory of 

internal relations is very much linked to relationships which are also referred to as 

diale ti al .  

 

I  a ell o ei ed esea h p oje t ethods  a e hose  o  the asis of 

methodological considerations: a particular research method being chosen because it is 

expected to elicit valid information. Conversely it is not possible to conceive of 

methodology completely apart from considerations of the merits or limitations of 

pa ti ula  ethods.  Ma t  Ha e sle  i  his  ook Methodolog : ho eeds it?  

is concerned to point to an important aspect of the relationship between method and 

methodology: 

 

We eed to egi   looki g at the ea i g of the te  ethodolog , as 

currently used. In its core sense this refers to a discipline concerned with 

studying the methods employed in carrying out some form of enquiry.  

However its meaning also extends to include the body of knowledge built up 

through this methodological work.  (p.32) 

 

Ha e sle  ide tifies th ee oad ge es ithi  the literature on social research 

ethodolog  these hold that ethodolog  a  e see  as te h i ue , as philosoph , 

a d as auto iog aph  p. . Fo  Ha e sle  ea h app oa h has i po ta t st e gths 
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he  app oa hed ith ala e a d se siti it . The o e de elop e t  p.  of ea h of 

these three approaches to methodology brings with it serious problems. Chief among 

these problems is the tendency of each of these three approaches to methodology when 

o e de eloped  to seek to adi all  de alue, o  dis iss the others. This 

o e de elop e t  of a post ode  iti ue as the ai  su je t i  the fi st hapte  of 

this p oje t titled A te ede ts . I  e e t ea s go e e tal p essu es fo  “ ie e 

Based ‘esea h  i  the U ited “tates a d o e idel  ha e tended to boost 

ethodolog  as te h i ue  at the e pe se of othe  app oa hes De zi  a d Gia da a, 

2008; Denzin, 2009; Torrance, 2014).  

 

Usi g Ha e sle s f a e o k it is i te esti g to o se e that u h of the 

methodological criticism aimed at life history work per se originates from the camp 

hi h sees ethodolog  as te h i ue .  A o di g to Ha e sle  ethodolog  as 

te h i ue i  a  e t e e fo  is p o edu alis : the idea that good p a ti e a ou ts to 

follo i g a set of ules  p. . O e l  igid lai s a out a sample needing to be of a 

e tai  i i u  size efo e it a  e ie ed as ep ese tati e  ould e a  e a ple 

of a  e agge ated ethodolog  as te h i ue  positio .  

 

Many of those working in the area of narrative research would see their methodology 

(in Ha e sle s te s  as esti g i  ethodolog  as philosoph  a d ethodolog  as 

auto iog aph . Methodolog  as philosoph  is held to ha e de eloped so e hat as a 

reaction to what might now be seen as extreme forms of viewing systematic enquiry as 

being al ost o pletel  a uestio  of te h i ue  ithout g eat i po ta e ei g 

attached to philosophy. The extreme behaviourist dismissal of any philosophy of mind 

f o  ps holog  ight e a  e a ple of hat ethodolog  as philosoph  ight ea t 

against. Behaviourism promoted the technique of measuring that which was observable 

to such a point that it excluded anything which was not open to being measured. 

Behaviourist psychology therefore reached a point where it excluded any notion of 

mind. As Hammersley points out there are very definite advantages to philosophy, 

methodology and hopefully method being carefully calibrated so as to work together.  

The da ge  of the o e de elop e t of  ethodolog  as philosoph  is a ifest i  the 

way in which in some of its forms it comes to challenge and reject foundational 

assumptions of  all scientific thought and claims to knowledge. Hammersley offers the 

di e se od  of F e h iti g that has o e to e la elled post ode ist  p.  as 
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examples of this overdevelopment.  Two related arguments from leading lights of French 

postmodernism (both of which are considered more extensively in this project) might be 

offered as instances of an exaggerated methodology as philosophy.    

 

 

Is there an Outside Text? 

The first would be the claim by one of the architects of postmodernism Jean François 

Lyotard that science is no more than a language game (Lyotard, 1979, p.41). The second 

ould e De ida s lai  that The e is othi g outside of the te t  [the e is o outside 

text: il n a pas de ho s te te] De ida, 1976, p. 158).  

 

Both of these claims amount to more or less the same thing and to some extent they 

e e dealt ith i  the p e ious hapte . Both L ota d s a d De ida s a gu e t depe d 

upon on the idea that it is impossible to establish the truth or falsity of a claim by 

e ou se to e ide e e o d la guage. These lai s i  tu  a e elated to ‘i ha dso s 

lai  that Language does not reflect social reality, but produces meaning, creates social 

ealit  , p .  

 

What p e isel  De ida ea t  The e is o outside te t  is a su je t of dis ussio . 

Some of his opponents say that he meant it quite literally. This seems to be unfair on 

De ida a d i te esti gl  afte  De ida e plai ed  hat he ea t, the p o le  p etty 

much remains.  Derrida argued that the claim made by some of his opponents that he 

believed the world was only a text was false. He explained that he was arguing that our 

understanding of this world was only possible through and was therefore limited to 

te t  De ida, 1998, p.148). To my mind this second claim amounts to something 

essentially similar to that which his opponents originally levelled against him, as it seems 

to deny the possibility of our using the externally existing world to set parameters to, 

and to humanly shape, the texts themselves. A materialist argument follows the lines 

that the elatio ship et ee  te ts  a d the o ld is fai l  si ila  to that et ee  aps 

and the landscapes they represent. When we use a map it shapes our understanding of 

the landscape, we interpret the landscape through the map, but we ultimately decide on 

its validity (and utility) as a map through our experience of the landscape outside of it. 

Derrida would argue that the landscape or any other social reality is also a text: 
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 What I call "text" implies all the structures called "real," "economic," 

"historical," socio-institutional, in short: all possible referents. Another way 

of e alli g o e agai  that "the e is othi g outside the te t .  De ida, 

1998, p.148)  

 

But this seems to miss the point that the landscape, or a social reality, has an existence 

beyond and independently of the text. If Derrida persists with his claim that everything 

is te t  he see s to e d up i  e a tl  the positio  hi h his oppo e ts attributed to 

him and which he denied holding.  

 

Of the th ee t pes of ethodolog  i  Ha e sle s a ou t ethodolog  as 

auto iog aph  is losest to the ethodolog  ost ofte  used i  life sto  esea h. This 

is of course entirely to be expected. Hammersley links this form of methodology to the 

aft t aditio  Ha e sle , , p. 36) in research and he associates it closely with 

the work of C. Wright Mills.In the description of this approach Hammersley points to 

what might be called the personal involvement of the researcher in what is to be 

researched as being a methodological tenet. This is also connected to the accounts of 

esea h o du ted ithi  this ethodolog  ofte  ei g des i ed as efle i e 

a ou ts  p. . The ha a te isti  aspe t of eflexivity in social science research is that 

the researcher admits to, or even explores, the effect of their own presence, in their 

work.  

 

As with the other types of methodology described by Hammersley 

ethodolog -as-auto iog aph  is to e t eated ith aution when it is 

o e de eloped . T o p i ipal da ge s a e gi e . Fi stl  the idea of esea h 

being reflexive may become exaggerated if it is believed that the researcher 

must provide a fully comprehensive account of their involvement in the 

research.  Such a labour must be in vain as it is impossible to bring all of the 

esea he s life i to a  a ou t of ho  esea h as o du ted a d hat 

was found (Hammersley, 2011, p.38).  

 

Hammersley sees a further set of problems with an overdeveloped, ethodology as 

auto iog aph  sta dpoi t, arising f o  its i siste e that ethodolog  should e 

des ipti e ot o ati e  p. .  This ill e dis ussed o e full  a little late  he  I 
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consider how an exaggerated insistence on description is used to justify the complete 

rejection of validity in methodology and to replace it with what is described as the 

ualit  of e isi ilitude . Fo  the o e t this p o le  ill e i t odu ed ut ot 

explored.  

 

In some cases it is possible to detect in narrative and life story work the idea that 

reflexivity alone is a sufficient condition to guarantee methodological soundness. This 

latte  poi t is ot ade e pli itl  i  “a ah Dela o t s u h dis ussed iti is  of 

autoethnography (Delamont, 2007) but it seems to be the underlying argument when 

she o plai s that esea h of this t pe is laz . Paul Atki so  , pp. 400-404) 

writing a year before Delamont, pointed out how far reflexivity had long been a quality 

of sound ethnographic research and he also drew attention to the o e de eloped  

lai s of  so e post ode ists  that efle i it  had ot featu ed i  eth og aphi  o k 

prior to its development at their own hands (p.400). Atkinson points to a further 

problem which: 

 

...stems from a tendency to promote ethnographic research on writing on 

the basis of its experiential value, its evocative qualities, and its personal 

commitments rather than its scholarly purpose, its theoretical bases, and its 

disciplinary contributions. This in turn reflects a wider problem in that the 

methodological has been transposed onto the plane of personal experience, 

while the value of sociological or anthropological fieldwork has been 

translated into a quest for personal fulfilment on the part of the researcher. 

(p.403) 

 

Atki so s o e t a o e is ai ed at autoeth og aph , a pa ti ula l  o t o e sial 

form of scholarly work. It should be noted that it is by no means clear that Atkinson 

would agree to the designation of all forms of this writing to be called scholarship.  

Atkinson is opposed to autoeth og aphi  esea h hi h sees efle i e  ea est ess as 

a substitute for academic discipline. The criticism can logically be extended to any type 

of a ati e esea h i  hi h pe so al o it e t athe  tha  ... s hola l  pu pose  

(Atkinson, 20  p.  is its aiso  d t e. It ould e i idious to gi e a st i g of 

examples of pieces of work in which this might be said to have taken place but it seems 
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fai  to gi e a  e a ple i  hi h this is st ess o  efle i it  o e   dis ipli e is ope l  

stated.   

 

“ta  Hol a  Jo es  i  a  essa  e titled Autoeth og aph : aki g the pe so al 

politi al  ope s ith the state e t This is a hapte  a out the pe so al te t as iti al 

i te e tio  i  so ial, politi al, a d ultu al life  p. . A little later she explains that 

the essa  is a out ho  looki g at the o ld f o  a spe ifi , pe spe ti al, a d li ited 

a tage poi t a  tell, tea h, a d put people i  otio .  It see s fai  to sa  that the 

spe ifi , pe spe ti al a d li ited a tage poi t  to which Holman Jones is referring is, 

quite simply, her own.  This is exactly the problem with exaggerated autobiography-as-

method. It is perfectly tolerable to write highly self centred and confessional text, it is 

perhaps even passable to deliberately limit o e s ho izo s to the pu el  pe so al. It is 

not reasonable to then claim that this writing constitutes either social science or 

academic writing both of which must view   the purely personal as an inadequate 

standpoint from which to work.  

 

The inclusion and exploration of the personal in social science writing can produce good 

results. Apart from anything else all research work and social science writing demands 

the involvement of the researcher to such a high degree that any finished piece of work 

from which all that is personal is excluded will almost certainly  make for  jejune reading.  

Some extraordinarily good social science openly explores the personal involvement of 

the writer but the work cannot be justified solely, or even substantially, on the basis of 

its being personal. Social science must include but it also needs to transcend the 

personal. The problem here is not with reflexivity itself but with the tendency of some 

writers to see the purpose of social science as being solely about themselves as 

individuals. 

 

In many discussions of research methods and methodology it might be noted that the 

two terms are often used as though they were interchangeable. Viewed from the 

standpoint of a philosophy of internal relations this type of confusion arises because 

methods and methodology are bound together by internal relations, they are 

dialectically related.  
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Looked at from a non dialectical viewpoint things (such as method and methodology) 

can only be different and therefore essentially separate, or they are seen as being the 

same and therefore identical.  From the point of view of Marxist or other forms of 

diale ti s the e elatio  a d i estigatio  of the i te al  elatio ships et ee  thi gs 

is a central part of apprehending how things exist in the world. It has already been 

mentioned that in the discussion of the methodological approach used in this project 

issue will be taken with some elements of what is described as a post-modern approach 

to working with narratives. One such example is the tendency of some authorities to 

es he  the t aditio al e ui e e t fo  a esea h ethod to e a le to lai  alidit , 

suggesting that it be replaced with, for example, something which following Jerome 

Bruner they call verisimilitude (Bruner, 1986, pp. 11-12).  I will argue that in some cases 

this oppositio  of e isi ilitude to alidit  e.g. Connelly and Clandinin, 1990 p.7; 

Richardson, 1994, p. 521; Denzin and Lincoln, 2005, p.24)   is an example of a limitation 

arising from a non-dialectical approach and actually is typical of a mechanical way of 

viewing the world.  In such an approach things are considered only in an abstract and 

one sided way.  

 

In the case of validity and verisimilitude a more concrete, less dogmatic, and dialectical 

point of view would show that validity and verisimilitude are ideas which can only be 

understood if they are seen as being related concepts.  In the case of narrative, we 

might say that both verisimilitude and validity are concepts rooted in the relationship 

between things in the really existing world and the way in which we talk or write about 

the .  The Co ise O fo d Di tio a  gi es the ea i g of e isi ilitude  as 

appea a e of ei g eal, se la e of a tualit  a d alidit  as ei g the ualit  of 

ei g solid, defe si le, ell g ou ded .  App oa hed at the le el of li guisti  ea i g it 

seems very odd indeed to place validity and verisimilitude in opposition to each other. In 

life sto  o k i  pa ti ula  it ould see  that alidit  a d e isi ilitude  ould, of 

necessity, be mutually dependent, each acting as the others guarantor.  

 

It might appear as though most research projects proceed in the following way. A start is 

made with the o side atio  of a p o le , a d the  ethod a d ethodolog  a e 

decided upon together before the actual research begins. In the next stage the research 

is conducted, and then finally the findings are discussed and evaluated. In the case of 

this project this was not the case although it might appear so given the order of the 
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chapters in which the project is laid out. In fact at the conceptual level method, 

methodology, and findings continued to interact holistically at all stages of the process.  

A simple example of this process will be useful. Although a decision was first taken on 

the method to be employed (using a methodological framework) the exact nature of 

what happened during the interviews, the creation of the life stories, and their 

interpretation continuously evolved during the whole process.  At the stage in which the 

fi di gs  e e o side ed e  ethodologi al issues e e ged. This i  tu  ea t that 

the methods themselves needed re-e aluatio .  To efe  a k to Clough a d Nut o s 

statement (2012, p.31) the whole process continuously and perpetually revolved around 

the asis o  hi h lai s fo  its sig ifi a e  ight e ade, a d justified.  I a ot 

speak for other research projects but in this case I felt sure that this incessant 

interaction constituted the life force of the project. It seems reasonable to assume that 

in any viable and vibrant research project, certainly in the social sciences, this process of 

continuous re-evaluation must be going on.  

 

Before presenting a methodological case for life history research as a method it is 

necessary to describe the actual research practices (methods) which formed the basis of 

this current project.  For Ken Plummer (1983, 1995, and 2003) the problem of what 

o stitutes Life Histo  Method  within social science can be posed at least superficially 

i  a e  si ple p opositio : A life histo  is the sto  a pe so  tells a out the life he o  

she has li ed  , p.564). For Plummer as for most others working in this area it is far 

easier to say what a life story is than to say how what it means or how it should be 

understood. It is the investigation of the rich puzzles which follow in the wake of this 

deceptively simple statement about what a life story is which gives value to life history 

research. In turn most of these puzzles have at their core the problem of how the life 

story is to be evaluated. If we eschew relativism this latter problem is a facet of a more 

fu da e tal p o le  of ho  a life sto  sta ds i  elatio  hat ight e alled t uth . 

This is far from being a simple problem.   

 

In life story work, as in other areas of research, it is a requirement that a method makes 

a easo a le lai  to e a le to get at fi di gs hi h a e alid . The e aluatio  of su h 

claims cannot be separated f o  so e otio  of t uth . If Plu e s defi itio  of hat 

constitutes a life history is accepted then the method of life story research is concerned 

firstly with the collection of the stories and secondly with the interpretation of their 
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meaning.  The same methodological issues are present at both stages though more 

obviously salient in the second. 

 

In this project life stories were collected from six teachers of literacy to adults. All six 

teachers work or have worked on the Isle of Thanet. The shortest period that any of the 

teachers worked in Thanet was two years and in this particular case the teacher 

concerned had spent many years teaching in a school less than 10 miles from the Isle. Of 

the other five teachers all had worked in Thanet for at least ten years and four had 

worked in Thanet for the greater part of their working lives in one case for four decades. 

Four of the teachers had lived in Thanet for most of their lives and were living there 

when this study was conducted.  Totalling up the years in a rough calculation between 

them the six participants in this study had between them more that two hundred years 

of living in Thanet and around a hundred years of working there.  

 

There is some discussion about what is and what is not to be considered as literacy 

teaching to adults. There is for example an argument sometimes raised that teaching 

English Literature to young adults is not literacy teaching.  Here adult literacy teaching is 

understood as being professional teaching work with people over the age of 16 years to 

develop their literacy in one area or another.  Understood in these terms then all of a 

hundred years experience of the six teachers in this study has been spent in literacy 

teaching. In this broad definition the years which some teachers had spent teaching 

subjects such as GCSE Sociology or History would count as literacy teaching as the 

teachers and students would have been required to develop relevant literacy skills 

(reading, writing, or discussing with others) as part of their development towards the 

taking of exams.  If literacy teaching was defined more narrowly as being the teaching of 

literacy to adults as part of an officially designated literacy course then between them 

the participants had taught adult literacy so defined for some eighty years.   

 

Five of the participants in the project were women all of whom were aged over forty 

years. All five of the women had been or were married and all had children. Of these five 

women three had been divorced and had spent at least five or more years as single 

parents. All the women in the project had children and all five had spent considerable 

periods of their life caring for older relatives. The only man in the project, had lived in 

Thanet for more than fifty years, and was married. He was a father and as a son devoted 
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much of his life to caring for his elderly parents. During the interviews no explicit 

attempt was made to find out the marital status of the participants or their ages.  

 

Two more female literacy teachers were interviewed with the intention of using their life 

stories in this project.  One of these teachers June retired after a long and difficult series 

of negotiations with her employers and as part of her securing a redundancy agreement 

she was obliged to sign a confide tialit  ag ee e t. This tea he  as o e ed to tell 

 sto  ut afte  o side atio  de ided it as ot possi le to do so. I  o de  to e de  

the story safe enough to tell within the conditions imposed by the confidentiality 

agreement it would have been impossible not to alter details to such an extent as to 

render it fictional. It would have been necessary to invent a place of work for this 

teacher and that would have involved the invention of work practices etc. This is not 

possible or desirable in a project which consciously based itself in a particular locality.  

Thanet has one FE College, one main Adult Education centre and a small number of 

private providers of adult literacy. To accurately describe some of the practices which 

this teacher found intolerable would have rendered her identifiable. In many other areas 

this teacher told a story which could be classified as one of celebration a she had clearly 

found adult literacy teaching to be fulfilling until the final stages of her career. As a 

researcher I found myself wondering about the cumulative effect of such confidentiality 

clauses in limiting the recording of developments within the area of adult literacy 

teaching.  June was the only participant to withdraw after the project had started in one 

other case a potential participant was unwilling to get involved as a result of 

involvement in negotiations similar to those which June had completed.  

 

The second case of the life story not being used in this study raised very interesting 

methodological problems and provided an opportunity for reflection which was not so 

readily available in the case of life stories which were deemed suitable for inclusion.  In 

an initial extended interview this teacher talked about her life and work.  The workplace 

and the duties she was engaged in at the time of her interview were portrayed in very 

positive terms and she described herself as being very happy and contented. A scant 

fortnight later I heard that this teacher had left her job with little or no notice. I was told 

by several friends and colleagues of this teacher, who themselves had no knowledge of 

the research project, that leaving her job had become inevitable as her work situation 

had become intolerable and she was being bullied.  Despite my efforts it proved 
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impossible to establish stable contact with this teacher again.  I was left to mull over the 

appa e t dis epa  et ee  he  a ou t of he  positio , he  a tio s, a d he  f ie ds  

assessment.  I wondered if when she had spoken about her work the teacher was telling 

me the story she herself wished to believe. It also crossed my mind that the interview 

ith e had pe haps i flue ed he  eha iou . The poi t as that the tea he s life 

story as told was incongruent with her actions. The ill fit between the life story and the 

tea he s a tio s f o  the poi t of ie  of this p oje t i ediatel  ast issues of 

alidit  a d e e  e isi ilitude  i  a  i t igui g light. This poi t ill e take  up a d 

developed later as it proved to be an invaluable starting point for a deeper consideration 

of life story work from a methodological point of view.  

 

From the above the reader will be able to accurately surmise that eight literacy teachers 

were initially approached to participate in the project. In two cases participation proved 

unworkable and these life histories do not form any further part of this study. It is now 

necessary to say something about the sampling procedures which were employed.  

 

In life history research sampling is almost always problematic not least because the 

philosophical basis of life history research questions some precepts of 

ep ese tati e ess  as it is u de stood i  positi ist o  post positi ist f a e o ks. I  

what might be called traditional forms of research claims to representativeness are 

usually advanced on the basis of the e te t to hi h the sa ple is a tuall  

ep ese tati e of the ta get populatio  Da e , . This aises a a ge of issues i  

the case of life history research.  

 

 

The Life Stories Themselves 

In this research project six life histories are studied. A calculation of sample size will be 

based on the narrow definition of adult literacy teaching as being the teaching of literacy 

to adults on a government sponsored programme of adult literacy instruction. Through a 

rather rough estimation it is suggested that a sample of six teachers represents not more 

than one tenth and not less than one twentieth of all adult literacy teachers in Thanet.   

One important dimension of the study is the connection of the life histories of this small 

group of teachers of literacy to The Isle of Thanet. A reasonable estimate of the overall 

number of people who might be both professional teachers of Adult Literacy and have 
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working connection to the Isle of Thanet might put their overall numbers at something 

over sixty. In this case something less than ten per cent of the overall target population 

could be said to have participated in this study. Obviously if the findings of this study 

were extended to cover all adult literacy teachers in England there would be very 

definite problems of representativeness as Thanet has distinct regional traditions and a 

discernible culture. If a study were conducted nationally, even one which went so far as 

to study the lives of ten percent of all teachers of literacy to adults, questions might well 

be asked about the extent to which a random sample would be able to represent the 

particular and important circumstances of those working in decaying seaside towns such 

as Margate and Ramsgate in Thanet where all teachers in this study worked. The 

uestio  I  hat e a tl  does ep ese tati e ess eside?  is ot easil  settled. Fo  the 

moment it is quite justifiable to suggest that the sample used in this study of teachers in 

Thanet can claim a degree of representativeness.  

 

In all cases the teachers were formally interviewed and their life stories recorded on at 

least two occasions. In all cases there have been follow up discussions on the transcripts 

from the interviews and the life stories as I have written them. In each case the final life 

story as it appears here has the approval of the person whose life is represented. In all 

cases and at all times the procedure of this project has been in accord with the ethical 

guidelines set out by the British Educational Association (BERA, 2011).  

 

The interviews were all scheduled to last for approximately an hour and this was agreed 

with the interviewees prior to their interview. In every single interview the interviewee 

was happy to talk for the hour and indeed in almost all cases it was felt that we could 

have gone on longer. Some days prior to the initial interview the interviewees were 

presented with a list of seven questions which I suggested we might discuss. It was 

pointed out that these questions would only form the basis of our discussion and 

provide pointers as to what we might cover.  It was not so intended that these questions 

serve to elicit answers to the specific questions asked but that they worked as prompts 

to get the interviewees talking about their lives within what might be called a focussed 

framework. The questions are given below. 

 

1. What is your relationship to the Isle of Thanet? 

2. Could you tell me something about your own educational history? 
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3. Could you tell me about your life as a teacher of literacy to adults? 

4. What if anything from your life has helped or hindered your work as a teacher of literacy 

to adults? 

5. How well do you think your family and friends understand your work as a teacher of 

literacy to adults? 

6. Could you tell me about the place where you work now and from your point of view 

what would you need to explain so that I might understand this place? 

7. Are there any other things you would need to tell me so that I might better understand 

you, your life history, and your work? 

 

In none of the interviews were these questions answered in a strictly methodical or 

systematic way, working through them as a list completing each before proceeding to 

the next. It was explained to the interviewees that what was being looked for was their 

life story with some coverage of the seven questions.  In each case after completing the 

interview and looking at the transcripts it emerged that the areas indicated in the 

questions had been covered.  

 

As far as was possible the interviews were conducted in a relaxed manner in a number 

of different locations.  As far as possible the interviews were conducted outside of the 

i te ie ee s o kpla e. I  the o e ase he e a  i te ie  as o du ted i  the 

i te ie ee s o kpla e it as o side ed suffi ie tl  relaxed and quiet to allow for a 

full discussion. The remaining interviews were conducted in Canterbury Christchurch 

campuses in Broadstairs or Canterbury.  In one case an interview was conducted in the 

i te ie ee s ho e.   

 

Immediately after the interview a recording was provided to the interviewees and when 

completed the transcript was provided for them to read. A discussion of the transcripts 

and what they felt emerged from it was a topic for discussion in subsequent interviews.  

 

A second interview was conducted after we both had time to read the transcript and 

listen to the recording.  In these second interviews the transcript from the first interview 

formed the basis for the interview. After the second interview the recordings and 

transcripts were sent to the interviewee again. When the interviewees agreed to the 

accuracy of the transcriptions I completed the life story from the interview. This was 
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then sent to the interviewee for their comments. In every case the life stories were 

received with at least positive agreement, in most cases they were received with a 

measure of enthusiasm. In all cases of the people whose life stories appear here felt that 

the story whilst accurate or in their opinion truthful, nevertheless left much unsaid or 

unexplored. I  so e i sta es it as e ide t that f o  the su je t s poi t of ie  that 

the story had loose ends. Two examples should serve to make the point. Sarah felt that 

the end of her first marriage was not something that she wanted to explore in any 

greater depth in this project though she told me that it was by no means fully examined. 

Grace indicated that in writing her story I should not leave any space for the reader to 

come away thinking that her father was a decent sort of man.   

 

I formed the impression that the more deeply the subjects engaged in an assessment of 

the texts of their life story the more these took on elements of incompleteness or even 

ambiguity. The process of reflection on the stories raised more questions and problems 

for the storytellers themselves. Far from detracting from the overall value of the stories 

it a  e st o gl  a gued that if the alidit  of esea h esides i  its t uthful ess  the  

these stories accurately reflected the participants view of their lives as presented. It is 

worth saying a little more on this.  

 

 

Truth  

Ma t  Ha e sle  defi es alidit  i  esea h as ei g t uth: i te p eted as the 

extent to which an account accurately represents the social phenomena to which it 

efe s  , p.57 . I  a si ila  ei  Mi hael C ott  des i i g the idea of t uth  i  hat 

he alls a o st u ti ist episte olog  ites that:   

 

There is no objective truth waiting for us to discover it. Truth, or meaning, 

comes into existence in and out of our engagement with the realities of the 

world. There is no meaning without a mind. Meaning is not discovered, but 

constructed. (1998, pp. 8-9)   

 

If e ag ee ith Ha e sle , a d C ott , so e o e o je ti el   i li ed autho ities 

do not (Moses and Knutsen, 2012 p. 60), then the relative indeterminacy of life stories in 

general (and of those presented here) is a precondition of their validity. This is because 
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the process of interpretation of a life story can never be finished, there is always 

something more to say. This indeterminacy does not at all mean that the life story does 

ot a u atel  ep ese ts the so ial phe o e a to hi h it efe s  o  that it 

i suffi ie tl  e gages ith the ealities of the o ld  uite the e e se. It a  e a gued 

that a valid life sto  is i dete i ate p e isel  e ause it ep ese ts  a d e gages 

ith  ealities.  

 

If those whose life stories are presented accept them as accurately representing their 

lives then it is to be expected that those same stories cannot pretend to say everything 

in a definitive form about those lives. Any life story narrative making a claim to 

omniscience would have to be questioned but it is entirely reasonable to follow 

Ha e sle  i  lai i g that  a life sto ies a  a u atel  ep ese t the phe o e a to 

hi h it efe s . The ke  poi t he e is that all of those hose sto ies a e p ese ted felt 

that the texts were adequately communicative of their life stories.  

 

As said above those whose life stories are presented in this study were satisfied with 

what they held to be the accuracy or the truthfulness of the life stories as presented 

even if there was an acknowledgement of some of the problems. This was extremely 

important as I felt that if the life stories appeared truthful to those at their heart then 

there was a basis on which to proceed. It might be possible in some circumstances to 

work with life stories in which there is a discrepancy between the interpretation of 

esea he  a d the esea hed  ut i  this p oje t I felt that it ould ha e u de ined 

the project to an impossible degree.  

 

As far as I am aware none of the people whose stories are presented are aware of 

processes by which the life story was created from the transcripts.  The process used 

was based largely on the work of Merrill and West (2009) in which there is a wide 

ranging discussion of biographical methods in social research but in particular one 

hapte  is de oted to the p a ti al ethod of o ki g ith a  t a s ipts to p odu e 

biographies (pp. 128 -149). The work of Merrill and West provides practical guidance on 

how a researcher might systematically work with transcripts of interviews. This guidance 

is particularly useful as both authors in outlining their own particular approaches 

encourage others to adapt the principles involved to best suit the nature of their own 

research. In my own particular case in the latter stages of working with the transcripts 
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this involved interpreting them in terms of what I see as overarching themes. I should 

immediately point out that these themes were mine and not at all those of the people 

whose life stories were analysed. The process of working with a transcript to produce a 

life story is something which needs careful consideration from the point of view of 

methodology.  

 

 

From transcript to life story; methodological considerations 

If we look above at the comments by Hammersley  (1990, p.57) on truth and validity, or 

the o e ts  C ott  o  o je ti e t uth  i  ualitati e esea h 1998, pp. 8-9) it is 

immediately apparent that working from transcripts to create life stories is going to 

present some very difficult challenges.  The particular challenges of the methodology of 

this p oje t a e o side ed i  the hapte  ith the title I t odu tio  to the Life “to ies , 

so e of the ethodologi al  issues dis ussed a e app oa hed i pli itl  i  othe  pla es 

in this thesis but there remains a need for their explicit consideration. This is done so 

before the first of the life stories are told as it is intended that the reader should might 

understand more clearly the process by which the life stories were created.   

 

Immediately after the initial interviews those who had been interviewed were provided 

with a recorded of the interview. Once the interviews had been transcribed they were 

given a transcription. Those recorded were asked to check the recording and transcript 

for accuracy and to comment on anything they wished. A second interview was held in 

all but one case. In the second interview themes which had emerged in the first 

interview were explored in greater depth and some parts of the story were 

supplemented. I was impressed by the seriousness with which all those interviewed 

app oa hed these tasks. E e o e t ied to e fai  e e  he  deali g ith episodes i  

which they clearly felt that they had been wronged.  A majority of those interviewed 

e e i itiall  u su e of the alue of hat the  told e. Co e ts su h as Wh  a e ou 

i te ested i  this?  o  M  life is p ett  o i g  e e ade  se e al of those 

interviewed.  

 

 

Exactitude 
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I te ie s su h as those des i ed he e pose a se ious p o le s of deta h e t  as the 

interviewer must steer a course between the two somewhat contradictory requirements 

to fi stl  uild appo t a d solida it  ith the pe so  i te ie ed  a d, se o dl  to 

avoid leading or directing. From the early work of Garfinkel (1984), Sacks (1992), and 

Goffman ( 1959, 1974) in the 1960s which developed into the academic area today 

known as Conversation Analysis (CA) it has been understood that all more or less normal 

conversations require that the interlocutors observe the rules which govern such 

interactions in their particular milieu. If these rules are not followed communication 

becomes strained, artificial, and even stressful. Rules involved in conversation require 

that the interlocutors extend what we might call communicative solidarity to each other. 

This requires not only that a show is made of empathy but also that conversational rules 

such as those which govern turn taking are also followed. The style of interviewing used 

in this project could certainly be described as conversational although the interviewees 

took the lead. It is not easy to balance the need for empathy against the strict 

requirement not to lead or steer the interviewee. Even so the need to co-construct some 

type of conversation inevitably means that the life story interview is a joint venture if 

only to a limited degree.  

 

After concluding the interviews the transcripts, as opposed to the recordings, were 

analysed following somewhat more closely the procedures indicated by Linden West 

than those of Barbara Merrill (Merrill and West, 2009, p. 128 -149). This analysis by 

theme produced some interesting results but as would be expected with narrative 

research there is a sometimes a problem of correspondence between the importance of 

something said in the interviews with its salience in the life story. A positive example of 

this which came as a revelation to Grace was how in the transcripts it emerged that she 

regularly sought to impress her employers by working to a standard higher than she 

believed they expected of her.  I noticed how this emerged from an analysis of the 

transcripts of her interviews, when I drew her attention to it Grace was initially surprised 

and then on reflection agreed that it had probably been true of her actions in all the jobs 

she had done since being a teenager. Analysis of the transcripts also produced some 

very striking evidence of the problem of attributing weight to comments made. 

 

In the interviews with Hannah she mentioned the importance of religion in her life only 

twice and then relatively briefly. From the quality of her comments it was clear that she 
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believed that much of her life was determined by religious considerations and that key 

turning points were down to acts of God directly shaping her life. Although the 

comments made in her interviews and transcripts about the place of religion in her life 

e e e pli it the  e e fleeti g. These o e ts a out the pa t of God s ill in her life 

were almost offered as asides to her story but it was evident that it was far from being a 

a kg ou d  i flue e.   

 

In the case of Catherine a similarly short comment offered a view on something very 

important in her life.  Catherine mentioned only once that she had broken the rules of 

he  o kpla e to suppo t a  adult ale stude t ho she sa  as ei g alo e . Cathe i e 

had gone with him to a centre where he was to take a test which would be of 

considerable importance to him.  As the test was not connected to her work with this 

student it was against the rules of her workplace for her to accompany him. From the 

way she described this small incident I inferred that in many areas of her life Catherine 

would break or subvert the rules if this was required to do what she believed to be 

humane. Catherine had told me of problems she had experienced in some workplaces 

because of what she saw as the need to give students what she saw as the best support 

she could. From the way she talked about this single incident I felt that this 

determination was adamantine, if Catherine thought that she needed to break rules to 

act morally then she would do just that. Both of these relatively small features from the 

interviews with Catherine and Hannah raise problems with the analysis of transcripts. 

‘elati el  sho t a d e e  isolated  o e ts a  lead the i te p ete  to uite a uptl  

see the whole life story of the person interviewed in a light of a different hue.  This 

means that the process by which different elements of the life story are evaluated 

cannot be attributed a weight of meaning by any linguistic analysis alone. It is largely a 

matter of judgment for the researcher and those whose life stories to attribute 

i po ta e  to diffe e t thi gs featu e i  the life story. In this case the word 

i po ta e  is e  si ila  to sig ifi a e .  This i po ta e a ot e esta lished 

through any metric form of measurement. This type of problem is a typical reason why 

so e o je ti ists  eje t life sto  o k o  the g ou ds of hat the  see as alidit .  

This understanding of validity whilst perfectly acceptable in some areas of research is 

unduly narrow and prohibitive when applied to life story work.   

Validity in research is traditionally taken to mean that the research findings genuinely 

represent the phenomenon being measured or investigated and that the research is 
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designed in such a way that it measures what it purports to measure. In the case of life 

history work and most other areas of narrative based resea h, the o ds assess  o  

gauge  ight e helpfull  su stituted fo  easu e  he  talki g a out alidit . If e 

refer back to the definition of validity given by Hammersley as ei g t uth: i te p eted 

as the extent to which an account accurately represents the social phenomena to which 

it efe s  , p. . Whe e the o je ti ists  i sist upo  alidit  esidi g i  

measurement in life story work it is perfectly possible to advance a logically coherent 

claim that validity resides in accurate representation. If the life story accurately 

represents that life as a social phenomenon it should be taken as valid.  

 

What is problematic however is the way in which the researcher attributes importance 

to comments which might not be extensive, nor even made with obvious emphasis. This 

might be illustrated with the examples above taken from the life stories of Catherine and 

Hannah. As the researcher I was at the centre of the process by which the importance in 

thei  espe ti e life sto ies as atta hed to Ha ah s religious convictions and to 

Cathe i e s dete i atio  to do hat she feels is ight. Whe  telli g life sto ies the 

person being interviewed will be selective and the researcher will further select what to 

include and how much importance is to be given to different elements. This selectivity 

transcends the whole process of life story work. This too causes problems for 

o je ti ists  ho dislike the idea of ei g sele ti e ith data. These o je tio s a  e 

met with two arguments. 

 

 

Exactitude is not Truth  

Firstly, if in life stories the researcher must be selective with data this in itself does not 

necessarily affect the validity of the story told. It is interesting to note that in the 

classical definitions of validity the requirement is that the results obtained in an 

investigation should accurately represent the phenomena being researched. The life 

story is a representation of the life that is actually lived. That this life story might be 

given different representations does not necessarily say anything about the truthfulness 

of any particular representation or range of representations.  It is unlikely that anyone 

would advance the claim that any particular representation of a life is comprehensive in 

the sense of being all inclusive. It would be equally impossible to make a claim that any 

representation of a life in a life story could claim to be exact. When once asked about 
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the truthfulness to life in his paintings the artist Henri Matisse pointed out that he 

ag eed ith Euge e Dela oi  that e a titude is ot t uth  Matisse, 1925), the point 

being made is an absolutely serious one. The truthfulness of a representation does not 

necessarily depend upon it being an exact copy of the original.  

 

The second argument against the objectivist claim that the selection of which data to 

include in a life story and the importance to attach to it makes life stories invalid 

o e s the ethodolog  of o e t aditio al s ie e. Ve  ofte  ai st ea  

scientific investigation is itself very selective in selecting which data is included in its 

studies. This is exactly the argument which Goethe (1810/2006) raised against Newton 

in his criticism of the methods used by the latter in his study of light. For Goethe the 

study of light and its understanding could only be achieved by its apprehension in the 

real world. Goethe objected to Newton studying light in laboratory conditions, he 

especially objected to its being studied in the decomposed forms of refracted light 

through manufactured prisms and lenses. For Goethe light and colour needed to be 

comprehended as they occurred naturall . Goethe iti ised Ne to s ethods fo  

studying light because he felt that the latter studied light only in the forms in which it 

existed as artefacts of his own experimental set ups. Goethe was very direct, even 

truculent and unduly dismissive in his comments on Newton.  

 

The argument being advanced here is that science depends upon selectivity in its 

methods. Contrivance in the sense of the creation of conditions which do not naturally 

occur is at the heart of classic experimental design. No one would deny that results 

obtained under highly selective experimental conditions can in the right circumstances 

be applied to the real world. Such results are perfectly valid if they truthfully represent 

the phenomena to which they refer. In much social science experimental methods are 

not possible because of a wide range of problems both practical and ethical. Here only 

one set of problems will be mentioned in connection with life stories, the problem of 

abstraction. Complex social phenomena only ever occur in complex interrelationships 

with other social phenomena if they are removed from context in which they exist they 

are altered or indeed emptied of content. This is the case even where something can be 

objectively measured. The case of female students studying construction at FE colleges 

might be taken as an example. 
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It is well known that vanishingly few construction students are female, certainly less 

than 5%. On its own 5% tells us very little except that a measure has been taken and a 

statistic produced. To give this statistic meaning it is necessary to start producing 

narratives around it in order to give it a social context. This is a problem which advocates 

of ua titati e ethods i  the so ial s ie es eed to add ess if the  o e e phasise  

the efficacy of such methods vis a vis qualitative methods. There seems to be no escape 

from the problem that quantitative measures must depend upon qualitative 

explanation.  In some particular circumstances it might be possible or desirable to isolate 

a few factors in order to measure them but this cannot be done in life story work 

beyond a few simple measures. It is hard to see how an objectivist claim that life story 

work is intrinsically invalid because it is selective can be argued logically when it appears 

to be the case that much objectivist social science is equally if not more selective in its 

approach.  

 

 

Objectivity as Judgement  

It is not possible to deny that in the creation of life stories the storyteller and the 

researcher will exercise a considerable amount of personal judgement over what is 

selected for inclusion or emphasis in a life story text. Whilst this clearly affects the 

o je ti it  of the life sto  it does ot e essa il  e de  it less t uthful. He e 

objectivity is simply being understood as the opposite of subjectivity, and the latter is 

taken to refer to the exercise of choice or judgement over what is included. Objectivity 

in this context would be impossible. Firstly, it is not possible to include everything in a 

life story so choice must be exercised. Secondly, There is no possibility of any objective 

set of criteria by which to decide what should be included this can only be done 

subjectively. The creators of the life story exercise choice over what is included or 

excluded or the emphasis placed on certain things. The argument about objectivity is in 

principle the same as that about selectivity. The problem of what goes into a life story 

a ot e u de stood as o e of o je ti it  i  the se se of the eli i atio  of pe so al 

judgement.  

 A othe  ea i g of the o d o je ti it  is e  i po ta t i  life sto  o k.  This is 

the idea of objectivity as honesty; as checking against, or at least declaring, biases; as 

explaining how and why selectivity is employed; and as far as possible being true to the 

facts.  This list includes some very troublesome terms and could no doubt be extended 
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to include even more unruly notions. In principle this list includes many problematic 

issues  which are similar to those that confront the academic historians. 

 

 

Historical Logic 

The historian E.P. Thompson recounts a story of how when he was asked at a seminar in 

Cambridge how he could justify a proposition he was making replied that he could do so 

 histo i al logi . Appa e tl  his hosts dissol ed i to open laughter. In the essay in 

hi h he p ese ts a st o g ase fo  this histo i al logi  , pp. 445- 459) Thompson 

puts forward a number of propositions all of which with sufficient thought might also be 

extended to life story work.  Firstly that the i ediate o je t of histo i al k o ledge is 

o p ised of fa ts  p. . This is i deed the sa e i  life sto  o k. I  the sto ies i  

this project there are thousands of facts which constrain the life stories and against 

which they may be compared. Facts such as dates of birth, rates of unemployment, 

introductions of government initiatives, syllabi, fluctuations in funding for post 

compulsory education, redundancies, deaths etc. are multitudinously present. What is 

interesting in this regard is that very little, if anything in any of the life stories contradicts 

any of the known facts. This lack of contradiction is itself an indication of the ways in 

which the life stories have been constrained by and are consistent with such facts.  

Thompson goes on to ad a e fu the  a gu e ts i  suppo t of histo i al logi  hi h 

are in their basic thrust similar to those made above about selectivity and objectivity. It 

is worth quoting Thompson at length: 

 

Historical knowledge is in its nature a) provisional and incomplete (but not 

therefore untrue), b) selective (but not therefore untrue) c) limited and 

defined by the questions proposed to the evidence (and the concepts 

informing these questions) and hence only true within the field so defined. 

(2001, p.447) 

 

The phrase life sto  ased esea h  ould happil  e su stituted fo  histo i al 

k o ledge  i  the a o e.  Tho pso  o ti ues to outli e fu the  di e sio s of his 

histo i al logi  ut to de elop these ade uatel  ould de a d the iti g of a 

different chapter to that undertaken here. However one further insight from 

Tho pso s histo i al logi  is e  i po ta t fo  life sto  o k a d is o  p ese ted.  
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Thompson makes the argument that although particular histories will reflect the values 

and ethical o side atio s of the histo ia s ho ite the  this does ot all i to 

uestio  the o je ti e dete i a  of the e ide e  p. .  It ust e take  as ead 

that when life stories are presented in academic work they are never going to be 

complete and objective but will reflect the values and the purposes of those who have 

prepared them. These stories must be presented with complete respect for the 

e ide e  a d a  lai s that a e ad a ed a e oadl  o g ue t a d o e su ate 

with the evidence. Where the writer feels that they may exceed the evidential basis and 

i te e e  i  the life sto  this should e ade lea . Whe  iti g up the sto ies fo  

this project it was necessary to make inferences, estimates and what I hope are 

reasonable conjectures. It is therefore of great importance that the people whose life 

stories are here all feel convinced of the truthfulness of their life story as presented. It 

ust al a s e e e e ed that the e a  e gua a tee of the o je ti e  t uthful ess 

of life stories nevertheless some very strong assurances can be offered. First there is the 

dete i a  of the fa tual e ide e, se o dl  the eade  a  utilise thei  o  

experience and knowledge to assess the plausibility of the story. In any reasonably well 

written life story there will be plenty of opportunity to triangulate what is read against a 

wealth of other information. In this way life stories can be seen as a form of evidence 

which can be interrogated not only to assess its truthfulness but also to look at our own 

suppositions, values, and beliefs. 

 

It is tempting to say that if the reader is satisfied that the story has a justifiable claim to 

be truthful then the next step is to consider what it means. In fact the process also 

works the other way.  It is from our decision about what a text means that we decide if it 

has a claim to be taken as truthful.  For me in this project this was a key process as I 

found areas in which my own understanding of the meaning of the stories was either 

inadequate or, more positively, where the deeper consideration of the stories offered an 

opportunity or forced me to develop ideas.  E.P Thompson talks in this respect of how 

histo i al logi  p oposed uestio s to the e ide e  a d i  a a  hi h alls fo  

consideration not only of the evidence itself but also of the questions put to it.  

 

... This in no way calls in question the objective determinacy of the 

evidence. It is simply a statement as to the complexity not just of history 
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but of ourselves (who are simultaneously valuing and rational beings) – a 

complexity which enters into all forms of social self knowledge and which 

requires in all disciplines procedural safeguards. (p.449)  

 

In many research designs the exactitude of the measurements taken is itself seen as 

indicative of their validity. In life story work exactitude is not achievable but 

nevertheless an argument can be made that the researcher is assessing or investigating 

what they are purporting to be researching. This argument forms the core of the final 

part of this chapter.  A second and related argument is that validity in research rests 

upon the idea of the possibility of research putting forward arguments and narratives 

which have the quality of truthfulness.  What might constitute truth is a far from settled 

question and in much of what is described as postmodern argumentation the possibility 

of a o  suspe t  lai  to t uthful ess is dis ou ted.  

 

In the important sense outlined in the above paragraph life stories can be seen as a valid 

form of research.   In the case of the teacher in which there was a prima facie 

discrepancy between what was said in the narrated life story and her real life actions.  

This discrepancy was itself interesting. Firstly because it was the only case in which the 

life stories in this project were significantly at odds with the actions of those whose 

stories were told. Secondly, the process of comparison and divergence between the 

sto  a d the fa ts  ight allo  fo  the i estigatio  of oth.  

 

The instance of incongruity in the one life story (in which the teachers leaving her job 

appeared to contradict what she had said in the interview) alongside the apparent 

o g ue e i  the othe s i  a  al ost Poppe ia  se se see ed to suppo t the alidit  

of the life stories in that at least ke  ele e ts of the life sto ies  e e e  defi itel  

falsifiable. Those stories which were open to be falsified but which withstood being 

easu ed agai st the fa ts  ould at the e  least e t eated as ha i g fa e alidit .  

Thus it can be claimed that there is at least an important degree of correspondence 

between the stories told and the observable or verifiable facts of those lives. In addition 

to this o espo de e et ee  the sto ies told a d the fa ts of the atte  the sto ies 

are also coherent internally and externally. Internally the coherence of the stories rested 

in the way in which different elements of the life stories made sense and did not 

contradict each other. Externally the life stories were coherent in that as stories they 
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were consonant with what might logically be expected to feature in the life stories of 

people similar to those whose stories are at the centre of this project.  

 

Mention was made above about what E.P. Thompson referred to as the process by 

hi h logi  p oposed uestio s to the e ide e . I  this p oje t it as e  u h the 

case that the process described by Thompson must also work in reverse; the evidence 

poses problems for the logic.  The last th ee hapte s of this p oje t, o  Class a d 

Ide tit , Ma age ialis  a d Pla e   ha e o e out of the atte pt to de elop a logi  

in this case  a Marxist logic in a form adequate to engage with these as they appeared in 

the life stories. A reader must judge for themselves the extent of any success achieved in 

this process. I am very aware from my own point of view that any development which 

has been achieved has come from the real life validity of the process of sharing stories. 

For this I am indebted to those who not only gave me their time but also their trust
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Catherine Edwards 

 

 

I ha e k o  Cathe i e Ed a d s fo  a out te  ea s. The o ld of lite a   tea hi g i  

Thanet and East Kent is not large. After a few years most literacy teachers get to know of 

each other, at least by sight and quite possibly by name. Catherine and I, as far as we can 

both remember, have never worked together. Before this project started we had 

conversations about literacy teaching and I remember that in one such conversation she 

told me that anything which helped to cheer up Thanet was to be welcomed even if it 

involved having to put up with an appearance by Tracey Emin (P).  

 

Whenever I had encountered Catherine she had always impressed me with her 

candidness, I had seen her voice her opinions frankly, though politely, in a number of 

situations in which I had supposed that those organising the discussions did not expect 

o  ie  positi el  su h st aightfo a d ess. The o d politel  eeds to e e plai ed i  

this context.  Among those who read this there will probably be a familiarity with the 

type of gathering in which the organisers ostensibly seek honest opinions and genuine 

contributions  but in reality it is considered unhelpful or at least ungracious to express 

sentiments which run in opposition to those required as displays of support for some 

official policy or another. Catherine although always polite at a locutionary level was 

u af aid of ei g u helpful . I liked a d ad i ed Cathe i e s plai  speaki g. 

 

Catherine had a reputation for taking her work very seriously and I was not surprised to 

find that she gave considerable thought to issues and problems in literacy teaching. 

Cathe i e is e  se ious a out o it e t to stude ts . At o e poi t i  ou  i te ie s 

Catherine herself told me about the difficulty of having to work with literacy students in 

ways that she considers to be inappropriate and how she managed to cope in such 

contexts: 

 

With difficulty really ...I mean as I said when I am working for this 

o pa  ... I do t k o  et ... ut e tai l  at othe  pla es, e ause I do 

speak my mind, I say what I think you know, so often at team meetings 

a d thi gs like that people do t a t to hea  those thi gs e ause the  

want to be able to say oh yes tick that box. (M) 
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I was also aware, from a distance, that Catherine had encountered serious problems in 

various teaching contexts. This, in my opinion, was in large part due to her already 

mentioned honesty. She resisted anything which she felt worked against what she saw 

as the real interests of learners or was, as she saw it, unfair in a wider sense(C+I, M).  In 

the i te ie s fo  this p oje t this fa et of Cathe i e s pe so alit  e e ged ti e a d 

again becoming something of a leitmotif.   

 

In the chapter on methodological issues in this autobiographical research I have said 

something about the way in which the interview and the text it produces determines not 

only what subject matter and themes emerge but also how these might best  be 

p ese ted. This te de  as e  p o ou ed i  Cathe i e s i te ie  a d t a s ipt.  

Whereas with, for example, Hannah Richards or Paul Beer the transcript has a regular or 

smooth feel to it, with Catherine the text goes smoothly for a while and then something 

difficult emerges. Unexpectedly in the transcript there is something which for Catherine 

is adamantine, non-negotiable, a point of principle, something laudable but unyielding.  I 

am reminded of a carpenter working with a high quality wood like oak, the material is 

fine, maybe the best there is, but the woodworker cannot shape the knots and must as 

far as possible leave them as they are. If handled with proper regard for their qualities 

the knots add texture and give the finished article a special quality if mishandled the 

fi ish of the ood is ui ed. I hope that I ha e ee  a le to o k ith Cathe i e s sto  

in a manner so as to re-present her steadfastness which is both strength and a source of 

trouble. 

 

Catherine was, I felt, a little apprehensive as to what the interview was about. Over the 

years she had encountered problems in her work and there was a good deal of 

circumstantial evidence to indicate that things had happened to her as a result of 

processes conducted behind her back.  I learnt later that Catherine had justifiable 

o e s that at poi ts she ight ha e ee  a i ti  of la k alli g   se io  

managers within the local world of adult literacy teaching. More than once she had been 

employed and then encountered problems where none needed to arise. As far as she 

was aware within certain management circles there might have been some feeling 

against her originating from an occasion when she challenged the rate of pay she was 

receiving and produced evidence to support her claim. This led to her receiving the 

payment that had originally been agreed. Those who had been contracted at the same 
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time as Catherine and worked alongside her raised no objections though it is to be 

assumed that they too were being underpaid according to their original agreement. 

Catherine alone did not receive an extension to her contract (M).  Catherine, more than 

most, had reason to feel wary about interviews. Catherine was balancing her reasonable 

autio  agai st hat she felt as a espo si ilit , she a ted to p ese t a st aight  

story of how she saw her life and literacy teaching.  

 

In a previous meeting I had explained to Catherine that, for me and the other 

participants, part of the purpose of the project was to record something of how literacy 

tea hi g had e ol ed f o  the da s just efo e the ad e t of “kills fo  Life  i   u til 

a ou d .  F o  Cathe i e s espo se to the invitation I was reminded again of how 

she that she placed huge store by ideas of truth. Catherine would often stop what she 

was saying, consider if she was being fair and then proceed or restate what had been 

said in a way which she presumably felt to be more accurate. 

 

For Catherine, possibly more than for anyone else interviewed, truthfulness was 

everything.  As the interviews progressed I sensed that prominent among the reasons 

for striving so hard to be truthful was the desire to ensure that when she delivered 

blows against what she felt to be wrong her remarks would be all the more telling.  

 

Cathe i e has li ed all of he  life i  Tha et. “he is o  i  he  fifties. Cathe i e s othe  

was from Newcastle, born in the mid 1920s she was one of eleven children from a 

mining family. Conditions in the collieries of the North East of England were at that time 

as difficult as any experienced by miners in any other part of Britain. Catherine does not 

see  to k o  the details of he  othe s ea l  life ut from what she did tell Catherine 

it as utall  ha d.  Cathe i e s fathe  a e f o  Lo do  a d as a o ki g lass 

a . P) 

 

Catherine does not know how or where her parents met. More than once Catherine 

e a ks a out he  pa e ts old fashio ed  app oach to talking to children. It would 

appear that her parents told her very little about their lives before her birth nor did they 

discuss many of the things that parents usually talk to their children about.  Her parents 

had been married for twenty years befo e Cathe i e as o  a d as she puts it the  

were quite elderly when we were born, not elderly, but in their forties, but that was 
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elde l  i  those da s  the ea l  i etee  si ties .Cathe i e i di ated that she is su e he  

pa e ts  o se ati e alues contributed to them finding it particularly hard to cope with 

her when she was a teenager. This especially affected her mother as for much of their 

li es the elatio ship et ee  the  as diffi ult .  

 

Cathe i e des i es he self as ha i g ee  a o plete e el  as a ou g adult. As a  

e pla atio  fo  he  e ellious ess Cathe i e sa s that she a ted to es ape f o  the 

o fi es of tee age ea s .  Whe  asked he  ho  he  pa e ts ie ed this she said: 

 

Well they had Victorian values so not very good.  I had a difficult 

relationship with my mother, for most of her life to be honest, not too 

bad at the end of her life, I mean she lived until she was 83 or something, 

but yes, difficult years with her really. 

 

Cathe i e s pa e ts had a athe  pe ulia  e perience of life.  At some time after his 

a iage to he  othe  Cathe i e s fathe  e a e,  ha e, the o e  of a 

greyhound which went on to become a world champion. Catherine explained that this 

as a o plete fluke  hi h ega  a u  of lu k . The dog raced in Europe and 

Australia and won what could be described as a handsome though not vast fortune.  As 

Cathe i e des i es it this p o ide e a e o pletel  out of the lue; f o  po e t  

the  e t to ha i g uite a lot of o e . Cathe i e e e  today smiles in disbelief when 

she talks about how the dog established his record here in Britain before her parents 

took this and other successful greyhounds by boat to Australia. She explained that when 

she as ou g We had a ig gold t oph , a eal gold t oph . ‘e ou ti g the sto  

decades later Catherine still appears surprised by this good fortune. Though in a rather 

odd way it appears to explain how Catherine at least in the early part of her life saw 

herself as being out of place. At several points in her story Catherine indicates that her 

pa e t s a d the efo e he  o  lass  e a e o fused C+I . 

 

“udde  a d u e pe ted ealth d a ati all  ha ged the i u sta es of Cathe i e s 

parents.  It is very rare indeed to find cases of such people having wealth and what 

ight e alled ele it  th ust upo  the , ut this as the ase ith Cathe i e s 

parents.  Looking back over the transcript it is clear that Catherine sees the coming into 

a fortune as having a massive impact on the life of her parents. I am struck by how this 
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was virtually the first thing Catherine said in the first interview. This peculiar and 

u e pe ted good fo tu e see s to ha e o t i uted to a t pe of fou dli g  sto . At 

certain points in her story Catherine seems to feel that in so e a s he  pa e ts  life 

and her own did not turn out as it as destiny would have had it in normal circumstances. 

 

When Catherine describes her parents  habits or her own education there is a strong 

feeli g that she sees a  ill fit et ee  thei  lass  as Catherine believed it to be and 

their actual financial circumstances. This discrepancy between what should have been 

their life and what the reality was is especially strong when Catherine talks about her 

schooling(C&I, P).   

 

Cathe i e s pa e ts de ided that she should go to what was at the time one of the most 

p estigious of Tha et s i depe de t gi ls  s hools. The s hool as a e t al pa t of the 

Convent des Oiseaux, in Westgate-on-Sea. It was run by nuns who belonged to the 

Congregation of Our Lady Ca o esses of “t Augusti e, a  o de  of u s fa ed, e e  i  

o e t i les, fo  ei g dis ipli a ia s . 

 

Westgate on Sea was developed from the mid nineteenth century as a resort for the 

Victorian middle classes and was in many ways uncharacteristic of Thanet resorts. The 

developers insisted on the town being developed in line with the strictures of their own 

temperance beliefs.  Margate was raffish and, even in its heyday, somewhat vulgar, 

Westgate in contrast was genteel.   In his poem Westgate-on-Sea, written in the 

nineteen thirties Betjeman captures what was even by then becoming the slightly fading 

gentility of the town. Westgate – on - Sea was home to several independent schools, 

Paul Beer attended one, in very few stories or accounts do those who attended these 

s hools e e e  the  fo dl .  Betje a s poe  itte  so e th ee de ades efo e 

Cathe i e atte ded des Oiseau  des i es the hild e  of the i depe de t s hools as 

they walk through the town. 

 

 

Striving chains of ordered children 

Purple by the sea-breeze made, 

Striving on to prunes and suet 

Past the shops on the Parade. 
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Some with wire around their glasses, 

Some with wire across their teeth, 

Writhing frames for running noses 

And the drooping lip beneath.  

 

(Betjeman, 2004, p.13) 

 

Catherine, I suspect euphemistically, describes herself as having been something of an 

outsider at Les Oiseaux. She felt: 

 

e  out of pla e the e, a d I did t like it....  I hated ei g the e ... I 

passed my eleven plus and begged my mother to let me leave but she 

ould t, so I had to sta  ut I al a s felt that it as t ight fo  e the e 

because they were very posh and they did have a lot of money and my 

othe s f ie ds e e ot like that the  e e o ki g lass people. C+I) 

 

Cathe i e does ot e tio  he  fathe s ole if a , i  keepi g he  at Les Oiseau .  It is 

possi le to i agi e Cathe i e s othe s ie  of the s hool p o le .  It ight ell ha e 

ee  the ase that to Cathe i e s othe  it as i o p ehe si le that he  daughter 

ould ot a ept ad a tages  of a t pe she ould ot ha e d ea t of as a hild he self. 

Catherine talks about this time of her life with an evident frustration. She did not want 

to atte d Les Oiseau  ut it appea s that he  pa e ts e e ot to be persuaded.  It is 

notable that Catherine felt out of place at the school not only because she was not like 

the other girls but because her parents were different to the others:  

 

So there was a conflict going really going on  ... they would go off on their 

skiing holidays and we would go to France and places but we would go in 

the a  ... ou k o  go o e  the ou tai s i  the a  ... so I did t like it 

the e a d I as kept the e u til I as se e tee . A d I eall  did t do 

anything while I was there. It was much later that I wanted ... which is 

h  I thi k I like helpi g people ... e ause of  oots he e I did t get 

on at school.  
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It might easo a l  e i agi ed that he  othe  took Cathe i e s dislike of Les Oiseau  

as a form of rejection of the new found family status. In this regard that Catherine points 

out that he  othe  he self had o ki g lass f ie ds. It is e e  possi le that Cathe i e s 

rejection of the school pointed up some lack of ease which her parents felt towards their 

wealth. Whatever the reasons Catherine very definitely believes that her attendance at 

Les Oiseau  as a a ho isti . This, alo g ith othe  thi gs, e a e so ethi g hi h 

was never really discussed with her mother even much later in life.  

 

After leaving school Catherine worked in a number of jobs without becoming settled in 

a  of the . Cathe i e s sto  the  eaks off fo  al ost t o de ades. “he as a ied, 

had a daughter, and got divorced. Catherine does not go into detail about her first 

husband though the breakup of the marriage appears to have been particularly difficult 

a d ight e e  ha e o t i uted to he  daughte s ot e jo i g se o da  s hool.  

 

... she e t to Quee  Edith s G a a  i  ‘a sgate a d she ould ot get 

on there ... there were other reaso s as ell, e ause I d e o e a si gle 

parent at that time so we had a lot of disruption in our home life which 

o iousl  did t help he  .... she left Quee  Edith s at fou tee  a d e t 

to ‘a sgate “e o da  ut of ou se the  did t a t he  e ause she 

was a grammar school kid so she got bullied and all sorts of things 

happened to her there. 

 

Cathe i e s sto  of he  daughte s ti e at the g a a  s hool is e i is e t of he  

own. Later when Catherine talked about her own work as a literacy teacher it appeared 

that her experience, and that of others around her, exercised an important formative 

influence on her attitude to her own outlook as a teacher. Catherine talks about schools 

from the perspective of an outsider.  

 

In her late thirties Catherine joined an access course at the University of Kent. A year 

later she enrolled on a degree course and three years after that in her early forties she 

emerged with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in English.   Catherine made a few friends at 

university but notes that she was much older than anyone else on her course and 

continued to live in Margate making the journey only when necessary while the majority 

of the other students lived on the campus or in Canterbury (P). Twenty years, a divorce, 
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and a child differentiated her from almost all the other undergraduates. Catherine today 

enjoys studying topics related to work or wider issues. Catherine said that after school it 

took he  a lo g ti e to get a k o  t a k ith a ade ia  a d this she att i utes i  

significant measure to the problem of the organisation of education and an inability to 

cope with young people who are rebellious: 

 

I thi k the edu atio  s ste , ell that s a hole othe  o e satio  i  

itself eall , ut I thi k it is t the e to edu ate people eall , and I feel 

o  that if a thi g it is o se o  tha  he  I as at s hool. “o I do t 

feel bad in myself for having left it so late to get an education, but I can 

see the same pattern of many children today going that same way.  

 

Catherine is very struck by what she sees as the failure of educational institutions to 

work with people on their own terms instead she sees them as obliging those who 

ould e edu ated to o pl  ith the e ui e e ts of a  edu atio  s ste . 

 

My own daughter, and I have got a ver  i tellige t daughte , ho has t 

got a GC“E to he  a e, ut she s supe  i tellige t, e ause she ould t 

get o  ith the edu atio  s ste  a d o  I e got a g a ddaughte  of 

nine who is   also intelligent but I would love her to go through the system 

and achieve, and I encourage her. I work with her at home and I give her 

every support to try and have a success story in our family with education 

because, I mean, I was the first one from our family to go to uni right 

throughout history. (C&I) 

 

Some time before entering university Catherine met her partner Derek. When Catherine 

talks about her life today and her views on different issues it is very evident that she and 

Derek continually discuss issues and concerns. Derek teaches part-time at a secondary 

school and in a community based literacy teaching project. He moved to Thanet from 

Manchester where for many years he worked as a youth worker and teacher with young 

people from troubled backgrounds. This type of youth work massively contracted in the 

nineteen eighties and nineties and is today almost non-existent. Catherine explains how 

she and Derek agree on their interpretation of changes in literacy teaching: 
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 ... he spent nearly twenty years in Manchester you see as a teacher. He 

was in Manchester teaching teenagers really on the old youth 

p og a es so that s ho  he got i to tea hi g. “o e a e e  si ila , I 

mean he does a bit of literacy teaching at the moment. He is just doing a 

post – graduate course. So slightly different but yes we have similarities 

i  us oth ... ost of the people ho o e to hi  a e t ealth  people 

the  a t to lea  ut the  a t th ough the s ste . 

 

Catherine graduated in 1999 and took a temporary job in Margate. At this time she had 

developed an interest in IT and secured a temporary job in an FE college working with 

literacy teachers engaged in a project intended to foster adult literacy through the use 

of word processing technology. At that time the basic qualifications for teachers of 

lite a  to adults as the  . Cathe i e o pleted this at Ca te u  College. “oo  

after Catherine started work with Kent Adult Education as an outreach tutor based 

mainly in Canterbury but with links to Adult Education Centres in Thanet, Dover and 

Folkestone.   

 

After the Blair government had come to power in 1997 the Moser Report had been 

o issio ed i to the pe ei ed p o le  of Adult Basi  “kills. I  the ake of the 

report, even before the o set of the go e e ts “kills fo  Life  poli , di e to s a d 

organisers of adult literacy projects of all types found themselves able to access funding 

on what was an unprecedented scale. Catherine still relatively fresh from doing a degree 

herself and in the process of completing a teaching qualification was asked to work in 

out ea h  i  e t es esta lished i  a u e  of East Ke t illages lo g asso iated ith 

coal mining. 

 

They were the best of times really, looking back, of all the basic skills 

times. I got a job through the Canterbury office with a lovely lady who 

was my boss whose name was Rachel Phillips. I think it was from there 

that it was identified that a lot of the villages, particularly the mining 

villages, so we had Adisham, Aylesham and Betteshanger.  A lot of the 

villages round there had a lot of young mothers who needed skills and so 

I began doing basic skills through IT. I used to take the laptops and go out 

round to all the villages, set up all the classes and that was really 
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successful.   I felt that it really empowered those women because a lot of 

those women were stuck in the villages ... stuck in their lives, stuck you 

k o  ith hus a ds ho e e t al a s s patheti  to o e  getti g 

educated and I really enjoyed those two or three years that I worked in 

those pla es ... at hi g those o e s o fide e g o  a d a hie i g. 

 

From becoming an outreach teacher Catherine took up a post working in main or what 

 the  e e efe ed to as hu  Adult Edu atio  e t es i  Tha et, Canterbury and 

Dover. It was at this point that Catherine met Gill an adult literacy teacher of many years 

experience who had first become interested in this area in the wake of the television 

se ies O  the Mo e . Cathe i e as p ofou dl  i p essed  Gill s dedi atio  a d 

facility for adult literacy teaching. Catherine, Gill, and their colleagues were swept up in 

the tide of “kills fo  Life  a d the e pa sio  of adult lite a  a d u e a  tea hi g. I  

the years immediately after the introduction of this new policy there was a huge 

injection of funding together with a feeling that adult literacy mattered. Over the next 

few years the funding continued to flow but with it came new, sometimes outlandish, 

targets. Teachers found themselves increasingly subject to stricter methods of control. 

The e as o e all a huge i ease i  hat a age ialis  ot o l  ua titati el  i  

te s of i st u e ts of o plia e  ut also ualitati el  i  te s of detail  a d 

i te sit . It as ot lo g efo e Cathe i e, Gill and most of those teachers who 

believed in a liberal, or a personal developmental approach to adult literacy work found 

themselves swimming against a tide which was running ever faster. Eventually almost all 

drowned.     

 

Describing her work with Gill Catherine recalls the amount of time she would spend 

talking to potential students and how Gill would work to assure the student that they 

would be treated with care and respect: 

 

It was great because she was so experienced, and I think she used all her 

skills in interviewing. She had very strong opinions about how basic skills 

should be taught really, and the whole process ... it was a whole process. 

From the initial interview she would interview every student who came 

through the door for half an hour initial interview, it was mainly talking 

and finding out about their problems, their barriers and from there she 
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would hand pick which class they should go to feel most comfortable. I 

sat in on the interviews and I learnt so much from her, about how to how 

to go about it, how to find out what people need. 

 

Cathe i e late  e plai ed that a g eat pa t of Gill s thi ki g a out the i itial i te ie  

was to ensure that the prospective student would understand that they were entering 

an institution which would value them a d ould p o eed f o  the stude t s 

pe eptio  of hat the  eeded. Cathe i e elie es that Gill s i itial i te ie  

techniques played an important part in what was then regarded as the success of 

lite a  tea hi g i  Adult Edu atio ; it as a hole p o ess . Adult lite a  tea he s 

f o  the t aditio  to hi h Gill elo ged did ot elie e i  i itial testi g . This as a 

policy which emerged from Skills for Life and was enforced by OFSTED and other 

regulatory bodies. To Gill it appeared wrong ethically and educationally to enforce an 

initial test on an adult.  

 

Prior to Skills for Life it was accepted practice within adult literacy that people 

approaching a centre with the intention of working to develop their literacy should not 

be tested until they themselves suggested it or the teacher felt that the student had 

gained sufficiently in confidence for the test not to be a demoralising or traumatic 

experience. The logic was fairly straightforward; if an adult decided that they needed to 

develop their literacy it was almost always the case that they had the experience of 

faili g at s hool  a d it as ot helpful to egi  a ou se ith a  e pe ie e hi h as 

probably linked to dismal memories.  

 

An interview of half an hour conducted by someone with the skill which Catherine 

attributes to Gill would reveal almost everything a teacher would need to know to begin 

teaching someone and might also allow for the establishment of a bond between the 

interviewer and interviewee. Within this paradigm it was assumed that this supportive 

relationship was itself a key part of literacy development. Under the rules introduced in 

the wake of Skills for Life all students were to be assessed by a test, usually computer 

based, before being placed. The grade achieved on the initial assessment was then used 

to place the student in a class. Progress was then measured according to how long it 

took stude ts to o k thei  a  up  th ough the g ades.  I  effe t i itial testi g  a e 

to replace, or at least significantly supplant, the i itial i te ie M). For teachers such 
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as Catherine or Gill this appeared as evidence of a trend towards the removal of much 

that was professional and personal from adult literacy teaching. Catherine remembers 

that these changes started to become noticeable around 2002: 

 

So for two or three years everything was great, and the classes were full 

but then probably, and I was thinking about this today when I was at 

work, probably because of Moser new policies were brought in which 

effected change and so over the next couple of years we saw at  Adult Ed 

... we had three restructures as well, had to keep applying for our jobs 

hi h as t g eat, ut e sa  all these ha ges so the ai  thi g as 

they wanted bigger classes ... 

 

Catherine makes the point that the managers of Adult Education centres were obliged to 

increase class sizes and came under pressure to pass tests in order avoid failing OFSTED 

inspections and also to secure funding. At this point funding for Further Education and 

Adult Education was almost all d a  do  f o  the Lea i g a d “kills Cou il L“C . 

The LSC set quotas and targets for passes at various levels of test. At the same time 

OFSTED inspections became increasingly focussed on the measurement of what was 

te ed stude t p og essio .  The pi tu e Cathe i e pai ts of the o se ue es of 

these and other policies is one of increasing intensification and the channelling of 

lea e s th ough a s ste : 

 

No one ever really took into the picture how often chaotic ... the basic 

skills needs ... these people s li es e e, ho  haoti , a d h  the  do t 

attend always and so, you know ... but you know you need twelve to run 

a programme ... they wanted to join together the ESOL classes and the 

special needs classes and the basic skills classes which was never going to 

be a success. 

 

Cathe i e s fu da e tal o je tio  to this ests o  hat she sees as the 

inappropriateness of placing ESOL learners who might well be very literate in their other 

languages but not in English in classes with learners who do not have learning difficulties 

but wish to develop their literacy and with learners who have moderate learning 

diffi ulties. As she poi ted out this lu pi g people togethe  happe ed at the sa e 
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ti e as the offi ial dis ou se st essed I di idual Lea i g Pla s  a d eeti g i di idual 

eeds .  

 

Catherine found it increasingly difficult to come to terms with a range of changes which 

were being made to the way in which literacy teaching was done within Adult Education. 

Especially telling was a remark Catherine made which was very similar to what others 

ha e said I thi k it is all just hasi g fu di g o . Chasi g fu di g  as a ph ase has 

occurred in almost every interview I have conducted. The only other particular theme 

more prominent in the trans ipts ould e pape o k , hi h i te esti gl  ost 

interviewees comment on as being worse in their own particular workplace than it is in 

other institutions of which they do not have firsthand experience. Sometimes the 

challenge is seen as the sheer volume of the paperwork to be completed but mostly the 

problem seems to lie more with its perceived pointlessness. Catherine recounts how she 

and others were asked to go for a training day with an outside consultant on how to 

complete a new style lesson plan: 

 

I remember one of the things at Adult Ed. Probably in about 2007 not long 

before I left,  this consultant came in with a 13 page lesson plan and said 

this would be the new model, you know they handed it out and projected 

it onto an interactive screen. Gill and I looked at each and said what is 

that ... you must be joking ... no ... you want 12 or 14 in a class and for 

each lesson you want this completed ... when will we do the teaching? ... 

as lo g as the  ha e got a pape  t ail a d as lo g as ou e got progress 

it s got to e e ough ... ou a t e e pe ted to fill out those idi ulous 

sheets afte  sheets ... I pe so all  do t ag ee ith it. M) 

 

At several points during her interviews Catherine talked about the unending arguments 

about the changes which were introduced into literacy and ESOL teaching in Adult 

Edu atio . Gill as Cathe i e s li e a age  did ot e fo e the e  egi e a d f o  

hat Cathe i e sa s Gill s efusal as ot e eptio al; Gill e e  ade e do it, I e e  

once had to do anything like that ... I never did ... but that is why we are not working 

the e a o e .   Cathe i e spoke a out he  last ea s o ki g ith Adult Edu atio  

without realising that once transcribed and set down in black and white it would emerge 

that almost all of he  olleagues f o  the est of da s  ha e left . It is ot u easo a le 
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for Catherine and the others to see this as having been to a considerable extent an 

intended by-p odu t of the p o esses a iousl  efe ed to as st ea li i g , 

ode isi g  o  aki g Adult Ed. OF“TED ead .  Cathe i e att i utes he  fi al eak 

ith Adult. Ed. to he  efusal to appl  fo  a jo  a agi g  a o pute  ased skills 

e t e  he e stude ts d opped i  a d o ked o  o pute  e e ises.  U de  su h a 

model there was e  little t aditio al lite a  tea hi g. I  su h a e t e the tea he s 

role would be to explain to individual students how to complete the exercises correctly.  

 

 ... it all just transferred to the Skills Plus centre and when the vacancy 

came up at the Skills Plus centre I decided not to apply for it. Then over 

the e t fe  o ths I had just less a d less lasses u til I did t ha e a  

I think at the end.  

 

Catherine assumes that the reduction of her work was deliberate although she received 

conflicting messages from the managers (M).  

 

The last time I interviewed Catherine she was happy and enjoying her new post as an 

ESOL teacher. The only problem in her new post was the long motorway  journey she 

had to make each day from Thanet to North Kent (P).  In her new post she had come to 

terms with many of the things which she had struggled against in her days in Adult Ed. 

but she was teaching students in classes and was to a large extent able to build up the 

personal contact with students which she believes to be so important. Catherine made 

this point directly when she talked about her memories of Adult. Ed. and her new 

teaching position. I put it to her that when she had talked about the days in Adult Ed. 

efo e the full o set of “kills fo  Life  she had talked a out it as ha i g ee  a pe fe t 

ti e . 

 

I think I see it as a very positive time for the education provision that was 

being offered at that time. For me it was looking back, it was a very 

holisti  s ste  eall  if those t o o ds do t o t adi t each other. 

People ... funnily enough what a lot of crossovers  (with) what Anna and I 

are doing here working as ESL support tutors ... we are giving that same 

holistic approach to people because we are not just seeing them as whole 

groups, we are getting involved in their lives. I am very involved with my 
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students ... their asylum backgrounds, their pastoral care, we go way 

beyond the duty that we actually have here in our job roles. 

 

Catherine then offered some examples of ways in which she and Anna (a new colleague) 

help their students and she explains that she thinks this is essential because of the 

isolatio  i  hi h these ostl  ou g as lu  seeke s li e. Cathe i e s logi  is 

unassailable, she believes that the lives of these young people are so hard and their 

histories so terrible that it is not possible for them to make any educational progress 

without  assistance in other areas of their lives. She also explains that this support is not 

a recognised part of her job. I put it to her that this would involve her taking risks and 

asked hat he  e plo e s ould do if a thi g e t o g . “he poi ted out that 

most, if not all, institutions which work with asylum seekers on ESOL courses had no 

interest, as institutions, in supporting their students away from the narrowly interpreted 

classroom requirements. Catherine summed up a key part of her view on working with 

asylum seekers and on education in general in the following: 

 

Well a lot of people I work with, not all of them ... I feel that if my own 

children found themselves in another country without the language, 

without the culture, without any family to help them I would want 

someone to help them ... education to me is more than ... to me 

education is more than just teaching someone from an academic point of 

ie . It s a hole life e pe ie e. Fo  e it as a a  ... fo   o  

journey through education, and when I look back it was meeting people 

who did go that one step beyond their role that helped me to succeed 

and achieve. (C&I, M) 

 

This efle tio   Cathe i e o  the tea he s espo si ilities aises a  uestio s ut 

p i ipall  that of the dis epa  et ee  the tea he s offi ial ole a d hat 

Catherine professes to be the essential importance of a much wider remit. This is itself a 

efle tio  of hat fo  Cathe i e is a ide  o fli t et ee  helpi g people  i  a a  

that she elie es se es the  est a d the s ste  hi h e ui es that she push people 

th ough  i  the e ui ed a e .
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Sarah 

 

 

Sarah is in her fifties, she is a mother and grandmother. After only a fairly short time 

talking to her it is evident that she is busy supporting her family and others who live near 

her. She speaks in a manner which is deliberate and direct but also gentle. Within a few 

minutes of our conversation starting I feel sure that that her decision to participate in 

these interviews was considered carefully. Sarah has decided to make time for this 

project, time which is at a premium for someone who evidently puts the needs of many 

others before her own.  

 

Sarah is now a teacher in an independent school, having worked for twenty years in 

state education as a secondary school classroom assistant. Sarah took a PGCE while in 

her forties and then started work in a Further Education college.  

 

From what I knew of Sarah she always seemed to talk about students in a way that was 

ot judg e tal.  G eat effo ts e e ade to see thi gs f o  the stude ts  poi t of ie , 

to be reasonable and fair towards people who often rejected or held in disdain the 

efforts of their teachers, Sarah included. Simultaneously Sarah held the view that the 

work which was done in class especially in literacy and numeracy work with these 

u p o isi g  stude ts as e  i po ta t a d “a ah as st i t i  the de ands made 

on her students. Sarah thought it important that students judged to have low levels of 

literacy should do something about it. I wanted to try and explore an apparent 

contradiction: Sarah appeared to be a teacher who is passionate about the potential 

value of her subject but who has learnt to treat rejection by her students with a fair 

degree of equanimity.. 

 

Sarah grew up in Canterbury some nineteen miles from Thanet. She went to a small 

village primary school, Sarah remembers it fondly. The school is situated just outside of 

Canterbury. In the nineteen seventies when Sarah would have been at school this 

outlying district of Canterbury was already losing its character as a working village and 

was becoming a suburb of the city. Today the village character has completely 

disappeared. 
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When Sarah was young her father died leaving her mother with three young children. 

Although Sarah it would appear that a period of some poverty followed her mother 

becoming a widow. Sarah explains that her mother had sold he  house a d had u  out 

of o e   the ti e she sa  a jo  ad e tised i  a lo al e spape  fo  so eo e to 

look after the daughter of a man who had himself been widowed. She worked for the 

a , a d late  the  a ied. “a ah s stepfathe  as a  ad ise  in the Ministry of 

Agriculture Food and Fisheries. Sarah describes her stepfather as being caring, generous 

and indefatigably devoted to his family. (C&I) 

 

Sarah prospered in the small village primary school and in the final year of primary 

school she sat and passed the Kent Test.  All secondary education in Kent is hugely 

i flue ed  the Ke t Test hi h is to all i te ts a d pu poses the  plus  test. I  the 

final years of primary school an assessment is made as to whether children have the 

pote tial  to atte d g a a  s hool. Those dee ed o th  sit a atte  of tests i  the 

last year of primary. Some thirty percent of children who attend primary school are then 

passed . I  this a  al ost all o -privately educated primary school children are 

tested or assessed and seventy percent are rejected or failed. Of the thirty percent who 

a hie e a pass  ost go o  to g a a  s hool. I  the o al ou se of affai s these 

successful children are offered places in one of the, more or less, local grammar schools. 

This is pretty much how the situation is described officially. It is hardly ever pointed out 

that in Kent primary children of  the age of ten or eleven are set a test which is so 

designed that some seventy percent will fail, and thereby be excluded from attending 

the more highly regarded schools. The majority of the children who fail the Kent Test are 

not actually entered for the exam itself but are simply deemed to have no chance of 

passing. Within most primary schools the Head Teacher and a team of senior teachers 

select those who can go forward to take the test. (C&I) 

 

Fo  those ho fail, o  e e  take the test, the situatio  is e  o pli ated. The o -

g a a  s hools a e also sele ti e, so e o  g ou ds of pe ei ed stude t a ilities o  

potential, others on religious criteria. When Sarah took the Kent Test a school known as 

the F a k Hooke  ied ith a othe  k o  as the Willia  Nottage  as the se o da  

s hool of last eso t.  Outside of Ca te u  the F a k Mo tgo e  as o side ed  

most concerned parents to be so low as to be beyond the pale. All of these schools have 
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to this day, whatever formal indicators might suggest, continued to struggle along a very 

difficult path. 

 

It is hard to communicate to those unfamiliar with it just how much of an impact the 

Kent Test  has on those who are put through it, or even more on those who are not. In 

discussions with people who are well into middle age or beyond the Kent Test is often 

viewed as a defining moment in their educational career. 

 

Statistics for the Kent Test convey something of its effect. To understand it fully one 

should have firsthand experience. Talking to Sarah more than 30 years after she took the 

test it is clear that it still has an emotional impact.  

 

Sarah was in an unusual situation with regard to the Kent Test.  The year she took and 

passed the test the e as a  i suffi ie t u e  of g a a  s hools pla es. That 

particular year, apparently loads, far too many, passed the Kent Test – I was one of them 

– a d the e as t e ough pla es at the g a a . As “a ah puts it he  u  a d dad 

e t a solutel  ad  a out hat had happe ed te ified at the p ospe t of thei  

daughte  ha i g to atte d the Nottage . Afte  that “a ah is ot lea  a out hat e a tl  

happe ed ut she e ded up  at A h ishop  a lo al Chu h of E gla d se o da  

school. Sarah was not alone in this as there were five others from her primary school 

ho had passed the test ut did ot get to g a a  s hool.  Toda  the A h ishop  has 

as one of its entry criteria regular attendance at church for several years from 

prospective students or parents. This attendance must be attested to by a vicar or other 

church functionary.  Strangely Sarah passed the Kent Test and should have gone to 

Grammar school and conceivably on to University or work. In effect Sarah was forced 

alo g a  alte ati e t a k e ause the ea  she sat the test too a  stude ts passed . 

(C&I, P) 

 

Sarah enjoyed her time at secondary despite the somewhat inauspicious circumstances 

of her arriving the e. “a ah des i es the s hool i  the ost positi e te s It as supe  

the e, eall , eall  lo el , I had a o de ful ti e . “a ah e te ed the si th fo  of the 

s hool ith O  le els, a d she as espe iall  happ  ith he  Do esti  “ ie e GC“E i  

which she had achieved the top grade. When Sarah talks about the domestic work she 

did at home and how she looked after her younger siblings she explains that she was 
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p a ti all  a house ife al ead . “he hose to do do esti  s ie e fo  A  le el, at that 

time her sights were set on qualifying to become a teacher in the same subject. Then 

sudde l  she left edu atio . As she puts it I a  a a  f o  ho e . 

 

I  ou  fi st i te ie  “a ah e plai ed that he  othe  as e  st i t  a d suggests that 

the discipline at home was the reason for not only her, but also her elder brother and 

siste , u i g a a . I  late  dis ussio s she talked a out he  othe  ei g o pletel  

i fle i le a d u a le to deal ith tee age s ithout o f o tatio .  I got to , 

obviously I d had e ough, left, a d the  got a jo , ... eeded o e  to li e o . “he also 

developed the point already made about living the life of a housewife whilst at school: 

 

You have to remember as well since I was 10 and right up until I left home 

then I became the eldest there were five children under me so I was 

looking after them all the time and doing an awful lot at home.  I was like 

a housewife at 13, 14 anyway so I suppose when I got to 17 I felt like that 

I was more like 27.(C&I) 

 

“a ah s u i g a a  involved her getting engaged to and living with her boyfriend who 

was a stockman on a farm close to Canterbury.  At this time Sarah was only a few weeks 

beyond her seventeenth birthday and she lived in a tied house on a farm not far from 

Canterbury. Sarah told her mother nothing of her circumstances and on the day of her 

18th birthday she married the man she lived with. Sarah learnt later that her mother had 

contacted the police to try and find a way to compel her to return home. As Sarah was 

over sixteen years old, and not in any demonstrable danger, nothing could be done. 

Sarah looking back at this time believes that her mother was correct about the 

unsuitability of her boyfriend and later husband but she also stresses that life at home 

was unbearable. (C&I) 

 

Sarah did not go into great detail about her early married life but it appeared that at first 

she as o e o  less o te ted. The o e o  less  as late  e plo ed a little o e 

deeply by Sarah. Her first husband became enormously controlling and at a point many 

ea s late  as “a ah a e to see hi   as ei g o idl  jealous . I did ot p ess this 

ut I felt that the te  o idl  jealous  had fi st e te ed i to “a ah s le i o  th ough 

contact with some type of professional agency. 
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Throughout the years of her married life Sarah worked in a number of jobs notably as a 

dental assistant and later  in a building society. Her husband required her to account in 

great detail how she spent her time away from the house.  

 

I was put on a pedestal I was a possession but his jealousy was such that not 

just ith othe  e   o  fa il  I ould t pho e  o  othe  a d tell 

hi  that I had pho ed he  he ould t ea  it he as that ad.  “o, a  ou 

i agi e hat it as like he  I as goi g off to o k a d the e s other 

people about and then when I wanted to go to university.  You have got no 

idea what I was up against. ... 

 

In the interview I asked Sarah about this jealousy. I could not understand if he imagined 

that she was having affairs or if he was simply jealous of her doing things like going out 

to work: 

 

No it s oth a d o pletel  u fou ded.  You get to the poi t he  ou go 

out ou keep ou  e es do  e ause ou da e t look at a od  i  ase 

ou a e a used of looki g at the .  It s a ho ifi  thi g to have to suffer with 

... ut ou k o  ... so he as t kee  o  e doi g thi gs ith  o  life, 

my life belonged to him. 

 

After a few years of marriage restlessness had very definitely entered her life this was 

not only due to her belief that she could do more with her life but also a feeling that she 

had to escape from being obsessively controlled.  She had her first child after some four 

or five years of being married.  

 

I ould ha e ee  a out  o   he  I had  fi st, Ca ol. The  I had 

another. Two, I as t ha i g a o e. The  the thi d o e a e alo g 

a d I thought ‘ight !  He got to a fe  ea s old a d I thought ‘ight I eed 

a life o , that as it.  

 

Sarah started work as a classroom assistant at a secondary school about 11 miles from 

the village where she lived. The job seems to have constituted something of a rebellion 
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agai st he  hus a d a d ha i g take  a  i itial step “a ah ade a othe  o e. I 

thought I eed o e tha  this so I applied to Ke t U i e sit  to do a  A ess ou se . 

Sarah was interviewed by a distinguished professor at the university. She took along 

samples of the work she had been doing as a classroom assistant so that the professor 

might be able to gauge her suitability for entry to the Access Course. He was so 

impressed that he recommended that she enter directly onto a degree.  

 

When Sarah talks about this interview it is clear that it was extremely important to her 

and has come to be seen as a turning point. We can imagine the scene.  

A mother of three, no longer a young woman arrives at a university to be interviewed by 

a professor. The woman has no suitable formal qualifications.  The woman is married to 

a farm worker. More than a dozen years previously and against most expectations this 

mother of three had left school at seventeen and turned her back on what was 

o side ed o al .  

 

In some senses applying for an entry to the Access Course is, for her, an act of rebellion 

as her husband is far from positive about it. But it is a strange sort of rebellion as it 

marks the beginning of re-entry into the world she left at seventeen.  The implications 

and the full meaning of what was happening would almost certainly have not been 

apparent to the professor conducting the interview and the full meaning of what was 

happening would have been only partially understood by Sarah. Where Sarah was after 

only acceptance to the access course the professor gives her a ringing endorsement and 

i ites he  to e o e a  u de g aduate. It should also e oted that “a ah s 

counterparts could not do today what she did more than two decades ago.  

 

When I asked Sarah how her husband had reacted the reply was unequivocal: 

 

He did t a t e to do it ... But the  I left hi . ... ot lo g afte  a a  

so, he did t a t e to do it ....I d ee  doi g it a short while and I left 

him because I bought a house next to my mum where I live now; I took 

the hild e  ith e. He did t a t e to do a thi g like that, dead 

agai st. He did t a t e to lea  to d i e, if ou a  i agi e a o e 

like that, because it ga e e i depe de e did t it, if I ould d i e.  
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The above quote came from the first recorded interview with Sarah, later it emerged 

that the separation and divorce from her husband was a deeply harrowing and drawn 

out process but something she was impelled to complete.  

 

Sarah took six years to complete her part-time degree; missing a year because of the 

divorce and moving house. Interestingly she remarked that when she interrupted many 

people told her that she would not return to the course, but she never had a doubt that 

she would return to complete it. Sarah remarks that her children say that an abiding 

memory of their childhood was of their mother demanding that she not be disturbed as 

she completed university work. From what Sarah says it is interesting that the children 

accepted this and have no negative feelings about it.  

 

Their lasting memory of mum doing a degree is me upstairs in the 

bedroom at home , because I had my laptop there and they go 

Mu laughte  a d I as “hut up I  t i g to o e t ate . The  all 

laugh about that now, but they did support me, yeah, very much. 

 

Sarah describes the day she graduated in the following terms: 

 

I was very, very proud, it was the proudest moment of my life 

g aduati g, e ause I d fought agai st all the odds to do that and six 

ea s is a lo g ti e . ... But it s o e of the est thi gs I e e e  do e i  

life certainly. (C&I) 

 

After graduating Sarah continued to work as a Learning Support Assistant (LSA) at the 

same school as she had worked when she left her husband. As a graduate she decided to 

do a PGCE. It would appear that Sarah enjoyed her course and found it rewarding. Again 

it is i te esti g to t  a d g asp ho  “a ah s  ide tit  ust ha e ha ged o e  the pe iod 

of less than ten years between becoming a LSA, entering university as an undergraduate, 

graduating and becoming a fully qualified teacher.  

 

We will now turn to Sarah as a teacher in Further Education.  Towards the end of her 

PGCE Sarah applied for a teaching job in Thanet and was successful. She began with very 

high hopes.  
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Whe  I e t the e fo  the i te ie  I lo ed the ollege, I fou d it a eall  

i e pla e ith the a pus, e e thi g, just the ight size. ... I e al a s 

liked Tha et a a , I d ee  to a othe  ollege lose  to home but I 

e e e  thi ki g I d soo e  t a el do  a d o k at Tha et. ... I al a s 

liked the college and the campus, the layout and everything. I thought it 

as a i e o pa t ollege  

 

Sarah was convinced that she would get on with the students and throughout her time 

at the ollege she al a s liked a d u de stood  the , e ause of thei  a kg ou ds 

the type of school they would have been to would have been a secondary school similar 

to he e I had ee  tea hi g . A la ge pa t of “a ah s o fide e i  being able to work 

with the students she expected to find was due to her certainty that she would be able 

to a e  fo  the . 

 

I d ee  to Tha et; eah I d ee  to Tha et uite a lot. M  daughte   

Ca ol a d I, e al a s use to go shoppi g a d e ause ou d see the girls 

a ou d the to  a d the o s, it as o diffe e t to the hild e  I d 

o ked ith so I k e  I d ope. .. a d a a i g pe so alit , I k e  if I had 

adults  I ould do that as ell.  

 

Several things emerge from the way Sarah talks about these students, firstly it is clear 

that although she sees them as leading lives different to her own or to that of her family 

members there is only a limited distancing of the students. These adults who are obliged 

to follow literacy programmes do not appear to “a ah as othe s . 

 

It is often suggested that teachers of literacy to adults need to be able to create and 

develop a bond with their students if they are to be successful. This dimension of literacy 

teaching does not feature in the descriptions of the profession found in official 

go e e t lite atu e “kills Fo  Life , DFEE, 2001 for example). It is commonplace in 

government publications to find the type of young people Sarah is talking about referred 

to as NEETs, the a o  fo  Not i  Edu atio , E plo e t o  T ai i g . Although 

teachers use the expression to refer to their students it is usually apparent that they do 

so because it is the official designation not because they accept this wholly negative 

designation. Sarah herself explained that she detested the term NEETs.  
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It appears paradoxical even oxymoronic that the term NEETS is applied to many young 

people who attend FE colleges. Clearly if these young people are attending college they 

are in education. The apparent contradiction is not so difficult to explain. It is the official 

desig atio  of a t pe  of ou g pe so  ho is still see  i  these te s e e  he  the 

strict definition could not be applied. Effectively what NEET means is that a person is 

young unemployed and by inference from background circumstances of some poverty.  

(C&I) 

 

When pressed to try and explain her ability to get on with students generally seen as 

challenging or unrewarding Sarah is not sure what to say: 

 

Good ess k o s. I do t. It s al a s ee  the e e e  si e I sta ted o k 

at Seaview High ... went as a classroom assistant – and you immediately 

get put with the worst from the two estates that fed into it  ... and lots of 

hild e  i  a e the e. I do t k o  it s just pa t of e that al a s 

empathises with them. ... cares for them. Quite often they have nobody 

else, and I mean nobody, to a e a out the . “o ... ou do t e o e a 

othe  figu e ... I do t k o  hat it is, ut I just a ted to i g out the 

best in them and show them that there was something in life for them, 

because they have lost hope.  

 

Again it is worth pausing and considering the term NEETs in order  to register the 

dis epa  et ee  “a ah s app e iatio  of he  stude ts a d hat e ight call the 

managerialist understanding of the same people as NEETS.(C&I, M) 

 

The young people who Sarah taught at the FE college were mostly completing literacy 

and numeracy qualifications as part of a wider vocational curriculum. Some of her 

students were young people who had been obliged to leave before they were sixteen 

but most as Sarah says had left school at sixteen and had entered FE because: 

 

The d go e i to o atio al ou ses e ause the  had othi g to go fo . 

And of course the ones I was teaching on the whole were having to redo 

thei  E glish a d Maths, so I ould sa  thei  se o da  s hools had t let 
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the  do  ut the  just had t a hie ed a thi g the e, e ause I k o  

ho  ha d it is fo  se o da  s hool tea he s, I e it essed it fo  ea s. 

 

The p o le  of ou g people feeli g that the  had t a hie ed a thi g  o  elie i g 

that I  useless, I  ap, I a t do a thi g  is so ethi g that e u s th ough 

“a ah s sto  a d lea l  auses he  a iet . The pi tu e of the ou g people ho 

Sarah describes as being at the bottom of the pile in secondary school is truly sad: 

 

I do t k o  ... a lot of the hild e  I taught i  the se o da  s hool, o  

used to help, it had come from their parents that there was absolutely no 

hope left there, they said, the e as o poi t i  e e  t i g e ause 

the e as othi g fo  the .   That as just so o g I thought hat a 

aste ... ou a t e like that.  If ou ould just oost thei  o fide e a 

little bit it was terrible to have no hope at such a young age to be so 

negative. 

 

O  the o e se side of “usa s a iet  a out the ou g people she o ked ith is the 

e a d of pla i g a pa t i  su essful atte pts to tu  the  a ou d  to gi e the  a 

feeling of success and purpose. Again somewhat at odds with official policies when 

Sarah talks about measures of success she looks to a range of indicators of what might 

e alled pe so al de elop e t o  the pa t of he  stude t s e o i g o e o fide t, 

or positive, or even developing the ability to speak and interact with others. 

 

A tea he  pla i g o e idi g i po ta e st ess o  hat ight e alled the soft 

de elop e t  of stude t skills is at odds ith offi ial ollege a d go e e t poli ies 

which eschew personal development in favour of passes in examinations. It is now 

considered wholly inadequate by most FE college managers and certainly by OFSTED for 

a teacher to argue for their work in adult literacy to be successful on the basis that 

students have achieved personal development.  Again and again in her interviews Sarah 

elides what would officially be described as a literacy problem with questions of self 

worth and a belief that there is a possibility of a purposeful meaningful life. When 

comparing her days at Sea View High and the FE college what Sarah sees as the 

importance of belief comes across very clearly.   
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Sarah talks about the young people at the school who had no belief in anything, least of 

all themselves.  She believes that a significant proportion of the young people leaving 

the school saw themselves as having no real possibility of achieving something which in 

life sto  o k is so eti es efe ed to as age . “a ah sees the ou g people ho 

enter college as being from a different milieu even if they might have come from the 

same schools as the ost a gi alised a d dep essed  ou g people. Those ho go o  

to ollege i  “a ah s opi io  a e ostl  those ho elie e that a o atio  is o th 

pursuing and to some extent we might even say that these students  have a belief in 

their own powers.  

 

Of the young people at the college Sarah talked about how in many ways she saw them 

as the same people she had taught at Sea View though now they were a few years older. 

What is interesting here is that except in a very few cases they were not, of course, the 

same people but young people further along on what Sarah sees as the trajectory of 

young lives of this type.  As I write this I am aware of the problems of the use of the 

o d t pe  C+I). Working with the young people at the college as they followed 

vocational courses was a source of pleasure for Sarah when asked which students she 

most liked to teach she replied: 

 

I liked them (laughing) ... them all actually. I had the community group ... 

the e all diffe e t, so I had e e thi g, I had usi ia s, I had drama 

students, cabin crew girls, they were quite something else – I had the 

chefs, holistic therapy, the artists – a tists e e t that kee  o  aths at 

all, they were the ones most against it – the boys from wood occupations, 

the carpenters. I liked the  all, I put it do  to the e pe ie e I d had i  

secondary school so I was prepared. Bearing in mind the type of children 

I worked with at Sea View ... were mainly boys so funnily enough the 

people I taught at the college had been at Sea View. 

 

Sarah told the story of one young man in particular who had caught her attention in part 

because he had actually been known to her when she had taught in Sea View. When she 

had first met this man he had been among the group she believed to be almost without 

hope. He had ee  pe a e tl  e luded  a d as “a ah puts it, if ou had et his 
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fathe  ou ould ha e u de stood h . Yea s late  she he  she a e a oss hi  i  FE 

he was training successfully to be a carpenter. 

 

... there was one particular one , he  was permanently excluded and he 

kind of floated around having a bit of home tuition and had been to this 

special place  and not lasted there and there he was down at the college. 

 

I asked Sarah if the young man had been pleased to see her. 

 

Yeah ... (laughter) yes, he was doing well, he was doing wood occs ... 

wood occupations, and he was seeing his course out, because it was a 

two year course and he was in his second year, so he survived.  

 

Sarah clearly thought such a young man to be something of an exception. It was her 

opinion that for most of the group who struggled to remain at secondary, let alone those 

like him who were excluded,   the prospects were very poor. (C&I, P) 

 

Sarah particularly enjoyed teaching literacy to people who can be viewed as non-

traditional learners in an FE environment. She talks about one project in particular 

where people from the local area attended classes in the college and she knew that for 

many of them it took a considerable effort to take themselves into a place which was 

daunting if not foreboding despite the efforts which go into trying to make it hospitable. 

She mentions one particular example in which a mother brought her two reclusive 

children to the college both of the children were in their in the late teens or early 

twenties. At first they would only talk to each other but by the end of the course they 

had sta ted to talk to othe  stude ts a d had e o e f ie ds  ith so e. “a ah felt that 

such things might sound like relatively modest achievements but in the context in which 

she worked she felt them to be hugely important as they represented really positive 

effe ts ithi  people s li es. “a ah also e tio ed e e i g lasses at the ollege to 

which older students would come. (C&I) 

 

When Sarah talks about her work at the FE college and her earlier work as an LSA at the 

s hool the the e of po e t  see s i po ta t.  The p o le  is t i g to fo ulate a  

idea of what poverty is or more importantly to try to come to terms with what might be 
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u de stood a out po e t  as efle ted i  “a ah s a ou t. Ce tai l  “a ah s 

understanding of poverty was complex. At its core was the idea of  a shortage of money, 

but this was only a constituent factor. Poverty was also connected to ideas of no-one 

caring about people, lack of belief i  o eself o  the possi ilit  of getti g o  a d at its 

widest the idea of a generalised deprivation of which a low level of literacy is but a part.  

I  liste i g to “a ah a d othe s talki g a out po e t  i  this ide  ea i g I fou d 

myself intrigued not o l    o  effo ts to u de sta d po e t  ut also  

atte pts to g asp ho  po e t  is u de stood  othe s. C&I) 

 

“a ah s easo s fo  lea i g Fu the  Edu atio  a e f o  a et ospe ti e ie  lea  ut 

though in the story she tells the actual events and developments which led up to her 

de isio  a e ot st aight fo a d. “a ah e plai s that the tea hi g itself  as ot o l  

fi e  ut e  e a di g . Whe  she talks of the aspe ts of the jo  hi h aused the 

problems that led to her leaving she puts the workload at the top of the list: 

 

I did like the job very much I would have been quite happy to stay there 

if the o kload as doa le hi h it as t it as i possi le a d it as t 

just e e ause staff did t sta  the  just ould t ope ith it.  I do t 

know about other departments but our department they moved on 

regularly I think when I started in that September 3 had left in the July 

and I think some have since left since ... 

 

In fact many have left and if anything the workload has increased since Sarah worked in 

the college. As Sarah went through the list of people she had worked with who had 

subsequently left I was reminded of the interview with Catherine where she recounted 

the story of her workplace. Sarah is clear that for her and for most people teaching full 

time in this area of PCET the workloads are unsustainable. Again and again in all the 

interviews conducted for this project the issue of unsustainable workloads occurs. Sarah 

believes that in the long run almost everyone leaves, suffe s f o  u out , o  so e 

other type of collapse. She compared the pressures of an OFSTED inspection in FE with 

those that she had experienced at Sea View. Sarah describes very forcefully how the 

p essu e of OF“TED as like a  e o ous eight : 
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I definitel  ould t ha e su i ed a othe  OF“TED the e...  I ha e ee  

th ough a  OF“TEDs  a , a  OF“TEDs fi e oka  I ould t do 

another one at the college. ... I can tell you that now no matter what they 

paid me that was just the worst experience ever.  I did enjoy my time 

there yes it was what I wanted to do I enjoyed all the different classes 

ause ou k o  ou e t i to e e od  a d e e thi g ou k o  like 

music, art, drama, carpenters, builders it was fine.  It was the 

expectations of workload you k o  if o l  it had t ee  like that hi h 

is a g eat sha e e ause I thi k that s the sa e fo  olleges e e he e. 

(M) 

Sarah recounts how a close friend had a similar type of experience in a different FE college 

he e she taught hild a e  afte  o i g there from teaching in a primary school had a 

similar experience with the workload. 

 

M  f ie d ho as at “t Cuth e t s thought she ould go fo  a o plete 

change from (teaching) little ones.  She went to a college and she did 

childcare ... she loved it she was in her element ... she'd always been mad 

on babies and everything ... this particular friend she liked the girls she 

fou d the  a halle ge e  diffe e t to “t Cuth e t s hild e .  I thought 

we will see how it goes after a term or so she said this is idi ulous I a t 

do this you know what they expect of me... 

 

A o side a le pa t of “a ah s o kload appea s to ha e o e f o  the eed to 

continually file reports on test data. Oddly it seems as though Sarah had to file this data 

with the management of the college and with managers or teachers working in the 

depa t e ts f o  hi h “a ah s stude ts e e d a . I  tu  these a age s o  tea he s 

then lodged the same data with the college management. The result would appear to be 

that a considerable pa t of “a ah s jo  as take  up ith testi g to p o ide data a d the  

in a process involving much redundant effort circulating the figures for the results: 

 

... the ollege s ite ia used to d i e us ad e ause it as all figu es a d 

this was what we all had directives from above.  We had to keep filling in 

these spreadsheets with all that they had gained and you had to show 
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improvement all the time on their grades.  It was all achievements but 

then I suppose did they have to do that for the government I do t k o . 

... They had to do online tests, which is what the college favoured unless 

the stude t spe ifi all  said I a t do it o li e, a d the  the  ould p i t 

off a paper one.  This was for the English and maths so they would take 

the level one first and then when they had achieved a pass in that they 

would go for their level 2, which was the equivalent of an A to C, (at GCSE) 

ut it as u h easie  as t it?  Ce tai l , the aths the e as a  a ful 

lot issed out f o  the…that s ot o  the GC“E.  “o life there revolved 

round improving grades and you always had to try and get them higher 

for me that did interfere a little bit with me because all I wanted to do 

was carry on what I had always been doing.   

 

Sarah explains how the students were obliged to keep taking tests in maths and English 

until they achieved the grades required by the college. Many of the students were very 

negative about the whole process and complained about the testing: 

 

“o so e of the  e e uite egati e a d did t a t to do it so you 

ould sa , I  so , ut ou ha e got o optio  ou ha e got to do it 

I  he e to tea h ou,  lah lah, a d so o .  The  ou ould get the 

others who were doing it because they wanted to especially the evening 

class which I think they have since stopped? ... That was more rewarding 

because they really wanted to do it so you could really give them help.   

 

“a ah talks a out ho  the data  had to e i putted a d ho  this data e a e the ai  

method by which the college managers, and presumably in their turn OFSTED, judged 

the pe fo a e  of the ollege. 

  

It was all on spreadsheets ... on the system ... so you just input everything.  

So, you were doing it for your own department skills for life.  Then you 

would be constantly getting emails from heads of all the departments so 

like care, decorators, carpenters, caterers all the time from them they 

wanted to know how the students were doing because they had to have 

it for their records as well so it was like on-going the whole time. 
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In the discussio  late  a out a age ialis  se e al of the ke  ideas p ese t i  “a ah s 

des iptio  of the s ste  ill e pi ked up o . C&I, M) 

 

O e elati el  i o  i ide t i  “a ah s ti e at the ollege see s to e so e hat 

emblematic; at least Sarah discusses it in such terms.  Thanet is located on a corner of 

Kent, indeed it is the most Easterly part of the England save for the East Anglian coast. It 

is shaped like a triangle with two sides bound by the sea. It therefore has something of a 

milder microclimate. Sometimes when the rest of Kent has bad weather Thanet escapes 

it. “a ah li es o  the top of idge of highe  la d outside of Ca te u . O e i te s da  

du i g the ea  that “a ah o ked at the ollege it as ot possi le to get f o  “a ah s 

house to Thanet she called the college to explain that snow had made her journey 

impossible. The next day when the snow had cleared she managed to reach the college 

ut as asked to fu the  e plai  he  p e ious da s a se e. “he as told that she ould 

not be paid for days missed in such circumstances. She was also told that if this was to 

happen again she must take electronically transmissible images of the snow preventing 

her travelling and that these should be transmitted to the college. (M, P) 

 

Sarah gave a final example of the workload problem in the FE college where she worked. 

Sarah describes how her colleagues and she believed that the OFSTED inspection process 

caused them more stress than their divorces. In part this stress was engendered by the 

fevered, even manic attempts of the college management to try and ensure that they had 

covered everything that OFSTED might require. To some extent managers preparing for 

OFSTED have to guess what will be required and it can be argued that OFSTED are 

sometimes ambiguous, therefore the college managers must try to cover all eventualities.  

 

You could have apportioned a slight blame to OFSTED because any 

school/college gets nervous when they know OFSTED is coming because 

if they get a bad OFSTED then it really goes against them.  I had the 

feeling it came from the very top level filtered down to the individual 

departments, and that was passed onto the workers.  It was the worst 

experience of my life OFSTED at college definitely ...it was the first time 

...I had this stress, I d e pe ie ed st ess.  If ou ha e had st ess  ou 

ight k o  hat it feels like ... the e s this ha d lo k of o ete l i g 
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o  ou  hest that does t o e, it as that efo e a d du i g, a d the 

line manager was unbelievable, it was just a nightmare. 

 

Sarah recounts how the demands on them in preparation for OFSTED kept growing and 

in an atmosphere bordering on hysteria no demand was seen as being too extravagant. 

Sarah tells how she and other members of the teaching staff were asked to produce 

lesson plans to be able to show OFSTED: 

 

...and then management wanted lesson plans for every single lesson you 

taught – highl  detailed. I do t k o  if the  e e he ked, ut ou had 

to have them ... we were told you had to have lesson plans, really 

diffe e tiated; ou had to sho  all the diffe e tiatio  ou d do e fo  

diffe e t le els. Did the a age e t e e  he k?  I do t k o , e e e 

just told we had to have lesson plans.  Oh they kept a bank of them; thank 

God [laughte ] o  else I do t k o  hat e ould ha e do e.  “o the e s 

a bank of lesson plans and there were like blank copies, but then they all 

e ail…o  put the  o  U“B s – I e still got the  at ho e – put them on 

U“B s a d all ou d do is ha ge dates a d a es a d thi gs, e ause 

there as o a  o  God s ea th, I ould ha e had to o k  hou s a 

da ,  da s a eek to do hat the  a ted.  A d the  e d e s a li g 

around trying to find resources, worksheets and things, because there 

was no money really to buy anything. 

 

Here Sarah is explaining how the staff met the impossible demand for lesson plans. The 

staff e-mailed lesson plans to each other and then changed dates and times etc. As OFSTED 

would have been unable to check and verify these plans the management demand was 

satisfied though in a purely formal manner. (M) 

 

Sarah explains that she left FE because of the workload, but not without regrets. Sarah is 

aware of how she achieved a degree and became a teacher and feels that these 

opportunities are now disappearing for people in the positio  she o e o upied. “a ah s 

new job is in a private school where she works with students who have learning difficulties. 

“he has espe iall  de eloped he  o k ith stude ts dee ed to e d sle i . To a ds the 
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end of our final interview Sarah once more returned to the idea of poverty and how so 

a  ou g people at FE ollege d ag the sel es up .  

 

The i ious i le that the e li ed th ough po e t , the ajo it  of 

the , as a hild a d hat s goi g to diffe e t fo  the ?  I ould t see 

anything.  So the courses they were on – yes, they would get 

qualifications, but then the jobs they were likely to be going for would 

still e fai l  lo  paid, so the d e e … ot all of the , ut a lot of the  

would never be able to get out of the poverty circle, I ould t see it.  C&I, 

P) 

 

Despite these views Sarah is not despairing. She offers no solution to what she sees as 

the poverty of those she taught in Further Education or Sea View School but as already 

said whatever the odds Sarah sees the challenge as being fundamentally one of having 

to a  o . 
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Antecedents 3: Marxism and life stories 

 

 

Seek for food and clothing first, then 

The kingdom of God shall be added unto you 

-Hegel, 1807 

 

The class struggle, which is always present to a historian influenced by Marx, is a fight for 

the crude and material things, without which no refined and spiritual things could exist. 

Nevertheless, it is not in the form of the spoils which fall to the victor that the latter make 

their presence felt in the class struggle. They are present as courage, humour, cunning, 

and fortitude. They have retroactive force and will constantly call in question every victory, 

past and present, of the rulers.  

Walter Benjamin 1940 – Theses on the Philosophy of History IV.  

 

 

This chapter sets out to cover three main propositions which it is argued might be taken 

together to give an outline of a Marxist understanding of how to work with life stories. 

These three areas are the individual and the social, the abstract and the concrete, and 

alienation.   

In the introductory chapter a case was opened for considering life story work as having 

as its o e pu pose the u de sta di g of the p o esses  hi h ea i g  is attached to 

life stories.  This in turn requires that very serious consideration be given to what is 

meant by making meaning. In particular what will be attempted in this chapter is to 

show some important ways in which Marxism can play a part in understanding the 

processes by which meaning is made.   

The fi st pa t of the dis ussio  ill look at the idea of the i di idual  i  Ma  a d this 

will be done with a view to demonstrating that the claim that Marx was not interested in 

i di iduals  is holl  e o eous. It ill e fu the  a gued that a Ma ist ie  of the 

i di idual  offe s so ethi g to life sto  o k as it allo s fo  a d a i  a d diale ti al 

ie  of the i di idual a d the so ial.  “e o dl  the idea of the i di idual  pe so  ill e 

considered in the light of Ma ist thi ki g o  hat is te ed the a st a t  a d the 
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o ete . Thi dl  so ethi g ill e said a out Ma s o ept of alie atio  a d ho  

this can be used in the academic understanding of life stories. In the case of this project 

spe ifi all  the p ese tatio  of Ma s o ept of alie atio  ill e ade ith the 

intention of later using it as a way to understand and interpret those developments in 

the o ga isatio  of  tea hi g hi h take  togethe  a e gi e  the la el a age ialis . 

The th ee p opositio s a e the efo e a Ma ist app oa h to the stud  of the i di idual , 

the a st a t a d the o ete  a d alie atio .   

In the case of the three areas outlined, the individual and the social, the abstract and the 

concrete, and alienation there is a problem which needs to be brought into view 

immediately. In many areas of his work Marx used terms which were already in 

existence but they were often given a new meaning. Occasionally these meanings are 

quite markedly different to their more customary meanings. To make issues even more 

complex it is not unusual for Marx to use words in ways which give them a slightly 

different meaning in different contexts.  

 

Individuals in society 

Throughout his writings it is clear that Marx was aware that he required his readers to 

form an understanding of ideas and concepts which differed from those dominant in the 

society of his time.  This meant that although the words used to describe notions had an 

accepted and established semantic content when Marx used them they often carried a 

new content and this made demands on the reader.  

Friedrich Engels writing in the preface to the first English Edition of Capital in 1886 

e plai ed al ost apologeti all  ho  the eade  of Ma s o k ould ot e spa ed the 

difficulty of coming to terms with new meanings of words. Engels puts forward the 

argument that developments in understanding lead to developments in word meaning. 

These new meanings are unavoidable because they are intrinsic to the entire project of 

Ma s work. Engels asks the reader to grapple with the way in which certain terms are 

used i  a se se diffe e t f o  hat the  ha e, ot o l  i  o o  life ut i  o di a  

politi al e o o  E gels, 1886/1990, p. . E gels e plai s ho  e e  e  aspe t of 

a s ie e  ust i ol e a e olutio  i  the o a ula  i  hi h it is ou hed. That E gels 

and Marx were aware of how the sense of some key words would be altered by their 
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work attests to what they both, but especially Marx, saw as the originality of their work. 

In the case of the three ideas selected here as a basis for using Marxism in life story work 

the ke  o ds also take o  ea i gs so e hat diffe e t to those i  o al  usage. 

This is defi itel  the ase ith the a  i  hi h Ma  u de sta ds i di iduals . 

The i di idual  i  Ma  is a tho oughl  so ial o ept a d is ot i telligi le i  the se se 

of the single person living a life in isolation from their society. Marx ridiculed the idea of 

the individual as a discrete single person referring to such ideas as ‘o i so ades  

(Marx,1858/ 1993, p.83 and 1859/1970 p. 188) in a mocking reference to Robinson 

Crusoe who created what was supposed to be a capitalist economy on an island on his 

own. The dismissal of such Robinsonades was important enough for Marx to make it a 

e t al a gu e t at the ope i g of hat e e his p epa ato  otes fo  Capital : 

Individuals producing in society – hence socially determined individual 

production – is, of course, the point of departure. The individual and 

isolated hunter and fisherman, with whom Smith and Ricardo begin, 

belongs among the unimaginative conceits of the eighteenth-century 

Robinsonades...  (Marx, 1858/1993, p.83) 

Fa  f o  ig o i g i di iduals  i  his a al sis Ma  posits the  p odu i g i  so iet  as 

his starting point. Later in discussions on class and alienation it will be seen that the 

relationship of individual to the social is of paramount concern to Marx.  

 

The abstract and the concrete  

The a st a t  a d the o ete  a e te s e plo ed i  Ma ist analysis which cannot 

be understood at all if by abstract we mean something which exists only in thought and 

by concrete something which has only a material, real existence.  For the moment it will 

ha e to suffi e to sa  that fo  Ma  the o ete  is p etty much how things are in the 

real world; always existing in interrelationships and concatenations with other things. 

The a st a t  a  e u de stood as efe i g to ele e ts e t i ated f o  the o ete.  

Marx made the following remarks which reveal something of how he viewed abstraction 

when he discussed the money form of value: 
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... the human mind has sought in vain for more than 2000 years to get to the 

bottom of it ... Why? Because the complete body is easier to study than its 

cells. Moreover in the analysis of economic forms neither microscopes nor 

chemical reagents are of assistance. The power of abstraction must replace 

both. (Marx, 1867, p. 90) 

What Marx meant by the power of abstraction is also important in relation to 

the dis ussio s of Goethe s s ie tifi  ethod. I  his iti gs o  s ie tifi  ethod 

Goethe advocated the study of individual cases as the way to understand the 

more general. Abstra tio  o upies a oadl  si ila  pla e i  Ma s ethod 

whereby a particular aspect of something more complex is studied with a view 

to determining how this aspect exists within a wider context.   

Alienation 

The third idea taken from Marx which will be used in connection with life story work is 

alie atio . Alie atio  is o e of the fe  te s used  Ma  hi h has passed i to 

general usage (Sayers, 1998, p.39) though in Marx it does not have quite  the same 

connotations of ennui or disaffection present i  o o  usage.  Fo  Ma  alie atio  is 

above all a term used in connection with ideas about how it is that the majority of 

Humankind see the societies in which they live and their relations to each other and to 

work not as human creations but as something independent and exercising power over 

them. In short humans are alienated from the world in which they live. Ennui and 

disaffection might be seen as results of this alienation rather than something at its core. 

Three outstanding works of scholarship on Ma s idea of alie atio  a aila le i  E glish 

by Bertell Ollman (1970) Istvan Mészáros (1970), and Sean Sayers (2011), each written 

with insight have been important in preparing the present text. These works have not 

only been valuable sources but they have also provided a great deal of inspiration. The 

ite s ha e all app oa hed alie atio  ith a ie  to aki g it u de sta da le. Fo  

so e easo  the o ept of alie atio  has att a ted the atte tio  of fa  too a  

Marxists whose writing was often impenetrable.  
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Mar is  a d particular li es  

I  The Auto/ iog aphi al I  Liz “ta le  dis usses the ode  o igi s of life sto  o k i  

so ial s ie e. “ta le  d a s atte tio  to hat she sa s e e t o p i iples  of the 

biographical approach which characterised it from its emergence in the early 1980s: 

The first was a rejection of psychologically- edu tio ist a ou ts of the 

i di idual , i stead i sisti g that i di idual people a e so ial a d ultu al 

products through and through. The second was the recognition that if 

structural analyses do not work at the level of particular lives then they do 

not work at all. (Stanley, 1992, p.5)   

To e i  keepi g ith the p i iples  of iog aphi al o k as stated he e e ui es that 

the three Marxist propositions of the i di idual , the a st a t a d the o ete  a d 

alie atio  eed to e appli a le i  a fo  o so a t ith “ta le s e ui e e t that 

st u tu al  a al sis o ks at the le el of i di idual li es. I  the p ese t dis ussio  the 

o d st u tu al  is used in what is possibly a slightly different sense to that which 

“ta le  had i  i d. It is uite possi le that “ta le  is o side i g st u tu alis  as a 

designation of a certain view of history, or sociology. Here the word is used in the 

related, but slightly more open sense which Raymond Williams employed it. For Williams 

st u tu al  had a ke  o otatio  as des i i g the utual elatio  of o stitue t pa ts 

o  ele e ts of a hole as defi i g its pa ti ula  atu e  , p.301) What is important 

here is that in the context of life story work it is imperative that structural analysis 

captures the mutual relations between lives as lived and a wider social, cultural, and 

historic analysis. 

Below it will be argued that a Marxist approach to life story work can be successful in 

eeti g oth of Liz “ta le s e ui e e ts. Fi stl  it ust eje t edu tio ist a ou ts, 

hethe  st u tu al o  age ti , of the i di idual.  “e o dl  a Ma ist app oa h to life 

story must show itself to be a viable way in which to a al se ho  the st u tu al  o ks 

at the le el of pa ti ula  li es . Ma ist a al sis a  o k e t e el  ell ut o l  if 

approached with sensitivity and creativity. Above all when working within a Marxist 

tradition this creativity is centred around the ways in which Marxism can be used as a 
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way of taking some raw data from the life stories and giving it a particular type of 

meaning.  

A Marxist approach to life story work must proceed from the stories and explain them. It 

would be quite wrong to approach the story with an array of mechanically conceived 

Ma ist  atego ies a d the  p o eed to fit the sto  i to the p ejudged a d 

prearranged terms of such categories.   It should be noted here that in this use of 

e plai  e a e e te i g i to the usi ess of attributing certain meanings and not 

others to these stories. This is not to down play theory but to put it in its correct place of 

explaining and shaping the appreciation of reality.  Theory as Goethe pointed out is no 

substitute for a genuine engage e t ith ealit . I  Faust  Goethe has Mephistopheles 

tell us that M  f ie d, all theo  is g e , a d g ee  the golde  t ee of life .  A  app oa h 

to theory which conceives of it as being derived from life and not preceding it is 

characteristic of many of the thinkers whose ideas have been used in this project. Not 

only was Marx interested in the work of Goethe but later Lev Vygotsky and, most 

importantly for life story work, A.R. Luria were impressed by the way in which Goethe 

sought what we might describe as a holistic approach to science. In the case of Luria this 

actually contributed to his decision to use what are in effect life stories to present 

pioneering work in neuroscience and psychology. 

A dis ussio  of so e of the diffi ulties ith usi g the te  Ma ist  has so fa  ee  

avoided, but they are real.  It would be possible to feign innocence and simply say that 

Marxism is the intellectual and practical content of the writings of Karl Marx and at a 

certain level of thinking this is entirely correct but this statement is really no more than a 

truism and will not get us very far. This is where the creativity mentioned above must 

play an important part. To combine a Marxist methodology with life story work requires 

ot the e ha i al appli atio  of a fe  uotatio s take  f o  Ma  a d the  applied  

to a pa ti ula  set of i u sta es. To des i e so eo e as a apitalist  a p oleta ia  

e e  a tea he  tells us othi g. What is i po ta t is to investigate and disclose what 

such a term might mean, to present it in its full social and cultural context. To adopt a 

Marxist approach to life story work is to try to show how the understanding of some 

particular lives can be informed by thought and insights from the Marxist tradition. It 

must go well beyond the attachment of readymade and poorly understood labels. The 

great promise of life story work for Marxism is that by proceeding from real lives the 

la els  ight e gi e  o te t a e .   
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If Ma is  does ot go e o d the e e p o ess of la elli g it a  e o o e tha  a 

set of lifeless maxims. Any approach to the problem of how to relate Marxism to life 

sto  esea h hi h is li ited to a e ha i al e egesis of Ma s te ts ill p odu e 

nothing apa le of as e di g to the o ete , othi g that a  e p a ti all  used, 

nothing possessing meaning.   

Nothing becomes true because Marx or those working in the tradition which he 

originated say that it is true. The truth of Marxism (and indeed any other world outlook) 

rests fundamentally in its capacity to describe and analyse that which exists. Conversely 

the movement from that which exists towards theory breathes life into what might 

otherwise be a rather desiccated scholasticism. Again we might listen to the counsel of 

the devil talking to Faust  M  f ie d, all theo  is g e , a d g ee  the golde  t ee of life . 

“o eti es atte pts to eate Ma ist  s hola ship ha e ested o  the gathe i g 

together of quotations in an almost scriptural manner. This is related to what Raymond 

Willia s iti g i   alled legiti ati g theo  p. . I  the o te t i  hi h 

Williams was writing he was referring to different claims being made by political factions 

to being the only truly authentic Marxists. The sa e te , legiti ati g , ight e 

applied to the atte pts  so e a ade i s to ake thei  a al ses Ma ist  th ough the 

insertion of quotations from Marx.   Through a strange symmetry it is also possible to 

find a parallel process at work in the writings of some who attempt to delegiti ize  

Marxism.  In these cases that which is opposed is rendered absurd through the use of 

quotations which are often poorly understood and taken out of context.  

It is interesting to view how creative Marxists approach the development of their 

studies. Here two instances, both highly relevant to life story work, will be considered. 

The first is Lev Vygotsky and the second is E.P. Thompson. These two will be looked at 

very briefly as illustrations of the way in which Marxism can inform systematic 

(scientific?) principled academic enquiry. Both Vygotsky and Thompson have exercised 

an important influence over the writing of this thesis especially over the methodology 

which has been employed.  It is in my opinion particularly important that they both 

sought to o k ithi  a Ma ist t aditio  hi h pla ed g eat e phasis o  ea i g . As 

has already been said from the point of view of the researcher life story work is 

essentially about the problem of meaning in the stories told.  
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Vygotsky and Marxist method 

In his attempt to create a Marxist psychology in the second and third decades of the last 

e tu  V gotsk  a e up agai st so e pa ti ula l  da ge ous fo  of legiti ati g  

theory. With the ascendancy of Stalinism in the Communist Party of the Soviet Union the 

offi ial  Ma ist u e ts e a e i easi gl  e ha i al a d dog ati . I  ps holog  

official Marxism centred on attempts to create a s ie e  based on exegesis from a few 

quotations gleaned from the works of Marx and Engels.   Vygotsky was dismissive of this 

s iptu al he e euti  app oa h to Ma s o k. I  his effo ts to de elop hat he sa  

as a psychological science genuinely consonant with Marxism, Vygotsky rejected any 

idea of making a patchwork by bringing together quotations, which whilst accurate and 

insightful enough in their own right were never intended to be the basis of a new branch 

of scientific enquiry. Vygotsky argued that such an approach could never create a viable 

basis for a scientific study of the mind.  

V gotsk s positio  as pa ti ula l  i te esti g as he a tuall  paid a g eat deal of 

attention to quotations from Marx which might be directly relevant to a psychological 

understanding. He saw these comments as profoundly insightful and they often 

provided a starting point for his own enquiry. Vygotsky nevertheless rejected the idea 

that these s atte ed e a ks i  Ma s o k ould e take  o  thei  o  as a  ade uate 

foundation from which to begin a systematic study of psychology. Instead Vygotsky 

argued that it as e essa  to eate o e s o  Capital . It is o th uoti g V gotsk  

on this point:  

I do t a t to dis o e  the atu e of i d  pat hi g togethe  a lot of 

quotations, I want to find out how science has to be built, to approach 

the stud  of i d ha i g lea ed the hole of Ma s method... In order 

to create such an enabling theory-method in the generally accepted 

scientific manner, it is necessary to discover the essence of the given area 

of phenomena, the laws according to which they change, their qualitative 

and quantitative characteristics, their causes. It is necessary to formulate 

the categories and concepts that are specifically relevant to them – in 

othe  o ds to eate o e s o  Capital.  V gotsk , unpublished 

notebooks quoted in Cole and Scribner, 1978, p.8) 
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Whilst not forgetting that the above comments are from unpublished notebooks and 

might not have been intended for publication it is interesting to consider some of their 

i pli atio s. Fi stl  V gotsk  sees Ma s iti gs as o stituti g a  e a li g theo -

ethod . I  othe  o ds it is Ma s ethod hi h e a les s ie tifi  stud  a d ot the 

application of quotations from Marx. Vygotsky points out that it is primarily through the 

use of the method that he plans to proceed a d Ma s te ts a e useful fi st a d 

foremost as a way of learning about and understanding that method. It is this type of 

app oa h to Ma s o k hi h I hope is ha a te isti  of the ie  ith hi h this 

p ese t life histo  p oje t is i ued. Ma s ork undoubtedly contains many 

memorable and profound quotes but the real value of his work comes from and is 

attributable to the method of thought which it embodies.   

It should e oted that i  the a o e uotatio  V gotsk  pla es the ualitati e  

dimensio  of e ui  ahead of the ua titati e . This is e ti el  i  keepi g ith the 

general direction of his thinking and is particularly noteworthy in the context in which he 

worked. Vygotsky was often in opposition to the founding fathers of the psychology of 

efle es , I a  Pa lo  a d Vladi i  Bekhte e .  The ajo it  of “o iet ps hologists i  

o e a  o  a othe  e e i flue ed  the ps holog  of efle es  i  a a  i  hi h 

Vygotsky and those closest to him eschewed. The dominance of the psychology of 

efle es  ould e i  pa t att i uted  its appa e tl  ate ialist asis, this ea t that it 

as see  as ei g losest to o thodo  diale ti al ate ialist  philosophi al positio s. I  

the Soviet Union especially after the rise of the philosopher Mark Borisovitch Mitin 

whose work became the accepted, or better said, inescapable orthodoxy (Bakhurst, 

1991, chapter 2, and pp. 92-99). For the latter part of his life Vygotsky worked in a 

climate in which it was dangerous to be seen to question the, officially sponsored and 

e fo ed, e ha i al e sio  of diale ti al ate ialis . V gotsk  a d those i  his i le 

whose approach to ps holog  as ate ialist a d diale ti al i  the t aditio  of Ma s 

own work therefore found themselves in some danger.  

Later we will return to the work of Vygotsky (and that of his close colleague Alexander 

Luria) but before continuing with the discussion of Marxism and life story work a note 

should e ade of the i po ta e to V gotsk  of ea i g . I  V gotsk s  essa  

Thought a d La guage  / , p.  ital i po ta e is pla ed upo  o d 

ea i g  as ei g a fu da e tal u it of a futu e psychological science.  If a word, either 

as sound or in its written form depends for its existence on the communication of 
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meaning then it is this qualitative aspect of the word which is its most important 

dimension: 

A word without meaning is an empty sound, no longer a part of human 

speech. Since word meaning is both thought and speech, we find in it the 

unit of verbal thought we are looking for. Clearly, then, the method to 

follow in our exploration of the nature of verbal thought is semantic 

analysis ... (p.5)  

This very important statement is not generally given the prominence that it 

ould see  to e it. V gotsk  is alli g fo  se a ti  a al ses  o  the 

exploration of meaning to be a central part of psychological science. It is also 

interesting to conside  the idea that life sto  o k is also a t pe of se a ti  

a al sis  i  hi h the esea he  e plo es ea i g i  the life sto ies hi h a e 

collected.  As such life story work takes us very close to part of what Vygotsky 

understood to be psychology. It was exactly this aspect of psychological work 

hi h V gotsk s olla o ato  a d olleague A.‘. Lu ia as late  to de elop i  his 

own work on life stories.  

 

E.P Thompson, Marxism, Historical Logic and Meaning 

The British historian E. P. Thompson is today well known for a series of historical 

studies, the ost ele ated of hi h is the The Maki g of the E glish Wo ki g 

Class  . These studies p ese t a ie  of histo  hi h Tho pso  as happ  

to all Histo  f o  Belo  , pp. 481-490). Writing after his death the 

historian Dorothy Thompson said of her husband: 

He always acknowledged the debt that he and the historical profession in 

general owed to Marx, but he increasingly hesitated to call himself a 

Marxist. He preferred to say that he wrote within a Marxist tradition. 

(Thompson, D. 2001, p.x) 

In hesitating to call himself a Marxist it is reasonable to assume that E.P. 

Thompson was primarily worried about some of the company he might be seen 

to e keepi g e ause his o k The Po e t  of Theo   is ot o l  a  
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inspired defence of Marxism it is also a devastating critique of Louis Althusser 

the intellectual forerunner of so many of the, especially, French philosophers and 

writers, who through a strange process of rejection and continuation of his 

thought, e e to e o e ell k o  as post ode ists  Gutti g .  

That the critique of Althusser was also aimed at some of the emerging post-

ode ist thi ke s is stated uite ope l  i  The Po e t  of Theo  p.  a d pp. 

27-28) where Thompso  atta ks a d elu idates the o se ue es of elati is . 

Although it is ot his p i a  i te tio  i  The Po e t  of Theo  it is i po ta t 

he e to ote ho  Tho pso  as a histo ia  iti g i  a Ma ist t aditio  at 

several points indicates how his vie poi t assu es a  ethi al  a d the efo e 

hu a ist ie poi t hi h is also o e ted to the idea of ea i g  i  the stud  

of history. This point will be taken up later and developed further in the context 

of hat ill e a gued to e the e essit  of hu a is  ut fo  the o e t all 

that is required is to say something about the value Thompson attached to 

ea i g  as a fa to  i  iti g histo .  

Thompson argued that the writing of history must always be based on what can 

e o side ed to e o je ti e  e ide e ut that it as esse tial to go e o d 

this: 

When we speak of the intelligibility of history, we may mean the 

understanding of the rationality (of causation, etc.) of historical process: 

this is an objective knowledge, disclosed in a dialogue with determinate 

evidence. But we may also imply the significance of that past, its meaning 

to us; this is an evaluative and subjective judgement, and to such 

interrogatives the evidence can supply no answers. This does not entail 

the conclusion that any such exercise is improper. ... provided we are 

lea  that this ests ot upo  s ie tifi  p o edu es, ut upo  a hoi e of 

alues.  Tho pso , 1978. p.55) 

It ight e possi le to uestio  hethe  o  ot Tho pso s di isio  of the 

objective and the subjective is overly definite. But this must not obscure the 

polemical point he is making. What Thompson goes on to argue is that the 

attribution of meaning to history is an essential part of writing about the past in 

a form that renders it intelligible, we might even say meaningful. Thompson 
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akes a u e  of poi ts a out h  the att i utio  of ea i g  is ot a 

o se ue e of the histo ia s falli ilit  o  a atter of regret but is an 

important aspect of historical work especially when considering what might be 

called the role of subjective forces in history: 

this is only a special case of a more general question. Only we, who are 

now living, can give a meaning to the past. But that past has always been 

among other things, the result of an argument about values. (1978, pp. 

56-57)  

The importance of values in the past was important to Thompson, and in his 

opinion to all of us, he argues that such values play a part in our own formation 

a d the u de sta di g of ou  o  histo . Voti g  fo  o e side o  a othe  i  

history is important because it makes history meaningful, and it can be 

suggested that it humanises history. 

Our vote will change nothing. And yet, in another sense, it may change 

everything. For we are saying that these values, and not those other 

values, are the ones which make this history meaningful to us, and that 

these are the values which we intend to enlarge and sustain in our own 

present. (page 57) 

This principle is as applicable to life story work as it is to historical studies. 

Tho pso  as oti ated to ite these li es i  espo se to Althusse s 

eje tio  of e pi i al histo i al studies as ei g ideologi al  a d ot Theo  

(Althusser, 1969, p.1 , ut i  his asse tio  of the i po ta e of alues  

Thompson is also, at least implicitly, supporting a humanist approach to history.  

 

Marxism, Post –Marxism and the individual 

Sometimes in life story and other closely related areas of research work discussions arise 

over what are sometimes seen as the conflicting roles of agency and structure. These 

dis ussio s i o  those of a pa allel de ate i  so iolog .  O  the st u tu e  side is the 

argument that human beings are products of their environment and the social structures 

ithi  hi h the  o du t thei  li es o  i  hi h thei  li es a e i s i ed . O  the othe  
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side is the idea of age , ased o  the idea that hu a s li i g i  hat ight e alled 

ode  so ieties ake thei  o  hoi es, lead their own lives and shape their world in 

accordance with those ideas.  Most contemporary viewpoints in the wider social science 

seek in some way in which to accommodate and combine the two views. In terms of 

considering Marxism and Life story work the debate is important because ideas of 

age  a e losel  li ked to those of i di idualit  a d i  o e a  o  a othe  o e of 

the easo s h  a  people ho elie e that Ma is  is outdated  o  of o eal use is 

a tool of analysis is because it fails to deal ith the i di idual . 

The debate is an interesting one and the particular approach taken by Marxism is 

outli ed elo . Befo e p ese ti g so ethi g of Ma s e te si e iti g o  this poi t it 

is necessary to say something about what is said and written a out Ma s app oa h to 

the agency structure problem.  

The arguments drawn below are very important as the post-Marxist line of reasoning 

they present are still dominant today.  There is a fairly strongly established intellectual 

consensus not only within social science but in the wider political left that Marxism has 

been demonstrated to have very significant shortcomings as a world outlook, a point 

which is returned to later in this chapter.  

About a quarter of a century ago in Britain a significant number of left- wing intellectuals 

who were defined, indeed they often defined themselves, as post-Marxist (Steadman-

Jones, 1983; Laclau and Mouffe, 1985; Hall and Jacques, 1989) developed far reaching 

criticisms of Marxism. The journal of the Communist Party which, with ever growing 

irony, which was a ed Ma is  Toda , became an important platform for many of 

these post-Marxist views. The post-Marxist trend was somewhat wider and more 

o ple  tha  hat as ep ese ted i  the jou al ut Ma is  Toda  e e ised an 

important symbolic and organising role for the most important figures within the post-

Marxist left. This influence could be attributed in large part to the remarkable; some 

would say inexplicable, support it received in the wider media which, then as now, 

characteristically displayed an atavistically hostile attitude towards what were 

e og isa l  left i g ideas ut ould e uite i dulge t to a ds post Ma is . The 

peculiar history of many of the post-Marxist intellectuals, many of whom had been 

significant figures within the Marxist left, led to their opposition to Marxism being 

particularly fierce.  
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One of the key criticisms of Marxism made by post-Marxist critics was closely related to 

the agency and structure debate. Marx and Marxism were accused of believing in a type 

of structural or technological determinism. Stuart Hall, for many years a leading British 

a ade i  so iologist a d ha pio  of post-Ma is , edited a d o t i uted to a 

olle tio  of essa s e titled Ne  Ti es  Hall a d Ja ues, 1989).In this collection Hall 

wrote that : 

Classical marxism depe ded o  a  assu ed o espo de e et ee  the 

e o o i  a d the politi al : o e ould ead off politi al attitudes a d 

objective social interests and motivations from economic class position. 

For a long time these correspondences held the theoretical analyses and 

perspectives of the Left in place. However any simple correspondence 

et ee  the politi al  a d the e o o i  has o  disi teg ated – 

practically and theoretically. This has had the effect of throwing the 

language of politics more over to the cultural side of the equation (Hall 

1989, p.121) 

Those around Marxism Today were certainly enthusiastic in their rejection of Marxism 

a d the e a i g of Ne  Ti es . The e u e a t headi ess of this passage f o  “tua t 

Hall probably explains three of its important features all of which are uncharacteristic of 

his writing. Firstly it is starker in its intentions than most statements of post-Marxist 

argument. Hall himself was at most times brilliant at conducting polemics with studied 

equivocality, a characteristic noted by both Ellen Meiksins Wood (1986, p. 2-3) and Terry 

Eagleton (1996).  Secondly, it contains elements which are starkly, and indeed clumsily, 

contradictory.  In this quote Hall seems to be saying both that in the past there was a 

correspondence between the economic and the political, and simultaneously that there 

was only an assumption of such. Thirdly it sets out several important facets of the 

misrepresentation of Marxism which emerged with post-Marxism and which continues 

to exercise an important influence today. It will also be noticed that it implies that 

lassi al Ma is  lea es p a ti all  o oo  fo  age  i  that it supposedl  holds that 

the politi al , politi al attitudes a d o je ti e so ial i te ests a d oti atio s  ould be 

ead off  f o  e o o i  lass positio . I  othe  o ds e a e told that lassi al 

Ma is  assu ed that people s politi al attitudes ... o je ti e so ial i te ests a d 

oti atio s  ould e ead off f o  thei  e o o i  positio . This ould o stitute a 
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e  ude fo  of i s iptio .  We a e told that the si ple o espo de e  hi h as 

assu ed o  ot  has o  disi teg ated-p a ti all  a d theo eti all . 

Withi  lassi al Ma is , hi h ust ea  Ma s iti gs, It as e e  assu ed that 

there was a direct correspondence, nor anything like it, between the economic and the 

politi al let alo e a o espo de e i  hi h politi al attitudes et . ould e ead off  

f o  the e o o i . Ma s iti gs o  this ake his positio  lea  a d it is ha d to 

u de sta d ho  “tua t Hall ould ha e ee  u a a e of the a  e a ples i  Ma s 

work in which a worldview entirely opposite to what he claims to be his position is set 

out. Th oughout Ma s o k hethe  it e as a ou g a  iti g a out the thefts of 

wood from the forests in the Rhine provinces, to very late in his life when he is writing 

about the unpredictability of the future in Russia he is in a very real way looking into 

social and cultural phenomena and the complexity of their relationship with what he 

ight ha e efe ed to as the ode of p odu tio . A oss his o k Ma  eje ted ideas 

of si pl  eadi g off  f o  the e o o i ; i deed had he elie ed that su h a thi g as 

possible his work would have been largely unnecessary, as he himself remarked all 

science would be superfluous if the outward appearance and the essence of things 

di e tl  oi ided  Ma , 1887/1991, p. 956). If Marx had believed that there was a 

si ple o espo de e  et ee  the e o o i  a d the politi al  u h of his o  

work would have been superfluous; it would only have been necessary to analyse 

economics as the political could simply have been read off from such an analysis. This 

ould also appl  to Ma s thi ki g o  the elatio ships hi h i  o te po a  te s 

a e posed as the age  e sus st u tu e  de ate.  

The above comments should not be taken as a denial of the existence of Marxist 

dogmatism. Hall goes beyond the rejection of dogmatism arguing that all that is vital in 

Ma is  has disi teg ated – p a ti all  a d theo eti all . 

Among those engaged in life story work there is sometimes a disdain for Marxism.  It is 

not unusual to hear people talk a out Ma is , o  elated ideas su h as lass  as ei g 

limiting or reductionist. The presentation of Marxism in a dogmatic manner and 

intolerance towards alternative viewpoints among some Marxists has undoubtedly 

played a part in creating this disdain.  

Reasons for rejecting Marxism are often grounded in a misapprehension of what 

Marxism is, this is sometimes due to an unscholarly acceptance of what is said about 
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Marx and Marxists in the place of an engagement with original sources.  To keep with 

the above line of thinking I would argue that it is above all the influence of the post-

Marxists which prevents many people looking for alternatives to the ideas dominant in 

our society (and most people working with life stories would accept being so described) 

from seeing Marxism as a valuable resource.   This is particularly sad when it comes to 

life story work as Marx was above all someone who believed that the purpose of his 

scholarship was to develop an understanding of human history. When once asked for his 

fa ou ite a i  Ma  a s e ed Nihil hu a i a e alie u  puto  hi h ight e 

t a slated i to E glish as I o side  othi g hu a  is alie  to e  M Lella , , 

p.430). This might be a suitable motto for a life story researcher.  

 

Marxism and the Individual 

Life history researchers collect and interpret the stories of individuals. At all stages this is 

a p ofou dl  so ial p o ess.  The ide tities  of those hose sto ies a e olle ted a e 

social, the meanings of the stories are social, the languages in which the stories are told 

are social, and on the part of the researcher and the researched the categories of 

understanding and re-presentation of the stories are social. The life stories themselves 

are the way they are because they tell of a life lived within a definite sets of social 

circumstances at distinct historic times and in particular social settings. Yet life stories 

themselves are individual, each different from the next in important ways.  

In the minds of those who tell the stories their story is seen individually and tells of their 

own personal story.  Even when listening to life stories which are bright and positive the 

researcher might be struck by how the individual recounting their own life story seems 

to be not only telling an individual ut e e  a lo el  sto . At e tai  poi ts i  thei  life 

stories several of the storytellers in this project described periods of their lives when this 

individuality was so intense as to engender feelings of solitude and of isolation from 

society.  

It is exactly this relationship between the social and the individual which life story work 

seeks to u de sta d. To use Liz “ta le s e p essio  i di idual people a e so ial a d 

ultu al p odu ts th ough a d th ough  , p.5) and it is this interplay which must be 

e plo ed. Liz “ta le s use of the o d p odu t  is so ethi g hi h ust e e plo ed as 
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it has connotations which are probably not in keeping with the arguments that Liz 

Stanley puts forward more generally.  

If we are to keep a meaningful idea of the o d i di idual  the  a e ust e take  

with the word product. Although individuals are very much of their social and cultural 

o te t the  a e ot i e ita le p odu ts  of this setti g i  the a  that  is i elu ta l  

the product of 2 multiplied by 2. This is no small point as related issues in the work of 

so e Ma ists ha e esulted i  hat appea  to e a gu e ts that i di iduals  a e 

products of society in ways very similar to that of the example given above from 

elementary arithmetic. This type of conception of the individual reached something of 

an apotheosis in the work of Louis Althusser (see for example 1965, pp. 89-116) and was 

integral to his thinking. It was exactly this idea of the individual as a mathematical type 

p odu t  o  e to  of a  e o o i  ase  hi h as su je ted to fie e iti ue  E.P. 

Thompson (1978). In Marx the relationship between individuals and society, we might 

almost say between structure and agency is far more complex.  

 I  A Co t i utio  to the C iti ue of Politi al E o o  Ma  , pp. 20-21) outlined 

his view of an important aspect of the relationship between individuals and society.   

The e a e t o easo s fo  hoosi g this o k. Fi stl , it is a e t al o k of Ma s 

oeuvre, and he himself referred to Capital  as ei g the o ti uatio  of the o k he had 

sta ted i  this ea lie  olu e. It is also o e of the pla es i  hi h Ma  talks a out a 

legal a d politi al supe st u tu e  o i g i to e iste e o  the fou datio  of the 

economic structure of society (Marx, 1859/1970, p.20). This is sometimes rendered in a 

ude a d totall  u a epta le a  as the e o o i  ase dete i es the 

supe st u tu e of a so iet . This latte  fo ula takes us lose to the idea of people li i g 

out li es as e to s  of the economic base. A closer reading of the particular passage in 

hi h the talk of e o o i  st u tu es  a d politi al supe st u tu e  appea s e eals a 

far more subtle picture. 

 

Thefts of Wood from the Rhenish Forests  

I  his i t odu tio  to A Co t i utio  to the C iti ue of Politi al E o o  Ma  e plai s 

iefl  ho  this o k a d thi ki g de eloped afte  . As edito  of the ‘hei is he 

)eitu g  Ma  e plai ed that he fou d hi self i  the e a assi g positio  of ha i g to 
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discuss what is known as mate ial i te ests  / , p.19). This particularly arose in 

the reporting of debates in the Rhenish Landtag over thefts of wood from Rhenish 

forests. Marx found the debates disturbing not only for their injustice but because the 

collection of fallen wood had been an ancient right (Adams, 1965, pp.62-66; McLellan, 

1970, pp. . It as i  pa t th ough the o side atio  of the ate ial i te ests  ehi d 

the e  la s that Ma  ega  a iti al e ie  of Hegel s philosoph  o  uestio s of la  

and jurisprudence.   This might seem a little overly recherché but it is important to the 

argument here on two counts.  

Firstly what was happening to the Rhenish poor who depended on the fallen wood for 

winter heating was very much linked to processes involved in what was to become 

Ma s u de sta di g of alie atio . A  a ie t ight to the o o s  as ei g take  

away or alienated, but there was a further aspect to this alienation in that the creation 

of new law appeared to be something other than the actions of a group of men but 

appeared as a reified unveiling of something that was eternally ordained. It was this type 

of p o le  hi h led Ma  to fi st o side  the elated p o le s of alie atio  a d 

fetishis .  

Secondly the Rhenish timber theft laws led Marx to a iti al e-examination of the 

Hegelia  philosoph  of la  , p.20). Marx in his youth and in his early period as the 

editor of the Rheinische Zeitung had been associated with the left Hegelians (McLellan, 

1969).  In philosophical terms the young Hegelians were idealists believing that the 

de elop e t of ideas ithi  i il so iet  as the o i g fo e of histo . Whe  

considering the timber theft laws and other questions Marx came to an understanding 

that the material influence   of activities in the areas analysed in political economy which 

were determining of social and cultural processes. Following Althusser (1965, pp. 51-85) 

it as at so eti es fashio a le to talk a out a  episte ologi al eak ithi  Ma s 

work which separated the young Marx from the mature Marx. Key to this supposed 

eak as Ma s pu gi g his o k of the estiges of Hegelia  philosoph . This is 

important because in the Marx of Althusser there is little or no room for the 

de elop e t of a ou ded idea of the i di idual  i stead lasses a d i di iduals 

e o e the p odu t  i  the se se al ead  dis ussed of a  e o o i  ase .  Althusse  

put the date of this episte ologi al eak  at  he  Ma  a d E gels ote The 

Ge a  ideolog  a d Ma  his Theses o  Fue a h .   
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That Ma s thi ki g de eloped a d to so e e te t ha ged du i g his adult life is 

beyond dispute. If proof was needed of this it should suffice to point out that the first 

olu e of Capital  e t th ough i u e a le d afts a d that the se o d a d thi d 

volumes despite years of work were in various stages of incompletion at the time of 

Ma s death. This is ot hat Althusse  ould have us believe. According to Althusser it 

is not until after 1845 that young Karl became the mature Marx, at this point the 

development of his thought was practically complete and therefore ceased. It is as 

though after 1845 all Marx has to do is fill out the implications of his discoveries. The 

real Marx did not and could not have ever believed in any such closure.  

Writing in 1859 Marx (1859/1970, p.20)  looked back on the period following his 

editorship of the Rheinische Zeitung, his exile to Paris and his deportation from there 

du i g hi h ti e he o ti ued his iti al e- examination of Hegelian philosophy of 

la . He des i ed the esults of this stud  i  the follo i g te s; the e te ded passage 

in which these are found must be quoted in its entirety: 

My enquiry led me to the conclusion that neither legal relations nor 

political forms could be comprehended whether by themselves or on 

the basis of a so called general development of the human mind, but 

that on the contrary they originate in the material conditions of life, the 

totality of which Hegel, following the example of English and French 

thi ke s of the eightee th e tu , e a es ithi  the te  i il 

so iet ; that the a ato  of this i il so iet , ho e e , has to e sought 

in political economy. (Marx, 1859, p.20) 

This formulation contains some important but often overlooked aspects. Firstly Marx is 

pointing not only to the depth of his break with Hegel but also to its limits. Put simply, 

whereas Hegel put the totality of the material conditio s of life u de  the te  i il 

so iet  fo  Ma  the a ato  of this i il so iet  as to e u de stood th ough the 

study of political economy. Marx here seems to be expressing not only the materialist 

fissure which separates his thinking from that of Hegel but also the continuity between 

the . It ould also appea  that fo  Ma  legal elatio s a d politi al fo s o igi ate  i  

the material conditions of life. That he talks here of origins implies that there is also an 

important role for development from those origins. Marx continues: 
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The general conclusion at which I arrived and which, once reached, 

became the guiding principle of my studies can be summarised as follows. 

In the social production of their existence, men inevitably enter into 

definite relations, which are independent of their will, namely relations 

of production appropriate to a given stage in the development of their 

material forces of production. The totality of these relations of 

production constitutes the economic structure of society, the real 

foundation on which arises a legal and political superstructure and to 

which corresponds definite forms of social consciousness. (1859/1970, 

p.20) 

This passage too can be given a narrow interpretation, that Marx is talking about how 

the economic base determines (as a product) the legal and political superstructure. This 

was precisely the interpretation which Stuart Hall imposed on Marx when he wanted to 

knock down a straw man. 

Classical marxism depended on an assumed correspondence between 

the e o o i  a d the politi al : o e ould ead off politi al attitudes 

and objective social interests and motivations from economic class 

position. (Hall,1989, p.121) 

In such a formulation it is not possible to see much, if any, space for the idea of agency, 

or the individual. But a closer look at what Marx is saying is revealing. Firstly, Marx is 

talki g a out guidi g p i iples  to e used i  ha o , a d o l  so, ith e pi i al 

i estigatio . “e o dl , he e Hall talks a out e o o i  lass positio  he i plies 

so ethi g fa  o e ittle a d a o  tha  hat is p ese t i  Ma s o k. “o ethi g 

of the o ple it  of Ma s o eptio  a  e see  i  the idea that the e o o i  

st u tu e is i  tu  o stituted  of the totalit  of elatio s of p odu tio  o  the so ial 

p odu tio  of e iste e . Late  i  the passage uoted a o e Ma  talks a out ho  the 

ode of p odu tio  of ate ial life o ditio s so ial, politi al a d i telle tual life  the 

hoi e of the o d o ditio s  is itself sig ifi a t had he wanted to he could have used 

p odu es . What e e ges f o  this is that fo  Ma  elatio s of p odu tio  

e o pass so ethi g fa  ide  tha  a o  e o o i  lass positio  a d ould 

appear to take in social life in its totality.  
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It is now time to o side  ho  the i di idual  fits i to this pi tu e of the so ial 

p odu tio  of life .  We ha e al ead  looked at ho  i di iduals  o e i to e iste e 

socially through language, culture, socially organised activity, etc. indeed the whole 

socially constructive world within which an individual exists goes into their creation as 

a social being.  But within each of these spheres people confront the social world 

individually and often reflect on it likewise. Although each person who confronts their 

social world is also its creation this does not remove the individual dimension of their 

experience.  

I   so e fiftee  ea s efo e iti g A Co t i utio  to the C iti ue of Politi al 

E o o  Ma  togethe  ith E gels had p odu ed a ook fo  pu li atio  e titled The 

Ge a  Ideolog . “ig ifi a t se tio s of the ook e ai ed u pu lished u til ell i to 

the twentieth century. More than forty years after the failure to publish the original 

edition Engels wrote about how he and Marx had been forced to abandon the 

manuscript: 

We a a do ed the a us ipt to the g a i g iti is  of the i e all the o e 

willingly as we had achieved our main purpose – self clarification. (Engels, 

1888/1974, p.335)  

Whe  E gels sa s that the ai  pu pose of the te t e a e self la ifi atio  a d that 

looki g a k o  it sho ed ho  i o plete ou  k o ledge of e o o i  histo  as  

p.  he is at o e t uthful a d also a little too odest. The Ge a  ideolog  is full 

of spe ta ula  i sights a d to the outside  the autho s  p o ess of self la ifi atio  is 

itself fascinating. What is particularly pertinent to the discussion here is that Marx and 

Engels approach the relationship of philosophy to reality (p.41) or what they call the 

Fi st P e ises of Mate ialist Method  -1974, p.42) from the viewpoint of the 

i di idual .  

The premises from which we begin are not arbitrary ones, not dogmas, 

but real premises from which abstraction can only be made in the 

imagination. They are the real individuals, their activity, and the material 

conditions under which they live, both those which they find already 

existing and those produced by their own activity. (Marx and Engels, 

1846/1974, p.42) 
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There are a myriad of problems left to be explored before a rounded understanding of 

the i di idual  a  e fo ed ut this Fi st P e ise  is a solid asis f o  hi h a 

materialist philosophy might initially proceed.  What is essential to this analysis is that 

this premise offers a dialectical solution to the problem posed in Life Story work as the 

structure/agency problem.  

We ha e the i di idual, al eit a so iall  fo ed i di idual fi di g  al ead  e isti g 

material conditions. These material conditions should not be understood as only really 

material things but also social relations, culture, history, science etc. indeed everything 

which the individual encounters as objectively existing reality, that is everything that 

has an objective existence vis a vis the individual.  

We could take innumerable examples to illustrate this point but here we will take only 

two. The individual in our modern society will encounter the concept of economic 

alue . E e  ti e a pu hase is ade, e e  ti e a pe so  o side s hat the  thi k 

ould e a fai  le el of e u e atio  fo  thei  la ou s, e e  ti e the  e oil in horror 

at the price of a small flat in London they are encountering and working with notions 

of value. They encounter value as something existing objectively in the world yet as 

Marx was fond of saying we could scour the globe with a net of finest mesh and we 

should e e  o e a oss a s i tilla  of alue  et it e ists o je ti el .  

A se o d e a ple to illust ate the o je ti e, ate ial e iste e of the i ate ial  

might be gender-relations.  Any person participating in our society (or indeed any 

other) will find that relationship of gender exist objectively. Types of work, working 

relations and payment are all likely to be affected by issues of gender but outside of 

the workplace childcare, care in general, sexual mores and censure; along with 

innu e a le othe  so ial phe o e a ill also e ge de ed . E e  i di idual o a , 

and indeed man, will encounter these relations of gender as endlessly complex but very 

definitely objectively existing. Gender is essentially about relations between groups of 

people. These relations might have material consequences but their primary objective 

existence is social and non-material. 

Withi  this Fi st P e ise  it ill also e oted that a o g those ate ial o ditio s 

hi h i di iduals  e ou te  a e those p odu ed  thei  o  a ti it . Agai  it is 

e essa  to u de sta d thei  o  a ti it  as ei g a e  ide atego ; it ight e 

the activity of an individual, a group, a class, a nation or indeed the whole of 
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hu a ki d. Agai  e ould o side  ge de  i  terms of what it might mean as a 

ate ial o ditio  eated  a ti it . I  o te po a  B itai  o e  e ou te  

gender very much as a creation of their own activity and that of others.  

A o a  o ki g as a u se ill e ou te  ge de  as so ethi g eated by others 

and indeed to some extent by her own activity.  It is worth considering what some of 

these ate ial o ditio s  ight e. Fi st of all thei  ill e the ultu e of ei g a u se 

as created historically. These cultures our nurse will encounter as being objectively 

given. It matters not that these cultures might be extremely complex, and contain 

elements in contradiction with each other. For example in Britain today there is still the 

idea of the u se as a  a gel  i  o fli t ith the ie , created largely as a result of 

media campaigns, of the nurse as someone who now considers herself above dealing 

ith ed pa s Deli gpole, , o  as so eo e ho as a esult of fe i is  has 

become too self important to care for patients (Phillips, 2011). The latter views appears 

to be tied in with a visceral misogyny which extends well beyond nursing but which of 

course has a bearing on the cultural world in which a nurse lives. Each individual woman 

working as a nurse will have to negotiate her own course around these types of vision 

as ell as those f o  he  o  u si g o u it  of p a ti e  La e a d We ge , 1991; 

Wenger, . The idea of o u it  of p a ti e  e o es ide a gi g as people 

here interact with multiple communities of practice each intersecting and being 

interwoven with many others. The smallest community of practice is the single 

individual when they interact with themselves. This might sound strange but it is 

actually simple in principle. For example when making individual decisions about many 

things we are influenced and learn from past social experience, or we apply and adapt 

lessons from one area of life to another. The nurse already discussed will learn about 

which particular contexts in which it is possible or expedient to challenge, or not, 

gender stereotypes. The course our nurse steers will in part constitute her identity as a 

woman and a nurse. In turn her identity as a woman and a nurse will determine, in part, 

how she manages and interacts with different cultural and historically formed visions 

of what a nurse is. The picture becomes very complicated but it allows for a dialectical 

solution to the problem posed as the opposition of structure and agency. What actually 

emerges is that the counter posing of structure and agency is in fact a 

misrepresentation of things as they are in the world.   
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It ight e a gued that the fo us o  the i di idual  i  The Ge a  Ideolog  as 

something that Marx moved away from in what are sometimes called his mature 

writings. There is plent  of e ide e to sho  that although i  iti gs su h as Capital  

the focus is on wider social and historic questions there remains a concern with 

i di iduals. The Eightee th B u ai e of Louis Bo apa te  /  o tai s a 

famous formulation of the interplay of structure and agency: 

Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they please; 

they do not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves, but 

under circumstances directly encountered, given and transmitted by the 

past. (p.398) 

O e a  of eadi g the Eightee th B u ai e  is as a  e a i atio  of the ole of the 

i di idual i  so ial e e ts. Just ho  i po ta t this is i  Ma s esti atio  e e ges i  

his introduction to the book. Marx points out with his customary modesty how apart 

from his own there were only two other writings on the subject of the rise to power of 

Louis Bonaparte worth attention; one by Victor Hugo and the other by Joseph 

Proudhon. Marx criticises both books. In the case of Victor Hugo Marx claims that by 

concentrating on the role of Bonaparte and not paying attention to the historic 

i u sta es su ou di g his ise to po e  he akes hi  appea  as g eat i stead of 

little  p. . P oudho  e  i te esti gl  is iti ised fo  ot e og isi g the age ti  ole 

of Bonaparte:  

P oudho  fo  his pa t seeks to ep ese t the oup d tat as the esult of 

antecedent historical development. Unnoticeably, however, his historical 

o st u tio  of the oup d tat e o es a histo i al apologia for its hero. 

Thus he falls into the error of our so-called objective historians. I, on the 

contrary, demonstrate how the class struggle in France created 

circumstances and relationships that made it possible for a grotesque 

edio it  to pla  a he o s pa t. p.  

Ma  a d E gels i  The Ge a  Ideolog  elate eal i di iduals, thei  a ti it  a d the 

ate ial o ditio s u de  hi h the  li e  to the idea of a ode of p odu tio . “o e 

time will be spent considering this as need to look at the ways in which some authors 

disconnect lives examined in Life History, auto/biographical, or narrative work from the 

real conditions of the society in which those lives are lived.  
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Here for the sake of space we must assume that the proposition that we, and those 

whose lives will be the subject of this study, live in a capitalist society. From the point 

of view of the individual entering out into the world she will find there that objectively 

capitalism has ordered things in a particular way. As Marx and Engels put it: 

The way in which men produce their means of subsistence depends first 

of all on the nature of the actual means of subsistence they find in 

existence and have to reproduce. (Marx and Engels, 1846-1974, p. 42) 

Fo  Ma  a d E gels hat is ei g p oposed he e is a fu the  o ki g out of the First 

P e ise of Mate ialist Method  that the a  i  hi h eal ate ial life is p odu ed 

dete i es the atu e of so iet . This the  e o es the ode of p odu tio  hi h 

is not the empty dogmatic phrase which it sometimes appears to be. The mode of 

production is the way in which societies reproduce themselves.  

The mode of production must not be considered simply as the reproduction 

of the physical existence of the individuals. Rather it is a definite form of 

the activity of these individuals, a definite form of expressing their life, a 

definite mode of life on their part. (emphasis as in original, Marx and 

Engels, 1846/1974, p. 42) 

 

In the terminology of some modern sociologists what Marx is saying here is that not 

only are the lives of individuals inscribed within the mode of production but the 

activity of those individuals is also constitutive of the mode of production. Later in his 

work Marx developed a rather more poetic and evocative metaphor for what is 

described here: 

In all forms of society there is one specific kind of production which 

predominates over the rest, whose relations thus assign rank and 

influence over the others. It is a general illumination which bathes all the 

other colours and modifies their particularity. It is particular ether which 

determines the specific gravity of every being which has materialised 

within it. (Marx, 1858, pp. 106-107) 
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Life Story work always starts from the stories of the individuals and for this reason it 

and other kindred forms of research are sometimes criticised for not being sufficiently 

rigorous in their sample size or selection methods. A common element to this criticism 

is that i  Life “to  o k e a  e e  e su e of ho  ep ese tati e  the sto ies a e, 

allied to this is the idea that research must be based on large samples. Viewed from 

what might be described as a Marxist tradition this particular criticism is hard to 

understand. Firstly looking back over the argument made above each individual life 

story is itself above all an expression of a social and cultural history, both that history 

a d the pa ti ula  li es studied a  e ie ed i  the ge e al illu i atio  of the o e all 

society. Of course it is necessary to understand individual lives in wider theoretical 

terms, often in terms unfamiliar to those whose stories are examined, but the 

examination of these lives offers empirical material on which to base consideration and 

investigation into the nature of the society which is constituted by the activities of these 

lives and of which they are expressions.  

 

The Abstract and the Concrete 

Th oughout Ma s iti g efe e e is ade to a st a tio , a d the a st a t, o  to 

the o ete  o  eal ate ial o ditio s .  The elatio ships et ee  the a st a t a d 

the concrete are from being straightforward, their investigation and a sound 

u de sta di g of the diale ti al elatio ship et ee  the  is at the e t e of Ma s 

materialist approach to the study of history, political economy, and wider questions of 

philosophy. Yet it is central in a way that often escapes many Marxists and certainly 

those ho ould oppose this a  of t i g to u de sta d ealit . ‘a el  does Ma  

explicitly deal with the abstract and the concrete, and as far as I know they are never 

neatly defined. In general, as we will see, Ma s ethod o ks agai st a  su h 

fi ished o  o plete defi itio s. Yet the hole of Ma s is ased o  the elatio ship 

between the abstract and the concrete. A useful way to look at the dialectics of the 

concrete and the abstract is through the study of the consequences of a one sided and 

a st a t p ese tatio  of lass .  

Ma  sig ifi a t aspe ts of Ma s o k a e e e  e p essl  defi ed i  te s that ill 

satisf  positi ist  ite ia. I  additio  to the o ete a d a st a t e e  ei g 

ade uatel  defi ed  e ight also ite lass  a d hat is toda  alled the philosoph  
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of i te al elatio s  Oll a , 1970, pp. 27-42; Sayers 2012) as being prominent 

e a ples of Ma s failu e to deli it ideas ith Co tea  rigidity. The example of class 

has a particularly interesting if convoluted history which cannot be fully explored here 

though it is worth making space to highlight some of the peculiar consequences of 

searching for definitions. The failure to understand hat lass  ea s fo  Ma  a  

produce some extraordinarily strange results and is also illustrative of the 

consequences of substituting abstraction for the concrete. There is in fact an extremely 

strong tradition of Ma ists , post Ma ists  a d a ti-Ma ists  e ti el  issi g the 

poi t of Ma s p ese tatio  of lass p e isel  e ause the  get i to a uddle o e  the 

a st a t a d the o ete . It is saluta  to go a k to a ti e efo e post -Ma is  to 

get a glimpse of one of its precursors.  It would be possible to go back even further than 

the example selected here but Dahrendorf is offered because of the strange 

resemblance between what he argues and elements present in postmodern and post-

Marxist writers who may know nothing of his work.  

Ralf Dahrendorf was an important figure in European, especially British and German, 

sociology for much of the second half of the twentieth century, he was the only person 

to have been a parliamentarian in the Bundestag and at Westminster and by any 

measure was a  i po ta t i flue e i  post a  “o ial De o at  politi al theo . 

Pe haps the ost i po ta t of Dah e do f s pu li atio s as Class a d Class Co fli t 

i  a  I dust ial “o iet  . Dah e do f poi ts out that Ma  e e  p odu ed a 

s ste ati  e positio  of the theo  of lass  p.  e ause he epeatedl  postpo ed 

doi g so as he sought to efi e his e pi i al  a al sis.  Dah e do f d a s the eade s 

atte tio  to a  u fi ished hapte  i  the thi d olu e of Capital  Ma , 1894/1991, 

Part. vii., Chapter 52). He then completes this chapter himself using quotes, often 

f ag e ts, f o  othe  pie es of Ma s iti g. The fi al s ste ati  p ese tatio  of 

Ma s theo  of lass is app o i atel  half Dah e do f a d half Ma : 

Classes are based on the differences in legitimate power associated with 

certain positions, i.e. on the structure of social roles with respect to their 

authority expectations ... An individual becomes a member of a class by 

playing a social role relevant from the point of view of authority ... He 

belongs to a class because he occupies a position in a social organisation; 

i.e. class membership is derived from the incumbency of a social role. (p. 

149) 
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E.P. Thompson drew attention to the inadequacies of this definition by pointing out 

that it said nothing about how i di iduals get i to a pa ti ula  so ial ole  o  ho  the 

so ial o ga isatio  a e i to e iste e  Tho pso , 1963, p.10).  In fact what 

Dah e do f has do e he e is to a st a t the idea of lass  f o  a  so t of o te t in 

hi h it a tuall  happe s  i  the eal o ld. This o e sided a d i po e ished 

abstraction is then substituted in place of a concrete presentation of class.  

I  his The Maki g of the E glish Wo ki g Class  Tho pso   sets out to p o ide a 

concrete a al sis of the Maki g  as a stud  i  a  a ti e p o ess  o i g as u h to 

age  as to o ditio i g  p.  a d he p ese ts the a o e uotatio  f o  Dah e do f 

as not being historical. We can go further in our criticism of this abstraction. Class can 

only exist as a historical and cultural phenomenon its existence cannot be separated 

from the processes by which it comes into existence and continues to exist. To return 

to Dah e do f: We ight ask ho  did these diffe e es i  legiti ate po e  o e i to 

existence? By what processes is this legitimation and, very importantly, de-legitimation 

of power continued? How is authority and therefore subordination brought about? 

How are these social roles brought into existence? Why do these social roles assume 

spe ifi  fo s? What does it ea  to elo g to a lass ?  

Atte pts to u de sta d a d p ese t lass  i  a fo al a d a st a t a  e tai l  did t 

end with Dahrendorf. A survey of some leading names in sociology who believe 

themselves to have moved on from class shows that in many ways the problems of 

Dah e do f s p ese tatio  of lass a e p ese t i  o te po a  o k. 

Ul i h Be k talks a out ho  i di idualizatio  has replaced class as defining social 

elatio s ithi  ‘isk “o iet  Beck, 1992, and Beck, . Be k s a al sis is aki  to 

that of Anthony Giddens (1991, 1998, 2000, and 2010) in that it sees what he calls 

i di idualizatio  ei g i posed o  i di iduals  ode  i stitutio s  , p. 95). 

Fo  Be k i di iduatio  is so ethi g hi h Ma  as a a e of ut hi h he eje ted 

i  fa ou  of lass : 

The individuation of social inequality may be regarded as the exact mirror 

image of the Marxian position. Processes of individuation as I have 

described them, can only become entrenched when material 

immiseration, as the condition for the formation of classes predicted by 

Marx have been overcome. (1992, pp. 95-96) 
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Basically Beck is arguing is that the processes by which class is created have changed 

and therefore it no longer makes sense to talk about class. Leaving aside what might 

be seen as the dubious empirical grounds on which Beck rejects class it is an extremely 

strange argument to say that if some aspects of the process by which something is 

created have changed therefore that thing no longer exists. Indeed if something is 

i posed o  i di iduals  ode  i stitutio s  ould it ot e the ase that o o  

patterns in the imposition and consequences of these  circumstances would themselves 

o stitute so ethi g hi h ould p ope l  e alled lass . ost i po ta tl  it ould 

seem that we have seen enough from Marx in the above passages to know that he 

ie ed the p o esses that Be k alls i di iduatio  as eing very much part and parcel 

of the experience of class.  Zygmunt Bauman (1991, 2000, and 2007) appears to share 

much of the analysis of Giddens and Beck but, in my reading at least, his indignation at 

what might be called injustice puts him apart. Bauman when discussing the threat to 

humanity posed by unrestrained consumerism talks about the indignities suffered by 

those people who are collectively and contemptuously referred to as the u de lass  

(Bauman, 2007, pp. 122-123). Reading such passages it is not easy to understand why, 

or even if, Bauman rejects notions of class.     

The basic point of these arguments about the abstract and the concrete as it relates to 

an understanding of class is that in the examples provided above from the field of  

sociology the fundamental approach to investigations of class start from what could be 

alled a ade i  a st a tio s a d the  p o eed th ough stages to e e  thi e  

abstractions. This is precisely the analytical procedure which Marx constantly argued 

against pe haps ost o isel  i  the G u d isse  -1858, p.100). Marx points out 

how political economists typically took the starting point of their analysis to be 

populatio . Fo  Ma  this as a p ofou d e o  as it as e essa  to look at hat 

ade a populatio  if a  u de sta di g as to e a hie ed. Ma  the efo e 

advocated an approach which would proceed from an investigation of the elements 

hi h ade up a populatio  a d ho  these ele e ts i te a ted i  o de  to see ho  

the populatio  had a eal concrete existence. This is exactly the path advocated by 

Vygotsky in psychology when he called for the investigation of units or elements of 

ps hologi al s ie e to e pa t of a p o ess of as e di g to the o ete . It is also 

the way to understand the concept of class. Class is not a category which pre-exists and 

to which people are designated. Class exists as relations between real people and the 

circumstances of their lives.  
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The dialectical relationship between the abstract and the concrete is very much present 

in life story work. The lives of humans are above all concrete phenomena and to echo 

the point made by Liz Stanley if abstractions do not have an existence at the level of 

particular lives then they do not exist at all. Conversely how abstractions for example 

lass  e ist i  pa ti ula  a d a tual li es, a d ho  this is efle ted i  the a ati es of 

those lives, provides a vital and concrete starting point for investigation.   

That life stories reflect the dialectics of the abstract and the concrete is also brought 

out in ways of which those telling their life stories might be completely unaware. Later 

o  i  this thesis the e is a dis ussio  a out pla e  i  life sto ies. I  the last de ades the 

economy of Thanet has experienced a decline relative to that of other areas of England 

and in particular to much of the South East. The people whose life stories are examined 

here would be very unlikely to attribute the relative poverty of Thanet to capital flows 

or to the idea of the extraction of surplus labour. In many of the stories here reference 

is made to the decline of the British seaside holiday and how that affected the economic 

health of Thanet. The construction of enormous tourist complexes in Marbella or The 

Algarve, the explosion in holiday air travel etc. the disappearance of Butlins or the 

present dilapidated condition of the Margate Winter Gardens, the absence of any 

significant commercial shipping from the port in Ramsgate, or the bankruptcy and 

closure of Thanet International Airport are very real consequences of the movements 

of international capital. The profits to be made from employing the people of Thanet 

are not in many cases sufficient to attract large investors. It could almost be said that 

in Thanet the economic tide ebbed in the sixties and seventies and has yet to flow. If 

alue  e ists fo  Ma  as a  a st a t fo  al eit o e ith e  o ete o se ue es  

it has certainly had an impact on the lives of those whose stories are told here even if 

they themselves do not see the problems of Thanet or indirectly therefore their own 

lives in such terms.  

 

Alienation 

The last Marxist category to be discussed here in terms of its bearing on life story work 

is alienation. It has been pointed out that the widespread use in English of the term 

alie atio  is la gel  att i uta le to the iti gs of Ma , e e  if the te  is used most 

ofte  i  a se se e  si ila  to that of e ui , this pa ti ula  ea i g ei g elated 
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though different to that intended by Marx. In the translation of two German words 

e täusse  a d e tf e de  hi h ha e diffe e t though elated  ea i gs the 

o d alie atio  has ee  ost ofte  ee  used as the losest E glish e ui ale t 

though at times the word estrangement might also be encountered (Williams, 1983 pp. 

33-36; Sayers, 2011, p.ı . He e alie atio  a d est a ge e t ill e used 

interchangeably. For Marx alienation has a particular meaning and an importance 

which is all too often overlooked. The most explicit references to alienation appear in 

ea lie  o ks of Ma  a d i  pa ti ula  i  the E o o i  a d Philosophi  Ma us ipts 

of  i  his later works the term appears rarely if at all in his work intended for 

pu li atio  though it is used to a o side a le deg ee i  the G u d isse  “a e s, 2011 

p. ı .  

The full i po ta e of the o ept of alie atio  is not easily or immediately 

understood upon reading those passages in which it is explicitly mentioned. The 

passage i  hi h Ma  talks ost e pli itl  a out alie atio  o u s i  his E o o i  

a d Philosophi  a us ipts of  i  a hapte  e titled Est a ged La ou  Ma , 

1844a, pp. 69- . The ook itself as ot pu lished i  Ma s lifeti e. E e  a o g 

many who justifiably consider themselves to be Marxist it is not always understood that 

in these passages Marx is presenting an idea which is underlies all of his subsequent 

writings.  I  the Ma us ipts  Ma  takes a  idea hi h as p ese t i  the o k of 

Hegel in an idealist guise and re-presents it in materialist form (Sayers, 2011, p.5). 

Sayers points out the extent of the continuity as well as the rupture existing between 

Marx a d Hegel s o ept of alie atio . Fo  Ma  the hu a  o ditio  u de  

apitalis  is o e ha a te ised  alie atio  ut as “a e s poi ts out The histo i al 

theo  of the self is o e of Hegel s g eat a hie e e ts  , p.10). For Istvan 

Meszaros (2005, p.18) it is with the development of the concept of estranged or 

alie ated la ou  i  a ate ialist fo  that Ma  s ste ati all  e plo es fo  the fi st 

time the far reaching implications of his synthesizing idea – the alie atio  of la ou  – 

in every sphere of hu a  a ti it . I  the ke  te ts  Mesza os hi self , Oll a  

, a d “a e s  it is e a tl  these fa  ea hi g i pli atio s of alie atio  

which are examined. In this project in the context of life story work with a small group 

of lite a  tea he s the i pli atio s of the theo  of alie atio  as the histo i al theo  

of the self  ill e e a i ed.  
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I  E o o i  a d Philosophi  Ma us ipts of  Ma  p ese ts hat ight e alled 

four facets of the alienated condition of humans living within capitalism. The first form 

of alie atio  as that of the alie atio  of the o ke  f o  the p odu t of la ou  the 

worker is related to the product of his labour as to an alien object . He e e eed to 

make careful note of what Marx is arguing be ause he  he talks a out the p odu t 

of his la ou  Ma  is ot si pl  talki g a out o je ts hi h a e eated f o  ate ials 

in the process of production. For Marx such objects are the realisation of the labour 

process. It is in this process that the worker comes into being and exists socially: work 

creates the worker. The life of the worker, as a worker becomes real, takes on form in 

exactly those processes of work. This itself constitutes a second facet of alienation as  

estrangement is manifested not only in the result but in the act of 

production – within the producing activity itself. How would the worker 

come to face the product of his activity as a stranger, were it not that in 

the very act of production he was estranging himself from himself? 

(Marx, 1844a/1998, pp. 73-74) 

Something of the extent of alienation or estrangement of labour under capitalism 

should now be emerging. That part of humanity which is in a vast majority under 

capitalism, the labouring classes, is estranged not only from what it produces but also 

from the process of its production.  

These two facets of alienation; from product and from the process of production will 

be used in the later chapter on managerialism in the lives of the literacy teachers 

examined in this project. In the hapte  o  Est a ged La ou  Ma , 1844a/1998) 

Marx mentions two more facets of alienation which are inextricably linked to the two 

al ead  e tio ed; Ma s alie atio  f o  hat Ma  alls spe ies ei g , a d the 

alienation of man from man. Although in this project the focus will fall most heavily on 

the fi st t o fo s of alie atio  a  eade  of the Ma us ipts  ho is ot hell e t 

on creating rigid taxonomies will see that all four facets of alienation fold into each 

other through very profound internal relations.  

For Marx alienation from the product of labour and from the process of its production 

leads o  to the alie atio  of a  f o  his spe ies ei g . This latte  te  eeds 

explaining. Marx argues that humanity itself, all that we hold to be truly human, as 

opposed to animal, in humankind has developed on the basis of the productive work to 
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transform the things found in the natural world so that life itself may be sustained. 

Elsewhere Marx refers to this as:  

...the universal condition for the metabolic interaction between man and 

nature, the everlasting nature imposed condition of human existence, and 

it is independent of every form of that existence, or rather it is common 

to all forms of society in which humans live. (Marx, 1887/1890, p.290) 

This evolving relationship to nature is what has brought and constitutes what we might 

call human development. It is this uniquely human relationship to the natural world that 

has made us, and continues to make us, human. This relationship to the natural world, 

the way in which humankind interacts with the natural world has evolved in history and 

has passed through various forms. The particular features and overall type of this 

p odu ti e elatio ship ith the atu al o ld o stitute hat Ma  alls the the ode 

of productio . As has al ead  ee  a gued fo  Ma  the ode of p odu tio  shapes the 

hole e se le of so ial elatio s i  hi h i di idual hu a s li e. The ode of 

p odu tio  the efo e o stitutes a defi ite fo  of the a ti it  of these i di iduals, a 

definite form of expressing their life, a definite mode of life on their part. (Emphasis as in 

original, Marx and Engels, 1845-1846, p. 42).  

I  the Ma us ipts  Ma  a gues that p odu tio , u de stood i  the idest possi le 

sense, is the expression of human life itself, therefore it also lies at the heart of what it 

ea s to e hu a . It is this hi h Ma  efe s to as hu a ki d s spe ies ei g  a d 

alienation from this constitutes the third facet of alienation: 

In estranging from man (1) nature and (2) himself, his own active 

functions, his life activity, estranged labour estranges the species from 

man. It turns for him the life of the species into a means of individual life. 

First it estranges the life of the species and individual life, and secondly it 

makes individual life in its abstract form the purpose of the life of the 

species, likewise in its abstract and estranged form. (Marx, 1844a/1998, 

p.76) 

A little later in the same chapter Marx almost in the form of an aphorism describes an 

effect of this form of alienation which will resonate with everyone who must sell their 

la ou  po e  to se u e a li i g  Life itself appea s o l  as a ea s to life . Ce tai l  fo  
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all the adult literacy teachers interviewed as part of this project it is evident that their 

wo k hilst it fo ed a d shaped thei  hole e iste e also appea ed o l  as a ea s 

to life . Fo  these tea he s as fo  so a  othe s life itself  appea ed to e p i ipall  a  

activity which took place in their free time. Paradoxically the teachers in this project all 

spoke of a  e o ous o it e t to thei  stude ts. That it has o e a out that  life 

itself , la ou , o  spe ies ei g  appea  to ost hu a s o l  as a ea s to life  a d 

ot as life  itself ight ell e see  as so ethi g e  st a ge. It is in the very nature of 

the thing being discussed that it should simultaneously appear to be both normal and 

alien. 

I  the a gu e t hi h Ma  de elops alie atio  of a  f o  spe ies ei g  e ge de s 

the fou th fa et of alie atio  the est a ge e t of a  f o  a  p. . We ha e 

already argued that for Marx all human relations, even those which on the surface, 

appear to be most personal or private are in reality profoundly social. Putting this 

argument another way we might say that all human social life exists as a relationship to 

othe  hu a s. If a  is alie ated f o  his spe ies ei g , the p odu tio  p o esses, a d 

the product of his labour then it can only be the case that man is also alienated from 

other men. 

If a man is confronted by himself, he is confronted by the other man. 

What applies to a a s elatio  to his o k, to the p odu t of his la ou  

a d to hi self, also holds of a a s elatio  to the othe , a d to the 

othe  a s la ou  a d o je t of la ou  Ma , 1844a, p.78). 

Crucial to this a gu e t is the idea of alie atio  f o  spe ies ei g . If this fo  of 

alienation exists then it is logical by extension that man being estranged from that which 

essential to his own existence as a human being must be estranged from his fellow 

humans. Each of these fellow humans is, of course, similarly estranged from their 

spe ies ei g . I  the hapte s hi h follo  this, espe iall  those o  Class a d Ide tit  

a d Ma age ialis  the heels of alie atio  ill e hi i g a a  i  the a kg ou d. 

Alienation is indeed a strange thing so omnipresent as to rarely be apparent, it appears 

in the life stories here in much the same way that it is present in a Brecht play. Alienation 

is most apparent when there is the promise that though humane agency  it might be 

overcome.  
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Paul Beer 

 

Paul recently retired from his post as an FE lecturer and although he misses contact with 

students and colleagues he is happy.  He is now able to spend time doing things which 

were not possible whilst he was working. When he talks about being retired he points 

out that it was not until he retired that he fully realised how much of his time and 

e e g  as spe t o ki g. No  he e jo s alki g a d ga de i g. Paul s ife continues 

to o k fo  a s all lo al o pa . Paul s hild e  o k as s hool tea he s i  Tha et.  I 

spoke to Paul occasionally whilst he was working and meeting him now, after his 

retirement, I am impressed at how much younger he appears. In his voice there is a 

brightness which I do not remember.   It was the final decade of his career when Paul 

fou d hi self tea hi g lite a  i  a “kills fo  Life fo  ut as he poi ted out i  ou  

interviews this was only the new name for it.  Looking back Paul thinks that he taught 

lite a  i  o e fo  o  a othe  fo  al ost t o de ades efo e it e a e k o  as 

“kills fo  Life .(C+I) 

 

As the i te ie s p og essed I e a e a a e that Paul as e  u h a  o se e  a d 

as he observed he made mental notes. Much of what he noted would have been 

considered unimportant by most people but in our interviews Paul enjoyed piecing 

together his thoughts and as an interviewer I had a very strong impression that although 

he was happy to talk he was very much in control of what he was and was not saying . 

(C+I) 

 

When Paul had first been approached he said that he would be interviewed in 

Canterbury one afternoon when he would have to go shopping. He explained that he 

would find out when the shopping trip was planned and he would tell me so that I could 

arrange a place for us to meet. A few days later he got back to me, we arranged to meet 

in the student refectory. It was the week before the end of term, with Christmas coming 

it seemed as though all classes had been cancelled. I set up the tape recorder as Paul 

looked out of the window. In the few minutes it took to get ready darkness fell. Paul was 

very cheery and appeared to be relishing the opportunity to tell me his story. 

 

Paul gave great importance to the type of details which other people I have interviewed 

do not mention. When discussing the problems of the ill fitting windows in the college 
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he had taught in Paul told me how it was possible to pass a piece of paper between the 

window pane and the frame. Although this must have happened some 25 years before I 

knew that this detail had been remembered and was a fact which had been stored so as 

to be produced in discussions such as this. (P) When talking about changes in the 

curriculum Paul was determined to establish whether something happened in 1981 or 

, o  to gi e the e a t ea  he  O le els e a e GC“Es. Paul as also e  

concerned that I did not form, as he saw it, an incorrect understanding of what he said.  

When discussing the broad question of whether it was better to work in FE in the 1980s 

or today he was very clear about it being better before but insistent that I should listen 

as he explained that it was not possible to give a simple one dimensional answer. In our 

discussion this was a theme he returned to several times.    

 

As I o ked th ough the t a s ipts of Paul s i te ie s I e a e a a e of ho  

painstaking he could be when trying to ensure that my impressions of what he was 

trying to say were as close as he could make them to his intentions.  Another key, 

elated the e, hi h e e ged as Paul s i siste e that o e ti e as eeded  fo  

things to be learnt or understood.  At several points in our interviews Paul drew 

attention to insufficient time being available for discussion, for the teaching of courses, 

or the drawing of conclusions.  When listening to Paul I was aware of my own 

impatience at certain points. Paul would explain things in what sometimes felt like 

excessive detail. Reading back over the transcripts I began to question why I felt that this 

detail was excessive. Where Paul gave detailed explanations it could be justified. An 

e a ple ould e Paul s e pla atio  of the e a i g of a depa t e t so eti e i  the 

eighties f o  ei g the Ge e al Edu atio  Depa t e t  to ei g the A ade i  “tudies 

Depa t e t . Although Paul did ot ake the poi t e pli itl  I feel that this detail  as 

i  fa t e  i po ta t.  The Ge e al Edu atio  Depa t e t  taught a a ge of a ts, 

science, and social science courses as part of what was considered to be necessary for a 

rounded general education. With the renaming there was a strong implication that these 

ge e al  su je ts e e o  ei g ie ed as spe ialist a ade i  su je ts.  

 

Paul drew attention to how over the years, the curriculum of the college had become 

u h o e o e t ated i  o atio al su je ts ith ge e al  a d a ade i  su je ts 

e o i g a gi al. He also poi ted out ho  the e pa sio  of the “kills fo  Life  age da 

signalled that literacy and numeracy were seen increasingly as necessary support for 
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o atio al p epa atio  athe  tha  as e t  poi ts to the A ts  o  “ ie es . It ould ot 

be an exaggeration to say that today in the college Paul worked in any teaching which is 

not demonstrabl  o atio al  is see  as ei g i dulge t.(C+I) 

 

Paul in response to my prompts in his interview responded differently to the questions 

about his personal life story and professional life story. Paul began with the story of his 

professional life and then went back to so to speak about the time before that.  He 

especially remembered his own difficulties in school and later in university and it was 

easy to see how these might well have shaped his attitudes towards his own students.  

 

Paul came into teaching th ough hat he o  o side s to e a it of a fluke . He had 

graduated from University in London in the mid 1960s. His degree was in Engineering 

and had things gone differently he would have continued to study for an MSc. in the 

same subject.  At the time of his graduation Paul had a girlfriend who was completing a 

PGCE and together they planned to emigrate to New Zealand a country for which Paul 

had al a s held a fas i atio .  Paul took up hat he alls his histo i  su e  jo  

working on the cross Channel hovercraft.   He applied for a PGCE at the Institute of 

Education in London so as to be close to his girlfriend but never received a reply.  

Canterbury Christ Church offered him a place for the following year as his application 

was late and so Paul decided to stay on in Thanet working on the hovercraft and living at 

home. At this time wages for most workers involved in Channel crossings were 

considered to be good and certainly compared well with similar work based on land. As 

Paul points out the downside was the pattern of shift working.  Many saw the shift work 

as disruptive of personal life as it was not unusual to spend days or even weeks away 

from home. For a young man trying to save money for a life abroad the higher wages 

were attractive.  (P) 

 

In the autu  afte  o pleti g his deg ee t o u ial thi gs happe ed i  Paul s life. The 

relationship between Paul and his girlfriend came to an end. From his description it 

appears to have petered out rather than to have come to a clear finish and although it 

must have been a serious thing at the time Paul now talks about its ending without great 

feeling, it is now important only in the explanation of how he entered the world of FE.  
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Shortly after the prospect of a move to New Zealand disappeared Paul noticed an advert 

in the local newspaper for someone to fill a temporary post as a science teacher at his 

local FE College. He applied and heard nothing during the weeks leading up to Christmas. 

I ediatel  afte  Ne  Yea s Da  Paul e ei ed a lette  aski g hi  to attend an 

interview on the first Thursday of the year.    He did so and was asked to begin work on 

the following Monday which was the first day of term. As Paul told his story he pointed 

out that when comparing FE as it was before and now this is a feature that has never 

changed: the managers are aware of something that needs to be done, in this case to 

find a replacement teacher to cover maternity leave, nothing is done for months, and 

then at the 11th, 12th, or 13th hour, there is a frantic rush. (M) 

 

Paul explained how the ferry company were as helpful as they could be allowing him to 

swap shifts, take leave, work weekends etc.  so as to provide them with something like 

his expected period of notice. He began work on the Monday after his interview and 

taught at the same college with one three year break (while he taught at a similar 

college) for the rest of his working life.  Remembering the chaos of the first months and 

the College s i a ilit  to p epa e fo  the ate it  lea e despite ha i g se e al o ths  

notice Paul pointed out that  

 

So I duly had my welcome letter from the principal and from the county 

authorities.  I got my contract for essentially a probation and it was 

follo ed up a ea  late  ith the full o t a t o  pe a e t let s sa . “o 

that is where, how I started at the college  ....  in terms of planning, 

anticipating, and getting things in place so that not everything is a last 

i ute ush to i te ie  a d appoi t people ot a lot has ha ged.  

 

In other ways according to Paul much has changed. Paul received a letter from the 

college and the local authority offering him a post which he says, had an air of prestige 

and permanence. Paul contrasts this to his latter days in FE when people, including him 

were regularly asked to re-apply for thei  posts. As Paul poi ted out his sil e  ook  

contract had disappeared by the mid nineties.(M) 

 

Although in his interviews Paul never talked in such terms the end of his dream of 

moving to New Zealand with his girlfriend and the start of his work at the local FE 
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College meant that Paul was never to leave Thanet again for any period longer than a 

holiday.  His walking and interest in local affairs meant that he developed an 

extraordinarily acute appreciation of its geography, buildings and street names.  

 

Paul describes his early years as a lecturer in very positive, though realistic, terms.  He 

taught on a range of courses most of which took him away from the area of expertise in 

his first degree, but he enjoyed this and more than once in our interviews pointed out 

that i  those da s the e as ti e  to p epa e a d de elop ou ses. Fo  Paul hat as 

especially important appears to have been the contact time which lecturers had with 

stude ts. Paul spe ifi all  e tio s ho  o  A  le el ou ses tuto s had seven and a half 

hours a week  of contact time plus more time set aside for library study periods whilst 

O  le el stude ts had hou  a d a half hou s pe  eek pe  su je t. Paul feels that this is 

far better than the teaching time allowed for similar courses today. (M) 

 

Paul talks a out his fi st e pe ie e of tea hi g hat toda  ould e alled lite a   as 

happe i g he  ea l  i  his a ee   he alo g ith a tea  of a out si  o  se e  of us  

was asked to put together a programme of CPVE. Paul remembered the acronym of the 

course but it took a little while to remember the full title which was Certificate in Pre 

Vo atio al Edu atio .  As Paul puts it the ou se as desig ed fo  the a k a d s uad  

...the disenchanted. It was almost an attempt to create an alte ati e u i ulu .  F o  

a contemporary perspective it is interesting to note that the team of six or seven were 

given a week to design and put together a course. From what Paul said I understood that 

as it was a new venture for the college the six or seven were given a week without other 

teaching duties to prepare the course, furthermore they were given almost complete 

f eedo . The  had to eate a u i ulu  fo  the stude ts asi all  to do hate e  e 

ould to e gage the . A o di g to Paul this was in the early 1980s and represented 

the first attempt by the general education department to engage with disaffected young 

people ho e e ot at a le el f o  hi h the  ould stud  the O  le el u i ulu . 

Today teachers would be unlikely to be given this much time to prepare their own 

course. (M) 

 

Paul spent the best part of the next three decades working with students who had left 

secondary school without the qualifications deemed to be the minimum necessary to 

progress in education.  Paul felt that in the early years the students he worked with, 
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although they were at least nominally the same as those of later years were in fact more 

ope  to edu atio  although offi iall  lassed as disaffe ted  o  si ila .  As Paul puts it: 

 

E e  if the  e e those that had got g ades, O  le el g ades, the  ould 

be head and shoulders above the sort of typical entry on the new college 

programmes these days. Pro- ata ..... I ea  I  o i ed of that. (C+I) 

 

It is oto iousl  diffi ult, if ot i possi le a d poi tless to t  a d o pa e toda s 

students with those of past years but it is important to consider carefully the opinion of 

a tea he  ho dedi ated so a  ea s to the edu atio  of the dise ha ted .  Paul 

would occasionally despair of the young people he worked with but he never spoke of 

them disrespectfully. From the interviews it emerges that Paul believes that on the 

whole more of the young people he worked with in the latter days of his career were 

o e deepl  dise gaged  a d o e tho oughl  est a ged f o  the o ld of lea i g 

than had been the case in the early part of his career.   

 

Paul was made Course Leader for CPVE, because of the mixture of students in the class 

including some who were slightly older than him the average age of the class was a year 

or two less than his own age. Among the students of those early days Paul gave 

particular mention to students who he assumes now were in Britain as refugees he 

particularly mentioned Iraqi women, and Thai students who he believed were also 

refugees. In one particular case he mentions students from Thailand: 

 

I will say this out loud  we also had a fair number over the course of two 

or three years who were from  Thailand at the time that Thailand had its 

considerable convulsions...no one knows....I know I had one lad who was 

quite badly scarred , one can only imagine what might have gone on. 

 

Paul either knew or assumed that this young man was a victim of torture. What 

remained with me was the deep loathing which Paul felt towards any idea of torture. His 

compassion for the young Thai  was mixed with incomprehension Paul could not 

conceive of being cruel to anyone. It was also apparent that he was shocked that a 

probable victim of torture could be present in his class in Thanet. Paul also pointed out 

that the well recognised contemporary problem of hostilit  to a ds fo eig e s  i  
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Tha et as less oti ea le a k the . Whilst Paul as e  o s iousl  dete i ed ot 

to e a ist, a d as a ge ed  fo eig e s  ei g t eated as he elie ed u fai l  he like 

others interviewed for this project objected to Tha et ei g t eated as a du pi g 

g ou d .  (C+I) 

 

In the College at this time lessons were at fixed times and a bell sounded the end of each 

lesson, there was also a lunch hour and the last bell of the day sounded some time after 

fou  a d a ked ho e ti e .  I a  ot a a e of a  o te po a  FE ollege usi g the 

bell system to organise the day. Paul also drew attention to some extraordinarily large 

lasses i  the eighties.  He pa ti ula l  e e e s o e pa ti ula  A  le el la  lass ith 

over fifty students.  As Paul talked about the early eighties and the beginnings, for him, 

of what he saw as literacy teaching it is evident that although he thought that the 

contemporary situation was poorer in most regards his memories of the early eighties 

are certainly not of a magical lost time.  Indeed when talking about the life of a teacher 

in Colleges prior to incorporation, before the 1st April 1993,  Paul points out that in some 

regards incorporation improved things considerably. When comparing modern college 

buildings to those he worked in prior to incorporation he said the following: 

 

Forget the buildings the only room with double glazing in it was the old 

operating theatre. ...one of the double glazed units was half full of water, 

the walls beneath the windows were absolutely saturated, shelves had 

been put up with ordinary steel screws , these screws were totally 

corroded inside three years , very often we had water coming in through 

the roof  ... you could pass a sheet of paper between the glass of the 

window and its frame , the temperature would vary from being 

unbearable and not being able to cool it sufficiently in the summer to 

ei g u ea a le e ause i  i te  ou ould t get a te pe atu e 

much above zero.(M) 

 

As Paul spoke about the these conditions I had a feeling that the point about steel 

screws rusting out within three years was a fact he had stored for  about twenty years . 

Paul liked facts. I know he has an interest in map reading and now as I read the 

transcripts of his interviews I feel that these fa ts  fu tio  as a la d a k does fo  a  
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o ie tee .  Whate e  ight happe  o e s p ese t positio  a  e al ulated th ough the 

triangulation of facts.  

 

In the less than perfect world of FE in the 1980s but he seemed to think that, for him at 

least, there had been more of a sense of purpose and a feeling of belonging to a college 

he says of the part of the college which dealt with academic subjects: 

 

there was a buzz, a very, very good rapport between the staff and the 

students and I think it was probably quite different to the rest of the 

college the fact that we were separated ... there was actually...there was 

actually quite a difference between the business and the general studies 

sections both between staff and outlooks and between the students but 

the feel as e , e  good, e  positi e. (C+I) 

 

Paul did not find it easy, perhaps not even possible, to give an explanation of why he felt 

there had been such a positive atmosphere in the eighties though it was clear that he 

felt that this was certainly not the case in later years.   

 

Whe  Paul talks a out the old st le of p e – i o po atio  a age e t of the FE 

college he worked in terms which defy easy categorisation. He very definitely does not 

see the past as a disappeared golden age, and he talks about certain aspects of the past 

i  te s hi h a e eall  dau ti g. Mo e tha  o e he talks a out Cou t  i  e  

critical ways. Whatever criticisms are levelled against post incorporation college 

management one never hears from Paul, or indeed anyone else, any hint of a lament for 

the passi g of Cou t  o t ol. Paul as a a e that he  he talked a out Cou t  a d 

the organisation of the college before incorporation that most of his colleagues found 

such talk recondite, quite possibly tedious. I too found myself challenging the same 

feeli gs as Paul spoke, I asked self ho  is this ele a t  a d the  a e a ealizatio . 

The historical depthlessness of contemporary thinking within Further Education is itself a 

product of the new order.  There is no past; each new initiative bleaches away without 

t a e that hi h it epla es a d the e a e fe  people ho hold the e o  of that  

hi h a e efo e this . (C+I, M) 

 

As an instance of the type of thinking of the old management of FE Paul recalls how staff 
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members at the college in the early nineteen eighties were not allowed beards. 

Academic staff were allowed moustaches but even this was not permitted in the 

catering section of the college. Paul told the story of a member of staff in the catering 

section who worked continuously with the public and who suffered hair loss through 

illness. The principal of the college insisted that this man wear a wig. As his hair grew 

ba k the p i ipal o ti ued to i sist that he o e a ig as du i g this a s e o e  

his own hair re-grew somewhat patchily. As Paul tells it:  

He had alopecia .... and obviously had lost all his hair, and he was 

effectively bullied into having to wear a wig.  Which probably...That was 

a k o k do  .... fo  so e od  ald headed it p o a l  as t a 

particular problem or issue for him at that early stage, when there was a 

total loss of hair, but when his hair started to grow back he actually said 

he did t want to wear the wig because obviously he was hoping that his 

hair would fully grow back, it never did unfortunately. (M, C+I) 

 

Paul remembers the principal as being aloof, perhaps even imperious. The staff had 

little to do with the principal who would come into classrooms when taking visitors 

around the college offer no greetings to students or the teacher and then would leave 

without an introduction, apology or explanation:  

 

If the principal walked in a room everybody stood up to attention in the 

classroo , the e as o  ou  lea e f o  hi  i  te s of oh, e use 

e  o  hate e , if he as sho i g guests a ou d he ould just alk i to 

a room with the guests, talk to the guests and so on and show no 

recognition of the teacher..... (M) 

 

Paul remembers that the principal had been a steward and he believes, but cannot be 

sure, that he had no background whatsoever in education. This is itself an indication of 

the nature of the regime as Paul was generally fastidious in finding out about the 

credentials of senior managers. Even though Paul did not like the principal he recalls an 

incident when a member of the support staff was concerned about his wife who was 

suffering from a serious illness. This member of staff seems to have been permitted a 

great deal of time off work without loss of pay. When the man returned to work the 

p i ipal e ui ed afte  his ife s health. What is e a ka le a out this is that fo  Paul 
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this contrasts with what he believes would happen today. Paul tells the story in the 

following way: 

 

He was a steward that was his background, who rose to become principal 

of a college.  Now whether he was a steward on the boats like a certain 

Lo d P es ott o  a ste a d i  so e othe  espe t I do t k o .  I ea  I 

always found him aloof; he rarely visited the site where I worked anyway.  

But one of our sort of construction technicians  would not  have a bad 

word said against him which would suggest another side  and the fact that 

he  this te h i ia s ife as e  ill the p i ipal said ell  h  a e 

you he e, go o  ho e  a d he  he a e a k he did e ui e a d so o  

so there is a different sort of cultural, social, time element to it but there 

again you see, the principal is the figurehead, and that authority figure, 

a d that ould t e u usual, e e  though that was the seventies  into 

the eighties, that ould t e u usual  fo  that so t of autho it  figu e. 

That sort of deference in society was still around.  (M) 

 

Paul s ge e all  positi e e o ies of tea hi g lite a  efo e the i o po atio  of the 

ollege a e e tai l  te pe ed  his e alli g that ou t  as s a el  a  i spi i g 

employer and his attitude toward the pre-incorporation management of the college 

might be described as disdainful.  

 

Paul could scarcely be drawn into talking about the college management after 

incorporation. I assumed that he found it difficult. He was prepared to discuss teaching 

and changes in what he saw as the type of work done by teachers. Away from the tape 

e o de  he said to e thi gs su h as You k o  hat it is like  o  I  eti ed o  so it 

does t atte . Ne e theless he ould f o  ti e to ti e pass o e ts o  thi gs at 

the college which signalled a mixture of despair and loathing but above all an 

encompassing disappointment. Towards the end of the last interview Paul responded to 

a question of mine about contemporary managers and expressed an opinion that they 

managed as though they were not part of the college. The college was the thing they 

managed without caring about what it did. As an example of such an attitude Paul told 

the following story which clearly delighted him as it encapsulates an outlook which he 

found mystifying.  
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In the early days of OFSTED inspection, in preparation for their first inspection  the 

college managers prepared a Self Assessment Report (SAR). The managers understood 

that OFSTED took a dim view of colleges rating themselves too highly as this would 

indicate that they set themselves standards which were too low. An order was given out 

that each section of the college was to grade itself o highe  tha   o  a s ale of o e to 

se e , ost depa t e t e e gi e  lea  o de s to g ade the sel es as  a d to gi e a 

pla  of ho  the  ould  pull thei  so ks up .  It dul  passed that al ost all the se tio  

managers graded their sectio  o  depa t e t of the ollege as a . O e hel i gl  the 

ollege offi iall  g aded itself as edio e. Paul laughed as he e ou ted e e o e s 

su p ise he  the  dis o e ed that the a age s had a a ded the sel es  a  fo  

Ma age e t a d Leade ship . As Paul said to e get ou  head ou d that . 

 

At a point quite late into our conversations Paul started to talk about the historic 

dimension of his link to Thanet, going back to a point before where he had initially 

started his story in his graduation year.  

 

Paul was born in London but his father worked in the British colonial administration in 

Guyana. He thinks that he first went to Guyana when he was two when his mother 

joined his father. He stayed in Guyana until he was ten and remembers his final summer 

holiday visit to London in 1963. He saw his trips to Britain as visits to a foreign country 

hi h as e e theless his pa e ts  ho e. Paul s g a d othe  li ed i  Tha et ut Paul 

knows little about her. Her father had been wealthy and owned several garages. Paul 

elie es that he as ui ed  p o le s ith ta  ith the esult that Paul s 

grandmother was left nothing in his will. Through some strange process which Paul 

k o s othi g a out a ouple  left Paul s g a d othe  a ottage i  ‘a sgate. Paul 

believes that this happened in the early 1950s. Paul also knows that his grandmother 

worked through the war years in the NAAFI at RAF Sandwich a radar station long since 

disappea ed ut hi h as u ial du i g the a  ea s fo  its pa t i  G ou d Co t ol 

I te ept . 

 

Paul s fathe  de ided to lea e Gu a a a fe  ea s efo e i depe de e so eti e 

around 1960.  Paul was ten. He remembers that his dad wrote several hundred of letters 

of application for posts in Britain.  Every night he drove to the main airport to post his 
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letters and to receive the latest newspapers which he would then look through and 

egi  agai  the le of lette  iti g. I fou d this s all f ag e t of Paul s sto  to e 

very evocative.  I imagined the junior colonial official driving his Morris Minor each night 

to the airport in the tropical sunset feeling increasingly desperate about his return to the 

country whose interests he was serving so far from home: 

 

... he was working for the British government and then subsequently 

contracted through an agency with the Guyana government, people 

e plo ed at the ti e he as e e o  a ea s oti e, a d i  that ea  he 

wrote hundreds of letters, he had a car, so he was able to get the daily 

pape , he ould go out to the ai po t to get that da s paper, see the 

adverts, he would then write, he wrote hundreds of letters in that year, 

and had absolutely nothing.  He came home about three months before 

the end of the notice period so he took his leave until the end of his 

notice. (C+I) 

 

Paul was sent back to England slightly ahead of his parents.  He started to attend a 

boarding school in Westgate-on -Sea.  This was to be a fairly miserable experience.  

Catherine whose story is also told here attended another, more up market, boarding 

school in the same small town.  According to Paul there were at that time several of 

these boarding schools in the area. It appears that his school Canterbury House was run 

by retired army officers who Paul thinks were probably not trained teachers: 

 

... the actual buildings they were never owned by the family who ran the 

school, they actually owned the house just off the seafront.  But, so by 

chance I ended up there  and I know my parents looked at other  boarding 

schools and in fact this may be interesting in the way that it was run or 

ot is the fa t that I as t  e e , ould t ha e ee  o side ed fo  

othe  oa di g s hools e ause I ould t ead.(C+I) 

 

Paul does not understand why he had the problem with reading but it seems to have 

been traumatic. From about the age of se e  Paul s pa e ts had ee  a a e of his 

problems as he had not learnt to read in the colonial schools. Paul revealed that when 

his parents tried to place him in a prestigious public school in England he was asked to 
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read at the initial interview. When he failed the headmaster was dismissive and this 

spu ed Paul s fathe  to t  to tea h hi  to ead.  

 

I e t to o e lose to Ca te u  I do t e e e  e a tl  hat it as 

called then but that was one of them. I remember being interviewed and 

then them a ti g e to ead so ethi g a d I ould t, I thi k that 

maybe the one where the head was so – oh ou a  o e a k agai  

he  ou a  ead  that so t of thi g. A d the eafte   fathe  t ied to 

tea h e to ead i  the f o t oo  at  g a d othe s ottage  with me 

in tears and apparently my mother and my  grandmother in tears  in the 

back room because I was in tears in the front room. 

 

Paul believes that he has never been able to read as well as most people though he does 

talk a out ei g a le to st uggle th ough  thi gs toda . He e e  eads fo  pleasu e. He 

revealed that he read his first book when he was either eleven or twelve years old. The 

ook as “he   ‘ide  Hagga d, he ead it e ause it as o  the shelf  at his 

g a d othe s house a d he as drawn to it because it reminded him of the jungles and 

mountains of his childhood in Guyana. Paul feels that his problems with reading can be 

of some use to him when he works with students who experience some broadly similar 

problems.  

 

I could always use the lack of reading with students who are very poor 

readers and so on and even today, I mean I tend to read every word, if I 

ead a thi g, I ead e e  o d, if I  u de  p essu e If I  t i g to 

prepare something for class then yes I can skip, filter out what is the most 

i po ta t, ut I do t ead fo  e jo e t ge e all  ... to a tuall  ead 

books is very rare, there needs to be some reason for doing it because I 

do t te d to ead fo  e jo e t i  that a e  ut I e ee  a le the  

to use that I suppose when I have worked with students. 

 

It is not possible in this excerpt from a transcription to capture the emotional intensity 

of Paul s e a ks a out his st uggle ith eadi g ut it is lea l  so ethi g hi h he still 

views as a major shortcoming and in particular his dislike of the attitude displayed by the 
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head aste  ith his oh ou a  o e a k agai  he  ou a  ead  as full of a sad 

redolence.  

 

Paul progressed through secondary school without too many problems as he excelled in 

maths, technical drawing and more practical scientific type subjects. He recalled his 

schooldays without enthusiasm and at times appeared to find discussing this as tedious; 

the only sparkle which entered his account was connected with cricket which he played 

well.  

 

As we approached the final part of our last interview I tried to draw Paul out n the 

subject of the changes he had witnessed in his work. I asked if he thought the college 

had been a more or less liberal place when he started compared to when he retired 

from working.  

 

... the e s a es a d a o.  No  ou had the hai a  of the go e o s, so 

he was almost always there, there were six  people,  I think it was six, 

certainly and there were staff members whose opinion counted. The 

meetings were clerked by somebody from KCC (Kent County Council I.J.) 

and the principal was there.  You could discuss virtually anything but 

remember of course the college was run by county ... sort of more 

democratic in a sense...If you had issues you could discuss them there and 

if the governors saw fit that there was a genuine issue, they wanted it 

resolved and they directed the principal. (M) 

 

Agai st the idea of a o e de o ati  ollege Paul had al ead  offe ed the sto  of the 

staff member forced to wear a wig and the disregard shown by the principal when 

entering classrooms. One unexpected and counter intuitive opinion which Paul offered 

was that the college of the days before incorporation was a place where relations 

between staff and students were closer and easier than is the case today.  

 

it as uite li e al i  te s of the elatio ship et ee  the staff a d 

students because the staff room was next to the refectory which was 

the common room for the students.  If we were walking through the 

students could always collar us  
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It is worth noting that in many FE Colleges today there is no staff room as such, but Paul 

points out that in the past the staff room would be full before classes started, at 

lunchtime and for a short period after classes finished in the afternoon.  

 

In our final interview Paul Beer set me the task of trying to understand how the 

management of the college in which he worked could have awarded themselves a 

G ade  fo  Ma age e t a d Leade ship  hilst i sisti g that the ollege hi h the  

managed could ot e g aded highe  tha  a . Like the sto  a out the ig, a d the 

story about the screws rusting after 3 years Paul had clearly saved this story and relished 

setting me the problem of trying to understand how this could happen. It was his final 

comment on the college leaders and when he told me about this episode he asked me to 

figu e it out . The halle ge has ee  f uitful a d offe ed a a  i to thi ki g a out 

a age ialis . Paul s is at the hea t of the hapte  o   The a age e t of illusio s .  

 

In trying to sum up Paul Beers comments story there is a real risk of imposing 

judge e ts o  e e ts a d de elop e ts hi h a e ot Paul s. He as elu ta t at ost 

points to say anything which could be seen as definitive, his declared reluctance to say 

whether the college was more or less liberal today than before is a good example.  I am 

prepared to hazard one opinion in summation. I think Paul felt that over his working life 

the sense that in some ways the college belonged to its staff and students was reduced 

and in its stead there was a strengthening of the feeling that the college staff worked for 

the a age e t. I   i d this o t i uted to hat I felt to e Paul s feeli g of 

disappointment over how things had worked out in FE.  
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Susan Moore 

 

Initially Susan appears to be a person who could be quite tough if she thought it 

necessary. As our discussions continued and I felt that I was getting to know her better 

this toughness appeared to be a defence: necessary for a person who revealed herself to 

be gentle and idealistic working in an environment where those qualities might be 

exploited.  As I talked to her and later listened repeatedly to the recordings and read and 

re-read the transcripts of our interviews I felt that Susan had made firm decisions about 

what she would say, and the areas she was, and was not, prepared to talk about. My 

feeling is that she kept to this. I wanted to know more about some parts of her life but I 

did not try to frame questions which would lead into these areas, if I sensed that Susan 

did not want these to form part of the discussion. When I had got to know Susan better I 

ventured a question about her being slightly reticent and whether she had held herself 

back at the start of our discussions. She was aware of this and explained that my 

impression that she held back was perhaps accurate. 

 

I thi k I do.  Yeah, I thi k I do.  I thi k I  a it of a f ee spi it a d, it 

depe ds ho I  ith eall , I ki d of like to o se e the situatio  efore 

I let myself go, if that makes any sense.  If I feel comfortable with people 

the  eah, I a  e, if ot I  uite uiet.   

 

I had explained to Susan that the research project was concerned with the lives of 

literacy teachers living and working in Thanet. She intended quite reasonably to treat 

this as a type of brief and what she said largely kept to this.  

 

Susan is in her forties.  I have seen Susan in her place of work and the impression there 

is of someone far more circumspect than is the case when I have met her for these 

interviews. She has a striking appearance and the clothes she wears to work and her 

overall presentation are probably more restrained than they would be if she had a free 

choice. As she said above she gives the impression that when necessary or advisable she 

is adept at muting herself in order that she should not stand out in a way that would 

attract attention.   
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Susan appears to keep her home and work life separate. Although in the interview it was 

necessary for Susan to traverse this division I feel that the text we produced would in 

he  opi io  e o e hel i gl  ooted i  the te ito  of o k .  

 

Susan comes from Sandwich a small town with a history stretching back at least to 

Roman times. It was still in the twentieth century a busy though small port and even 

today there is trade conducted through the harbour.  Sandwich appears genteel to the 

isito , it is ho e to o e of B itai s ost e lusi e golf ou ses ut as i  al ost all of 

the towns along this coast there are huge and widening social divisions.  A modern 

visitor might never guess but at the time Susan was growing up in Sandwich many 

o ki g people depe ded o  the oal i dust  fo  e plo e t.  Toda  the a ea s 

largest former employer the Pfizer chemical works has all but shut down and the future 

appears uncertain for many. Sandwich is on the very edge of Thanet and less than two 

miles outside of the town the now ruined Richborough Fort formed part of the Roman 

Saxon Shore defences.   

 

Susan did not go into detail when discussing her early life, and the picture formed is very 

i o plete. He  othe  died he  “usa  as ou g. “usa s fathe  as a se io  a  

officer who moved around a great deal.  

 

... my father was an officer in the army and I spent most of my childhood 

with  g a dpa e ts e ause I did t like t a elli g a ou d so  

grandparents were the stable influence in my life and my granddad was 

a builder and my Nan was the stay at home sort of housewife. 

 

Gi e  the se io it  of he  fathe s a k it is a little u usual that Susan describes her 

g a dpa e ts as ei g odest people, a d I as st u k  the o d a , it is ot a 

word usually associated with the way senior army officers address family members.  

Susan lived with her granddad and nan whilst her brother attended boarding school. 

Susan did not want to move away from her home and she also believes that her father 

did not see education as important for young women 

 

...  dad s opi io  as that ou k o  gi ls did t pa ti ula l  eed a  

education that if you were going to work it was for pin money so that was 
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kind of the influence on my life really.  That you would get married and 

have children, your husband would look after you and all that sort of stuff. 

(C&I) 

 

“usa  su ed up he  elatio  ith he  fathe  i  the follo i g a  M  fathe  a d I 

do t get o , e do t see ea h othe .   “usa  see ed to ie  it as i possi le to e e  

maintain a viable, let alone rewarding, relationship with her father.  

 

F o  “usa s comments it would appear that she has chosen to live a life which does 

ot a o d ith he  fathe s idea of hat a o a s life should e. E e isi g hat she 

sees as her own choices she has become anathema to him. In the transcript there are 

indications of problems from an early age but it seems that the rupture with her father 

ea hed a  i edee a le i te sit  at a ou d the ti e she left s hool. As “usa  puts it  I 

grew up and I met other friends and saw a different way of life, moved out of home and 

you k o , joi ed CND .  “usa s fathe  i pla a l  eje ted he  life a d hat she 

believed in. Susan enjoyed her time in CND and attended festivals and other events 

hi h a o di g to he   dad eall  disapp o ed of, eall , eall  disapp o ed of .   

 

For a senior British army officer having a daughter who was active in CND during the 

cold war would in all likelihood have appeared tantamount to her having decided to 

betray her country. It must be remembered that at this time it was believed within the 

senior a ks of a ed fo es that CND as a “o iet F o t , a d B itish Milita  

I tellige e offi iall  f a ed it as a  e e  o ga isatio .  Gi e  the se io it  of 

“usa s fathe s a k it is e  likel  that he ould ha e ee  e pe ted to e plai  his 

daughter s pa ti ipatio  i  CND as he as of suffi ie t se io it  to ha e ee  outi el  

a ti el  etted  the se et se i es. C&I  

 

Susan was not a successful school student she left school after completing year 11, 

without having achieved any really successful results. It was not that Susan particularly 

disliked school; it seems to have simply been the case that school passed her by, she 

si pl  left at . “usa  did ot sa  a thi g o e a out he  fa il s attitude to he  

failing to get much out of school.  He  fathe s outlook has al ead  ee  oted a d it 

would seem consistent for him to have not seen any problem with her lack of academic 

achievement at school.  What is unusual for someone who appears to have been 
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somewhat disengaged is that Susan says that she enjoyed school and had really nice 

teachers.  It is hard to believe that anyone in a conversation with Susan would not be 

impressed by her intelligence.  

 

 Afte  s hool “usa  o ked i  fa to ies like ost people did he e I a e f o  P, 

C&I).Susan began what might have been a promising career in the clothing and textile 

industry.  At first she made clothes for Marks and Spencer but it would appear that she 

became skilled at working with textiles as she later worked in a specialist company 

aki g sa ples fo  Li e t s a d pla es like that .  This a ea of o k is i  ge e al 

notoriously low paid given the high levels of training and skill required at all levels. In 

a  a s the top e d  he e “usa  as o ki g is elati el  ost poo l  paid of all as 

it requires high levels of skill which are not paid much, if at all, above the industry 

average.  Susan must have shown considerable ability to have been working in such a 

spe ialised a ea at su h ou g age. Maki g sa ples fo  Li e t s ould i di ate that she 

ight ha e su eeded at the top e d  of te tiles a d o k as a sea st ess. C&I) 

 

At this ti e, a d “usa  a t e e e  e a tl  ho  o  h  it happe ed, she sta ted to 

o k i  old peoples  ho es a d she lo ed it . This see s to ha e ee  so ethi g of a 

turning point in her life and from the text of our interviews it would certainly be 

easo a le to postulate that f o  this stage o a d the sto  of “usa s o ki g life 

takes o  a e og isa le di e tio .  Befo e o ki g i  the old peoples  ho es “usa s 

description of her life gives the impression of her being employed in jobs, with success 

but without the type of conviction she now feels.   

 

From the moment in her life story where she describes starting to work in a role in 

which caring and helping othe s is ke  “usa s sto  takes o  the shape of a issio . 

The word mission has been chosen with care.  Away from its Victorian religious 

o e to es o  the a su d ode  idea of the issio  state e t  the o d has the 

potential to denote a decision made about what someone wants to do with their 

professional life when that life becomes imbued with a deeper moral dimension and 

pu pose. I  “usa s life this issio  as ased o  the e a d she got f o  helpi g 

others and is also closely tied to her return to education and a belief in education and 

lea i g. The e as o t a e i  “usa s sto  of this i  a a  taki g o  the eligious 

dimension which it has for Hannah but it nevertheless has what might reasonably be 
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alled a  ethi al  o  e e  a spi itual  uality. To a certain degree this is present in all the 

life stories examined in this project with Susan, and Catherine this reaches great 

intensity whilst being completely secular.  (C&I) 

 

As a esult of o ki g i  the old peoples  ho es “usa  de ided that she would like to 

become a nurse. This required a return to education. Susan set about this with great 

determination entering FE in preparation to take GCSEs and then to continue all the way 

through to degree level. Susan began Higher Education (HE) on a nursing course at 

university this happened under the auspices of Project 2000 in the early days of this 

policy.  

 

I did a sho t ou se at ollege a tuall  e ause I did t ha e the O le els 

that you needed for the course so I did a short course and then I sat a one 

off exam which I passed and then I got my place at university to do the 

u si g ualifi atio  ut the e as al ost a ea s gap i  et ee  e 

starting, getting my place and starting and then I started to worry that I 

ould t  e a le to ope,  so I then did an A level at night school in 

E glish a d the  I as t goi g to take the e a , I took the e a  a d got 

the exam. (C&I) 

 

As Susan spoke about re-starting and developing her educational career I felt 

that her story picked up a new slightly faster tempo. With the achievement of 

u si g ualifi atio s “usa s life had got o i g at this poi t a d he  oi e 

echoed this as she recounted it.   

 

In an interview of this type it is far from uncommon to find that people who have 

participated in government projects offer an assessment which diverges 

startlingly from the official assessment of that policy. Project 2000 is sometimes 

criticised for supposedly treating nursing as a degree based occupation and there 

is the implied criticism that nurses are not taught true vocational values. Project 

2000 which is today perhaps regarded as something undesirable at a 

governmental level actually offered an opportunity to thousands of people 

especially women. It created a pathway and therefore an opportunity for some 

people to change their lives in a direction which they liked. Project 2000 is usually 
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criticised for not combining theory and practice in a suitable way, it is sometimes 

said to e too HE  a d i suffi ie tl  p a ti al. Ofte  these iti is s o e f o  

the politi al ight a d tap i to e  i te esti g p ejudi es a out the ight t pe of 

ualifi atio s  fo  p ofessio al a d o atio al jo s. P oje t 0 did not suit 

everyone and many women who started on this pathway did not eventually 

qualify but it was far better than no path at all. In defence of project 2000 it 

should also be pointed that it offered a route through Higher Education for 

mainly working class female students into a profession which historically had 

ee  athe  o des e di gl  desig ated as o atio al . Ho e e  P oje t  

might be judged in official terms it is difficult to sit across a table from someone 

whose life was transformed by it and to assess it as anything other than a success. 

Susan felt that she had personally benefitted from Project 2000 and from HE 

study. This tension between what is viewed by the state as vocational and 

professional training and what is viewed by those undertaking these 

programmes as education and development is present in several of the life 

stories in this project.  (C&I) 

 

After she qualified Susan worked for 10 years or so in nursing, specialising in the 

area of mental health. During this time she also o ked fo  the Wo ke s 

Educational Association (WEA) teaching classes on family well being. This later 

came to be the entry point into her career as a teacher.  

 

The work with the WEA brought Susan into contact with adult learning and she 

decided that she would like to teach adults on a permanent basis. She joined a 

full time PGCE course and through a series of accidental events found herself 

being asked to teach literacy, something she welcomed. I realised that she had 

perhaps completed a sort of cycle. She had entered FE on pretty much the same 

type of course as she was now being asked to teach.  I asked her if she recognised 

herself as a young woman in the students she now teaches. 

 

A solutel  I do.  ...Well it s just g eat e ause a lot of the stude ts. I mean 

I e ee  tea hi g ‘ to L fo  t o ea s o  a d a lot of the stude ts a t 

to go o  to do A ess to Nu si g  , a d so ‘a hel a d I ho a e de elopi g  

R to L now are starting to include modules that are more for people that 
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want to progress on to access courses whichever  access course it might 

be, whether it is access to Humanities, or Teaching Training or Nursing, 

so it is quite nice to be able to be in a position to sort of help women like 

I as eall .  It s ai l  o e  like I as.  I ea  e do have men as 

well.   

 

Susan throughout her career has always received the support of her partner. This 

is so ethi g hi h she eall  app e iates as he has al a s ee  % 

suppo ti e  a d she e plai s that this has g eatl  st e gthe ed thei  pa t e ship 

as ea h has allo ed the othe  to do hat the  a t to do. I  this ega d “usa s 

story is in contrast to those of the four other women in this study. Susan has two 

sons. When both sons were in school Susan returned to University to study a part 

– time degree. After graduating she completed a teaching qualification and has 

since worked as a teacher of literacy to adults.  

 

Susan directly relates her experience of returning to education and the travails 

and rewards it brought to the experience of the women she teaches. Susan is 

especially aware of the way that support from a partner or family is crucially 

important as she sees that many students do not have this type of support. 

 

I thi k it is eall  i po ta t ou k o , i  the t o ea s that I e taught 

you see the relationships break up for women that are on the courses you 

k o  ai l  e ause thei  pa t e s do t like the idea of the  ei g 

educated and getting on you know.  I think it is a controlling thing for a 

lot of the ale i flue es, I ea  it as t, in my case at all, Mark has  

al a s ee  % suppo ti e, ou k o , ou do hat ou a t to do  

you know, which is part of the attraction really. (C&I) 

 

In several cases Susan has found herself dealing with women who are in fear of 

their husbands disapproving, or worse, of their participation in education.  

 

... with some of the women on the Return to Learning courses that is a 

ig issue.  You k o  I ea  I e had pho e alls f o  o e  ho ha e t 
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been able to come in because their partner has kicked off you  know and 

I have to e-mail stuff to them so that they can do it at home. 

 

Most of the interview with Susan was taken up with her direct description and 

analysis of her work as a literacy teacher. In our interviews it seemed fairly clear 

that Susan had not often if at all, talked about her work and her feelings towards 

it in such a long single stretches as occurred in the interviews. I felt that, quite 

naturally, Susan was pulling together opinions which had in some cases already 

been formed, observations which had previously been made, and in some cases 

she might have been repeating things that she had previously said elsewhere. 

Alongside this I also felt that Susan was involved in an active process of 

monitoring and evaluating the text which she was producing much of which she 

was saying for the first time. She was trying to see how it all fitted together and 

she was trying to make sense of what she was saying for herself as well as for 

me. In this way the story was being produced not just for my research purpose 

but very much for Susan herself to try and synthesise what she was saying and 

to also judge whether she felt that what was being said was congruent to her 

professional life as she saw it. 

 

“usa  o ga ises a ou se titled ‘etu  to Lea i g  R to L) and this is at the 

e t e of “usa s tea hi g life. “he des i es this ou se as p o idi g adult 

learners with a chance to study a programme of Literacy, Numeracy and 

Information Technology (IT). The students are almost always people who left 

secondary school pretty much at the first opportunity invariably with few or no 

qualifications and often with no intention of ever returning to education. As time 

goes by these people begin to feel that if they could actually get qualifications 

they might find it advantageous. Often the return to education is motivated by 

the hope that with qualifications they might be able to get a job which they like 

or pays more. More generally the return to learning is linked to the desire to feel 

better about themselves in some way. It is very common to find mothers 

entering the course and giving as a reason for studying that they want to be able 

to help thei  o  hild e  at s hool.  “usa s opi io s e p essed i  the 

interviews are consonant with those expressed in conversations with teachers 

on similar courses and from my own experience.   
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Although stude ts like those o  “usa s ‘ to L ou ses sa  it o l  a el  the  ofte  

have a strong belief in the idea that education and knowledge can make life more 

rewarding. The e p essio  k o ledge is po e  ight e so ethi g hi h 

academics who feel themselves to be lacking in power find hard to take seriously, 

but among those who see themselves as lacking in both knowledge and power 

there is a respect for what is perceived as the grace which comes with 

education.(C&I) 

 

When I asked Susan if she saw herself and her own life experience in the R to L 

g oups she si pl  eplied A solutel  I do .  O e all he  “usa  talks a out he  

R to L students there is a strong feeling that she sees them primarily as individuals 

fundamentally similar to her. This is not unusual among teachers and others who 

work directly with literacy students. Among people who have little or no contact 

ith adult lite a  a d u e a  stude ts a d i deed i  any official 

announcements it often appears that these learners are viewed as people of a 

slightly different species. 

 

I  p ese ti g “usa s p ofessio al sto  I ill take this ide tifi atio  ith he  

students as being a key to interpreting the greater part of the text as her notion 

of advocacy permeates her interviews. Having told her life story as a type of 

scene setting in which I felt that she did not wish to discuss her life outside of 

teaching Susan moved to presenting a carefully constructed discussion of her life 

in the FE college where she works. Susan discussed literacy teaching, and her 

professional life with some animation. It was evident that she had given 

considerable thought to the problems she discussed and I felt that she welcomed 

the opportunity to set down her views and feelings.  

 

Susan makes an important differentiation between her R to L and other courses 

she works on. The first difference is that the R to L is a discrete course in its own 

right which focuses on literacy and then mathematics and IT. Most, though not 

all, of the students intend to complete R to L as a means of progressing onto 

higher levels of study. In many though not all cases this is with a view to entering 

one or other type of Access course and then progressing on to university. It might 

be said that R to L students see the course not as an end in itself but as a 
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preliminary course to be completed as a precursor to some progression. There is 

a strong tendency for students on such courses to believe in education and 

lite a  as so ethi g ith e its e o d the st aightfo a dl  i st u e tal.  

 

Susan also works to develop the literacy levels of students on a range of 

o atio al ou ses. Fo  these latte  stude ts lite a  is o e ofte  tha  ot 

seen as something they must achieve otherwise they cannot complete their 

vocational course. Susan believes that this type of teaching is overwhelmingly 

tea hi g to the test   hi h she ea s that the stude ts ha e little i te est i  

the course for its own sake and see it solely as something they must complete. 

When she was asked to compare the two types of teaching Susan explained that 

there was more time on R to L and that it was not defined so strongly in terms of 

test p epa atio . I  o pa i g the ou ses she said; 

 

Well, for a start, you get longer and that makes a difference, it may only 

be a half a hour or an hour longer but that makes a difference, it gives 

ou the ti e to go o e  thi gs p ope l  ith the .  You do t feel like 

ou e just tea hi g, to sho e the  th ough the literacy test you know, 

because you do feel with the cross college teaching that it is like a sausage 

a hi e, ou e got to ou k o , tea h to this pa ti ula  s he e of o k 

and you know, shove them out at the end with their piece of paper.  (C&I, 

M) 

 

“usa  app e iates the ti e to go o e  thi gs p ope l  he  tea hi g he  ‘ to L 

stude ts. At se e al poi ts i  he  te ts she poi ts to the li itatio s of tea hi g to the 

test . What she efe s to as the sausage a hi e  t pe of lite a  tea hi g hi h she is 

asked to do is largely centred on preparing students to pass tests which are based 

around the completion of battery instruments on computers. These tests typically 

require the student to answer multiple choice questions, correct a spelling error or 

correctly punctuate a piece of text, the point being that the preponderance of items ion 

the test a  e a ked e ha i all   the o pute . Bei g o pute  ased these 

i st u e ts a  o l  test dis ete ite s of lite a  k o ledge e e tea hi g to test as 

fa  as I  o e ed, the test that e e usi g at the o e t, eall  all it tests is thei  

a ilit  to ead a d u de sta d . 
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Susan like the majority of literacy teachers finds herself preparing students for literacy 

tests in which students are not expected to produce any text of significant extent. 

Instead students are required to respond to short texts in ways prescribed by the 

computer. This might take the form of inserting missing punctuation, correcting 

spellings, or answering comprehension question about the text usually in multiple choice 

formats.  In contrast Susan talks about her R to L in which she is able to encourage 

stude ts to u de take eati e iti g  e e  e ou agi g so e auto iog aphi al 

writing. 

 

What I tend to do with them is to just say to them you can either just go 

for it or you can pick a particular moment in your life that you want to 

write about and some of the stuff that you read is really, you know these 

women have been through the mill, a lot of them ... 

 

For these students Susan believes that autobiographical writing or other forms of 

eati e iti g  ha e the e efit of deepe i g a d de elopi g the stude ts 

relationship with literacy something which she feels does not happen with what she 

efe s to as the sausage a hi e  t pe of app oa h. “usa  st esses ho  the stude ts 

ho ha e ee  th ough the ill  a  pote tiall  e efit f o  this f ee  t pe of lite a . 

 

The  do t ha e to do it as pa t of thei  eati e iti g ut so eti es it 

helps people to write about what they know about you know  so we tend 

to start with a little autobiographical piece that they can build on ... if they 

want to or they can pick something completely different.  It is up to them, 

there is no pressure.  I mean to some people it is quite cathartic, to others, 

the  just do t a t to tou h it ou k o .  That s fai  e ough, it is up to 

them. 

 

What Susan is expressing here is the view that she is involved in two distinctly different 

app oa hes to lite a  tea hi g; the sausage a hi e  app oa h to tea hi g to the test  

and an approach to literacy teaching which seeks to develop the relationship between 

the student and literacy as a way of saying something. At the time of the first interview 

“usa  had hopes that the i t odu tio  of Fu tio al “kills  ight lead to stude ts o  
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vocational courses being offered an approach to the teaching of literacy  which could go 

some way to increasing the student perception of it as being worthwhile.  The idea 

behind such an approach is to contextualise literacy tea hi g ithi  the stude ts  

particular vocational areas, for example a catering student would develop the literacy 

skills needed to produce a brochure for a company providing food for wedding 

e eptio s. The p o le  fo  the tea he  of su h a  e edded  literacy course is to 

engage the students in activities which have genuine vocational plausibility whilst 

covering the rather obtuse demands of the official literacy syllabus. To return to the case 

of the catering student making a brochure: in reality the caterer would approach an 

agency to design a brochure, the caterer would in reality need the literacy skills involved 

in describing what was needed to the agency and then those needed to check their 

work.  Students who are not convinced about the supposed ad a tages of i p o i g 

thei  lite a  skills  a e ot e essa il  goi g to feel positi e a out a  a ti it  hi h 

the  pe ei e to e poi tless . 

 

“usa  is e  lea  a out hat she sees as the ost i po ta t dete i a t of ollege  

policy towards literacy teaching.  

 

... my understanding of it is that it is for money, it was the college principal 

I a  gi e  to u de sta d, I ea  I e o l  ee  at the ollege fo  th ee 

years, but it was the principal who decided that regardless of the course, 

everybody had to do literacy ... (M) 

 

Susan is in all probability correct but what she does not mention is that for the college to 

continue and to maximise its revenue it must comply with government and official 

requirements. At the time Susan was speaking colleges were tied into agreements with 

funding agencies to provide certain numbers of passes at different levels each year in 

order to qualify for funding. Failure to reach these targets would be punished by the 

removal or reduction of funding and presumably at some point a condemnation by 

OFSTED.  As Frank Coffield has many times remarked government policies in FE are 

doo ed to su ess  a d ta gets ill, o e a  o  a othe , e et, e e  if the ea s 

employed are unduly creative. 
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Susan talked about the administrative burden which accompanies her teaching and how 

record keeping and documentation exert a grip on her time.  Susan like most others 

pa ti ipati g i  this p oje t o plai s a out the eed to p odu e pape  t ails  o  e ail 

records. She explained that whilst she enjoys most of the teaching work which she does 

the e a e p o le s ith he  ole  o e all: 

 

It s  all the othe  o se se a out se di g te  illio  e-mails and backing 

the  up, ou k o  ou e just o e i g ou self the hole ti e ...  

Because you know that things will come back later on to bite you on the 

u .  I e see  it happe  ith othe  people ou k o  ... M) 

 

As an example Susan explains the college policy on students who are at risk of failing 

their course. In those cases where she would be considered responsible for providing 

support to a student who might fail she must produce a set of records to show that she 

did everything possible to liaise with the student and the department. At one point 

“usa  e plai ed ho  the ollege i t odu ed a poli  of ithd a i g  stude ts who 

were unlikely to complete their course. Withdrawing the student before their failure 

meant that students did not count as having failed. Susan describes a situation in which 

a senior manager who was exercised by the numbers of students failing because they 

were not withdrawn in anticipation required evidence that her department had done its 

best to keep to the management policy, Susan describes how the manager demanded 

e ide e : 

 

He came back to – h  ha e t these people ee  ithd a  ou k o , 

what have you done about it? - ... I spent a good hour yesterday going 

through my sent box finding all the e- ails that I d se t ...  I ea  it s just 

o se se,  to p o e that I had o ta ted ... a d I as t the o l  o e, the 

whole department was doing it, it s ot a good use of ti e as fa  as I  

o e ed.  You k o , I d athe  e getti g o  ith ou k o  a ki g 

stuff that I e got to a k.  But the e ou k o  ... the e is this feeli g that 

you need to cover yourself the whole time.   

 

Susan gave this example as evidence of the more important point in the last sentence 

ou eed to o e  ou self the hole ti e . This as a poi t that she de eloped i  
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other places. Susan mentioned a teacher called Judith who had recently left their 

college. It seems that Judith enjoyed the respect of her colleagues and was apparently 

popular with her students. Judith left unexpectedly and from what Susan said it seems 

that she felt that Judith had been defeated by too many demands being made on her.  

 

I mean I was really sad to lose Judith e ause she s a eall , eall  good 

literacy teacher and really well liked, really well respected, I think the 

problem is that with the best will in the world, although I like our manager 

she s ot a e  good a age  a d I thi k that she pushes a lot onto the 

people, ou k o , the e getti g s uashed, the e getti g shit f o  us, 

shit f o  the e a d that s hat as happe i g ith Judith.  Too u h of, 

a  ou just do this , a  ou just do that  o  top of e e thi g else that 

you had to do and there just comes a point where you reach a breaking 

poi t a d she et he s, so that s h  e lost he . 

 

Here Susan touched on the position of the middle manager in an FE college. Susan sees 

her manager as coming under pressure from the senior management to meet targets and 

to implement policies which are unpopular with teaching staff or are in some cases simply 

u o ka le. This i  “usa s esti atio  led to he  a age  getti g shit f o  us  a d shit 

f o  the e . “usa  has a lea  st ateg  to e sure that she is never impaled on the horns of 

the middle management dilemma: 

 

M  pla  is to e ai  a plai  le tu e  g ade  fo e e   - that s ho  I a  

goi g to a oid it e ause I  ot i te ested i  li i g the ladde , I a t 

the holidays and I get the holidays and I want to be teaching ... my 

experience of people who have climbed the ladder is they get to do less 

a d less of hat the  a ted to do i itiall  a d I eall  do t a t that, I 

just a t to e tea hi g, that s hat I a t to do , I do t a t to be an 

administrator at all.  You know I do the administration that we have to do 

e ause e ha e to do it ut I do t e jo  doi g it a d I do t a t to do 

it 

 

This plan offers some protection but it also means that Susan for all of her 

widely appreciated apa ilities ules he self out of li i g the ladde , 
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which in effect means eschewing the possibility of career development within 

the institution in which she works. The consequences of such an attitude if it 

is generalised across all lecturers would be the consolidation of middle and 

senior management tiers which was content to not teach, and to be ever 

o e a age ial . C&I, M) 

 

“usa  laughed he  she spoke a out ot li i g the ladde  ut she k e  

the implications of such a policy. Perhaps this also brings her closer to the 

stude ts ho she sees o plete he  ‘etu  to Lea i g . “usa  e og ises 

herself in these students who at best will go on to find a place in the 

p ofessio al  o ld e  si ila  to that of “usa : a i tu e of pleasu e, elief 

and resignation.  
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Class and identity 

 

 

The historical materialist must sacrifice the epic dimension of history. The past for him 

becomes the subject of a construction whose locus is not empty time, but the particular 

epoch, the particular life, the particular work. 

Walter Be ja i  9 , Ed ard Fuchs Collector a d Historia . 

 

 

It ight at fi st appea  st a ge that i  a  essa  o  Ti e, Wo k Dis ipli e, a d I dust ial 

Capitalis  E.P. Tho pso  , p.56) opens with a passage f o  Tho as Ha d s Tess 

of the d U e illes . This sho t uote des i es ho  Tess, lea i g he  ou ge  othe s 

and sisters has to make a journey through her village late at night to force her parents 

return from the public house: 

 

Tess, locking them all in, started on her way up the dark and crooked lane 

or street not made for hasty progress; a street laid out before inches of 

land had value, and when one-handed clocks sufficiently subdivided the 

day. (p.19) 

 

As so often with Thompson he makes it clear that what initially appears as poetic is also 

deeply historic. Hardy wants the reader to know that by the 1870s in the really 

i po e ished illages o  hi h Tess s fi tio al illage of Ma lott is odelled i hes of 

la d  had alue a d o e ha ded lo ks  e e o lo ge  suffi ie t to di ide the da . Tess 

li ed  at a poi t i  histo  he  ti e as ei g o p essed. Tho pso  sho s i  his 

essay that the lived experience of time, how time is apprehended, is part and parcel of 

the experience of class. Time and space compression was part of the life experienced by 

the fictional Tess. 

 

Thompson begins his essay with the quotation from Tess because the thrust of his 

a gu e t is that the e pe ie e of lass  is li ked i te all  to the app ehe sio  of 

time, place, identity and much else. Later in the essay Thompson draws attention to how 

it was that in sea faring towns the idea of a day having twenty four hours coexisted with 

ti e patte s ased o  a eed to atte d the tides  p.  the e  affe ti g the nexus 
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between people, place and time.  In another example he talks about factory owners 

allo i g o l  thei  supe iso s to possess at hes the e  aki g the ight to keep  

time a matter of identity (p.86). From a reverse angle it can be argued that for 

Thompson class is itself constituted through the particular way in which the whole 

experience of life is apprehended under the particular historical conditions in which 

different groups of people live. 

 

The historic conditions or contexts, in which people live, shape the experience of class.  

As Thompson puts it: 

 

If we stop history at a given point then there are no classes but simply a 

multitude of individuals with a multitude of experiences. But if we watch 

these men over an adequate period of social change, we observe patterns 

in their relationships their ideas and their institutions. Class is defined by 

men as they live their own history and in the end this is the only 

definition. (Thompson, 1963, p.11) 

 

It is this idea of lass  ei g defi ed as the a  i  hi h people li e thei  o  histo  

hi h u de pi s this hapte . It is the e pe ie e of life as li ed  hi h pe eates oth 

Tho pso s, a d Ma s, u de sta di g of lass . E a i i g this e pe ie e ight ot 

itself tell us all that we need to k o  i  o de  to full  u de sta d lass , ut the e a  

be no meaningful comprehension of the idea of class without an appreciation of how it 

is li ed out. O e agai  it is the idea that lass is ot a thi g  ut a o ple  of 

relationships. It will be contended in this chapter that life story work in general, and 

more specifically the life stories examined here can tell us much about class what they 

e eal is the fo  i  hi h lass e ists, hat Tho pso  efe s to as the logi  of lass 

(Thompson, 1963, p.9), the theme of this chapter is the presentation of this logic. 

 

 

Class in Life Stories 

This chapter will present and then analyse understandings of class and identity as they 

appear in the life stories of those literacy teachers whose stories are presented here. 

The approach taken to both class and identity will be very much based on the idea of 

thei  oth ei g o stituted  i te al elatio s  ith othe  so ial phe o e a.  
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The decision to examine class and identity without explicitly considering at length 

ge de  eeds to e e plai ed a d i deed justified. Gi e  that the o e all p oje t is 

centred on six life stories, five of which are the lives of women the apparent omission of 

gender might be seen as unforgiveable. In fact, questions of gender are very much 

present in this examination. One aphoristic, though useful, description of the philosophy 

of internal relations, which underpins the approach to Marxism taken throughout this 

thesis, would be that it holds that all things are made up of, and exist in relation to, 

other things. For the women (and indeed the man) in this study gender exerts a 

p ofou d i flue e o e  the e pe ie e of oth lass a d ide tit  ut he e ge de  itself 

is not explored in depth. Gender is most certainly present, pervasively so, even where it 

is not brought immediately into view.  

 

An example of gender not being brought into view but being present is in the discussion 

on time. The experience of time (in this case the shared experiences of the six teachers) 

is very much linked to class and identity with the teachers feeling increasing time 

pressure and the linked feeling that their time is never enough and their work cannot be 

completed satisfactorily . There can be little doubt that although time space 

compression is experienced by all six teachers in this study this common experience of 

not being able to cope also has a gendered dimension. It will of course already be 

e ide t that the e pe ie e of ti e a d o kload is i te all  elated  to 

managerialism.  

 

I  a fu the  e a ple of the a  i  hi h aspe ts of the tea he s  li es a e internally 

elated it ill e a gued that i  fo i g a  u de sta di g of pla e , i  this ase the 

specific place being the Isle of Thanet, three of the teachers interviewed told stories 

hi h i di ated that thei  fa ilies  o e to Tha et as e  u h li ked to what can 

be seen as downward social mobility. It is far from easy to see which came first, the 

move to Thanet, or downward social mobility. In the stories of Paul, Hannah, and Grace, 

there is both the fear and the reality of bankruptcy. Bankruptcy is clearly related to 

issues of lass a d i  a  a s it ould e possi le to a gue that a k upt  itself is 

a legal expression of the transition from one experience of class and property to 

another, in each of these cases it was the experience of moving from the lower middle 

class, as owners of minor businesses, to becoming waged workers via the folding of 
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thei  usi esses.  Paul s u le e a e a k upt, Ha ah s pa e ts  usi ess e tu es i  

hotelie , a d late  etail, ollapsed, a d G a e s fathe  lost his transport business. 

Ce tai l  i  the ases of G a e a d Ha ah these issues a e o ple l  elated to lass  

and to questions of gender and motherhood. Many examples of this could be chosen 

f o  the life sto ies ut o e st a d i  G a e s sto  p o ides an intriguing insight into 

this connectedness. 

 

G a e states that he  fathe s o a isi g  lighted he  othe s life. At a ious poi ts 

i  he  o  life G a e s fathe  atte pted hat e ight all pat ia hal i te e tio s ; 

telling her how she had to plead i  ou t o  e ui i g he  to o e look he  hus a d s 

i fidelit . Yet he  G a e s fathe  e t a k upt despite his o pa s li ited lia ilit  

he sold his house to pay off his (male) creditors. This meant that the family had to move 

to far less comfortable accommodation and Grace and her family lost their patrimony. 

The last ea s of G a e s othe s life e e spe t i  lose o pa  ith G a e a d she 

believes that without her husband her mother was happier though she always mourned 

the loss of the house. To so e o se e s looki g at the e e ts f o  outside  it ight 

appea  that G a e s fathe  a ted i  a e  ho ou a le a   pa i g a k upt  de ts 

hi h he ould ha e es aped. I  su h a ase G a e s othe  ould ha e ee  a le to 

remain in the house she lo ed athe  tha  do sizi g . Liste i g to he  sto  I felt su e 

that Grace viewed this honorableness in bankruptcy as another, particularly cruel, 

a ifestatio  of he  fathe s a his o. G a es  fathe  p efe ed to isit a t e e dous 

disappointment on her mother, if it meant maintaining the esteem of other men.  In 

such ways are class, identity, and gender interlinked in the real world.  

 

The sto  of G a e s fathe  is o e a o g a  e a ples of the i po ta e of ge de  as 

an aspect of class and identity. In the cases of Hannah and Sarah there are clear 

i di atio s that eaki g f ee of thei  hus a ds  o t ol of thei  li es as a p e o ditio  

for their becoming the people, and the literacy teachers, they are today. Susan Moore 

explicitly states that helping women to develop changed identities through education is 

an important part of her own professional identity and sense of purpose. The lives 

studied here, including that of Paul Beer the sole man in the study, are all clearly and 

inextricably linked to questions of gender; yet in this study gender is not one of the 

p i a  po tals  th ough hi h the li es a e ie ed. This is ot e ause ge de  is 

considered to be of insufficient importance, indeed it is the importance of gender and its 
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inextricable relationship to class and identity which makes its study here so difficult. The 

relationship between class and gender is, as stated above, archetypally dialectical it is a 

so ial elatio ship et ee  t o thi gs losel  ou d togethe  i te all . “tated 

crudely, in all their countless possible forms class relations are experienced by all people 

i  a a  that is ge de ed, a d these ge de ed  li es a e also li ed i  a s shaped  

class. It is for this reason that viewed from the point of view of a materialist dialectic, the 

de ates of the last fe  de ades a out hethe  lass  o  ge de  is o e i po ta t  i  

radical politics were and remain, mostly jejune. It should be noted at this point that the 

ost dog ati  a d fo ulai  isu de sta di gs of ge de  a d lass  t pi all  a e 

f o  those pa ti ipa ts i  the de ates ho sa  the sel es as Ma ists .    I  ost 

cases such debates began and inevitably ended with gender and class being opposed to 

one another as two separate sets of social relationships. In real life class and gender 

ust al a s e o stitue t of ea h othe . If fo  a Ma ist lass  is histo i all  the o e 

decisive element in its relationship with gender, this does not mean for a second that 

the lived experience of class can ever be anything but gendered.   

 

Those Ma ists  ho opposed the a al sis of lass to ge de  as though the  e e 

alternatives to each other would have done much better had they studied how Marx 

app oa hed the p o le . I  so e of the ost e o a le passages i  Capital  

(1887/1990) there is evident outrage, on a titanic scale, at the particular plight of 

working women and children, especially those reduced to pauperism. In such passages it 

is lea  that Ma , ehi d the f o t  of the deta hed la guage of politi al e onomy, is 

enraged by what he clearly saw as the historic degradation of the most vulnerable 

sectors of Victorian British society. Among many memorable passages in which Marx 

talks about gender and class in Capital are his descriptions of the plight of young female 

brick makers (pp.592- , o  of do esti  o ke s , espe iall  la e ake s -599). In 

his a al sis of the poo e  pa ts of the elati e su plus populatio   pp -802) it is 

evident that Marx sees domestic and other women workers, as inevitably being a 

mainstay of that part of the population which at best, find that their: 

 

… o ditio s of life si k elo  the a e age o al le el of the o ki g lass, 

and it is precisely this which makes it a broad foundation for special branches 

of capitalist exploitation. It is characterised by a maximum of working time 

and a minimum of wages. (p. 796) 
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Belo  this le el the e is the the lo est sedi e t of the elati e su plus populatio  that 

se tio  of the populatio  hi h d ells i  the sphe es of paupe is  p. , agai  it is 

evident that Marx sees women as being particularly at risk of being pulled into, and least 

likely to escape from, these most miserable of circumstances.  In all of the passages 

referred to the experience of class, as described by Marx, is shaped by, indeed we might 

even, with caution, say that it is determined by gender. 

 

Marxists who see class and gender as being separable would do well to read the above 

passages (and a host of others) to see how Marx approached the problem. From the 

point of view of the main concern of this thesis which is the development of a Marxist 

approach to working with life stories, it is interesting to note that when working 

e p essl  ith Politi al E o o  Ma  ofte  fou d hi self d a  to a d des iptio s 

and explanations of the lived experience of especially the most exploited people. What 

is attempted here is the reverse process working out from life stories to examine in 

Marxist terms, that lived experience.  

 

Today it is acceptable in almost all areas of edu atio al esea h to talk a out ge de , 

the terms of these discussions are wide ranging and highly differentiated. Whatever the 

merits or weaknesses of the various arguments put forward, the topic itself is 

acceptable. This is not at all the case ith lass .  

 

The pla e of ge de  is o  a epted i  so ial s ie e. T o thi gs eed to e said a out 

this. Fi stl , ope l  se ist a gu e ts a d the eje tio  of ge de  as a legiti ate field of 

study, are today encountered relatively rarely in academic discussion. Now that this 

a epta e has ee  o  it is uite possi le fo  e  a i als  at the site, to ha e little 

awareness of how hard the battle was. Secondly as the remarks made about class will 

show, it is possible that these advances in the area of ge de  ight e e e sed o  

confounded. This is pretty much what has happened to the academic discussion of 

lass .  

 

The acceptance of class as an indispensable dimension of social science has diminished 

markedly over the last few decades. The cardinal intention of this study is to show that 

life story might work be approached fruitfully from a Marxist direction. A Marxist 
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approaching the study of class must not lose sight of the way in which class is 

inseparably connected to issues such as gender: but in what might called the dominant 

a ade i  pa adig s of toda  it is the ie  of lass  u h o e tha  ge de , hi h is 

obscured. Even when arguments are presented for the importance of class analyses it is 

almost de rigueur to disavow Marxism. It is for these reasons that in this study class is 

placed front and centre in the discussion. This is not to downplay the importance of such 

things as gender or ethnicity in shaping the experience of the lives discussed here. It is 

simply to say that here the focus will fall on class. 

 

Several leading figures in social science who at one time argued for the centrality of class 

in understanding the area in which they worked published what amount to repudiations 

of t aditio al  u de sta di gs of lass. I  a ook pu lished posthu ousl  the e o ed 

so iologist Ul i h Be k a gued that i  the o te po a  isk  so iet  so ial a d 

economic ideas of class had given way to the idea of exposure to risk as determining life 

(2016, pp. 83- . Be k had p e iousl  efe ed to lass  as ei g a zo ie atego  

(Beck and Willms, . The latte  atta k  o  lass p o pted Dia e ‘ea  to poi t out 

that if lass as a dead atego  it as a zo ie  e  u h stalki g B itish lass oo s. 

Zygmunt Bauman (2000, 2007) argues that class has largely lost its meaning and 

i po ta e i  hat he efe s to Li uid Mode it . Go a  The o   has ecently 

presented strange arguments in which he talks about the world becoming increasingly 

iddle lass  hilst o i g e  fa  a a  i deed f o  t aditio al otio s of lass. 

Anthony Giddens (1991, 1998, 2000, 2010) is particularly noteworthy as a sociologist 

hose o k as politi all  ope atio alised   Ne  La ou  a d this is o side ed 

more extensively below. These four figures have been selected as they are seen as 

estee ed figu es i  the o te po a  so iolog  s e e . All fou  ight e see  as 

leade s of a ide t e d hi h is opposed to the t aditio al idea of lass  ei g a e t al 

sociological concern. All four are opposed to Marxism, some viscerally.   

 

There are of course voices raised against the eminent sociologists mentioned above. 

Three notable figures in the academic hinterland of this thesis are Beverley Skeggs 

(1997, 2004), Diane Reay (2006, 2008) and Andrew Sayer (2005) for whom class remains 

a paramount consideration. It is also noteworthy that Skeggs and Reay whilst arguing for 

lass , app oa h the topi  ith pa ti ula  o e  fo  its ge de ed atu e a d do so 

with great academic creativity. It is also noteworthy that all three supporters of class, 
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though not hostile to Marxism would not see themselves as working at all within a 

Marxist tradition. In all three cases the authors explicitly distance themselves from 

Marxism.  

 

Fo  the a o e easo s this p oje t has p efe ed to fo us p i a il  o  lass  f o  a 

Marxist perspective as it features in the life stories studied here. It is also the intention 

that if lass  is the i ediate o je t of e a i atio  it is also a p is  th ough hi h 

issues such as gender might be viewed even if they are not expressly considered.  

 

The case of the lace makers given above might be taken as exemplifying the approach 

to ge de  take   Ma  i  Capital . I  this e a ple Ma  is o side i g pa ti ula  

groups of predominantly female workers as representative of a section of the working 

class who experience particularly oppressive working conditions and insecurity. He is 

concerned with these workers as women but in these passages this is not his particular 

focus. Here he is concerned with the lace makers as a particular form of worker.  It 

should of course be remembered that in the analysis Marx presents here, the objective 

is stated i  the su title of Capital  it is  A C iti ue of Politi al E o o . It is to e 

supposed that Marx intended, the ambiguity present in the title of his work.  Is the 

critique aimed firstly at the historic social formation in hi h the apitalist ode of 

p odu tio  p e ails ? O  is the i te tio  to e eal hat Ma  sa  as the i ade ua ies of 

the theo eti al p ese tatio s of politi al e o o  p io  to the p o ulgatio  of his 

o ?  It ould e e ti el  i  keepi g ith Ma s general outlook if we assume that he 

elie ed the t o p oje ts to e e ti el  i sepa a le.  Eithe  a  it as Ma s i te tio  

to look at those aspects of reality germane to the examination of capitalist political 

e o o .  The o d ge a e  is used i  a so e hat u usual a  he e e ause Ma s 

method necessitates that he casts an extraordinarily wide net.  

Th oughout Capital  Ma  i essa tl  takes his a al sis i  diffe e t di e tio s a d 

follows up a myriad of illustrations and instances of the implicatio s of his iti ue of 

politi al e o o .  As Ma  elie ed that apital  had the po e  to eithe  aptu e o  

at least bring into its gravitational pull everything in the human social orbit there was 

not only a case for but a need to show how everything came together.  This inner logic 

of Ma s Capital  goes so e a  to e plai i g its i o pletio ; Ma  as t i g to 

present a comprehensive account of something which expanded with each attempt to 

survey it. In modern terms we might say that the author of Capital  i  his p ese tatio  
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of a iti ue of politi al e o o  as o e hel ed  p o le s of i te se tio alit ; 

ea h a ea e a i ed i te se ted esse tiall  ith so a  othe s. It is  o ea s a 

huge leap f o  Ma s o e ts o  the s eated home labour of English Victorian lace 

ake s, gi ls, o  o e , o ki g ith otto  p odu ed  sla es i  The A e i as , o  

li e  f o  Eu ope to the t pe of i te se tio al  a gu e ts put fo a d  

contemporary social theorists. Patricia Hill-Collins, seen by many as a foundational 

thinker in the area of intersectionality puts the argument thus:  

a ge e al o se sus e ists a out i te se tio alit s ge e al o tou s. The 

term intersectionality references the critical insight that race, class, 

gender, sexuality, ethnicity, nation, ability, and age operate not as unitary, 

mutually exclusive entities, but as reciprocally constructing phenomena 

that in turn shape complex social inequalities. (2015, p.1) 

The above argument is of particular importance when considering why in this project 

the fo us is o  lass, although hat ight e alled a  i te se tio al  a al sis ould 

have been an alternative approach. It is hoped that in the above the case is made that 

the Marxist argument being put forward here must itself be see  as i te se tio al .  

Goi g fu the  the fe i ist theo ist a d a ti ist ell hooks st esses ho  it is that lass  is 

so ofte  ot gi e  suffi ie t atte tio  i  o te po a  studies. I  he  ook Whe e We 

“ta d: Class Matte s  ell hooks ope s ith the state e t Nowadays it is fashionable 

to talk about race or gender; the uncool subject is class (2000, p.vii). She goes on to 

ake the a gu e t that lass has e o e u ool  at least i  pa t e ause it is a 

category which creates fear. For bell hooks this fear is attributable to the hegemonic 

i flue e of the i h : 

Many citizens of this nation, myself included, have been and are afraid to 

think about class. Affluent liberals concerned with the plight of the poor and 

dispossessed are daily mocked and ridiculed. They are blamed for all the 

problems of the welfare state. Caring and sharing have come to be seen as 

traits of the idealistic weak. Our nation is fast becoming a class-segregated 

society where the plight of the poor is forgotten and the greed of the rich is 

morally tolerated and condoned. (p vii) 

If bell hooks is correct in this assertion, and I believe she is, then it becomes incumbent 

o  those ho elie e i  the i po ta e of lass  ot to e i ti idated. It is uite 
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conceivable that for some so ial theo ists the st ategi  ulti atio  of a la u a  he  it 

o es to lass  allo s the  to es ape at least so e of the o ki g a d idi ule that 

the dominant culture meets out to those who offer a challenge. It is perhaps for this 

reason that it is in the United States with its particular history of opposition to Marxist 

theo  he e fo s of i te se tio alit , de uded of eal lass o te t, a e popula  

currency among progressive and radical social scientists. 

Withi  the Ma ist t aditio  lass , seen from a historic view, must be accorded a 

g eate  eight ithi  i te se tio alit  tha  is a o ded to othe  se tio s . He e a  all 

i po ta t but  eeds to e st essed; lass a  e e  e sepa ated f o  a e, ge de , o  

a  of the othe  se tio al  ategories with which it is interlocked in the real world. For 

the purpose of analysis and discussion of a particular section of the whole it is 

e pedie t, e e  e essa , to a st a t  a pa ti ula  se tio  f o  its o ete 

i te se tio al  o te t. Whe  doing so it must be remembered that this process of 

abstraction is exactly that, to fully apprehend the abstracted section it must be returned 

to the i te se tio al  o ete hole.  It is o  this asis that he e, lass , is take  as the 

primary focus of analysis. In terms of all six lives studied in this project some aspects, 

especially of their professional lives, are abstracted and considered under the heading 

Class a d Ide tit . This is ot at all to de  the i po ta e of ge de  o  eth i it  i  

these life stories, only to say that these are not here the subject of analysis, even so 

their presence is felt, even if it is not examined.  

It is sometimes argued that it is not adequate, or even possible to talk about life stories 

or class without accepting that postmodernism, in all, or at least some, of its forms has 

o pletel  t a sfo ed the te ai  o  hi h su h dis ussio s a e held. These 

developments are held to have rendered work within the class based Marxist tradition 

outdated at best, or at worst downright reactionary.  In many important ways these 

claims, or some which are very similar have already been discussed in sections of this 

project. Here it would be possible to mention the discussion of the arguments advanced 

by Stuart Hall and Martin Ja ues i  thei  p ese tatio  of Ne  Ti es  , the 

eje tio  of ealis   Lau el ‘i ha dso  , o  i deed the e a ks ade agai st 

De ida s the e is o outside te t   to list so e of the o e p o i e t ushes 

with postmodernism. When referring to postmodernism the concern is chiefly with an 

approach to social investigation which promotes or in some cases makes absolute the 

ole of dis ou se  hilst do pla i g o  eje ti g out ight hu a is  a d ost, if ot 
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all, forms of realism. It should be noted here that it is not possible to talk about social 

theorists as feminists, intersectionalists, or postmodernists in general terms. Within all 

of these desig atio s  the e a e sig ifi a t diffe e es, e e  p ofou d a d 

irreconcilable philosophical oppositions. In this respect it is essential to specify which 

particular work from within this diverse and contradictory field is being referred to.  

In the above paragraphs mention has been made of several feminist theorists who 

would each take at least a slightly different theoretical approach to problems of 

intersectionality and feminism. Barbara Merrill, Beverley Skeggs, Diane Reay, Patricia 

Hill Collins and bell hooks approach feminism, class and intersectionality in different 

ways, but it is not unreasonable to suggest that between them all there would be an 

acceptance that in addition to the discursive aspects of the creation and maintenance of 

lass elatio s the e a e also e  i po ta t ate ial a d eal  di e sio s to lass. This 

cannot be said of those theorists who hold that class is, in effect, either an exclusively 

discursive formation, or so close to being a purely discursive formation that any residual 

materiality is of no more than trivial importance; such perspectives exercise 

considerable influence.  

Here it will not be possible to examine this particular strand of thought in great depth 

but briefly an attempt will be made to delineate something of its troubled relationship 

to class. Briefly mention will be made of the some of the thinki g a out lass  as it 

appears (or perhaps better said does not appear) in the work of Michel Foucault and 

Judith Butler. These two thinkers are chosen for several reasons. Both are significant 

figures in what might be called postmodern social theory, both have made important 

contributions to not only the study of gender but also to the ways in which power 

operates and indeed how it is resisted. Foucault might be said to be the originator of a 

tradition and Judith Butler is one of its leading contemporary developers. Neither can 

be considered to be Marxists, both Foucault and Butler are opposed to what might be 

see  as Ma ist app oa hes to lass , et oth Butle  a d Fou ault at a  poi ts i  

their arguments could be reconciled to Marx without doing any great violence to the 

thinking of either party, it is also to be supposed that this last comment would horrify 

them both and they would deny its possibility. 

Throughout much of his most important work Michel Foucault insightfully traced the 

way in which power operated in society yet Foucault would not explicitly consider 

power in terms of class, in fact as far as I am aware Foucault in his later work would not 
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consider class even in its intersectionality with gender or regimes or coercion. The 

following celebrated passage on power is o side ed to e a ke el of Fou ault s 

thinking: 

… po e  e e ised o  the od  is o ei ed ot as a p ope t , ut as a 

strategy; that its effects of domination are attributed not to 

app op iatio ,  ut to dispositio s, a oeu e s, ta ti s, te h i ues, 

functionings; that one should decipher in it a network of relations, 

constantly in tension, in activity, rather than a privilege that one might 

possess; that one should take as its model a perpetual battle, rather than 

a contract regulating a transaction or the conquest of a territory.  In short, 

this powe  is e e ised athe  tha  possessed; it is ot the p i ilege,  

acquired or preserved, of the dominant class, but the overall effect of its 

strategic positions-an effect that is manifested and sometimes extended 

by the position of those who are dominated.. (Foucault, 1977, pp. 26-27) 

The passage is characteristically ambiguous, and is so at the points where clarity 

is most required, but it appears that in the final sentence of this quotation that 

Fou ault is a gui g that po e  is ot the possessio  o  p ivilege of a dominant 

class but rather power is the power to exercise power, and that this power might 

e e  e e te ded  those ho a e do i ated . I  su  this is a  a gu e t 

agai st a otio  of lass as the p i ilege, a ui ed o  p ese ed  to e e ise 

po e . F o  the pe spe ti e e plo ed i  this stud  this idea of po e  ithout 

class is inadequate, the question of how power is exercised and in whose 

interest it is exercised, and above all against whom is power deployed must lead 

to notions of class. Fou ault s o k sta ds at the egi i g of a t aditio  hi h, 

from a Marxist perspective, is characterised by a peculiar and unnecessary 

obfuscation of questions of class.  

Mu h of Judith Butle s o k is o e ed ith the dis u si e eatio  of ge de  

and she is see  as a leadi g figu e ithi  hat is ofte  efe ed to as thi d 

ge e atio  fe i is . The fe i ist ite s e tio ed a o e ould i  ost 

ases also e o side ed to elo g to this thi d ge e atio . Butle s  o k 

Ge de  T ou le: Fe i is  a d the “u e sio  of Ide tit  is idel  a d 

justifiably seen as being ground-breaking, her subsequent work has continued 

to develop the thesis that gender is essentially a discursive formation. Indeed, 
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Butle  goes as fa  as to see ge de  as o stituted by the performance of 

gender, some of the implications of this are discussed later.  As with Foucault, 

Butler has a difficult relationship with questions of class, a difficulty she readily 

acknowledges.  

I  Butle s o k the e is little o  o e tio  of lass . This is i  keepi g ith the 

tenets of a type of postmodernist thinking which looks to individual variation far 

more than to commonalities. Butler is concerned with that which makes 

difference, to that which might divide or separate far more than to that which 

might unify or at least allow for meaningful solidarity. For Butler what she calls 

e  so ial o e e ts  hi h ha e o e to epla e lass  ust e ased 

a ou d the e og itio  of o fli tual e ou te  et ee  pa ti ula is s : 

When new so ial o e e ts a e ast as so a  pa ti ula is s  

in search of an overarching universal, it will be necessary to ask how 

the rubric of a universal itself only became possible through the 

erasure of the prior workings of social power. This is not to say that 

universals are impossible, but rather that they become possible 

only through an abstraction from its location in power that will 

always be falsifying and territorializing, and calls to be resisted at 

every level.  Whatever universal becomes possible – and it may be 

that universals only become possible for a time, flashing up in 

Be ja i s se se – will be the result of a difficult labour of 

translation in which social movements offer up their points of 

convergence against a background of ongoing social contestation. 

(Butler, 1998, p.38) 

What is being offered here where many would look for unity, is pretty much a 

bellum omnium contra o es  ith a  o asio al flash  of utualit . Fi st of 

all Butle  see s to e sa i g that hat she alls the u i  of a u i e sal  as 

o l  ade possi le th ough a lassless so ial po e  e asi g diffe e es. He e 

of course history tells a far more complex story. If we were to take the struggles 

fo  o e s suff age as a  e a ple it is t ue that little atte tio  as paid to 

pa ti ula is s  as those e  di e se pa ti ipa ts i  the o e e t all u ited 

a ou d the de a d fo  u i e sal suff age i  effe t Votes fo  Wo e . I  the 

more recent examples of say, the campaigns against nuclear arms, or wars of 
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aggression in the Middle East it is a principal that as many groups and currents 

as possible unite for a universal end to nuclear weapons and for peace.  It seems 

u likel  that Judith Butle  ould oppose eithe  of these u i e salisi g  

movements, nor it is to be hoped, would she wish their unity to be possible only 

i  flashes set agai st a pe petual a kg ou d of of o goi g so ial o testatio . 

It is hard to imagine what type of viable social movement Judith Butler has in 

mind.   

This is ot to sa  that Judith Butle s a gu ents are without merit whatsoever. 

Withi  the Ma ist t aditio  of lass  the e has al a s ee  the idea of u it  i  

di e sit , u de ia l  this ofte  o l  e ei ed lip se i e hilst ei g ig o ed i  

practice with the result that the limits and types of permitted diversity were 

narrowly prescribed and unity was all too often made in the image of leaders. 

The arguments raised by Judith Butler serve as a warning that unity in diversity, 

and diversity in unity, are preconditions of democracy yet it is exceedingly hard  

to see how continuing and even finer division, proceeding until it reaches the 

level of the absolutely particular in a context of unending contestation of 

difference, is a progressive prescription. What is logically unassailable is to argue 

there can be no class perspective if all that is brought into view is ever finer 

division ai ed at a i isi g pa ti ula it  o e  u i e salit . The e t al th ust 

of Judith Butle s logi  is the o lite atio  of lass, ot its e og itio  ithi  

i te se tio alit . 

A different but telling argument is brought to bear against Judith Butler by Seyla 

Benhabib (1995)who draws attention to the tension between feminism and post 

modernism in the context of postmodernism de la i g the death of the 

su je t . Be ha i  i  pa ti ula  d a s atte tio  to Judith Butle s a gu e t 

he e she takes o e of Nietzs he s state e ts agai st hu a is  a d a 

humanist conception of agency and turns it against the idea of a gendered 

identity behind the performance of gender: 

The challenge for rethinking gender categories outside of the 

metaphysics of substance will have to consider the relevance of 

Nietzs he s lai  that i  O  the Ge ealog  of Mo als  that the e is 

o ei g ehi d doi g, effe ti g, e o i g, the doe  is e el  a 

fiction added to the deed – the deed is e e thi g . I  a  
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application that Nietzsche himself would not have anticipated or 

condoned, we might state as a corollary: There is no gender identity 

behind the expressions of gender; that identity is performatively 

constituted by the e  e p essio s  that a e said to e esults . 

(Butler, 1990, p. 23) 

In an argument parallel to that made by Benhabib it could be said that what 

Butle  is doi g he e is p ese ti g ge de  as a pe fo a e  ehi d hi h the e 

is no performer. This argu e t  Butle , i  keepi g ith Nietzs he s o  

philosophy, is deeply anti-humanist. If there is only performance without a 

performer behind it, if the narrator, or the subject or the agentic human do not 

exist there can be no meaning. A bleaker viewpoint is unimaginable. We have 

now reached a point where it is possible to say why a view of gender similar to 

that put forward by Judith Butler has not been chosen for this project.  

Firstly the perspective chosen is one based on class. It has been stressed several 

times that the choice of class as a primary focus is not made to downplay gender; 

it has already been said that in our society (and that of The Isle of Thanet), class 

is gendered and gender is classed. Class might be foregrounded but gender is 

ever present. Indeed some of the aspects of class brought to the fore in this 

project are so gendered as to make their intersectionality overwhelmingly 

evident. All of the teachers in this study, including the only man, talk about the 

need to cope within regimes which are chaotic. All talk about the need to try 

and make things as beneficial as possible for the students, and the perceived 

obligation to support people who need them.  Such human values are here 

linked to class in the first instance. They are held to be class based values. Yet it 

is also perfectly possible to see these as gendered values, if fair minded people 

e e asked to ge de  this pa ti ula  lass ultu e of opi g, suppo ti g othe s, 

and working with impossible demands I think it is not difficult to imagine what 

the vast majority would say.  

It is not possible to make sense of class if it is abstracted completely from the 

lives of real people; it occurs in these lives intersected with race, gender, 

ethnicity, and indeed with history, but in order to study how lives are worked 

upo   lass it is e essa  to te po a il  a st a t  lass. The ell hooks title 

o side ed a o e Whe e e sta d: lass atte s  akes just su h a  
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abstraction of class from its intersectional context. Intersectionality must allow 

for these abstractions. It is not possible to consider class from a viewpoint which 

esse tiall  a gues that lass is eithe  effe ti el , a zo ie , o  o - existent, 

category of analysis.  

 

Thanet is an area which from the 1960s has been in economic decline, having never 

been particularly prosperous for most of its inhabitants. In individual lives this can be 

manifested in such things as small business people being ruined and in so doing 

e o i g o di a  o ke s. Ha ah s othe , lo g past etirement age, was forced to 

work in the Hornby factory  in order to make ends meet. Here we have another example 

of ho  lass a d pla e a e i te all  elated. Ha ah s othe s odest ealth as 

substantially lost at the same time as Thanet lost its attraction as a holiday destination. 

Class and identity, even downward class mobility, must happen in a place and when this 

downward mobility is in some way a generalised experience in a particular geographical 

area then place, class, and identity are interwoven. 

 

In order to further bring out how an internal relations approach to class works it is 

e pedie t to o t ast Ma s app oa h ith a othe . The alte ati e app oa h to 

questions of class is that associated with the sociologist Antony Giddens.  Giddens is a 

point of reference for thinking about class and identity for several reasons. In the years 

follo i g Blai s ele tio  i   Gidde s  The Thi d Wa  supposedl  e apsulated the 

atu e of the t pe of go e a e Blai  a d his Ne  La ou  ad i ist atio  sought to 

de elop i  B itai . Gidde s hi self as outi el  efe ed to as To  Blai s fa ou ite 

so iologist . The pe iod du i g hi h Gidde s sta  as supposedl  guidi g the a igato s 

of the state oi ided e a tl  ith the pe iod i  hi h “kills fo  Life  as eshapi g 

lite a  tea hi g. B  a  a ou t “kills fo  Life  as a poli  hi h follo ed logi all  

f o  Blai  a d Gidde s  isio  of The Thi d Wa  fo  e a ple Blai , 1998a, 1998b, and 

Giddens, 2000, 2008). If we take the work of Giddens as a whole combining his vision of 

self ide tit , the t aje to  of the self  Gidde s, 1991, pp. 70-  a d The Thi d Wa  

then we will be able to gauge how congruent his vision of identity is with the policies 

formulated in their name. These policies very much shaped the professional lives of the 

six people whose life stories are told here.  
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At no point in the process of interviewing am I aware of any questions being asked 

hi h e pli itl  e tio ed the o ds lass  o  ide tit . It ill e e theless al ead  e 

apparent that the life stories recounted in this thesis are crammed full of remarks and 

references which have a direct bearing on class and identity. Following on from the idea 

of class being constituted through internal relations with other things we find that most 

aspects of a life story can be approached from the perspective of its relationship to class. 

In this chapter we look at time, emplotment, discipline, poverty, and humanism.  

 

Dialectics of Class 

Ma  did ot a d ould ot ha e gi e  a su i t defi itio  of lass , to do so ould 

have gone against his entire dialectical approach, however  there are in his work many 

passages which can be read to gain an understanding of the basic lineaments. One such 

passage has already been discussed and is worth quoting again in the context of 

analysing life stories.  

 

In the social production of their existence, men inevitably enter into definite 

relations, which are independent of their will, namely relations of production 

appropriate to a given stage in the development of their material forces of 

production. The totality of these relations of production constitutes the 

economic structure of society, the real foundation on which arises a legal 

and political superstructure and to which corresponds definite forms of 

social consciousness. (Marx, 1859, p.20) 

 

What is i po ta t he e is that hu a s i  o de  to ep odu e  thei  so ial e iste e 

e te  i to defi ite elatio s . He e Ma  efe s to these elatio s as elations of 

production. In some readings of Marx it is assumed that these relations of production 

efe  e  a o l  to othi g u h ide  tha  hat e ight thi k of as the o ld of 

o k . At its ost e t e e it see s to so eti es e assu ed that a tuall  Marx was 

referring only to what might be called industrialised production. This is not at all the 

ase a d i  passages su h as the o e uoted a o e Ma  efe s to the totalit  of these 

elatio s , this ight e ie ed as al ost all the elatio s hi h people enter into 

independent of their will including what are referred to as superstructural relations such 

as those o side ed to e legal a d politi al . Clea l  it is ot possi le i  a hapte  su h 

as this to o side  lass f o  the pe spe ti e of the totalit  of the elatio s  i to hi h 
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the teachers enter but class will be considered in the light of a selection of a few of 

these relations. A similar argument is used by Thompson when he refers to questions of 

class and class consciousness: 

 

The class experience is largely determined by the productive relations into 

which men are born – or enter involuntarily. Class-consciousness is the way 

these in which these experiences are handled in cultural terms: embodied in 

traditions, value systems, ideas, and institutional forms. We can see a logic 

in the responses of similar occupational groups undergoing similar 

experiences, but we cannot predicate any law. Consciousness of class arises 

in the same way in different times and places, but never in just the same 

way. (Thompson, 1963, p.9) 

 

The main contention of this chapter and of the project as a whole is that in the six lives 

dis ussed e a  t a e hat e ight all the lass logi  a d i deed to a e tai  e te t 

the class consciousness of these teachers working in adult literacy on the Isle of Thanet 

in the first thirteen years or so of this century.  

 

Thompson and Marx in the quotations above both agree that the class experience is 

largely determined by the productive relations into which people are born or enter into 

against their will. These relations of production play the most decisive role in shaping 

the experience of class, and therefore identity but they do so in concert with a much 

ide  totalit  of so ial elatio s. It is o th o side i g hat de isi e  ight ea . 

Something can be decisive without in anyway determining exactly how things will work 

out.  

 

We a  i agi e the de isi e  ole of the elatio s of p odu tio  as ei g oadl  

analogous to the way in which the laws of hydrodynamics determine the flow of water. 

These laws are numerous but are far from being innumerable. The laws of 

hydrodynamics govern all flows of water throughout the world, of that there is no 

doubt, but this in no way should be taken as an argument that all rivers and streams 

flow in the same way. Each watercourse has a practically infinite variety of whirls and 

eddies changing over time in myriad forms but all flowing in accord with the same 

limited number of laws.  One way of approaching an understanding of class and identity 
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is to see it as the experience of similarity and regularity in the experience of groups of 

people occupying similar social positions. It is these experiences and their 

correspondence to similar social conditions in comparison to the experience of other 

individuals in broadly comparable contexts which give rise to class and identity. This 

gi es ise to e o ous a iatio  a d o ple it  to lass  hilst si ulta eousl  gi i g 

regularities in what might be described as the logic of class. 

 

The first point to make about class and identity in relation to the six lives discussed here 

is that in all cases the teachers concerned all needed to work in order to survive. If we 

a ted to use a o e fu da e talist  Ma is  te  o less t ue fo  its la k of ua ce) 

all the tea he s dis ussed he e e e o liged to sell thei  la ou  po e  i  o de  to 

survive. At the time at which the interviews took place all were obliged (or had been 

during their working lives) to sell their labour power as teachers of adult literacy. They 

might well have elected to do this in preference to working in other areas, for example 

both Hannah and Grace preferred teaching to working in IT, but if they did choose 

literacy teaching purely on the basis of individual agency, then the conditions of that 

o k e e o e hel i gl , i depe de t of thei  ill . I  the ases of oth G a e a d 

Hannah the choice of selling their labour power in the domain of teaching and not in IT 

was based on much more than remuneration. In terms of identity and work we can see 

that i  thei  hoi es the e as a sig ifi a t o al  ele e t.  

  

I  ea h of the life sto ies the tea he s o plai  of ot e ough ti e  o  too u h to do  

or a combination of the two, Susan was particularly interesting in this regard when she 

talked about the reasons for preferring teaching on her particular favourite course 

‘etu  to Lea  as opposed to the ge e al oss ollege lite a  ou ses. “usa  

p efe ed ‘etu  to Lea  e ause the e as ti e to e o e e pa si e i  the 

teaching of literacy, students could, for example, write an autobiographical piece. On 

the cross college literacy courses the target was the test and there was no time for much 

more than test preparation: 

 

You do t feel like ou e just tea hi g, to sho e the  th ough the lite a  

test you know, because you do feel with the cross college teaching that it is 

like a sausage a hi e, ou e got to ou k o , tea h to this pa ti ula  
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scheme of work and you know, shove them out at the end with their piece 

of paper.    

 

“usa s o e ts i  this a ea tell us so ethi g a out the logi  of lass. U ek o  to 

her the argument she puts forward is reminiscent of Marx himself talking about 

alie atio . “usa  ide tifies herself in the process and the product of her labour. She 

sees the eal tea hi g  ith suffi ie t ti e a d spa e allo ed as ei g so iall  supe io  

to the automated, machine governed drudgery of sausage makers. Here we certainly 

find ourselves getting into the eal  of lass  as it a  e i agi ed that the sausage 

a hi e  app oa h hi h she de ies is so ethi g he  a age s ie  as a  ideal. 

 

Catherine made a telling point about the initial interviews which her colleague Gill would 

conduct with students who wished to enter a literacy programme. These initial 

i te ie s e e at least half a  hou  lo g. As the p essu e to i ease th oughput  o  

courses increased these interviews became impossible. This was in line with the policy 

enshrined in directives asso iated ith “kills fo  Life  hi h e ui ed all stude ts to e 

put through an initial test, usually computer based, at the earliest possible opportunity.  

 

I  “a ah s i te ie  a  o e ts a e ade a out o kload a d the i possi ilit  of 

the demands made on teachers: 

 

I defi itel  ould t ha e su i ed a othe  OF“TED  the e...  I ha e ee  

th ough a  OF“TED s a , a , OF“TEDs, fi e oka  I ould t do 

another one at the college. ... I can tell you that now no matter what they 

paid me that was just the worst experience ever.  I did enjoy my time there, 

es it as hat I a ted to do, I e jo ed all the diffe e t lasses ause ou 

know you went into everybody and everything, you know like music, art, 

drama, carpenters, builders it was fine.  It was the expectations of workload, 

ou k o  if o l  it had t ee  like that, hi h is a g eat sha e e ause I 

thi k that s the sa e fo  olleges e e he e.  

 

It is argued here that narratives of literacy teaching such as those above are also 

descriptions of the e pe ie e of lass. I  the e t a t f o  “a ah s i te ie  a o e she 

explicitly states that she believes the OFSTED experience is the same everywhere. In all 
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the interviews the experience of time is similar, the attitude towards managers and 

beyond them the go e e t is e og isa l  us a d the , the e is a o o  feeli g 

of ot ei g i  o t ol o e  o k p o esses. I  a  diffe e t aspe ts these tea he s  

experience can be viewed as experience in common; surely a constitutive element of 

lass .  

 

It is also worth considering how Paul used the criteria of time as a way of differentiating 

the experience of teaching in pre-incorporation FE from what he perceived as the 

speeded-up requirements of his latter years. Paul pointed to how he and a team of other 

teachers were once given a week without teaching so that they could design a course. 

Paul also e a ks a out ho  u h o ta t ti e tea he s ould e jo  ith stude ts i  

the first years of his teaching career. Teachers on comparable courses at the end of his 

teaching time were expected to achieve the same level of results, or indeed much higher 

levels with less teaching time. This, of course, is the teaching equivalent of the 

p odu tio  li e speed up . To aguel  pa aph ase Ha d s des iptio  of Tess s journey 

it ould e said that Paul e e e ed a ti e topi s  fo  lesso s suffi ie tl  des i ed 

hat as to e do e, a d the tea he s life as ot di ided i to “MA‘T lea i g 

outcomes. This memory too is part of the experience of class.  

 

From the point of ie  of life sto  o k i  ea h of the tea he s a ou ts, a d ea h i  

their own way, we can begin to gain an impression of the experience of time and how 

they believe that experience to be changing. Each says something slightly or even 

markedly differe t ut i  Tho pso s ph ase i  ea h the e e e ges the logi  of a  

occupational group undergoing broadly similar experiences in very much the same 

historical circumstances. Here the pressure to have more students pass largely 

automated tests in standardised time periods together with an intensification and an 

expansion of tracking and record keeping leads to the feeling of the workload, as Sarah 

sa s, ot ei g doa le  e e  if a tea he  o ked  hou s a da ,  da s a eek .  

If we consider this time pro le  i  the light of C. W ight Mills  atego ies of pu li  

issues  a d pe so al t ou les  , pp. 8-13) we begin to see how something which 

ea h tea he  o f o ts i di iduall  as a pe so al t ou le  also e ists as a pu li  issue  

when it is understood that the problem of time is confronted by all six teachers in similar 

a s. I  the sa e a  the p o le  of ti e  e o es a  issue of lass a d ide tit . The 

specific ways in which time and workload confront teachers of literacy to adults also 
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shapes the experience of being an adult literacy teacher. To paraphrase Thompson, if we 

watch these people over an adequate period of social change, we observe patterns in 

their relationships their ideas and their institutions. Class is defined by people as they 

live their own history and in the end this is the only definition. (Thompson, 1963, p.11) 

 

 

Class and a Neo-Liberal Regime 

We can also widen the focus of our purview look at the question of time for the literacy 

teachers as being a specific form of a wider historical problem. David Harvey writing in 

1990 suggested that at sometime in the early 1970s the world started to enter a new 

pe iod of ti e-spa e o p essio . Ha e  suggests that this spa e ti e o p essio  is 

deeply rooted in what is now referred to as neo-liberalism.  

 

I  The Co ditio  of Post ode it  Da id Ha e   p odu ed a iti ue of 

philosophies, artistic movements, and forms of academic criticism linked to 

post ode it . Although e  u h opposed to hat he sees as so e of its o e 

outlandish manifestations Harvey seeks to produce an understanding of postmodernism 

in its historical context. In the work of many postmodernists there is a focus on how 

incessant change is a characteristic of postmodernity. Harvey argues that this change, 

volatility and ephermerality (p.285) is a consequence of the increased speed of the 

turnover of capital. As Harvey says the acceleration of capital circulation has many 

consequences most of which are experienced by the literacy teachers in their lives even 

if they do not see it in these terms:  

 

The first major consequence has been to accentuate volatility and 

ephemerality of fashions, products, production techniques, labour 

processes, ideas and ideologies, values and established practices. The sense 

that all that is solid elts i to ai  has a el  ee  o e pe asi e pp. 285-

286). 

 

In the six lives studied here time-space compression is experienced and commented on 

in many ways as increased work load, unending government initiatives, micro-

a age e t of the tea he s o k, and in the reduction of independence in what might 

e alled the p ofessio al life o ld  of the tea he . With ega d to the latte  poi t it is 
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interesting to note that Catherine, Sarah, and Susan spoke at length about the required 

detail needed in lesson plans. As one teacher, not part of the study, e a ked to e  I 

spend more time filling in forms saying what I am going to do, and saying what I have 

do e, tha  I spe d doi g it . 

 

Time-space compression (Harvey, 1990, pp. 201-308) is a very complex phenomenon 

which can be seen operating at various social levels. At one level it is seen as being very 

closely linked if not synonymous with globalisation, as capital circulates faster and over 

ever greater physical spaces producing the effect of a shrinking world.  

 

F o  the pe spe ti e of the si  tea he s hose life sto ies appea  he e ti e-spa e  

compression is experienced primarily as the demand for everything to be done more 

quickly, but it is also present in other important ways.  Among these developments we 

ight poi t out the a  i  hi h tea he s ti e has ee  ho oge ised so that it looks 

o e like a  othe  egi e of i dust ial o k ti e. Tea he s a e e pe ted to deli e  a 

p odu t  i  a  e e  o e f e ue t a d et i all  ode ated ate. Thei  o k is more 

commonly compared to those people working in manufacturing or service industries and 

the demands on their work time, with the allied expectation of teachers being more 

fle i le  i  the eoli e al pa la e  ith thei  ti e.  Te h ologi al ad a e has further 

i te sified spa e o p essio  th ough ad a es  su h as e ail. This te h olog  is 

credited with having produced more effective communication; it has certainly increased 

i fo atio  e po e tiall . It has also i u dated tea he s ith o sta t and unending 

supervision, invigilation and almost unlimited responsibilities to comply with, and to 

provide contents for, forms.  

 

 Over the last twenty years it has become commonplace and no longer remarked upon 

that teaching activities must be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and 

Timebound (SMART). What is particularly interesting about this is that although SMART 

targets are enforced I know of no reasonable claim being advanced that this SMART 

approach actually corresponds in any real way to the processes of learning. Indeed in 

the hapte  of this stud  o  Ma age ialis  it ill e a gued that “MA‘T ta gets ha e 

come into edu atio  f o  the Ma age e t  O je ti es  s hool of usi ess 

a age e t asso iated ith Pete  D u ke . It is o e tha  oi ide e that the latte s 

thinking became influential after the mid 1970s.  
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I am quite sure that when Catherine laments the passing of the extended interview for 

literacy learners as part of their entry onto a course she does not consider this in terms 

of time-space compression or management by objectives. I think we can be equally sure 

that those who called for an end to such interviews did so because they had no specific 

content, produced no measurable result, achieved no palpable outcome, were not 

realistic, and were insufficiently time-bound. Students, it would have been argued could 

be placed more accurately by a computer based test and in far less organisational time.  

 

 

E plot e t a d a path a  through life  

Throughout all the life stories it was possible to trace the idea of what those interviewed 

felt should ha e ee  the o e t ou se  of life. O l  i  the ase of Paul Beer, the only 

male interviewed for this project, was there a feeling that his life had followed the 

o e t  ou se, though e e  i  his ase he felt that he ould ot e e ti el  ope  a out 

essential elements of his life . In all the other life stories there was an element of life not 

having followed the course which should have been expected. Where those telling their 

life stories felt that their lives had not followed the expected course it was evident that 

lass  had i  a  a s shaped the e pe tations which had been thwarted. In several 

of the life stories (at least those of Catherine, Hannah, Sarah, and Grace) there were 

poi ts at hi h the a ato s talked i  te s of thei  li es ha i g got a k o  t a k  o  

so ethi g si ila .   Cathe i e s sto y is the most remarkable in that her parents came 

into a small fortune by sheer chance. For Catherine this almost takes on something of a 

fou dli g  t pe of sto  as she elie es that she a d he  pa e ts fou d the sel es i  

the wrong class. In another example of the idea of a life going down the wrong path I 

as st u k he  Ha ah asked hat she did afte  lea i g s hool eplied Well hat I 

did t do as go to u i e sit , Ha ah had appa e tl  se u ed a pla e ut i stead 

became active in evangelical Christianity. The idea of a correct course through life will be 

considered in terms of class and what Polkinghorne (1988, pp. 61-62) refers to as 

e plot e t .  

 

 

Polki gho e de elops the idea of e plot e t  as ei g a ha a te isti  of a ati es 

such as those used in life stories. Polkinghorne initially argues that life narratives are a 
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type of chronicle, or a discourse form based on the temporal sequencing of events. The 

idea being quite simply that in a chronicle first one thing happens and then another and 

so on. In all chronicles the events are related one to another and the chronicle achieves 

the status of discourse because the elements from which it is made cohere temporally 

and linguistically. Polkinghorne refers to this as first order coherence (p.61). What is 

special to narratives is that in this form the chronicle also possesses a second order of 

reference or coherence. As Polkinghorne puts it: 

 

The meaning produced by the chronicle discourse is related to the temporal 

order of objective time. When the same set of facts found in a chronicle list 

are emplotted into a narrative the meaning produced is of a different time 

order – the historical or recollective order of time.  

In order to bring about the transformation in meaning and show the second 

referent, the events, agents, and agencies referred to in a chronicle must be 

encoded as story elements (p.61) 

 

Here Polkinghorne is simply making the point that all narratives presented as stories (or 

emplotted) take events, agents, and agencies and link them together in a meaningful 

way. A life story does not just link events together in a logical, but also a meaningful 

way. The elements of the story are invested with meaning. Polkinghorne then proceeds 

to make a claim about truth in narrative: 

 

The kinds of truths with which narrative history deals are of a different order than 

those generated by the formal logic of scientific paradigmatic discourse. The test 

of the truth of historical narrative is its capacity to yield a plot from a set of first 

order real events. This is the truth of coherence. (p.62)  

Materialists and therefore Marxists would have no significant grounds for disputing 

Polki gho e s theo  of e plot e t as stated he e sa e fo  a possi le ese vation 

about limits to the capacity of narrative to yield a plot. Coherence with the reality of 

fi st o de  e e ts  is a p e o ditio  of t uth. Na ati e a ot itself eate t uth if it 

does ot ohe e tl  efle t fi st o de  e e ts. 

 

Emplotment is a key feature of the life story form of narrative. Crucially it is an 

important aspect of the process by which those telling the story make sense of the 
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events in their life and the context in which they happened. At first it seems 

unremarkable, even obvious that a person asked to talk about their life and career as a 

tea he  of lite a  to adults tells thei  sto  i  a this is ho  I got to he e  so t of a . 

But as with other narrative forms the study of the conventions is revealing, not least 

because emplotment is the process by which people explore and create coherence in 

their life story. It is especially interesting therefore that in several of the life stories 

presented here there was a sense that people felt that their lives had for extended 

periods gone in the wrong direction. This idea of having gone astray implies that there 

was an intended, expected or correct course. Implicit within such ideas are notions of a 

logi  of lass.  

 

The se se of life ha i g go e ast a  is st o gest i  Cathe i e s sto . Cathe i e s pa e ts  

greyhound brought them a considerable amount of prize money. Catherine makes the 

poi t a out he  pa e ts ei g o ki g lass  ut ei g a le to se d he  to a p i ate 

school which she attended alongside people who were different to her. As Catherine 

sa s I al a s felt that it as t ight fo  e the e e ause the  e e e  posh a d the  

did ha e a lot of o e  a d  othe s f ie ds e e ot like that the  e e o ki g 

lass people . Late  this feeli g of lass is e te ded e e  to cover the correct form of 

t a spo t to take to t a el to ski eso ts the  ould go off o  thei  skii g holida s a d 

we would go to France and places but we would go in the car ... you know go over the 

ou tai s i  the a . That Cathe i e feels that the e was a correct way of travelling to a 

ski resort, that her parents did not respect the convention was down to their being of 

the o ki g lass . B  i pli atio  Cathe i e elie es that lass  dete i ed ho  o e 

should o  should ot t a el. Cathe i e s feelings of unease and incongruence are 

particularly strong in relation to class and it is as though her feelings of being in the 

wrong place permeate her whole history of school education. Even when recounting her 

return to education and university in later life there is a feeling that Catherine saw 

herself as something of a misfit compared to her fellow university students. 

 

I  he  ook The People: the ‘ise a d Fall of the Wo ki g Class  “eli a Todd  gi es 

significant space to the story of Viv Nicholso  ho e a e fa ous fo  he  “pe d, 

spe d, spe d  o e ts as she a d he  hus a d olle ted thei  foot all pools i  i  

1961. Viv the daughter of a miner had been born in Castleford in 1936. A more 

ste eot pi al o ki g lass o igi  is ha d to i agi e.  
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Fo  “eli a Todd the life sto  of Vi  Ni holso  i  e agge ated fo  e hoes a  

i po ta t lass the es p. . Vi s lifest le o  athe  its ta loid e de i g  as held 

up to condemnation for some four decades as her money was spent and she fell into 

de t. The ta loid p ess i ed i to the o de ato  a ati e of Vi s life a p u ie t 

i te est i  he  a iages a d f ie dships. Whe  Vi  etu ed poo  a d hu led  to he  

life i  Yo kshi e the ta loids p ese ted he  sto  as o e of a ass  upsta t getting her 

just desse ts . I  att i uti g a  e le ati  i po ta e to Vi s sto  “eli a Todd poi ts 

to what many who knew her felt to be the personal warmth and sincerity of the real 

person at the centre of the story. From her viewpoint as a social historian what Selina 

Todd o side s to e of i po ta e is the a  i  hi h Vi s sto  de o st ates just 

how strongly social values constrain class mobility in Britain: 

 

If Vi s sto  is o e of aspi atio , it is also a sto  that de o st ates the li its 

of fantasy ... that anyone can reinvent themselves and must do so ...For 

ulti atel  Vi  ould t: the o e  d ai ed a a  a d she e ai ed a 

working class woman in Castleford. Her experiences before the win were just 

as important as the thousands she won in defining her place in the world. 

Vi s sto  sho s that e e  the la gest pools i  i  histo  ould ot ake 

social mobility easy. Once she had reached the private estate of her dreams, 

she ealized that the goal as t o th the effo t it took he  to attai  it. For 

class implicates and contains everyone ... (pp. 363-364) 

 

When Catherine recounts the story of her parents or Selina Todd tells the story of Viv 

Richards the normally almost imperceptible constraints of class become visible because 

they are broken or f a ed. Ha ah ‘i ha ds  o e t a out ot goi g to u i e sit  

he  she as e pe ted to, o  “a ah s a out the u suita ilit  of he  fi st hus a d i itiall  

i  he  pa e ts  opi io , a d the  late  he  o , a e e a ples of the sa e p o ess  

which a few strands of the myriads of constraints which hold people in their class 

position become visible only because they are, often only temporarily, unravelled.  

 

The idea of a transgression indicating class constraints along the lines suggested by 

SelinaTodd is also p ese t i  se e al episodes i  G a e s sto . G a e s o i tio  fo  

shoplifting is one such episode. The shopkeeper who prosecuted the eighteen year old 
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Grace had put a gregarious and vivacious young woman in sole charge of an off licence 

in a deprived town with a reputation for night time roughness. Later Grace with the 

encouragement of her friends stole drink and cigarettes to the value of some nine 

pou ds. G a e i itiall  pleaded guilt  ut at he  fathe s i siste e ha ged the plea to 

not guilty. We might imagine the scene in court of an attractive young working class 

o a  ith attitude  appea i g efo e the ou t. Cha gi g a plea a d the e  osti g 

the court and the police time and money is never popular and those who elect to do so 

generally realise that if fou d guilt  thei  pu ish e t ill e o e se e e. G a e s 

punishment was indeed at the more severe limit of what might have been expected for 

a first and only offence.  

 

G a e s o i tio , he  fi e, a d the de a d that e e  i to he  fifties after a life without 

any problems with the law she must declare her conviction every time she applies for a 

job within education seems to be an outstanding example of how behaviour deemed to 

be transgressive can play a part in the construction of class and identity. It seems 

particularly strange that the state in the form of the police and courts should be involved 

in the case of an eighteen year old involved in a minor theft from a shop. The shop 

owners who put her in the way of temptation were not even reprimanded according to 

Grace. In a very ordinary, quotidian context Grace transgressed the laws of private 

property, she and her friends took and consumed that of which she was the custodian 

and vendor but not the owner. That she might have been reprimanded and dismissed 

was not sufficient; we might imagine that arguments were raised about the need to 

ake a  e a ple of he . G a e s de ea ou  a d appea a e i  the ou t att a ti e, 

defiant and feigning a lack of fear would, we might imagine, have contributed to the 

agist ate s feeli g that the ou t eeded to tea h he  a lesso .  F o  the poi t of ie  

of the ou t, a d the efo e the state, G a e s pu ish e t as a holl  u da e pa t of 

its o k. I  G a e s life sto  it as o e of the ost i po ta t e e ts of her life. This 

leads us into a consideration of the state.  

 

 

The State 

The Marxist Henri Lefebvre (1901-1991) whose life academic and otherwise led him to 

consider the state from a variety of viewpoints writing in 1966 argued that: 
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The theory of the state is the core, or if you will, the culmination of Marxian 

thought. Very naturally from the outset it has led to particularly passionate 

controversies. No other aspect of Marxian thought has been so blurred, 

distorted, and befogged as this. (p. 122) 

 

In his own work Lefebvre developed a Marxist analysis of the state which not only 

e o passed Ma s late  iti gs, su h as Capital  ut also his ea lie  Hegelia  

manuscripts,. Lefebvre also drew on his own extensive experience both academic and 

practical in the areas of the sociology of everyday life (1947/1991, 1961/2002, 

/  a hite tu e a d the theo  of spa e . He i Lefe e s pa ti ula l  

rounded approach to the question of the nature of the modern state was we must 

assume also influenced by his years fighting with the French Resistance in the Pyrenees 

and his return their to study the interplay of peasant life and agriculture with the 

de elop e t of ph si al a d so ial spa e i  ou tai  o u ities. I  his C iti ue of 

E e da  Life  Lefe e /  a gues that  stud  of hu a  ealit , so ethi g 

which for him would most certainly include  class, identity, and the state can be 

effectively studied by moving from the everyday and trivial, in addition to the study of  

the exceptional: 

 

The critique of everyday life involves an investigation of the exact relations 

between these terms. It implies criticism of the trivial by the exceptional  - 

but at the same time criticism of the exceptional by the trivial, of the elite by 

the mass – of festival, dreams, art and poetry, by reality. (p.251) 

 

The fragmentary views of  class or state to be found in these life stories cannot provide a 

full sociological account of these things, but fragments must always be related in shape 

and nature to the whole of which they are a part; this makes their study worthwhile.  

 

As ith lass  so ith the state . F ie ds a d foe alike ha e sea hed ithout su ess 

for a definition from Marx. Marx wrote extensively about the state throughout his life 

without eve  offe i g a si gle defi itio . Mu h of Ma s ea l  o k i  hi h he 

de eloped a iti ue of Hegel as o e ed ith a  i te ogatio  of the latte s 

iti gs o  the state. Ma s Eightee th B u ai e of Louis Napoleo   ight ell 

be seen as a treatise on the state written from the perspective how a minor and rather 
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ridiculous figure came to be head of the French state. Read from this perspective the 

Eightee th B u ai e  sho s h  Ma  does ot p odu e a defi itio  of the state as he 

sees it as being constituted in an endless flow and flux of relationships existing 

simultaneously as a polity, laws and institutions, armies and militias, cultures and 

traditions to name only some of its constituents.  

 

O e of the iggest p o le s i  dis ussio s of the state , i ludi g i  dis ussio s a o g 

Ma ists has ee  the te de  to take des iptio s o  defi itio s of the state  hi h 

are in themselves one sided, put forward in a particular context, or for a particular 

purpose and to then see these as being all encompassing. In many of these cases the 

o igi al p odu e s of the des iptio s of the state  e e a a e of thei  li itatio s, thei  

particularity and their partiality but those who have taken up the definitions are less 

aware than the originators of the problems of these characterisations of something 

which entails manifold complexity.  

 

Bertell Ollman whose approach to Marxism is characteristically based on the philosophy 

of internal relations believes that many definitions of the state are of use in certain 

contexts but become wrong once the comprehension of their one sidedness is lost: 

 

The ai  i te p etatio s of Ma s theo  of the state – that it is an 

instrument of the capitalist class (Lenin and Miliband), an objective 

structure of political functions interlocked with capitalist economic 

functions (early Poulantzas), an arena of class struggle (late Poulantzas), 

the illusory community arising out of alienated social relations (early 

Ollman), and the hegemonic political ideology (Gramsci) – are such one 

sided relations. (Ollman, 1993, p.89) 

 

Ollman is not saying that any of the views of the state listed here are wrong only that 

these views are one sided, furthermore this one sidedness is inescapable because in 

each case the authors have taken a particular aspect of the state as their viewing point. 

When anything is viewed the vantage point effects its appearance. The example of Lenin 

given above exercised an extreme historic importance. In this case I think Ollman is 

efe i g to Le i s pa phlet The “tate a d ‘e olutio  hi h as itte  i  ea l  

1917. The pamphlet was written in the middle of a period of violent revolutionary 
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upheaval and war it especially considered questions of state violence. Certain quotations 

lifted from this pamphlet without any regard for the context in which they were written 

dominated Marxist discussion of the state for decades and in the worst cases were used 

to justify crimes. It was just this narrow vision of the state that Lefebvre refers to as 

lu ed, disto ted, a d efogged . 

 

The ie  of the state hi h ill e take  he e is also o e-sided . The life stories contain 

within them glimpses of the attitudes of the teachers towards the state and therefore 

their perceptions of how it shapes their attitudes and socially positions them. The simple 

contention here is that elements of an understanding of class and identity can be 

gleaned from the accounts of interactions with the state in the life stories presented 

here. These accounts can be analysed not to produce any overarching account of the 

state but to give instances of its effect in everyday lives which might then help to 

evaluate more expansive accounts.  

 

Although it is not mentioned by any of the teachers whose life stories are discussed here 

a most important and basic fact is that all are employed by the state even if indirectly. 

Those working in FE colleges, or Adult Education are employed by corporations which 

are nominally independent of the state but in practical terms receive almost all of their 

funding from state agencies. The same applies to private providers of literacy teaching. 

'Present and Correct' was one such example dependent for its income and students on 

The Job Centres. OFSTED despite claims to the contrary is very much a state 

organisation, so much so that the more senior inspectors and employees of OFSTED sign 

the Official Secrets Act. OFSTED itself is officially described as a non ministerial 

government department in exactly the same way as the National Crime Agency or the 

Crown Prosecution Service. This is of considerable importance as all the more senior 

managers working in the area of adult literacy must manage their colleges in line with 

OFSTED requirements. In the early years of this century a process began which by 

degree has led to the existing regime in which OFSTED inspection handbooks and notices 

have become the manuals by which colleges are managed and governed. In this regard it 

is o th e alli g “a ah s des iptio  of he  easo s fo  lea i g fu the  edu atio  FE : 

 

I defi itel  ould t ha e su i ed a othe  OF“TED the e...  I ha e ee  

th ough a  OF“TED s  a , a  OF“TED s fi e oka  I ould t do a othe  
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one at the college. ... I can tell you that now no matter what they paid me that 

was just the worst experience ever. 

 

If we accept what Sarah says it follows logically that she left FE because of the regime of 

state inspection. A more powerful shaping of class and identity for a teacher of literacy 

to adults is hard to imagine. In all of the interviews with each of the teachers OFSTED 

was discussed. For example in each comment made about lesson planning and the 

keeping of records it is implied that the exact manner in which records are kept and the 

extent of record keeping is connected with OFSTED inspections and the managers frantic 

efforts to be OFSTED compliant.  

 

OFSTED requirements exert a continuous influence in almost all aspects of the teachers 

lives far beyond the few days of the actual inspection. In recent years OFSTED has 

stressed that it reserves the right to inspect at very short notice often less than a week. 

These inspections are bizarrely referred to as light tou h  o  s apshot  as those to e 

inspected have little or no lead time to prepare especially. The result is that preparation 

is perpetual, the only time during which it is possible to rule out an inspection is 

immediately after one has been completed. This means that the preparation for 

inspection happens day in day out and determines almost everything which the 

managers and the teachers must do. Susan alludes to this regime when she talks about 

thi gs o i g a k to ite ou . 

 

It s  all the other nonsense about sending ten million e-mails and backing 

the  up, ou k o  ou e just o e i g ou self the hole ti e ...  Be ause 

you know that things will come back later on to bite you on the bum. 

 

Later in this project in the chapter on managerialism some of the themes mentioned 

here will be examined in greater depth. Managerialism clearly overlaps with questions of 

the state and in many ways becomes one of the most direct manifestation of state 

intervention in the day to day working life of the adult literacy teacher.  The OFSTED 

regime leads in effect to all teachers at all times having to conduct their work in 

accordance with what the representatives of the state expect to find conducting 

inspections.  
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We have already talked about workload and the feeli g, p ese t i  all the tea he s life 

stories, of not being able to manage their work in the ways expected. This is reflected in 

the accounts they give of exceedingly high expectations of students in terms of 

attendance and achievement of certificates, and the detail of teachers reporting back on 

their work. The official discourse from OFSTED typically frames the requirements placed 

o  tea he s i  te s of sta da ds , i deed the title of the od  itself is Offi e fo  

Standards in Education. Writing so e ea s ago a out sta da ds  ‘a o d Willia s 

e a ked that the o d sta da d ofte  had a futu e  ea i g, i  su h ases sta da d 

referred not to what existed but to what should exist in an imagined or idealised future 

world:  

 

The old measures, or the existing grades are inadequate and we will aim at 

something better. ... Instead of referring back to a source or of authority , or 

taking a current measurable state, a standard is set, projected ideas about 

conditions which we have not yet realized but which we think should be 

realized. There is an active social history in this develop of the phrase. 

(Williams, 1983, p.291) 

 

The pa ti ula  ea i g of sta da ds  as used  OF“TED is e  si ila  to that 

suggested by Williams. OFSTED introduced new standards in September 2012 (OFSTED, 

. The g ade of “atisfa to  as epla ed  Needs I p o e e t . It is felt  

a  i  the se to  that Needs I p o e e t  effe ti el  e a e U satisfa to . This 

had the k o k o  effe t of aki g the Good  g ade effe ti el  “atisfa to . The e has 

been a steady stream of comments from OFSTED since 2012 about the need to tackle 

a d de a d i p o e e t f o  oasti g  i stitutio s e.g. Depa t e t fo  Edu atio , 

2015) and teachers through a process of continuous performance review (e.g. 

OFSTED,2014). These comments have contributed to the feeling that OFSTED is only 

satisfied ith tea he s a d i stitutio s hi h a hie e a  Outsta di g  g ade. The 

la guage of OF“TED ith ega d to sta da ds  is u o p o isi g to the point of 

bullying. In a report on Further Education for 2013/2014 OFSTED pointed out that as a 

esult of its o  i spe tio s tea hi g a d lea i g had i p o ed : 

 

Teaching and learning has been a major focus for OFSTED inspections over the 

past two years. ... the quality of teaching, learning and assessment inspected 
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in 2013/14 was substantially better than in previous years. This has had a 

positive impact on the proportion of providers judged to be good or 

outstanding this year. However, within this broadly positive picture, only 18 

providers – about one in 20 – were judged to have outstanding teaching. 

(OFSTED, 2014a, p. 15) 

 

OFSTED setting itself the task of improving teaching and learning gave as its first priority 

improving teaching and learning through what they saw as the need to impose 

ele tless a d igo ous o ito i g of the ualit  of tea hi g OF“TED, 2014a, p. 16). 

The OFSTED vision appears as one in which all those involved in such things as teaching 

literacy to adults will only be saved f o  thei  o  edio it   ele tless a d 

igo ous  i spe tio . The use of the o d ele tless is of pa ti ula  sig ifi a e a i g 

within it notions of harshness, inflexibility, and incessant intensity. The OED actually 

defi es the o d ele t  in terms of yielding to compassion (OED, 1982). This is certainly 

not the only time that OFSTED and its spokespeople are associated with a lack of 

compassion (Paton, 2012; Henry, 2012; Legge, 2013). 

 

The argument which I wish to put forward is that in the life stories studied here the 

teachers express their anxieties about the demands of their work, because they feel that 

they are always measured against a standard which it is impossible to attain. This 

standard is to a great degree enforced and measured by a state agency. All of the 

teachers interviewed for this project saw themselves at least as reasonably good 

teachers achieving respectable results and providing their students with something 

better than a respectable service. Each of the teachers interviewed worked within an 

i stitutio  hi h as offi iall  g aded as eeds to i p o e . Offi iall  the efo e eeds 

to i p o e  o stituted a sig ifi a t pa t of these tea he s  ide tities.  

 

There is a further aspect to the relationship of the literacy teachers to the state as it 

affects their class and identity. From the point of view of their students the teachers are 

themselves involved in enforcing of a literacy regime, this is more or less apparent in 

each of the life stories. In the stories of Hannah, Catherine, Sarah, Grace, and to a lesser 

extent Paul and Susan there are mentions of the work they do, or have done, to try and 

get peoples  li es a k o  t a k . Fo  Ha ah at P ese t a d Co e t , “a ah, a d G a e 

much of this work was directly concentrated, at least officially, on getting people into 
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o k o  aki g people e plo a le . At e tai  poi ts the Go e e t a d OF“TED 

li ki g of e plo a ilit  a d lite a  took o  a  ope l , e e  p oudl  Hu a  Capital  

approach to the problem which in turn justified a coercive approach to literacy teaching 

and learning. Over the history of Skills for Life following its introduction in 2001 it is 

possible to trace an ever heavier accent in official Government policy on the idea that 

those deemed to have low litera  skills had a  o ligatio  to i p o e  thei  lite a  

skills in order to improve the position of Britain vis a vis other competitor nations, 

Charles Clarke the Secretary of State for Education and Skills writing in 2003 put it this 

way: 

 

Four out of five jobs created now will require skill levels above A-level. Only 

one-third of Britons have these compared to three- ua te s of Ge a s. It s 

ot just the lea e s pe so al su ess that ha gs i  the ala e. What of the 

cost to British business? (DFES, 2003, p. 3) 

 

Something of the incongruence of stated government policy and the actuality of literacy 

teaching comes out if we think of Catherine teaching young unemployed women in 

former mining villages, Sarah teaching on a deprived housing estate trying to coax 

reclusive identical twins into relations with classmates, or Grace teaching young men 

awaiting prison sentences. It is fair and reasonable to assume that for those involved in 

this work, including the teachers and even the college managers it was at least very, 

very, difficult to see their work as being aimed at improving British competitiveness with 

the high te h i dust ies of the Ge a  Mittelsta d. Cha les Cla ke s pla s fo  

international competiveness would, if they had known anything about them, have 

appeared pharaonic to literacy teachers working with apprentices in Further Education 

Colleges let alone to those in dilapidated community centres or pupil referral units. Even 

if e  fe  lite a  tea he s k e  a thi g of the detail of Cha les Cla ke s pla s, or 

indeed anything of the plans of his present day Ministerial contemporaries they do find 

the sel es alig i g  their activities with the states intentions even if this alignment is 

far from being straight and true.  

 

We have already mentioned how often the teachers interviewed for this project talked 

about lesson planning and record keeping. A key part of this process is the Individual 

Learning Plan (ILP) a document which is supposedly the property of the student but is 
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more realistically a record completed by the teacher, or the student and teacher 

working together. This record documents what the teacher and student have covered in 

lass; it is supposedl  a e o d of a ti it  a d a hie e e t. It fo s pa t of the audit 

t ail  fo  OF“TED i spe to s, FE a age s i  ge e al a d those ho a age tea hi g 

ualit  i  pa ti ula . These lea i g pla s also fo ed the lo est le el at hi h audito s 

managed how public money was spent by a college or other institution. It was supposed 

that by studying how much had been covered in class auditors could assess to some 

extent whether or not the public purse was in receipt of value for money.  

 

Something of the way in which state objectives are interpreted and enforced in 

classroom practice was captured in an article by Mary Hamilton which looked at literacy 

tea he s a d stude ts usi g ILPs to alig  stude t a d tea he  ide tities  ith hat 

Ha ilto  efe s to as s ste  goals Ha ilto , 2009). Hamilton explains that the 

pu pose of he  stud  is to de o st ate  ho  the ILP is a key technology of alignment 

et ee  lo al a d s ste i  p a ti es a d ide tities  p. . Ha ilto s stud  a al ses 

how teachers and students in literacy classes are obliged to record their activities and 

indeed to organise what they do in line with a national syllabus for adult literacy 

learners, and the requirements of auditors both educational and financial. The ILP must 

sho  et i ated a d ti e o st ai ed a hie e e ts . I  the pa la e of OF“TED, a d 

ost othe  odies ha ged ith o ito i g ualit  the ta gets ust e i  a o d ith 

the acronym  SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Time-bound). 

Measurable in this context means that the teacher and learner are not encouraged, or in 

practice permitted, to record any activity which is not open to being tested. It is not 

permitted for example to work towards a stated target of increased understanding or 

appreciation of something as it is held that neither understanding nor appreciation are 

measurable. Hamilton talks throughout the article in terms of the alignment of 

ide tities  ith hat a e alled s ste  goals . This is e a ka le o  t o a ou ts.  

 

Firstly what Hamilton calls system goals are in the terms used in this chapter nothing 

more or less than the state goals. The ILP whilst it is many things is undoubtedly a 

document which relates teaching and learning activity to the state objectives in adult 

literacy. There is much more that could be said about this, not least as Hamilton shows 

in her article and indeed all the teachers interviewed for this project would affirm the 

teacher and the student find ways to complete the ILP which satisfies the auditors but 
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hides (or at least leaves undeclared) activities which they legitimately enter into in class 

which are not in accord with the ILP. This them will be taken up and developed in the 

chapter on managerialism but for the moment it will be stated that managers and 

inspectors do not worry too much if the ILP is the educational equivalent of a set of false 

ledgers in accountancy, what matters most is that the ILP appears to be in conformity 

ith hat Ha ilto  alls s ste  goals . 

 

Secondly the insistence on only including the measurable, and the testable  in the ILP 

ea s that offi iall  o l  that hi h a  e o se ed a d e a i ed o je ti el  is 

pe itted i  lass. This ould pla e tea hi g ithi  a  e ti el  eha iou ist  pa adig .  

As Watson pointed out more than one hundred years ago when setting out the tenets of 

behaviourist psychology with the argument that it was necessary to: 

 

dispense with consciousness in a psychological sense. The separate 

observation of 'states of consciousness', is, on this assumption, no more a part 

of the task of the psychologist than of the physicist. .... This suggested 

elimination of states of consciousness as proper objects of investigation in 

themselves will remove the barrier from psychology which exists between it 

and the other sciences. (Watson, 1913) 

 

This convergence of OFSTED enforced exigencies of audit trails with the foundations of 

behaviourist psychology is far from a random coincidence. Behaviourist psychology 

sought to eliminate consciousness from psychology because it was neither measurable 

o  o se a le. I thi k that it a  e plausi l  a gued that o s ious ess  i  the fo ms it 

takes i  edu atio   thi gs su h as u de sta di g  a d app e iatio a e si ila l  

excluded from the world of educational audit trails. From the point of view of both 

teachers and auditors to acknowledge the existence of that which can be neither 

measured nor metricated is to acknowledge some element of mystery in education.   

Cathe i e ho talked a out i possi le pape  t ails  a d the ti e it took to o plete 

might be taken as speaking for all the teachers: 

 

when will we do the teaching? ... as long as they have got a paper trail and as 

lo g as ou e got p og ess it s got to e e ough ... ou a t e e pe ted to 

fill out those idi ulous sheets afte  sheets ... I pe so all  do t ag ee ith it. 
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It would be possible to go through all of the life stories and collect similar expressions of 

u ease ith this alig e t of ide tities . The poi t is that the ide tit  of the tea he s 

and students is constrained and shaped by these practices. This is not at all to deny that 

teachers and students resist official interpretations of their identity and try to shape 

their own experiences. The point is that this extensive record keeping which excludes 

much of their real identity and activity thereby officially making it illegitimate or even 

clandestine. To be officially accepted these teachers must present an image of their 

activity which is not completely truthful.  

 

In this analysis of class and identity as it appears in the life stories the focus so far has 

been on their professional lives. Looking more widely it becomes harder to generalise 

their experiences outside of their professional context. Three of the women interviewed 

(Sarah, Grace, and Hannah) had experienced long periods of their life as single mothers 

and had lived in straitened circumstances if not poverty during this time. Surveyed 

across generations three of those  interviewed could be said to have experienced 

downward social mobility, though this was clearly the case it did not appear in their life 

sto ies as a  i po ta t the e. Paul s fa il  had its roots in small scale business 

ownership in Thanet,or in the case of his father, colonial administration. Paul and his 

ife depe ded o  ages fo  thei  i o e. “usa s fathe  f o  ho  she as dista ed 

had been a very senior army officer, she was a confirmed teacher who did not want to 

e a thi g highe . Ha ah s pa e ts had lost o  used up thei  sa i gs a d she had 

spent many years living on unemployment benefit. If Catherine had benefitted from her 

parents winning a modest fortune with the greyhounds this had not extended 

significantly into her own life and she and her husband very definitely needed to work. 

 

In the case of Grace her experience with the courts and the considerable influence that 

has had on her life seems to contribute to her feeli g that the s ste  dete i es hat 

is expected of the person. Grace in middle age sees herself as having largely given up on 

t i g to eat the s ste . I  this ega d it is e  i te esti g to see ho  i  he  life 

o ld  Willia so , 1998) Grace elides the state and her father: 

 

I had a thing about being told what to do. I think I still have it now. I think that 

because my Dad was twenty years older than my mum, so I think I have grown 
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up with ... I hate authority. Well I hated back then authority. I had no respect 

fo  it. It as t so ethi g that I hose it as just so ethi g that as o iousl  

in me. ... I just tried to beat the system, trying to bunk off, just thinking that I 

could win. 

 

Grace also points to how later in her life becoming the person she is today involved her 

breaking away from her father, and her husband whilst developing what might be 

described as a tolerable modus vivendi with the state. When considering the latter it is 

interesting to note how Grace will (sotto voce) demur from doing what authority 

requires. In the case of the young man whom the police sought Grace could not bring 

he self to fa ilitate his dete tio , i  the ase of Al e ta  G a e o ked ith the ou g 

lad  ho as ot that lea , agai st the di e tio  of he  school. That this should 

happe  i  the o te t of stud i g Of Mi e a d Me  is o e tha  i o i . Withi  G a e s 

story this incident could be considered a poignant example of the alienated nature of a 

school curriculum which whilst enforcing the study of a modern classic celebration of 

the hu a e t ies to e lude a lo el  tee age isfit . 

 

Taken together it would seem that in terms of class and identity the professional context 

of the teachers had exerted a more important influence than any other factor at least 

when the interpretation of their lives takes their work as its starting point.  

 

It is possi le that if the life sto ies had take  fo  e a ple a  e plo atio  of ge de  as its 

starting point then at least identity if not class might have emerged in a different form. 

Even if this different starting point had been chosen then the professional life of these 

teachers would have been of great importance.  

 

In our society what work we do exerts a considerable (I would say determining) 

influence on who we a e. This allo s fo  the atego  of o k to e i te p eted 

broadly, it must go beyond the idea of simply how a wage or salary is earned and 

incorporates ideas of our wider engagement with the world through social activity. In 

the case of all six literacy teachers in this project it would appear that their professional 

work constitutes a very significant part of their total social activity, as such it has an 

important part in their class and identity. This is not at all to say that these teachers are 

a produ t of thei  o k. ‘eal people a e e e  the p odu t  of a set of i u sta es 
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with the same conditions producing the same results. Real people exist as the way in 

which they as individuals live within these circumstances they are not a product of them.  

 

One way of trying to grasp the idea of class and identity as it is appears in these life 

stories is to look for those areas in which regularities or similarities appear between 

them. These similarities are usually not to be found as measurable objective facts but as 

rough parallels or as correspondences of experiences held in common. Here the 

experiences of being language teachers in the first twelve years of this century in Thanet 

gives rise to these similar experiences being held in common and has played a central 

role in shaping the social experiences of all six lives. Each life is very different but each 

evinces broad similarities of class and identity, here only a few of the features shared 

have been discussed and highlighted.  

 

So far in this chapter a case has been presented for the consideration of class and 

identity in the lives of the six teachers. This has of necessity only looked at certain 

features of these lives as the contention is that it is not possible ever to give an 

exhaustive account of class. Marx dealing with a similar problem, that of trying to 

u de sta d hat as ea t  p ope t , ote the follo i g: 

 

In each historical epoch, property has developed differently and under a set of 

entirely different social relations. Thus to define bourgeois property is nothing 

else than to give an exposition of all the social relations of bourgeois 

production. 

 

To try to give a definition of property as of an independent relation, a category apart, an 

abstract and eternal idea can be nothing but an illusion of metaphysics or jurisprudence. 

(Marx, 1847/1975, pp.141-142) 

 

The o d lass  ight e su stituted i  ea h ase fo  p ope t . The poi t he e is that 

lass a ot e u de stood as a atego  apa t . This agai  ea s that a  

consideration of class and identity must be conducted with due attention paid to the 

opposition of the abstract and the concrete. In the above quote Marx is arguing against 

the possibility of giving an abstract definition. Concretely class and identity exist in 

relationships which function on many levels and in different areas. It is not possible to 
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consider class and identity abstractly. This is simply another way of saying that class and 

identity cannot be considered apart from, separately, or away from the actual 

cir u sta es i  hi h the  happe  o  e ist.  

 

In this chapter it has been possible to consider class and identity in only a few of the 

concrete circumstances in which it occurs in the life of the literacy teachers on whom 

this study is based. It would be wrong to believe that these limited insights can ever 

provide more than fleeting glimpses of class and identity. To build up a complete picture 

in its full concreteness it would be necessary to consider every aspect of class and 

identity in the lives of the teachers throughout the whole of their lives and in all their 

interconnections with the social world they inhabit.  

 

If a complete picture of class and identity is not possible at least we can make the case 

that these gli pses  a e the sel es e eali g. A st o g ase a  e ade fo  sa i g 

that these insights which might be gleaned from the life stories do at least have the ring 

of authenticity which comes from an understanding of the account as rendered by the 

people themselves.  

 

The Reflexive Project of the Self 

This brings us back to the approach to class and identity associated with Anthony 

Giddens. It will be argued that Giddens attempts an abstract approach to class and 

identity based on a self-constructed narrative.  

 

The attempt by Giddens to analyse class and identity clearly has value and repays 

o side atio . It ill e a gued he e that hat he puts fo a d  is ot o g  ut o l  

looks at one dimension of identity and in his presentation of this as the whole picture his 

work on contemporary identity becomes one sided. To use an analogy from art it is as 

though Gidde s elie es he has p odu ed a ealisti  pi tu e of lass o  ide tit  hile 

they have actually reproduced an image of their subject working in only one, or at best 

two, dimensions.  

 

Anthony Gidde s takes as a sta ti g poi t the idea that e  e ha is s of self-

ide tit  a e shaped  – yet also shape -the i stitutio s of ode it  , p. . 

Gidde s the  a gues that hat is e  a out the e ha is s of ide tit  is that:  
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the self is ot a passive entity, determined by external influences; in 

forging their self identities, no matter how local their specific contexts of 

action, individuals contribute to and directly promote social influences 

that are global in their consequences and implications. (p. 2) 

 

Gidde s  iti g i  passages su h as this akes fo  de a di g eadi g o  t o ou ts. 

Firstly there are many places where it is not easy to grasp what is being said at the 

st aightfo a d lo utio a , o  hat does this ea ?  le el. Yet more profound 

challenges are posed when trying to gauge the validity of the assertions contained in the 

iti g. I  the a o e sho t uote Gidde s st esses  e  e ha is s  et o l  o e 

e ha is  is gi e , the efle i e p oje t of the self , a d the e appears to be no 

argument to support the idea that the mechanism(s) is/are new. It would seem only 

easo a le to elie e that the self  e ists histo i all  a d is the efo e histo i all  

contextualised. The self identity of a mediaeval villain, the eighteenth century plebeian 

wife seller(Thompson, 1991, pp. 404- 465) or a twenty first century teacher of literacy to 

adults are formed under very different historically given conditions and for this reason 

we take them to be different. This is not to accept the argument which Giddens seems 

to e aki g hi h is that the e ha is s   hi h self ide tit  is fo ed a e 

diffe e t i  diffe e t histo i al o te ts. The o d e ha is s  itself is a little 

unfortunate here as it obviously implies something mechanical, which is not likely to be 

hat Gidde s ished to o u i ate. Fo  e ha is s  e a  justifia l  su stitute 

the te  p o esses . What e ha e he e the  is Gidde s asi all  sa i g that ide tit  

is fo ed th ough i te a tio  ith the o ld  a d that the contemporary world is 

different to that which existed in different historical times. Giddens argues that the 

efle i e p oje t of the self  is a o te po a  phe o e a, a esult of e  

e ha is s  o  p o esses hi h ha e appea ed o l  e e tl  at least for the greater 

part of the population.  

 

Giddens does not present any evidence that the processes are new, indeed when they 

are described they appear to be very similar to what they have always been; processes 

by which people individually and, more importantly socially, interact with an existing 

objective world. Giddens does not establish how the processes of interaction have 

changed historically but he does stress that the self is not a passive entity.  There is a 
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clear implication that in the past the self as dete i ed  e te al i flue es  a d 

that today it is much less so. Giddens appears to offer no evidence to demonstrate that 

i  ti es past the self as a passi e e tit ; the i pli atio  is that if the efle i e p oje t 

of the self  is e  a d has come into existence only in the contemporary period then it 

was by default hitherto non-e iste t. Gidde s p opositio  that the efle i e p oje t of 

the self  is a e  thi g does i  fa t see  to u  ou te  to ost histo i al a ou ts of 

the self. There is not time or space to present here a historic account of the self; 

pointing to a logical problem in Giddens argument will need to suffice.  The logical 

problem which lies at the core of Giddens argument is that it is very difficult to imagine 

hat a self  ight e if it as ot efle i e . We ight suppose the efo e selfs  as lo g 

as they have existed have been reflexive.  

 

It ould appea  to e uite logi al to a gue that hat is u de stood  the self  ust of 

necessity be integral to processes of self reflection. Without the presence of self 

efle tio  it is ha d to o ei e of hat a self  ight eside i . I deed the et ologi al 

o igi s of the o d self  i  E glish go a k to at least Old E glish he e its use as 

recognisably similar in important respects to that found today. To kill oneself in old 

E glish ei g the a t of self a a , self lo e as selfli e  a d ost su p isi gl  f ee ill 

as k o  as self ill . “u h e ide e poi ts ot at all to the Old E glish self a d the 

contemporary self as being the same but it does indicate that the self has for at least a 

thousand years been inextricably linked to processes of reflection, and considering the 

Old E glish o a ula  uoted he e it is also lea  that self  has al a s ee  li ked to 

ideas of agency (Self: Oxford English Dictionary 1989).  

 

It is not possible to accept that the self as presented by Giddens is an entirely new 

phenomenon. It appears that what is actually new in all this is that Giddens sees the self 

as a p oje t . U su p isi gl  the efle i e p oje t of the self  is i  keepi g ith Thi d 

Wa  thi ki g, so ethi g hi h Gidde s hi self a gues. I   Gidde s ote a pie e 

for the Policy Network in which he argued that although the term Third Way had 

become corrupted (Giddens, 2010) what he saw as its true mission the renewal of social 

democracy was still important and that reflexivity remained at its core. Giddens points 

to the ole of the i te et i  i te sif i g efle i it  i  the pe iod et ee  the ook s 

publication a d his e isiti g  it i  :  
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When I wrote The Third Way the internet was in its infancy. Yet for the most 

part the internet has deepened and extended processes that were already 

visible at that time. I referred to these generically as the increasing reflexivity 

of modern social life. Reflexivity means that individuals and groups have 

regularly to decide how to act in relation to a flow of incoming information 

relevant to those decisions. (Giddens, 2010, no page)  

 

This interplay between the internet a d the efle i e p oje t of the self  ight e 

illustrated in the lives of the literacy teachers in this project. Those teachers talk o form 

filling, being monitored by computers, dealing with large numbers of e-mails etc. Whilst 

the internet has brought benefits to these teachers it seems a little optimistic to refer to 

the  egula l  de idi g ho  to a t i  elatio  to a flo  of i o i g i fo atio . 

Overwhelmingly for these teachers the only option open to them was compliance with 

internet based systems of work discipline and at an intensifying pace.     

 

When trying to evaluate the reflexive project of the self we keep returning to the 

problem of what, if anything, is new in what is argued by Giddens. Approached from a 

Marxist viewpoint Giddens reflexive project appears as something voluntaristic and this 

is of i te est. The te  olu ta isti  he e efe s to a ie  hi h sees i di iduals as 

being able to act in a manner which is relatively unconstrained. Consider the following: 

 

'A person's identity is not to be found in behaviour, nor - important though this 

is - in the reactions of others, but in the capacity to keep a particular narrative 

going. The individual's biography, if she is to maintain regular interaction with 

others in the day-to-day world, cannot be wholly fictive. It must continually 

integrate events which occur in the external world, and sort them into the 

ongoing 'story' about the self.' (Giddens, 1991, p.54). 

 

Here Giddens is  promoting an approach to identity which is akin to, if not identical with, 

the post ode  app oa h hi h holds a ati e , o  te t  to e a solute. This ie  

holds that things are the way they are because of the way we talk, or write about them. 

The more traditional approach which many post modernists reject is that the way things 

are exercises an important, or even inescapable, constraining influence on how we 

might talk or write about them. When the limits of this constraint are exceeded the text 
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will be seen as unbelievable, incredible, or delusional. That an i di idual s iog aph  

a ot e holl  fi ti e  see s to i pl  that it ight e possi le fo  it to e 

su sta tiall  o  p i ipall  a pie e of fi tio . Biog aph  is ot fi tio . The e a e 

certainly fictional biographies, some of which do a wonderful job of presenting realities, 

but this is very different to someone presenting an account of their life which is fictive. 

Biog aphies, auto iog aphies, a d peoples  a ou ts of ho the  a e ust all o e i to 

being through the imagination of the person producing the narrative and there is plenty 

of room for things like interpretation, elaboration or even self deception, but this is very 

different to just making something up. 

 

It ight e the ase that Gidde s use of the e p essio  holl  fi ti e  ight e 

considered to be unfortunate or of negligible importance but it seems to be more than 

that especially when occurring after the first sentence in the quotation which presents 

a  u usual idea of ho  ide tit  e ists . A pe so s ide tit  ust e fou d i  their 

behaviour, the reactions of others and in the way they in turn react to others. All of 

these reactions and relationships exist in the context of people leading their lives in 

circumstances which they encounter as objectively existing. It is impossible to think of 

identity existing outside of all or any of these things. The aspect of identity which 

Gidde s efe s to as the the apa it  to keep a pa ti ula  a ati e goi g  ust e a 

function of behaviour and social interaction within given social contexts.  If instead the 

eatio  o  ai te a e of a a ati e  is see  as the sou e of ide tit  a d the othe  

processes are wholly, or even substantially subservient to it we are faced with a post 

modern form of solipsism.  

 

Gidde s  self  appea s as though it is the creation of an individual as though this process 

of constructing the self did not happen in fundamentally social process. In accounts such 

as that presented by Giddens the self is fundamentally something which comes about as 

a result of individual choice. Sight is lost of some fundamental social facts which mean 

that in reality not only is choice limited to socially available options but also the process 

of choosing between options is based on socially determined criteria. This is not to deny 

agency to individuals but to recognise that individuality is a social phenomena.  

 

Considering the lives as lived by the teachers in this project it seems difficult to imagine 

thei  sto ies as ei g efle i e p oje ts  of the self. This is ot at all to de  that there 
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a e e  i po ta t di e sio s of age  i  these li es. At a hu a  le el it is appa e t 

that the battle to establish and maintain agency involves courage and determination. 

The image of these lives being seen as the navigation small craft on big seas has already 

been employed but it seems very fitting. The teachers in this project find themselves 

facing an objectively existing social world which is harsh, constraining and exhausting 

and it is in this context that they try to chart and maintain a course. It is also clear that 

often this life course is determined by factors well beyond their control. To talk about 

the li es of people su h as these tea he s as ei g efle i e p oje ts of the self  akes 

little sense.     
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The Management of Illusions; Managerialism, Performativity and 

Alienation 

 

 

The destructive character knows only one watchword: make room; only one activity; 

clearing away. ... The destructive character is young and cheerful. For destroying 

rejuvenates in clearing away the traces of our own age:  

Walter Benjamin, 1931. The Destructive Character.   

 

 

It would be possible to argue that all the life stories presented in this project, or at least 

the portions of these which deal with the professional life of their subjects, are filled 

with incidents which provide illustrations of managerialism.  To just draw attention to 

incidents would however fall short of capturing the full influence of managerialism; 

incidents alone cannot depict the pervasiveness of its influence. Managerialism is a force 

ever present in the lives of these teachers. 

 

This chapter will endeavour to show that the professional work of the teachers 

discussed is so permeated by managerialism that no aspect of their endeavours 

o pletel  es apes its i flue e. “o e aspe ts of the tea he s  li es a e ot ithi  a 

tight managerialist grip but there is little which exists in complete independence. Before 

e te i g i to a  a al sis of a age ialis  it is e essa  to ake the poi t that it is 

disti t f o  the otio  of a age e t . The latte  ight e li ited to su h eut al  

issues as o ga isatio  a d s heduli g. Ma age ialis  is e  u h a do t i al o ld 

view.  

 

The basic contention of this chapter is that the form of contemporary managerialism 

which is established throughout the entire Post Compulsory Education and Training 

PCET  se to  is est u de stood as a fusio  of u eau a  ith s ie tifi  

a age e t . The de elop e t of a age ialis  ithi  PCET has its o  histo  a d 

this explains the particular form it finds in the lives of the teachers presented here.  
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It is the intention of this chapter to explain how it is that the specific forms of 

managerialism manifested in the lives of the teachers presented here relate to much 

ide  issues of the ult of effi ie  Callaha ,  a d its oots i  usi ess  theory 

a d p a ti e. It as al a s i te ded that this p oje t ould look at  a age ialis  ut 

as the life stories at the centre of this project were collected not only did the influence 

of managerialism in the teachers lives appear to be even more salient than initially 

imagined but there was also a developing sense of discrepancy between its description 

in theory and its manifestation in real lives. This discrepancy is itself very interesting as it 

reveals something about the merits and utility of life sto  o k. I  the hapte  o  Class 

a d Ide tit  pa t of the easo  put fo a d fo  eje ti g Gidde s  odel of The 

‘efle i e “elf  is that it si pl  fails to iti all  e aluate su h thi gs as Ma age ialis  

which are present in real lives. An examination of the life stories with their details and 

incidents reveals the working of bigger social phenomena, such as managerialism. This is 

hat Lefe e alls The C iti ue of E e da  Life , as he puts it It i plies iti is  of the 

trivial by the exceptional – but at the same time criticism of the exceptional by the 

t i ial,  Lefe e, / , p. 251).   

 

Ma  tea he s i  PCET o i g a oss the ideas of a age ialis  a d pe fo ati it  

for the first time in academic literature are amazed by the way in which writers describe 

what they might previously have felt but have never articulated. It is not unusual to find 

a PCET teacher who on encountering, for example, the work of Stephen Ball (Ball, 2003) 

is quite seized by the academic capture of part of their lived professional experience. 

Nevertheless it might be argued that in the life stories presented here aspects of this 

sa e e pe ie e e oke a a ess  ot i ediatel  p ese t i  o e t aditio al 

academic forms. The presentation of immediate experience is relatively seldom a major 

part of academic writing.  The actual reality itself is nonetheless rewarding when it is 

used a base for theory. 

 

A story which Paul Beer told about managerialism served as an interesting jumping off 

point for wider considerations. Paul was telling a story that he found noteworthy and in 

the narration he provided an example of what Clifford Geertz describes as a process of 

fo i g a  u de sta di g th ough  the aki g st a ge  of that hi h is fa ilia .  Fo  

Geertz this playing off of the familiar and the unfamiliar against each other was at the 

heart of the ethnographers approach to the study of cultures (Geertz, 1973, p. 319) 
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In the life story told by Paul Beer an incident is recalled which is at first sight 

simultaneously quotidian and puzzling. This episode merits consideration as beneath the 

apparent paradoxes a peculiar and important logic may be revealed. 

 

Paul s Co u dru   

Paul tells of the early days of OFSTED inspection, a time when the senior managers of FE 

colleges were unused to inspections as the Common Inspection Framework (CIF) had 

only recently been introduced following the introduction of the Education Act (2006).  At 

this time the Senior Management Teams (SMTs) of Further Education Colleges (FECs) 

were expected to complete a document which was initially known as a Self Evaluation 

Form (SEF), but later in line with the increased strictness of inspections the SEF became 

known as the Self Assessment Report (SAR).  

 

The SMT believed that in the SAR they were required to prepare for OFSTED, they should 

ad it  to the e iste e of a eas i  thei  i stitutio s i  hi h the e as a eed fo  

i p o e e t . The “MT ould the  present to OFSTED their plan to address these 

weaknesses. The expectation among the SMT was that OFSTED would take the existence 

of plans as a positive factor to be taken into account when giving a grade. The SMT 

therefore asked all the middle managers who o e sa  se tio s  of the ollege a d 

actually managed the teaching within those areas to grade the teaching, learning, and 

a hie e e ts  of those depa t e ts. No iddle o  ju io  a age  u i g a 

depa t e t o  se tio  as allo ed to a a d a thi g highe  tha  a satisfa to  g ade 

and most were required to assess themselves as being below, or well below, this 

sta da d. I  all ases the “MT e ui ed that the se tio s  de ise i p o e e t pla s 

hi h the “MT ould a age .  

 

What Paul Beer found paradoxical was that the SMT awarded themselves the highest 

g ade a aila le fo  a age e t a d leade ship  de la i g the sel es Outsta di g .  

When Paul told the story he challenged me and by implication all who knew it to try and 

understand. For Paul the paradox was that an SMT could see themselves as being 

faultless when what they managed could not achieve anything beyond the barest 

satisfa to  le el a d ost as ell elo  edio e . The ise a le self assess e t  

grades had been forced upon the junior managers by the very same SMT who graded 
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the sel es as Outsta di g . Paul s pa ado  e its o side atio ; it is a th ead hi h, 

he  pulled, u a els a d tells us u h a out a age ialis .  

 

The Emergence of Managerialism 

In an article published in 1997 e titled Ma age ialis  i  the Ci de ella “e i e , 

Randle and Brady presented what was probably the first widely read analysis of the 

development of managerialism in the post compulsory sector of education.  Similar 

ideas had already been raised about managerialism in other areas of the public sector 

but Randle and Brady related this theme directly to what they saw as teacher 

p ofessio alis . Thei  stud  of Cit shi e College   a gued that a age ialis  had 

exercised a determining influence on changed and changing forms of professionalism in 

FE colleges following the process of incorporation which had begun following the 

passing of the Further and Higher Education Act of 1992. Randle and Brady linked these 

changes to professionalism to the introduction of new regimes of management 

follo i g the i t odu tio  of a ultu e o e losel  li ked to that of usi ess . Post-

incorporation SMT teams modelled themselves closely on what they believed to be 

p i ate se to  t pe p a ti es, hi h a age e t efe ed to as good a age e t  

(Randle and Brady, 1997, p. 125). Many of the features now taken to be characteristic of 

a age ialis  a e oa hed i  ‘a dle a d B ad s se i al a ti le. ‘e-reading this 

almost twenty years later there can be little doubt that the trends which appeared to 

Randle and Brady have today come to exercise a hegemonic influence over all teaching 

in Further and Adult Education.  

 

At the heart of managerialism Randle and Brady place ten points which they have 

e t a ted f o  Pollitt s  olu e Ma age ialis  a d the Pu li  “e i es  . 

 

 strict financial management and devolved budgetary controls; 

 the efficient use of resources and the emphasis on productivity; 

 the extensive use of quantitative performance indicators; 

 the development of consumerism and the discipline of the market; 

 the manifestation of consumer charters as mechanisms for 

 accountability; 

 the creation of a disciplined, flexible workforce, using 

 flexible/individualised contracts, staff appraisal systems and 
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 performance related pay; 

 the asse tio  of a age ial o t ol a d the a age s  ight to a age. ‘a dle a d 

Brady, 1997 p. 125) 

Reading through the six life stories presented in this project, it would be a 

st aightfo a d task to ull e pli it e a ples of Pollitt s featu es of managerialism.  As 

useful as a list like this might be, it still does not get close to an understanding of the 

lived experience of managerialism.   

 

Mo e i po ta t tha  the p ese e of fa to s i  Pollitt s list hi h a e ot the sel es 

necessary aspects of managerialism is the absence of extremely important affective 

featu es of this t pe of i stitutio al egi e.  The d a ati  title of “tephe  Ball s  

a ti le, The Tea he s “oul a d the Te o s of Pe fo ati it  poi ts to a d the dis al 

panoply of e otio s a d a ieties hi h a age ialis  e ge de s i  tea he s. Ball s 

pe fo ati it  is e tai l  ot s o ous ith a age ialis  ut it is a  al a s 

present feature.  It will be a major contention of this chapter that for teachers under 

managerial regimes their affective lives can only ever suffer negatively under 

managerialism. 

 

Ball is particularly interested in a range of practices which together create what he terms 

a egi e of pe fo ati it .  A  e a i atio  of Ball s defi itio  pe fo ati it  shows its 

clear relationship to Managerialism: 

 

What do I mean by performativity? Performativity is a technology, a culture and 

a mode of regulation that employs judgements, comparisons and displays as 

means of incentive, control, attrition and change - based on rewards and 

sanctions (both material and symbolic). The performances (of individual 

subjects or organizations) serve as measures of productivity or output, or 

displa s of ualit , o  o e ts  of p o otio  o  i spe tio . As su h the  

stand for, encapsulate or represent the worth, quality or value of an individual 

or organization within a field of judgement. The issue of who controls the field 

of judgement is crucial. (Ball, 2003, p. 216) 

 

When the institutions of post compulsory education are under the hegemonic control of 

egi es hi h a e dee ed to e a age ialist, the  Ball s u ial issue of ho o t ols 
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the field of judge e t  a  o l  e app oa hed i  o e a : pe fo ati it , its 

imposition and maintenance is part and parcel of managerialism.  

In  a subsequent iteration of the concept of performativity Stephen Ball (2008) has 

addressed what he sees as the failure in some presentations to give the concept in its 

full se se  p. : 

 

What I mean by that is that the usefulness of the concept is not just as another 

way of referring to systems of performance management, but it alludes to the 

work that performance management systems do on the subjectivities of 

individuals. (Ball, 2008, p.51) 

 

Ball goes o  to talk a out the f a e o k of judge e t  ithi  hi h   hat ou ts as 

effe ti e , ualit  , p odu ti it ,  a d  i p o e e t   is easu ed p. 51).  Ball cites 

Shore and Wright (1999) who argued that the audit culture associated with 

performativity and managerialism represents a new form of coercive neo-liberal 

go e e talit  p.  hi h deli e atel  i t odu es u e tai ties i to tea hi g 

p ofessio als  se se of self as a ta ti  of desta ilisatio  Ball, 2008, pp. 51-52). Ball 

fu the  suggests that Pe fo ati it  o ks  ost po e full  he  it is i side ou  heads 

a d ou  souls  p. .    

 

Whe  Ball a gues that pe fo ati it  is ot just a out pe fo a e a age e t   ut 

also the effe t of this o  the su je ti ities  of those whose performance is managed  

(Ball, 2008, p.51) he is making an extremely important point. This is where life story 

o k a  p ese t a o ete  u de sta di g of the ole of so ial p o esses i  hu a  

lives.  It is precisely in the narratives of the tea he s li es that e a  egi  to see a d 

the efo e to e a i e ho  a age ialis  e ists i  eal li es  a d ho  it shapes 

subjectivities.  

 

The presentation of a selection of episodes gleaned from the life stories will help to 

create a picture of managerialism. Some of these episodes represent extremely 

important points in the lives of those whose stories are told, others recount relatively 

small, even trivial events. Taken together these episodes start to capture the 

pervasiveness of managerialism. It is hoped that these impressions might also be 

strengthened through reference to the life stories where a wider selection of instances 
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was made; these were marked with the signal (M).  Paul Bee s o u d u  has al ead  

presented. Now from each of the other life stories instances are presented each of 

which is offered as an instance of managerialism.  

 

I  Ha ah s sto  the ealisatio  that the ta gets ei g set at P ese t a d Co e t  ade 

o diffe e e  to the p o le s of the lo g te  u e plo ed i  Thanet was, for her, 

something of an epiphany. Hannah also came to the further realisation from 

o e satio s ith T e o  that it as idel  e og ised that despite the su shi e  

narratives woven around projects of this type many of those involved realised that  

su ess  as li ited if it e isted at all. It should also e e e e ed that Ha ah a d 

others were aware of the help they provided at an individual level.  It is interesting to 

draw attention to the ways in which managerialism as a form of bureaucracy is involved 

in what might be described as the fictionalisation of its own activity, or at least this is 

how it might appear to those outside of the managerialist circle. This is a theme that will 

be explored more fully later in this chapter. 

 

There was also a athe  odd a age ialist  a eo i  Ha ah s sto  he  she tells of 

how a despite student requests she was prevented from putting on a grammar class 

because the managers in her institution forbade it. Hannah seemed uncertain of just 

why it was not allowed but she believed that it was because there was an unspoken rule 

between the managers and the Learning and Skills Council (LSC) which prevented the 

organising of any course which did not lead to an accredited test.  

 

A particularly striking part of “a ah s sto  is the e ui e e t that the FE College he e 

she worked asked her to electronically send pictures of the snow that prevented her 

from attending work. Quite why the college required these pictures Sarah did not 

understand, but she was told that if she was to be paid her wages for any days when she 

was prevented from attending work the pictures would need to be sent. In my 

i agi atio  I a  see a  ele t o i  file i  a o pute  s ste  o t olled  Hu a  

‘esou es  atta hed to this file the e is an icon which when clicked on opens up a 

picture of a snowy pathway leading from a front door to a snowy suburban road; this 

ould e p oof that a  a se e f o  o k has ee  eatl  a aged .  
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F o  G a e s sto  e ight take the i ide t of the gi ge  haired girl who the school 

wanted to lose from the register as she was not expected to pass her GCSE. As Grace 

tells it a ou g o a  as to e p ised out of he  s hool as pa t of that s hool s effo ts 

to meet its targets for attendance and attainment. Grace also explained how the 

a age s  of he  ollege had got id of  the old st le tea he s ho k e  e e thi g  

and had then replaced them with younger people. Grace says that these younger people 

were lawyers and accountants. This is as far as I can tell not actually the case though 

Grace might be saying that these people were from these professions because that is 

the impression they cultivate.   

 

I  Cathe i e s sto  the e is a si ila  th ead to that e tio ed  G a e hi h tells of 

teachers from the pre-managerialist incarnation of her institution being robustly 

encouraged to leave. In the chapter on Class and Identity mention has been made 

already of the introduction by the managers of her institution of the new forms of lesson 

planning. Catherine described how sometime around 2007 a consultant was brought in 

to explain how the teachers should use a thirteen page lesson plan. This lesson plan was 

presumably for an hour of teaching. What is interesting here is that the inference might 

be made that the new lesson plan was extensive because of its function not as a plan for 

a tea he  to deli e  a lesso  ut as a do u e t hi h as to e pa t of a  audit t ail  

for inspectors and accountants.  

 

Susan it will be remembered swore that she would never become a manager because it 

would take her away from teaching. This is an interesting observation in itself but one 

which is realistic.  Few if any senior managers in post compulsory education would 

consider teaching in their institutions and a substantial number of SMT members in 

colleges even have no or little experience of teaching. Increasingly these managers see 

themselves as a caste apart from teaching. It has sometimes been remarked that today 

one of the perks of promotion into management is that those pro oted a  get out of 

tea hi g . “usa  also talks a out the eed to keep thousa ds lite all  of e-mails to 

provide documentary back up to prove she has performed fundamentally clerical tasks 

which have now become part of her job. She cites the example of spending extended 

periods of time providing documentary proof that she had, in line with college policy, 

begun the bureaucratic procedures for withdrawing students just a little ahead of their 

expected failure in the end of programme tests. This was a bureaucratic measure by 
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which institutions ensure that the numbers of students failing courses appears artificially 

low.  

 

This collection of incidents in the lives of the teachers begins to put real flesh and blood 

onto the bones of an academic and theoretical presentation of managerialism. These 

incidents are only snapshots. To fully appreciate the effect of managerialism on the 

professional (and indeed non professional) life of the teachers in this project it is 

necessary to grasp the idea everything in their workplaces is permanently under its 

influence. The institutions in which they work are subjected to the pull of managerialism 

no less than they are to that of gravity.   

 

The life stories of the teachers presented here and their descriptions of what is 

des i ed he e as a age ialis  p ese t hat ight e alled authe ti  e a ples of 

phenomena of which the teachers feel the full effect.  It is often the case that teachers 

elie e that phe o e a su h as a age ialis  a e att i uta le to ke  t ou les  of 

the sel es as p i ate i di iduals  a d a e ot u de stood as i sta es of issues fo  

pu li s  as dis ussed  C. W ight Mills / , p.11 and passim). Put at its simplest 

teachers often attribute what is here called managerialism to the foibles, or disorders of 

thei  li e a age s , thei  “MTs o  thei  pa ti ula  i stitutio . What life sto  o k does 

provide is a very solid basis from which to proceed from the study of managerialism in 

real life contexts and then to proceed to what might be called its apprehension in 

theory. This of course is an instance of something which has already been discussed; in 

Marxist terms the discussion of managerialism will move from its concrete 

manifestations in real lives towards its abstraction in theory. The value of starting from, 

and keeping hold of the life stories themselves should not be underestimated, the 

greatest and most real impact of managerialism is affective and is experienced by those 

hose su je ti ities  it shapes Ball, 2008, p.51).  

 

The move fro  the o ete to the a st a t app o i atel  oi ides ith Mills  p i ate 

t ou les  a d pu li  issues  , p.11) because an issue cannot be public without 

some process of theoretical generalisation taking place. Indeed it is the examination of 

dialectical link between the individual experience and the socially general which Mills 

saw as being the life force of superior sociology. In the reverse of this process it is the 

move from the abstract to the concrete which permits teachers to use the concept of 
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a age ialis  to u de sta d its a ifestatio s i  thei  o  li es. If the tea he s g asp 

of this concept is unelaborated or partial it does not diminish in any way of value of 

using their experience as a starting point from which to develop a more rounded and 

complete understanding.  

 

In the previous chapter the ideas of class and identity were discussed in relation to the 

teachers whose biographies are presented in this project. The argument was advanced 

that class and identity are internally related and strongly so. In a society based on class a 

great part of identity is based on the lived experience of class. In the lives of the literacy 

teachers presented here managerialism is an important element of their life experience 

and therefore is very much part and parcel of their experience of class.  

 

‘a dle a d B ad  e pli itl  li ked the goals of a age ialis  to ideas of the th ee Es  

of e o o , effi ie , a d effe ti e ess  , pp. 125-126). When discussing 

a age ialis  all th ee Es  ust e o e i  i d ut effi ie  is the ost 

important. It is the special definition of efficiency under capitalism which drives forward 

changes and developments in the organisation of labour.   

 

In the previous chapter mention was made of how all the teachers life stories are talked 

a out thei  tea hi g i  te s of a sausage a hi e  o  p odu tio  li es  o  ta gets  it is 

not difficult to argue that from a teachers point of view this is how the th ee Es  a e 

a ifested.  Ha ah s state e t that the t ai i g oo  he e she taught at e tai  

points held sixty or so people who were long term unemployed is an extreme example 

of e o o  a d effi ie  ut he  situatio  as  o ea s u i ue. These notions 

of e o o  a d effi ie  a d effe ti e ess   take  togethe  ith the o e ts  

the teachers already seem to suggest something of the idea of the production line, 

factory systems, and output.  

 

I  ‘a dle a d B ad s a ti le , p.126) there is a single mention of the work of Harry 

Braverman (Braverman, 1974). In this reference Randle and Brady refer to Braverman 

ha i g asse ted that du i g the t e tieth e tu  aft la ou  had u de go e a p o ess 

of de-skilli g . The full title of B a e a s ook is La o  a d o opol  apital: the 

deg adatio  of o k i  the t e tieth e tu , athe  tha  the elati el  si ple, a d o e 

di e sio al p o ess of de-skilli g  it is the fa  o e o ple  a d fa  ea hi g p o ess of 
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the deg adatio  of o k hi h B a e a  e plo es. At the hea t of B a e a s 

olu e is a  a ou t of the a s i  hi h la ou  has u de go e alie atio  ithi  ost 

o k p o esses. De-skilli g  is e tai l  a pa t of this p o ess ut  o ea s a  it e 

reduced to this. B a e a s stud  of the deg adatio  of o k  is a i id e a ple of the 

potential productiveness of a Marxist analysis.  

 

It is perfectly possible to look through these stories and find instances of the teachers 

drawing attention to processes of de-skilli g; Paul Bee s istful look a k at the ti es 

when teachers were allowed time to plan their own courses and then to arrange for 

these courses to be recognised might be an example of de-skilling. Today courses are 

ostl  desig ed  the A a di g Bodies  ith practically no input from the teachers 

ho ill deli e  the . It is also possi le to a gue that ost of the o plai ts a out 

o kload , pape  t ails , a d ta gets  et . a  e li ked to de-skilli g , ut the 

processes at work are deeper than this. Whe  the tea he s  life sto ies a e o side ed 

o e o etel  the  de-skilli g  appea s as a efle tio  of a deepe  o e p ofou d 

process. This deeper process is, in these particular instances, a manifestation of what 

B a e a  efe s to as the deg adatio  of la ou . He e deg adatio  does ot a  

o al o otatio s ut efe s to da agi g , edu tio  o  de a . 

 

It is ot diffi ult to li k B a e a s p o esses of deg adatio  to Ball s o ept of 

pe fo ati it ; espe iall  i  the a  i  hi h he argues that under the latter 

everything the teachers do is measured and evaluated with a corresponding impact on 

thei  su je ti ities . B a e a  too e phasises that easu e e t a d e aluatio  a e 

at the heart of modern industrial production and a great part of his book is devoted to 

the role this has played in the development of modern industrial processes. In the very 

practical everyday world of the teachers in this project measurement and evaluation 

takes a central place. The measurement and evaluation of their work by those who 

o e see the , fo s the tea he s  o e e pe ie e of pe fo ati it , a age ialis , 

and indeed the degradation of their work.   

 

Writing in the 1970s Braverman was not in a position to discuss the full contemporary 

impact of the deg adatio  of o k fo  those o ki g i  edu atio  though he as 

e tai l  a a e of the pote tial fo  hat ight e te ed p oleta ia isatio  of le i al, 

and professional occupations a trend which he portrayed as inexorable (Braverman, 
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1974, pp. 279-283). Throughout his work Braverman discusses how Marx approached 

the contradictory processes in the formation and the disappearance of what we might 

all the iddle lasses . This is ost fa ousl  outli ed i  a idel  isu de stood 

se tio  of The Co u ist Ma ifesto  he e it is said that  

 

Of all the classes that stand face to face with the bourgeoisie today the 

proletariat alone is a really revolutionary class. The other classes decay and 

finally disappear in the face of modern industry; the proletariat is its special 

and essential product. (Marx and Engels, 1848, p.14)  

 

The passage is often understood as Marx and Engels making a claim that there would in 

the futu e e a  u diffe e tiated p oleta iat  o f o ti g a si gle ou geois lass . 

C iti s poi t to the e iste e of the iddle lasses  i  ad a ed apitalist so ieties as 

ei g p oof of the i o e t ess of the p edi tio  of Ma  a d E gels.  Mo e i po ta t 

he e is the idea of the de elop e t of the p oleta iat  as a  esse tial p oduct of 

ode  i dust . Ma  de ied eithe  the o te po a  o  the futu e e iste e of 

i te ediate  la e s et ee  those of the ou geoisie a d the p oleta iat. The poi t 

as that these la e s e e i te ediate  that is the o ditio s of thei  e istence put 

the  et ee  the t o g eat pola  lasses of apitalis  a d as so ethi g i te ediate 

they are inevitably pulled one way or another. For both Marx and Braverman the 

st o ge  pull as to a ds the p oleta iat. Pa t of the de a  of the p ofessio al classes, 

a o di g to Ma , ould e the esult of the de-skilli g  a d e ha isatio  of thei  

specialist labour. Managerialism is very much part of this pull, increasingly teachers such 

as those in this study find the regimes of their employment to increasingly resemble 

those asso iated ith o e e og isa l  o ki g lass  o ditio s.  

 

Braverman is very much concerned to show how the ideas and managerial practices, 

espe iall  the pu suit of effi ie , asso iated ith F ede i k Wi slo  Ta lo  6 -

1915) have played their part in the degradation of work and especially of craftsmanship. 

Working from a Marxist perspective Braverman sought to show how the drive to 

efficiency inevitably led the degradation of work. In this process he saw the 

developme t of s ie tifi  a age e t  as ei g pa ti ula l  pe i ious.  
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Braverman analyses how processes set in train by Taylor evolved and developed to the 

poi t he e the  e a e the o e sto e of s ie tifi  a age e t . I  the 

contemporary world of PCET unbeknown to most teachers it is it is possible to study one 

line of the genealogy of managerialism back to industrial practices first developed by 

Taylor at the Midvale Steel Works in the late nineteenth century. 

 

Taylor studied work and sought to break down the activities of working people, 

especially craftsmen, in order to study how to increase efficiency. The rise of scientific 

management coincided with the development of production of industrial goods on a 

much larger scale. Scientific management and its hyper division of labour processes into 

the repetition of (ideally single) tasks at maximum speed had an impact on work and the 

psychological world of the worker which had long been understood. In fact it had been 

noted and denounced by Adam Smith himself.   

 

Adam Smith had famously drawn attention to the efficiency advantages of the division 

of labour with the illustration of the manufacturing of pins (Smith, 1776, pp 11-30). 

Smith describes how the process of pin manufacture could be broken down into its 

o po e t pa ts a d if i  a p odu tio  li e  o ke s o pleted o l  the ost si ple 

tasks in series then the output of that production line could be increased in geometric 

proportions over that of each worker producing pins separately. What is a striking 

o t ast et ee  “ ith a d Ta lo   is the latte s o plete la k of o e  fo  hat 

“ ith sa  as the i ju ious effe ts  of su h a di isio  of la ou  o  the hu a it  of the 

o ke s o e ed. I  a passage hi h appea s al ost as a p e u so  to Ma s iting 

o  alie atio  “ ith a gues that a  i po ta t i flue e is e e ised  o di a  

e plo e ts  i  the de elop e t of the o ke s e tal dispositio . “ ith espe iall  

draws attention to how the division of labour would destroy mental faculties. If a life 

as spe t pe fo i g a fe  si ple ope atio s  ithout thi ki g the  the o ke  ill 

find that  

 

He naturally loses ... the habit of such exertion, and generally becomes as 

stupid and ignorant as it is possible for a human creature to become. The 

torpor of his mind renders him, not only incapable of relishing or bearing a part 

in any rational conversation, but of conceiving any generous, noble, or tender 
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sentiment, and consequently of forming any just judgement concerning many 

even of the ordinary duties of private life. (Smith, 1776/1993, p.429)  

 

“ ith goes o  to poi t out that i  the so alled a a ous so ieties , those hi h e e 

u de eloped i  apitalist te s, the shephe ds  hu te s  a d hus a d e   e e i  his 

opinion not so intellectually dulled as were the members of the nascent proletariat 

working in the most advanced economies (Smith, 1776/1993, p.429).  Where Smith saw 

the danger and the destruction wreaked by the division of labour Taylor saw only the 

need to extract from the worker the absolute maximum value.   

 

Taylorism and scientific management was applied throughout the early years of the 

twentieth century to all the main branches of industrial production. Its application to the 

production of automobiles led to the processes known toda  as Fo dis . These sa e 

p o esses e e late  applied to the p odu tio  of hite goods  a d toda , fo  e a ple 

to the mass production of computer chips and even computers.  

 

The contemporary production of computers is particularly interesting as it represents a 

most intense example of the trend described by Adam Smith above. A large part of the 

global production of personal computers takes place in the factories of the Pearl River 

Delta i  Chi a s Gua gdo g P o i e. The Apple a d Mi osoft et . o puters made in 

this region of China are produced in massive quantities and must be among the most 

complex items ever produced by human industry. Much the greater part of this labour 

force producing these computers is employed in low or semi skilled work. Most 

members of this workforce work long hours at tasks which are simple and routine.  Most 

workers are employed on short or medium term contracts, and live in great industrial 

barracks. The division of labour has removed from the producers of these incredibly 

complex commodities practically all intellectual work.  

 

This trend which has reached its apogee in the computer industry is illustrative of a 

fundamental trend within the division of labour. This trend is also evident in 

managerialism in PCET centres on the removal of real decision making and control from 

those most directly engaged in productive labour process (teaching) and relocates these 

po e s  ithi  the la e s of a age e t. He e e should also ie  OF“TED as a  

institution of management.  
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U de  s ie tifi  a age e t thi ki g  a d i telle tual o k i  general were to be 

taken away from what might be called frontline workers, wherever possible their work 

was to be rendered as a routine. What might once have been craft work was to be 

analysed into a set of routine actions each broken down into its most simple component 

operations and wherever possible each completed by a single worker or ideally by a 

single worker performing a single operation. The effect of this was to remove from the 

worker all planning, organising, judgement and other operations with mental content. 

Very definitely labour was to become subservient to mechanisation. There are plenty of 

indications in comments attributed to Taylor to indicate that he saw the removal of 

decision making and the exercise of intellect in all its forms from the shop floor and its 

investment in management as a positive end in itself.  

 

In what is the most authoritative broadly sympathetic biography of Taylor the writer 

Robert Kanigel gives examples from speeches made by Taylor to show how he believed 

in the virtue of alie ati g  k o ledge f o  the shop floo . Whe  efe i g to 

a age e t a d o ke s Ta lo  is uoted as sa i g Both sides ust e og ize as 

essential the substitution of exact scientific investigation and knowledge for the old 

individual judgement or opi io  Ta lo  uoted i  Ka igel, 1997 p. 473). The actual 

o te t of Ta lo s ea i g is o e a u atel  e ealed i  a se tio  of Ta lo s o  

olu e The P i iples of “ ie tifi  Ma age e t  he ei  he states that u de  the e  

regime which was to replace traditional management: 

 

The managers assume new burdens, new duties, and responsibilities 

never dreamed of in the past. The managers assume for instance the 

burden of gathering together all of the traditional knowledge which in 

the past has been possessed by the workmen then of classifying, 

tabulating and reducing this knowledge to rules, laws, and formulae... 

(Taylor, 1911, p. 15) 

 

Throughout his life and work Taylor never relented from expressing his intense dislike of 

hat he efe ed to as soldie i g  Ta lo , 1911, p. . Ta lo  elie ed that soldie i g  

consisted in workmen doing less than could be achieved if they worked at the absolute 

maximum levels of speed and effort. When setting norms for the required amount of 

work for a workman to complete in a given time Taylor would work from the basis of 
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what could be achieved by the fittest and most able workers working in optimum 

conditions at absolute top speeds. In a modern echo of this we might consider how 

OFSTED abolished the grading of tea he s as “atisfa to  to epla e it ith Needs to 

I p o e .  

 

Measurement and Standards 

It is o th iefl  o th tu i g a k to Paul Bee s o u d u  a d the life sto ies i  a 

more general sense. There is more to say about managerialism and its effects on those 

whose life stories are examined here. Even this preliminary examination of scientific 

management and Taylorism begins to show how analogous practices shape the contours 

of the tea he s  o k. I  all the life sto ies the tea he s e p ess a f ust ation with 

easu e e t, testi g, e o di g a d the  the epo ti g of this data  to a age e t.  

 

Ball s o ept of pe fo ati it  has the idea of easu e e t at its o e a d it is ot 

diffi ult to see ho  this elates to Ta lo s e ui e e ts that a age s should lassif  

a d ta ulate  the k o ledge  of the o ke  so that it ight e edu ed to ules, la s, 

a d fo ulae  Ta lo , 1911, p.15 . The li k et ee  pe fo ati it  a d soldie i g  

might appear to be clear enough but it is still worth drawing attention to the practice of 

e h a ki g  i  all the i stitutio s i  hi h the tea he s hose life sto ies a e 

presented here worked. Under benchmarking teachers and departments are set targets 

for student retention, and rates and levels of achievement. It is unusual to find a teacher 

who believes these targets to be achievable, or if achieved it is only through the 

employment of practices which maximise creativity to a point which is demoralising for 

those involved.  

 

The setting of unreasonably high sta da ds  akes se se he  o side ed i  the light 

of a age ial effo ts to eli i ate hat it sees as soldie i g . O l  the a i u  

(im)possible level of achievement is to be accepted. The effect on the lives of the 

teachers in this project was that the  felt that Outsta di g  as the o l  g ade 

a epta le to the a age e t he  the  e e o se ed  Qualit . The esult of this 

latte  p a ti e is that the o l  satisfa to  g ade is Outsta di g .   

 

To etu  to Paul Bee s halle ge e a  also egi  to see ho  u de  a a age ialist  

regime the management can view itself as being far better than the institution which it 
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manages. In the first place the managers view their work as being separate to that of the 

work of the institution managed.  If the managers are accurately measuring, collecting, 

a d ta ulati g i fo atio   a d th ough thei  Qualit  tea s the  a e d i i g up  

sta da ds a d o i g to a ds the eli i atio  of soldie i g  o  oasti g  the  it a  e 

argued that the managers might be outstanding even if the institution is deemed to be 

edio e .   

 

We might take a practice which appears in several of the life stories as being in some 

way illustrative of the way in which scientific management appears in the life of the 

teachers. In several places the teachers talk about the need to ensure that they have 

reported problems to the management, as Susan said this must be done in case the 

issues o es a k to ite ou o  the u . What is i te esti g i  su h ases is that it is 

not the problem which matters but that it has been reported. If a problem has been 

properly monitored and recorded and the teacher can demonstrate that they did so 

the  the a age e t ill ot dis ipli e the . I  Ta lo s o ds the i fo atio  has 

ee  gathe ed  a d eported. That the substance of the real problem remains or was 

not acted upon is viewed as a far less serious problem.  

 

The world in which Taylor first brought scientific management to bear on problems of 

production is very different to the world of contemporary literacy teaching to adults.  It 

is not only time which separates these worlds but also the nature of the work itself. The 

time and motion studies of classical scientific management cannot be taken from the 

world of bricklaying or the franking of documents and immediately applied to the 

lass oo , though it is i te esti g that Ta lo s a ol tes e tai l  elie ed that ti e a d 

motion studies could and should be applied to surgeons in hospitals. There is an incident 

recorded in which Frank Gilbreth, a noted disciple of Taylor, observed a surgeon working 

a d the  i fo ed hi  that if ou e e la i g i k fo  e ou ould t hold ou  jo  

te  i utes  Ka igel, 1997, p 489). What has been, developed under the auspices of 

scientific management in PCET is the p o ess of o e t ati g de isio  aki g, ualit  

o t ol , a d the egulatio  of lass oo  a ti it  i  the ha ds of a age s a d a a  

from teachers.  

 

In all the works so far cited in this chapter, with the exception of that by Braverman who 

was writing in the 1970s, there is a very marked link drawn between managerialism, 
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performativity, and the political economy of neo-liberalism. This link needs to be 

explained. 

 

 

Neo-Liberalism and the Reflexive Project of the Form Filler 

 

What might be called the neo-liberal paradigm of government and economic policy 

might be said to have first emerged in the mid 1970s. David Harvey dates the first 

emergence of neo-li e al politi al e o o  to the  oup d tat i  Chile Ha e , 

2005).  A key feature of neo-li e alis  is glo alisatio  a d the esta lish e t of a 

o ld a ket . I  the last hapte  a iti ue as p ese ted of the ideas of A tho  

Gidde s i  elatio  to the efle i e p oje t of the self  (Giddens, 1991). An argument 

was presented against Giddens which held that individuals had only partial or contingent 

po e s of age  he  it a e to the o st u tio  of thei  ide tit . Gidde s' positio  

as iti ised fo  ei g e essi el  age ti .  It as a gued that much of what 

constituted the individuals subjectivity (Ball,2008, p.51) took place behind their back so 

to speak. To use Ma s fa ous ph ase: 

 

Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they please; they 

do not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves, but under 

circumstances directly encountered, given and transmitted from the past. 

(Marx, 1852/1966, p.399)  

 

Neo-liberalism provides an excellent example of something which exerts a pervasive 

influence on the lives of almost everyone without the great majority being aware of 

what exactly it is. In the life stories presented here it is contended that managerialism is 

inextricably linked to neo-liberal precepts. These influences are very much felt in the 

lives of the teachers at the centre of this project even though they would probably not 

describe their experiences in these terms.  

 

Neo-liberalism is beyond doubt the most profoundly important feature of the 

development of capitalism in the last 50 years. It is not possible in this chapter to 

describe to fully describe its rise and development. It is however worth making 

something of a detour in order to present some features of neo-liberalism which are 
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transcendent. No more than a very few, if any, adult literacy teachers in Thanet relate 

their working experience to neo-liberal doctrines but their stories allow for the criticism 

of the historical by the everyday.    

It can be argued that at a macro level neo-liberalism is closely associated with three 

fundamental overarching policies. The first would be market de-regulation (Prasad, 

2006) the processes by which markets are freed of regulation or control. Market de-

regulation especially benefits the largest and most powerful economic concerns and is 

generally their favoured poli  as it i eases o petitio  i  a eas he e due to thei  

size and power in the market they possess the greatest advantages. Paradoxically it is 

increased competition which has seen the elimination of many smaller companies over 

the last 30 or so years and has led to the increased domination of the world economy by 

a much reduced number of giant corporations (Foster, 2014). This basic and inescapable 

featu e of the f ee a ket  lies ehi d the e thusias  of the iggest p i ate o pa ies 

fo  a ketisatio  a d i eased o petitio .  

The se o d featu e of eo li e alis  ould e fi a ialisatio  a d is fa  less to the fo e 

in public awareness but is very important indeed. It is normally defined along the 

following lines: 

Financialisation means the increasing role of financial motives, financial 

actors and financial institutions in the operation of the domestic and 

international economies.  (Epstein, 2005, p.3) 

It is tempting to say that what the above definition boils down to is that financialisation 

is the term used to denote the growth of indebtedness in the world economy after the 

early nineteen eighties; an explosion of credit which continues today notwithstanding 

the most profound economic crisis.  

The third feature of neo-li e alis  is p i atisatio  o  hat Da id Ha e  so eti es 

efe s to as a u ulatio   dispossessio  Ha e , , pp. 60-61). Privatisation is 

perhaps the feature of neo-liberalism which might be seen as having the most 

immediate links to managerialism. This relationship between privatisation is complex 

and managerialism has often appeared in institutions as a precursor of their 

privatisation. In the life stories examined in this project it might be argued that the 

development of managerialism in PCET was inseparable from the process of replacing a 
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li e al  odel of edu atio  ith o e o e o ie tated to a ds the de elop e t of 

hu a  apital.  Whe  Ha e  talks a out a u ulatio   dispossessio  he is 

principally referring to the way in which what might be deemed to belong to the public 

is taken from them and sold, or given into private ownership. The public are de-

possessed (we might even say alienated) from what was once theirs. Very often they are 

then obliged to pay the new owners for the goods and services once produced by 

economic entities they once owned.  

When considering the privatisation of education it is useful to think of this as happening 

in two separate but related ways. Stephen Ball calls the first of these two forms 

e doge ous  a d the se o d e oge ous  p ivatisation (Ball, 2004, p. 2). Exogenous 

privatisation is the relatively straightforward process of taking an educational institution 

and placing it in private ownership, in the United Kingdom this is a relatively uncommon 

practice. More important in general, and especially in the context of this project, are the 

processes of endogenous privatisation. Ball himself attributes the identification and the 

drawing of a distinction between these two forms of privatisation to Richard Hatcher 

(2000). Hatcher whilst ot usi g the te s e oge ous  a d e doge ous  gi es a 

detailed description of these processes in later work (2006) when looking at what he 

alls the e-age ti g  of s hools.   

It is fai l  lea  that fi a ialisatio  is i sepa a le f o  e doge ous  a d e oge ous  

privatisation. Although figures are not easily obtained, the designation of Further 

Education Colleges as private sector entities means that colleges are not obliged to 

publish details of loans they are liable for as these are deemed commercially sensitive. 

The government officially relinquished the requirement for FE Colleges to make public 

their indebtedness to the private sector in 2012 (ONS, 2012).  This was achieved by re-

desig ati g FE olleges as ei g No  P ofit I stitutio s “e i g Households  NPI“H  as 

opposed to Pu li  “e to ,  the sa e toke  all FE a d Ad. Ed. e plo ees e e 

considered to have become private sector employees. As the ONS note put it  

One of the main changes removes the requirement for Further Education 

Corporations in England and Sixth Form College Corporations to gain the 

consent of the relevant government body for any borrowing they wish to 

undertake. (p.4) 
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In 2012 many of the new jobs which the government claimed to have created in the 

private sector were achieved through this re-designation of what most people still see as 

pu li  se to  e plo e t. I te esti gl  e  fe  tea he s a d othe s i  PCET ealised 

that they were no longer deemed to be working in the public sector. It is unlikely that 

any of the teachers whose life stories are the subject of this project realise that this has 

happened.  

Ha  B a e a  ote La ou  a d Mo opol  Capitalis  just a little before the 

emergence of the first neo liberal experiments. The processes which he describes as 

e ge de i g the deg adatio  of la ou  he asso iates ost lea l  ith the s ie tifi  

a age e t  pio ee ed  F ede i k Wi slo  Ta lo . B a e a  following Marx most 

certainly saw this process of degradation as something integral to Capitalism itself. The 

pressure of competition among rival capitals and the relentless drive to increase or at 

least maintain profit leads to ever increasing pressures to raise labour productivity. 

Taylor was doing nothing more applying scientific management to specific labour 

p o esses ith a ie  to i easi g p odu tio . The e adi atio  of soldie i g , hi h 

Taylor viewed as a moral imperative, and the speeding up of labour processes generally 

met with the general approval from those who believed that they would gain from these 

new practices. Those women and men whose work came under the scrutiny of Taylor 

a d othe  s ie tifi  a age s t pi all  e pe ie ed the e  o e effi ie t  o ki g 

processes as being more oppressive than those which were superseded. Anyone today 

eadi g The P i iples of “ ie tifi  Ma age e t  a ot ut oti e that fo  Ta lo  a  

opposition to increasing the intensity of labour was to be seen as a defence of laziness.  

Here we find ourselves entering into an area which very definitely has contemporary 

resonance, and definitely so in the lives of literacy teachers.   

An aspect of neo-liberalism which does not always receive the attention it merits is the 

way in which financialisation, and endogenous privatisation exercises an influence on 

working practices in education.  The processes of privatisation in education have been 

well analysed in terms of what might be called the ownership, financing and macro-

management of schools (Ball, 2007; Chitty, 2009; Benn, 2011; and Ball and Junemann, 

2012; amongst others). The link between neo liberalism, micro management (or 

managerialism) and practical classroom activity is less well analysed. What analysis there 

is, a d Balls idea of pe fo ati it  is pa ti ula l  i po ta t he e, does ot usuall  t a e 
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the connection between the inner logic of neo-liberalism and managerialist control of 

teaching activity, it will be argued here that these things are linked. 

In the lives of the teachers examined in this project there are permanent pressures to 

i ease effi ie , to i p o e pe fo a e , to fulfil halle gi g ta gets , o  e e  to 

espo d to su h pate tl  idi ulous sloga s as O l  e elle e ill do.  Chapman and 

Cartner, 2008, p.5). These pressures which the teachers are under might superficially 

appear quite different to those of industrial workers in the last century who came under 

Ta lo s s uti  ut the e is a logi  hi h li ks these e pe ie es.  

As as e ide t f o  the e e pts uoted a o e f o  the Wealth of Natio s   Ada  

Smith (1776)  capitalism carries within it the tendency to promote the division of labour 

and especially the separation of mental and physical tasks. Line production increases 

output per worker by narrowing the task required of each person in the process until the 

maximum level of specialisation has been achieved. Adam Smith pointed to the injurious 

effects of this division of labour and its tendency to produce what he described as 

ignorance and stupidity (p.429). The tendency of the division of labour   is to remove 

from the worker all control over the process of production, all decision making, 

uestio s of judge e t, a d pla i g. As Ma  epeatedl  poi ts out i  Capital  a d 

else he e the te de  is fo  the o ke  to i easi gl  e o e a  appe dage of the 

a hi e . Ma  a gued that the i o po atio  of s ie e a d te h olog  i to the 

production process was normally at the expense of the worker: 

All methods for raising the social productivity of labour are put into effect 

at the cost of the individual worker; that all means for the development of 

production undergo a dialectical inversion so that they become means of 

domination and exploitation of the producers; they distort the worker into 

a fragment of a man, they degrade him to the level of an appendage of the 

machine. (Marx, 1887/1990, p.799) 

This process described above by Adam Smith and Marx is the same as that Braverman 

traced in his analysis of Taylorism and scientific management. What is crucial for 

understanding the working conditions of the teachers in this project is the same 

tendency as described above. The tendency to remove from the worker control over the 

processes of work, planning and thinking and to place these more and more in the 

domain of management. The development of scientific management methods in 
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education has followed a broadly path similar to that described by Braverman when 

looking at the longer term effects of Taylorism: 

Scientific management gave the office a monopoly over conception, planning, 

judgement and the appraisal of results, while in the shop nothing was to take 

place other than the physical execution of all that was thought up in the 

office... But once the office was itself subjected to the rationalisation process 

this contrast lost its force. The functions of thought and planning became 

concentrated in an ever smaller group within the office.   (Braverman, 1974, 

p.218)  

Considering the above description from Braverman it is salutary to reflect back on the 

life stories of the teachers and consider how in all cases the collection and reporting of 

data  pla s a u ial pa t i  thei  o ki g li es. This data  is e ui ed i  o de  that the 

managers can monitor the conception and planning of tea hi g a d lea i g , a d of 

course make judgements and appraisals on the basis of the information provided 

through the reporting processes.  

In keeping with the processes described by Braverman it should be noted that whilst in 

most contemporary Further Education and Adult Education institutions around half of all 

staff employed occupy clerical and administrative posts, in most cases within the 

epo ti g a d o ito i g p o esses. I easi gl  the ai  task of iddle a age s  is 

the organisation of mo ito i g p o edu es, the olle tio  a d epo ti g of i fo atio  

for senior managers. All strategic thought and planning are the preserve of the SMT 

within any particular institution.  

The conundrum mentioned by Paul Beer looks a little easier to understand when viewed 

in the light of the above. The senior managers of the SMTs in their respective institutions 

o e i easi gl  to ie  thei  leade ship ole  as ei g ot so u h the a age e t 

of the real world goings on of their institution as the management of the bureaucratic 

efle tio  of that a ti it . I  a s e  to Paul Bee s uestio  it ight e suggested that 

the SMT in his institution could believe themselves to be outstanding because they had 

complete confidence in their own capacity to collect, manage, and act upon data. Such 

data is ot of ou se itself ealit  ut a u eau ati  efle tio  of the eal o ld.  
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Circles of Deceit 

The pa allel oe iste e of the “MT isio  of the o ld a d the tea he s  isio  gi es ise 

to many odd phenomena. In the life stories presented it could be argued that it was this 

oe iste e hi h la  ehi d Ha ah Coope s failu e to u de sta d ho  P ese t a d 

Correct could claim to be successful when she felt that it was not. Trevor who worked 

fo  the Jo e t e  e plained to Hannah that the figures he collected from Present and 

Co e t a d hi h he p ese ted to his e plo e s ade o diffe e e  to the eal o ld 

positio  of the lo g te  u e plo ed though the  satisfied the go e e t .   I  a e  

simple and matte  of fa t aside G a e talked a out the e  a age s  of he  FE ollege 

in the following terms:  

I thi k the se io  a age e t…the  got id of all the old s hool o es 

that knew everything and replaced them with new ones and solicitors 

and accountants and everything else, but they are sort of further and 

further away. 

It ight ot a tuall  e the ase that these e  a age s a e soli ito s a d 

a ou ta ts  ut G a e sees these e  a age s as diffe e t f o  the old s hool  

managers and most certainly sees them as more remote from the world she works in. 

Again and again in the life stories the real problems of teaching literacy to 

disadvantaged, disaffected, and impoverished adults is contrasted to what might be 

termed the official version. It is this remote ess as u h as the elia e o  i fo atio  

systems which engenders the bureaucratic nature of managerialism. The problems 

which the teachers confront in real life are difficult to manage and often have no 

completely satisfactory solution, this is not at all to deny the successes which are often 

achieved and which sustain the teachers. What is certain is that these real life problems 

a e e e  sol ed, a d a e ot e e  ade uatel  p ese ted i  a u eau ati  fo . 

Writing in 1936 Karl Mannheim explored what he saw as a fundamental trait of 

bureaucracy when confronted with real social and cultural issues. In contrast to this 

bureaucratic approach Mannheim argued these problems were actually political and 

bureaucracy could not grasp this, as Mannheim argued the fu da e tal te de  of all 

u eau ati  thought is to tu  all p o le s of politi s i to p o le s of ad i ist atio  

(Mannheim, 1936, p. 118). This argument might actually be taken further, or turned on 

its head so to speak.  Those involved in management who represent political problems 
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as ad i ist ati e atte s o stitute a u eau a .  I  the life sto ies he e e ould 

o side  ho  the politi al  p o le  of disaffe tio  a o g ou g people is e e  

discussed in PCET it is instead managerially rendered into the problem of retention and 

achievement.   

Whe  T e o  o e ted to Ha ah Coope  a out the a s i  hi h the data  he 

olle ted fo  his e plo e s at the Jo e t e  o e little ese la e to ealit  he ould 

certainly not have been aware that he was echoing and giving a contemporary example 

of a phe o e a o e ted o   Ma  i  the s. I  a iti ue of Hegel s app aisal 

of the Prussian state Marx traced how modern states related to their bureaucracies and 

how different levels of the bureaucracy itself related to each other. We have already 

considered a little of how OFSTED functions and especially its role in the creation of 

teacher identity, college SMTs and their bureaucratic managerialist practices also shape 

the environment in which teachers function. For Marx the different parts of bureaucratic 

hierarchy worked together to construct what might be considered to be a counterfeit 

parallel world to that which existed outside of the bureaucratic imagination: 

Since bureaucracy converts its formal purposes into its contents, it 

everywhere comes into conflict with real purposes. It is, therefore 

compelled to pass off what is formal for the content and the content for 

what is formal. The purposes of the state are changed into purposes of 

the bureau and vice versa. Bureaucracy is a circle no one can leave. Its 

hierarchy is a hierarchy of information. The top entrusts the lower circles 

with an insight into details, while the lower circles, entrust the top with 

an insight into what is universal; and thus they mutually deceive each 

other. (Marx, 1844, pp. 187-188) 

 

All those people who worked in the area of Adult Literacy teaching during the Skills for 

Life years and who witnessed the mutual congratulatory pronouncements of policy 

makers and senior managers on the tremendous successes they were achieving will 

p o a l  fi d the sel es s ili g l  at Ma s des iptio  of utual de eit.  

 

The self as a stranger 

From the above discussion we might now move to a consideration of the alienation or 

estrangement of the teachers in their life stories. We have already considered alienation 
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or estrangement in a more abstract form, now we might again look at it in a more 

o ete a ; the a  it is a ifested i  the tea he s  li es.  

 

estrangement is manifested not only in the result but in the act of 

production – within the producing activity itself. How would the worker 

come to face the product of his activity as a stranger, were it not that in 

the very act of production he was estranging himself from himself? 

(Marx, 1844a/1998, pp. 73-74) 

 

The subject of alienation has sometimes been subjected to particularly arcane 

theorisation, even obfuscation; in some academic discussions in most cases by writers 

who would consider themselves Marxist. These presentations of alienation portray it as 

almost a mystical process. In fact alienation is something all too familiar.  

 

Fortunately there are also figures that stand out for their presentation and elaboration 

of the theory of alienation in a way which has allowed for its utility in this project. In its 

lucid presentations (Ollman, 1970; Mészáros, 1970; and Sayers 2011) the theory of 

alienation becomes something which can be employed with good effect, to understand 

real life phenomena. If we look at how Marx posed the problem in the excerpt above it 

will e see  that it alie atio  is fa  f o  ei g a ste ious  usi ess, i deed the hole 

problem of alienation is that it is all too quotidian.  

 

Liz “ta le   e ui ed that the this sided ess  of so ial theo  e de o st a le, if a so ial 

theory cannot be linked to the lives of any person then we might well doubt whether it 

is a theo  at all o  so e t pe of a ade i  hi e a. I  Liz “ta le s o ds if st u tu al 

a al ses do ot o k at the le el of pa ti ula  li es the  the  do ot o k at all  

(Stanley, 1992,  p.5), the logic of this seems unassailable. Conversely if some aspect of a 

pe so s life a  e li ked to theo  i  su h a a  as to e plai , o  theo ise  that 

reality in a convincing manner then we should take the theory seriously. Viewed in this 

a  the theo  of alie atio  as p ese ted  Ma  eeds o l  to e de o st ated as 

having explanatory or at least expository power, to be taken as useful. The remainder of 

this chapter will take the form of an argument to show that it has this power in the case 

of the teachers lives presented here. A further argument will be made that 

managerialism itself can be viewed as being part and parcel of the process of alienation.  
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Braverman (1974, pp. 218-245) demonstrates how Taylorism reinforced the separation 

of e tal a d a ual la ou . I  the ea lie  stages of this sepa atio  thought  e a e 

the property and the right of all administrative and clerical workers and was removed 

from those most directly engaged in production. Over time as managerial systems strove 

to e o e flatte  the ajo it  of le i al a d ad i ist ati e o k i  tu  e a e o e 

systematic and mechanical. In the modern educational enterprise such work has in the 

main part been reduced to form filling and processing or what is sometimes referred to 

as o  ti ki g  a d ai te a e of i fo atio  s ste s. The aki g of eal de isio s 

a d u h st ategi  thi ki g  has e o e i easi gl  the sole p ese e of se io  

managers within particular institutions. This concentration of control in the hands of 

managers is also the alienation of the control of work from teachers. 

 

In many real ways in the contemporary world of PCET the power of OFSTED and the 

Skills Funding Agency (SFA) has reduced even the power of senior managers to make 

decisions, or rather they still make the decisions but these must be in agreement with 

the guidelines, explicit or implied, set down by these government agencies. Ironically the 

e a of o oti e light tou h  i spe tio s e ui es all i stitutio s to ope ate o  a egime 

of permanent inspection readiness and therefore of permanent and profound 

o plia e . All of the lite a  tea he s i  this p oje t epeatedl  st essed diffe e t 

a s i  hi h epo ti g  a d e o d keepi g he e o ip ese t i  thei  o k. Fo  the 

literacy teacher the preparation and post lesson evaluation of lesson plans, the keeping 

of records, the monitoring of students, and much else is completed by the teacher 

herself but in actuality much of the work and the form in which it is completed is largely 

determined by the need to prepare a trail for inspection. To paraphrase Marx the 

literacy teacher habitually confronts parts of her work not as her own creation but as 

that of a  alie  pe so . The tea he  ust lea  to at h he self a d he  o k as the 

su je t of i spe tio . Fu the o e the i spe tio  s ste  e o es the o l  ie  of 

the teachers work which matters. OFSTED has developed an institutional disregard, and 

even hostility for any viewpoint which it has not itself adopted. Where an assessment or 

opinion diverges from its own OFSTED sees only an indication of failure.   
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Discourses of Alienation  

There is an alienating effect experienced by teachers of their work always being 

measured within the overall framework of performativity. The measure of the literacy 

tea he s o k is ot to e judged  he  ut  the sta da d  hi h she ill e 

judged  i spe to s . If the lite a  tea he  is to judge he self the  the o l  e aluatio  

which might carry official weight must be in accord with the view of OFSTED or other 

i spe to s .  E e  o ki g da  a d at all hou s she is fo ed to to fa e the p oduct of 

he  a ti it  as though it e e that of a st a ge . The uote a o e hi h is e do sed  

the Centre of Excellence in Leadership, and the Learning and Skills Improvement Service 

that O l  e elle e ill do   Chap a  a d Ca t e , , p.5) gives an indication of 

the fabulous standards required. It is also a small example of something pervasive; a 

form of talking about the teachers works which might be called a discourse of alienation.  

Examples of this discourse of alienation occur throughout the life stories of all the 

tea he s i  this stud . I  Cathe i e s life sto  fo  e a ple she talks of ho  the offi ial 

curriculum is not what teachers or their students really want but in her work she must 

appear to follow this curriculum, Catherine also remarked on the demoralisation she  

and close colleagues felt when they were instructed in how to complete what they felt 

were overly long lesson plans. 

 

The alienating effects of managerialism in the lives of teachers are inextricably bound up 

with problems of language. All of the works referenced in this chapter which argue that 

managerialism is a force in the life of teachers in one way or another look at problems of 

language especially at the way in which the language of business and commercial 

management has come to occupy a central, even hegemonic, place in discussions of 

education. Words and expressions which when they first appeared in educational 

dis ou se sou ded oddl  o e ial  a e o  a epted ithout   de u al. A  ea l  

example appears in Randle a d B ad s  a ti le ith the te  “MT, o  “e io  

Management Team being used to designate those who managed colleges. It is easy to 

forget that in the years before the incorporation of colleges the Term SMT would not 

have been heard and that for several years most teachers found the term to be very 

st a ge, i  ‘a dle a d B ad s a ti le e tio  is also ade of ho  the appea a e of 

the te  “MT oughl  oi ided ith the p o isio  of lease a s  a d o po ate 

hospitality events for the same SMT. Today it is quite possible to find that SMT has itself 

ee  supe seded  the te  E e uti e  a ki g a fu the  deg ee of sepa atio . 
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 Several of the teachers in this study have worked for a college which now has such an 

E e uti e Tea  of fou  people i ludi g t o “t ategi  Di e to s  o e fo  Co po ate 

“e i es  a d a othe  fo  Fi a e a d Co e ial De elop e t . The fi st st ategi  goal 

of the ollege states that the ollege u i ulu  ill e alig ed to the East Ke t 

e o o , this i  itself is of i te est as a  a itio  gi e  that e e  the offi ial 

opti is  of Tha et Dist i t Cou il e site  a ot o eal that p ospe ts fo  

people in Thanet continue to worsen or at the absolute best do not improve. As 

fi a ialised  la guage e o es o e entrenched in  colleges it tends to do so in 

pa allel ith a elief that su ess  depe ds upo  the e e  lose  alig e t of 

institutional values with those of  a utopianised world of business and entrepreneurship. 

The real economic plight of Thanet is a problem of long term decline in the regional 

political economy but these are not the terms in which it is described by the executive of 

the ollege. We ight e all Ma hei s a i  a out ho  u eau a ies st i e to 

render political problems into purely administrative issues (Mannheim, 1936, p. 118). 

 

In the language of the teachers in this project there is an unsettling ambivalence in the 

use of usi ess la guage; at o e a epti g a d alie ati g. The o d p og essio  is a  

interesting example. This word features in several of the life stories sometimes 

p og ess  efe s to hat the tea he s see as eal o ld p og ess a d ight efe  hat 

a e see  as odest ut i po ta t gai s “a ah  talks a out ho  i  a o u it  setti g 

she was able to coax twins away from being reclusive, an achievement which her college 

might respect though not officially recognise. When talking about institutional goals the 

meaning of progression is bathed in light of a different hue, it refers to students meeting 

institutional targets in terms of entering other courses or employment. For teachers 

such as Sarah the problem with this is that a significant portion of their work, as they see 

it, is delegiti ized  the s ste  goals  ith alie ati g esults. I  so e ases eal 

p og ess  is officially ignored whilst other measures achieved by some contrivance are 

a epted, a  e a ple of this ight e G a e s su essful pleadi g ith ou se di e to s 

to accept student onto course s which are not really suitable so that her own 

department might lai  the  as su essful out o es .  

 

Grace provides a stark example of divergence between her own measures of success 

and those of her employers in the case of the ginger haired girl who the institution tried 

to lose but who Grace offered support. Another particularly interesting example of the 
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progress problem is presented by Susan who measures the advances made by her 

Access students primarily in terms of their gaining in cultural capital whereas we assume 

that the college would be exclusively interested i  o pletio s .  

 

When one lexical item makes way for another or indeed when something new enters a 

vocabulary this usually signifies some more profound change. Mention has already been 

ade of the o og aph Edu atio  a d the Cult of Effi ie   Raymond E. Callahan 

(1962) a strangely neglected work which can be read as an investigation of the way in 

hi h effi ie  talk e te ed i to edu atio .   Callaha  t a es the ge ealog  of 

effi ie  a d sho s ho  its ad a e i to edu atio  as t pi ally linked to wider 

scientific management based approaches, in the early part of the century many of these 

were linked directly to interventions in education by professed supporters of Taylorism. 

The cult of efficiency in turn leads to the problem of what is deemed to be the correct 

form of measurement of what is deemed to be efficacious.  Reading contemporary 

discussions around topics such as managerialism, performativity and measurement it 

appears that many present concerns might be viewed as having their origins in the way 

i  hi h the dis ou se of effi ie  e te ed i to a d the  olo ised edu atio al 

debates. An interesting example of this might be some of the recent work by Geert 

Biesta (2010, 2013) which examines the dominance of measurement in education and 

how this has led to the degradation of values. 

 

 

Smart Leadership and Followership 

The analysis of two more terms of contemporary importance in adult literacy teaching 

ill o lude this hapte . These te s a e Leade ship  a d the a o  “MA‘T. Both 

terms, in different ways represent fragments of the overall process of alienation, both 

have entered education having originated in scientific management. A case will be made 

for showing how both terms contribute to the process by which literacy teachers come 

as st a ge s  to ie  the p odu t a d the p o ess of thei  o k as st a ge s.  

 

Scientific management as originally pioneered by Taylor and associates was never 

popula  ith those people des i ed i  the lite atu e of the o e e t as o k e . 

B a e a   ites a ious i ide ts hi h attest to the u popula it  of Ta lo s 

methods. E e  toda  the ti e a d otio  stud , at the o e of Ta lo s ethod 
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e ai s u popula  e e  d eaded i  popula  ultu e. The s e es f o  Chapli s Mode  

Ti es  sho i g e e  i easi g speeds of o k o  a o e o  elt a d the  o ito i g 

of workers a e the a idi g popula   i ages of Ta lo is . Fo  a  s ie tifi  a age s  

in USA the necessity of refining methods and techniques had become apparent after the 

Second World War with the growth in industrial militancy and the need to improve the 

quality of goods produced in the face of competition from renascent Japanese and 

European industry. It was this which led to the growth in popularity of the particular 

form of scientific management associated with W. Edwards Deming at the centre of 

which was the do t i e of leade ship . 

 

Prior to the war Deming had worked in American industry primarily as a statistician 

working within a Taylorist paradigm. In the immediate post war years he had worked 

with first the American occupying powers and then later domestic industrialists in Japan. 

Deming had been impressed by the intense loyalty which Japanese big industrial 

o glo e ates foste ed a o g its o pa  e  e e uti es a d i dust ial o ke s 

(Walton, 1986, pp.3-21). It was this loyalty and ideological commitment to the goals of 

o pa  hi h De i g su essfull  p o oted i  the U ited “tates as leade ship . 

According to Deming himself: 

 

The aim of leadership should be to improve the performance of man and 

machine, to improve quality, to increase output, and simultaneously to bring 

pride of workmanship to people. Put in a negative way, the aim of leadership 

is not merely to find and record failures of men, but to remove the causes of 

failure (Deming, 1982, p.248)   

 

Mu h of the De i g app oa h to leade ship  is ou hed i  su h a a  as to gi e a  

i p essio  of e po e i g  the e plo ee. The g o th i  the use of the o d 

e po e e t  itself ithi  post o pulso  edu atio  ofte  a o pa ies the 

de elop e t of leade ship  a o g a age s. Fo  De i g as fo  ost s ie tifi  

managers empowerment is actually the system of making people responsible for 

compliance with the demands of the system they work within.  According to Deming it is 

imperative that each individual employee should be statistically monitored and should 

also be responsible for the correct achievement of pre-calculated targets.  Deming 

advocated that it is these statistical indicators which must be monitored. Deming refers 
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to the process of compliance with ta gets a d statisti s as ei g eithe  i  o  out of 

o t ol  De i g, 1982, p . De i g a gues that a o e out of ontrol on the good 

side  p. 251), or exceeding targets, should be studied so that others might learn from 

hat e toda  k o  as est p a ti e . I  those ases in which people do ot o e up 

to a e tai  sta da d le el  a fai l  st aight fo a d al ulatio  is to e o pleted.  

 

The standard can be fixed by statistical theory for maximum profit in 

consideration of: 

The distribution of abilities in the reservoir of people not yet tried out 

The cost of training a man to the point where you decide whether to 

retain him or let him go 

The discounted profit in retention of a man that meets the goal. (Deming 

1982, p.251)  

  

The chapter from whi h the a o e hapte  is take  is e titled T ai i g a d Leade ship  

the final twenty or so pages of the chapter following the above quote are given over to 

fo ulae fo  the al ulatio  of hethe  to etai , et ai , o  to dispose of those out of 

o t ol . The li k et ee  leade ship a d the o te po a  e h a ki g  p o esses 

of managerialist regimes and institutions such as OFSTED will be all too apparent.  Two 

of the strongest themes which emerge from this glimpse at leadership as promoted by 

Deming and othe s a e statisti s a d follo e ship  as the o e se of leade ship .  

 

W. Ed a ds De i g s ost i flue tial olu e as titled Out of the C isis   a d 

although the aim of the book is clearly and ambitiously stated as being the 

t a sfo atio  of the st le of A e i a  a age e t  p. i    the e is o o ise o  

even identifiable statement of the nature of the crisis out of which it seeks a path. An 

i di atio  of the u de sta di g hi h De i g has of isis  a  e glea ed f o  his 

statement of  poi ts fo  a age e t , these ostl  elate to a s of i easi g 

p odu ti it  hilst o ti uall  aisi g ualit  a d to hat ight e see  as a deep a d 

i lusi e tea  uildi g  ithi  a  e te p ise De i g, 1982, pp. 23-24). It must be 

clearly understood that this team building is conceived of in a very particular form. Team 

building is to take place around narrow objectives; increased productivity and quality. 

Team building is defined exclusively by management and any trade union involvement, if 

per itted, is to e i i ised: o pa  u io s a e the ule  De i g, 1982, p.47). 
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Although Deming is at pains throughout his later work to stress that successful 

management must look beyond statistics it is also apparent most of the information his 

leade ship  de a ds is depe de t upo  a d gea ed to a ds the olle tio  of 

measurements. In the real world context of the lives of the teachers in this project the 

drive for measurements manifests itself as the endless, and many believe often 

pointless, system of epo ti g data  to li e a age s. Leade ship i plies follo e ship 

and all of those whose life stories are given here find themselves in this role.  

 

The atu e of follo e ship  is fai l  e te si el  dis ussed i  usi ess lite atu e a d has 

been considered, though not widely, in PCET (Lumby and Tomlinson, 2000; Collinson, 

2006; Collinson and Collinson, 2009).  

 

Discussion of leadership and followership is mostly concerned with questions of 

ha is ati  as opposed to p ag ati  leade ship a d issues of top do  o  otto  up  

direction. In the six life stories presented here there was no discernable trace of 

something which might be described as a democratic approach to leadership, even if the 

narrators had some sympathy with the problems faced by leaders. David and Margaret 

Collinson argue that there is a varied picture of PCET leadership and followership 

experiences in England, though it should be pointed out that they were both leading 

figures in the Centre for Excellence in Leadership (CEL) an organisation which described 

its purpose as being to: 

 

foster and support leadership reform, transformation, sustainability and 

ualit  i p o e e t i  the Lea i g a d “kills “e to . CEL s ‘esea h 

Programme is sponsored by the Department for Innovation, Universities and 

Skills (DIUS) to whom all the results will be reported. (Collinson, 2008, p.1) 

 

CEL was therefore dependent for funding on the body whose policy it was required to 

both evaluate and implement. The experience of leadership and followership recounted 

in the life stories here is at odds with that described by David and Margaret Collinson. In 

the work cited above by Lumby and Tomlinson (2000) the authors make the point that it 

is very difficult to capture the complexities and variety of approaches to leadership 

evinced by College Principals. In several of the views expressed the reader gets the 

impression of college leaders seeing themselves as being permanently tossed around on 
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the ho s of dile as. This ust e the ase fo  the ajo it  of leade s  i  PCET who 

find themselves balancing the desire to be democratic and ethical against pressures to 

o fo  to othe  i pe ati es. The leade  fa i g su h dile as ill u dou tedl  fi d 

that the OF“TED f a e o k fo  i spe tio  a d usi ess i pe ati es  dete ine how 

hoi es ust e ade. E e  if the o peti g lai s o a ded e ual ights Ma s 

di tu  ould still appl  Bet ee  e ual ights fo e de ides  Ma , 1887, p. 344). 

In Lumby a d To li so s su e  o e ollege leade  at least ould see ho  ethi al 

dile as ight e dissol ed. P i ipal H sa  the ole of a leade  ith dis uieti g 

clarity:  

 

The fi st jo  of leade ship is to defi e ealit  … I thi k effe ti e leade ship has 

to be quite directive. You know the theory that everything will come from the 

g ou d a d e e o e ill e i ol ed … ut I thi k the e has to e so e 

directive leadership. There has to be some leadership that defines reality and 

puts fo a d a isio .  P incipal H) (Lumby and Collinson, 2000, p.143) 

 

I  te s of elati g Ma age ialis  to alie atio  the state e t  P i ipal H e its 

o side atio . What ould e o e alie ati g fo  the e plo ee tha  the a age s 

arrogation of an exclusive and excluding ight to defi e ealit ?  

 

Smart Targets Come From Where Exactly?  

The history of SMART targets provides an interesting illustration of managerialist 

practices being taken from an industrial context and being uncritically applied to 

educational practice. All the teachers in this project like their counterparts throughout 

public, as opposed to private, education are required to set and achieve SMART targets 

for each class they teach. The achievement of these targets to a significant extent forms 

the basis of the g ade a a ded to tea he s  OF“TED o  thei  i stitutio al Qualit  

inspectors. This observation process is interesting in itself as in most cases the teacher is 

graded on the basis of the observation of a single lesson each academic year. In reality 

this ofte  ea s that a tea he  a  e g aded as Outsta di g , Good , ‘e ui es 

I p o e e t  o  I ade uate  o  the o se atio  of  app o i atel  o e thousa dth of 

the time they spend teaching annually.  
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SMART objectives require that the teacher identifies targets which can be objectively 

assessed for each lesson. This usually requires that the students complete some type of 

assessment in class which provides evidence that the all the students, or at least a 

preponderance of them have learnt the lesson. For adult literacy learners a national 

curriculum provided several hundred such objectives which taken together were 

deemed to describe what should be taught and learnt at five different levels ranging 

f o  E t  Le el  fo  stude ts app oa hi g lite a  as o plete egi e s to Le el  

which was taken as being equivalent to GCSE level. Each literacy lesson had to achieve 

o e o  o e o je ti es. A  e a ple at Le el  ight e that B  the e d of the lesso  

students will be able to  use punctuation to help thei  u de sta di g  DFE“, 2001, p.82) 

o  at E t  Le el B  the e d of the lesso  stude ts ill e a le to speak lea l  to e 

hea d a d u de stood i  si ple e ha ges  DFE“, 2001, p.24). It will be immediately 

apparent to a person approaching such o je ti es  f o  outside that the  a e e  

strange in several ways. Most obviously anyone who writes would realise the use of 

punctuation to help understanding is not something which is achieved once and for all in 

a one hour class, nor is it at all clear that it is possible to leave a lesson after one hour 

with the capacity to speak clearly and to be heard in simple exchanges if one had 

entered the same class unable to do so. The division of the literacy curriculum into such 

discrete fragments was necessitated by the need for SMART targets.  

 

The acronym SMART was formed by the requirement that targets for each lesson were 

at o e “pe ifi , Measu a le , A hie a le , ‘ealisti , a d Ti e ou d ; e e thi g 

which is known about education in general, and adult literacy education in particular 

indicates that the processes of learning and teaching cannot meaningfully be divided 

according to any such metric.  

 

The managerialist imperatives, to measure, to set targets, to benchmark, to compare 

performances, and ultimately on these bases to judge, punish, or possibly reward 

requires the imposition of such things as SMART targets. It is an essential requirement of 

managerialism that in those areas where reality resists measurement then it is actuality 

itself which must be rendered into something tractable dimensions. All of the teachers 

in this project tell stories which show examples of how the reality of their work was 

ignored, by passed, or simply discounted. What mattered was the managerialist 

representation of their work. The making strange of the labour processes of the teachers 
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i  this p oje t i  a s hi h p e e t the  f o  e og isi g the sel es i  the offi ial  

representation is most certainly a process of alienation.  

 

As a final word on managerialism it is interesting to point to the origin of the SMART 

target. Given its pervasiveness and its reification throughout PCET it is surprising that 

almost no one knows where it first appeared, or perhaps it is not strange at all.   

 

To know the history of the SMART target is to see its contemporary sway as something 

incongruous. SMART targets originated first in a short article penned for the journal 

Ma age e t ‘e ie   Geo ge T. Do a . Do a  had ee  a a age  fo  a o pa  

selling hydroelectric power. At the time he wrote the article he was working with a small 

business consultancy in Idaho. The original article is some 500 words long and contains 

no references. Doran coined the acronym SMART and urged other managers to follow 

him in using this in target setti g e ause it ga e ua titati e suppo t a d e p essio  to 

a age e t s eliefs  Do a , 1981, p. . Ho  a  ualit  i spe to s i  edu atio  

today even know that the SMART lesson plans they require originated from something 

o o e e ide e ased  tha  a e o i  fi st oi ed to help a age s set ta gets fo  

electricity salesmen? 
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Place 

 

 

History is the subject of a structure whose site is not homogenous, empty time, but time 

filled by the presence of the now.   

Walter Benjamin 1940 - Theses on the Philosophy of History xiv 

 

 

Leaving the railway station in Margate to begin the first interview for this project I 

walked along the sea front. The skies and clouds above Margate bay refract sunlight in 

an often dramatic manner when this is combined in interaction with the sea it gives rise 

to an effect which J.M.W. Turner devoted much of his painting to capturing and 

developing. The peculiar ethereality of these sea and sky scapes of Margate can be 

heady. The poet T.S. Eliot apparently spent considerable amounts of time in sitting in a 

shelter facing the same bay which Turner had surveyed some 120 years earlier. Eliot was 

suffe i g hat i  the te i olog  of the ti e as k o  as a e ous ollapse  a d he 

apparently sat in the shelter for long periods as he worked on the verses which would 

e o e The Wastela d . I had ead The Wastela d  at s hool, o e e e tl  I had 

oti ed that a pa t of the poe  had ee  used as a  epig aph i  Be o d F ag e ts   

Linden West (1996). I now found myself walking past the shelter and remembering the 

lines: 

O  Ma gate “a ds. 

I can connect   

Nothing with nothing.   

The broken finger-nails of dirty hands.   

My people humble people who expect   

Nothi g.  Eliot, 1922)  

 

The a iguit  of the li es I a  o e t, Nothi g ith othi g  see ed to e to e a 

leit otif of the poe  itself.  The Wastela d  o es f o  o e e o ati e s e e to 

another leaving the reader with a sense that each episode is connected by something 

simultaneously palpable and mysterious. The ambiguity of the nexus between these 

s e es  i  The Wastela d  ofte  elates to pla es, he e the gli pse of Ma gate “a ds 

comes between a fragment of conversation overheard in Moorgate London,  a fragment 
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of song from the Lorelei, and a reference to ancient Carthage. For the early part of the 

year 1921 Eliot lived in a hotel in Cliftonville, an area which was then genteel but is 

today marked by its extreme deprivation. Cliftonville features prominently in this study.  

 

I  the o te t of the the es i  The Wastela d ; the de astatio  of the Fi st Wo ld Wa ; 

the p ofou d isis of Eliot s o  so ial ilieu; a d the ge e al feeli g of desolatio  

which pervades the poem it is hard not to see his mental problems as themselves being 

a symptomatic of a historic malaise. Just opposite the shelter in which Eliot sat 

composing his iambic pentameters and clearly visible to the poet was the newly opened 

D ea la d  a use e t pa k ith ash sidesho s a d da i g ides. This att a tio  

had itself been built to attract the weekend and holiday crowds from especially South 

London. Dreamland was never intended to attract the wealthy but rather those with 

sufficient money to pay for the train fare to the coast and the entertainments offered. 

The juxtaposition of the poet enduring a breakdown whilst composing verse which 

captured the bleak zeitgeist and Dreamland itself as the raffish embodiment of the 

world Eliot loathed and feared is, to the modern reader extraordinary. Yet it is certain 

that in 1921 no one in the crowds passing Eliot on their way from the Margate station to 

Dreamland and the beach had any inkling of what was happening.  The relationship 

between Margate Sands, Carthage, Cliftonville, and Dreamland, The Great War and Eliot 

in his shelter might be taken as a particularly extraordinary example of what Henri 

Lefe e ould efe  to as spa e  Lefe e, 1947).   

 

Hannah told me part of her story on the first day of this project she explained that in the 

years before her death her mother had enjoyed sitting on the shore, looking out to sea 

across the bay. When Hannah told me the location of the  spot where her mother 

p efe ed to sit I ealised that it as opposite Eliot s shelte . Afte  these fo a s f o  he  

retirement flat she ha ituall  told Ha ah that Ma gate is still eautiful . Cathe i e, 

Grace, Paul and Hannah all talked about how the Thanet of their childhood and youth 

had been a beautiful place.  The Thanet they remembered has now gone, or so they say.  

I have only ever seen it in its troubled contemporary form. Even allowing for the 

a ou ts of Tha et s past to ha e ee  olou ed  ostalgia, it is e ide t that its past 

appears brighter than its present. It is also worth noting that the contemporary meaning 

of ostalgia  itself g e  out of, a d a e to epla e a  olde  o igi al ea i g of 

ea i g fo  the la d of o e s i th .   
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The Problem of Place  

 

From the start of this project the problem of how to understand place was present 

wherever I looked. On that first afternoon I found myself trying to understand the 

sig ifi a e of the di e ge t ie s, if su h the  e e, of Eliot a d Ha ah s othe  o  

the beauty or ugliness of Margate Sands. Each subsequent interview with each of the 

teachers further impressed upon me the problem of attempting to apprehend the full 

i pli atio s of pla e . Th ee th eads e e ged a ou d hi h I e dea ou ed to de elop 

an understanding of place. The first of these was the interrelationship of place with life 

story. The second thread was the relationship of place and social class. The third thread 

was the existence of place as a historically and culturally permeated form of space. I will 

return to these threads throughout this chapter.    

 

Comments have been made at several points in this thesis about the organic nature of 

life story work. Each life studied appears to give rise to a range of problems and 

interpretations which are unique and yet related. Here the selected stories of the lives of 

six teachers of literacy working on the Isle of Thanet have been related to each other 

and to wider social and cultural relationships. Each of the six lives presented has 

happened within a particular social and cultural ecology. The word ecology is used in the 

se se of the stud  of i te a tio  of pe so s ith thei  e i o e t , OED  ith the 

environment being understood not only as something physical but also as something 

which is thoroughly social and cultural.   

 

Looking at the lives of the six teachers in this study the fact that they have all spent 

years teaching literacy to adults has been a key part of the ecological system, or context, 

within which their lives have been conducted. This context has shaped the experiences, 

outlooks, value systems, indeed the whole weltanschauung of the teachers. In this 

hapte  o side atio  ill e gi e  to pla e  as a pa t of the o te t i  hi h the si  

tea he s  li es a e li ed. It ill e a gued that pla e, like lass, is something which is 

simultaneously pervasive and resistant to any neat definition. From the very beginning 

of the stud  a d i  its de elop e t the e as a ealisatio  of the i po ta e of pla e  

as a thi g  a d a o ept  i te o e  ith the life sto ies themselves but this 

awareness proved elusive when the attempt was made to formulate it in words. The 

problem of trying to understand place from the perspective of life stories is certainly not 
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new, in this study mention has already been made of the occurrence of the problem in 

lite atu e ith Balza s Pa is a d ‘a o d Willia s   Welsh Ma hes Balza , ; 

Williams, 1960) being given of two instances judged to be relevant to this thesis. The 

problem as it appears in fiction is related but distinct to the issue as it appears in life 

story work. In fiction the writer has more freedom to construct place in accord with the 

constraints and freedoms of the art of writing.  In the approach to life story work 

adopted he e a g eate  e phasis ust e pla ed o  t uth to life  ot o l  i  a eati e 

a  ut also u iall  i  a o e do u e ta  se se of t uthful ess. The eati e ite  

might have recourse to dramatic licence, to pathetic fallacy, or to the invention of 

incidents to give greater life to the place in which their fictions take place. In life story 

work there is a similar need to reveal the part of that place in the life story. In the 

app oa h take  he e the e ill e o st a i g a a  f o  p ose. I  Balza s a d i  

Willia s o k the ha a te s a d the setting cannot be understood separately. In life 

story work too, even without the use of poetry, there is a need to show the link between 

people and place.  

 

There are also academic traditions within the area of geography which have explored 

place not only as a physical phenomenon but also in ideographic, social constructivist, 

and even phenomenological terms (Cresswell, 2004, p.51). The work of some of these 

geographers has played an important role in the approach to place in the life story work 

which is explored below.  

 

Concern with physical environments and their relationship to capitalism has influenced 

the work of Marxist theoreticians most saliently in the case of this project Henri Lefebvre 

and David Harvey. Both of these thinkers have worked to understand the relationships 

between space, place and the development of capitalism. In the case of Henri Lefebvre 

pla e  is a  i po ta t the e i  u h of his o k, espe iall  so i  t o of his ajo  

o ks C iti ue of E e da  Life  a d The C eatio  of “pa e . The three volumes of the 

former work were written in French in the decades after the Second World War but 

e e t a slated i to E glish so eti e late  , , a d . The P odu tio  of 

“pa e  as fi st pu lished i   ut did ot appea  i  E glish translation until 1991. 

Above all Lefebvre was concerned with using Marxism as way of developing an 

u de sta di g of e e da  life, a g eat pa t of this is the efo e o e ed ith the 

a ious fo s of spa e  hi h hu a s eate a d li e i . Da id Harvey often refers to 
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ho  He i Lefe e s o k has i fo ed his o . Ha e  poi ts to hat he sees as 

u ial the es i  the o k of He i Lefe e, espe iall  the o ept of u a is .  I  a  

Afte o d  to the E glish t a slatio  of The P odu tio  of “pa e  Ha e  poi ts out that 

Lefe e as ot satisfied ith the idea of the it  as a  ade uate s o  fo  

u a is :  

 

...consideration of the urban question quickly led him to deny that the city was 

any kind of meaningful entity in modern life. It had been superseded by a 

process of urbanization or, more generally, of the production of space, that 

was binding together the global and the local, the city and the country, the 

centre and the periphery, in new and quite unfamiliar ways. Daily life, the topic 

that had engaged his attention before 1968, as well as Marxist theory and 

revolutionary politics had to be reinterpreted against this background of a 

changing production of space. (Harvey, 1991, p.431)  

 

Space and place are very important themes throughout Ha e s o  o k ot o l  as a 

geog aphe  ut o e idel . I  u h of Ha e s o  o k spa e a d pla e a e elated 

to ide  so ial a d ultu al uestio s , , , a d . I  Justi e Natu e 

a d the Geog aph  of Diffe e e , Ha e  de otes considerable space to the analysis of 

the fi tio al iti g s of ‘a o d Willia s a d the i po ta e of pla e  the ei . It is fa  

from coincidental that the chapter devoted to this analysis comes immediately before a 

chapter in which there is a brillia t e positio  of Diale ti s . It is e  i te esti g i deed 

that ‘a o d Willia s    essa  Cultu e is O di a  Willia s, 1989, pp. 3-18) was 

approaching questions similar to those which absorbed Henri Lefebvre albeit from a 

different angle. This essa  a ked a odal poi t i  Willia s  i telle tual de elop e t i  

pa ti ula  his o e  ith the li k et ee  o di a  life , ultu e, a d pla e. I  the 

Cultu e is O di a  essa  Willia s looks at a  issues ut ke  ele e ts a e illust ated 

through the presentation of fragments of his life story including a memorable account of 

his o  elo atio  f o  a o ki g lass hildhood a d outh i  the  o de  ou t  of 

Wales to  the university and genteel tea shops of Cambridge.  In the work of Williams, 

Edward Thompson and Henri Lefebvre  there is a very strong weaving together of what 

Lefe e efe ed to as e e da  life , hat Willia s ea t  ultu e , a d hat 

Tho pso  alled Histo  f o  elo  . All th ee o ked ithi  hat Tho pso  

referred to as a Ma ist t aditio . This hapte  is a  atte pt to i g togethe  a Ma ist 
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perspective on place and its influence in life story work.  There are three central 

premises to this approach.  

 

First is the contention that place and life story are internally related. Places shape the 

life stories of those who are located within them, and in turn the life stories of people 

shape the places in which they happen.  

 

A second premise is that place and class are also inseparable, though this must 

understood as being far more complex and nuanced than might appear from such 

practices as post-coding as applied when judging school and college recruitment. Place 

and class have a particular relationship within British culture, if we are told that 

someone lives in Kensington, Durham, or Cowley assumptions will be made. But these 

assumptions change radically if we find that the person from Kensington lives on the 

Athlone Gardens Estate with its problems of deprivation, or that in the case of Durham 

the individual comes from the former mining village of Bear Pit , or that the Cowley 

pe so  is diplo ati all  i t odu ed as haili g f o   O fo d. ‘elatio ships et ee  lass 

and place exist throughout the modern, or indeed postmodern world and within each 

society the relationship between place and class will take a form special, quite possibly 

u i ue, to that so iet . The elatio ship et ee  pla e a d lass is so e e da  that it 

almost always goes unremarked yet the experiencing of place and place permeate each 

the other to su h a deg ee that the  a ot e sepa ated. The do to s su ge , the 

classroom, the living room, the corridors of power, all workplaces, and the school 

entrance, with mothers collecting their children, are all experienced in class related 

ways. Indeed how places are experienced is conditioned by and is constitutive of the 

experiencing of class itself.  

 

A third premise is that place is created by infinitely complicated and interrelated 

historical and cultural processes. These processes work simultaneously in what we might 

call their specific and general forms. When we talk about the general form of social or 

cultural processes we have in mind the way in which the development takes place across 

the ide  so iet . The o side atio  of the spe ifi  of so ial and cultural processes in 

terms of place looks at how those processes are manifested in a particular locale. The 

financial crisis of 2008 has had an effect across the whole political economy of the 

United Kingdom and indeed the Western world. It is absolutely no exaggeration to refer 
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to this process as a general crisis. Yet this general crisis took different forms and shapes 

i  diffe e t pla es. We ight al ost sa  that the ge e al isis adapted  itself, a d 

found particular forms in which to express itself, i  spe ifi  pla es .  

 

The 2008 general crisis in the economy of the United Kingdom was centred in the City of 

London. A visitor to the City will see little difference between the place today and pre 

crisis, the important differences are hidden from view and are to be found in balance 

sheets stored electronically in thousands of computers.  The distance from the City to 

Thanet is a little over 80 miles. A walk along Margate sea front will show it to be a world 

apa t f o  the U ited Ki gdo s fi a ial hu .  I  the specific case of Thanet the 

general crisis of 2008 and subsequent years has had a very particular manifestation. At a 

most obvious level the crisis led to the closure of Manston airport, the end of ferry 

services from Ramsgate to Europe and the closure of the Pfizer plant at Sandwich.  It is 

even said that development of the High Speed Rail link to London which coincided with 

the crisis has led to the drug trade in Thanet falling under the control of London based 

gangs. The burgeoning client base of these drug dealers is assumed by almost everyone 

to be linked to the growth of unemployment, poverty  and other aspects of the 

economic crisis itself.  Despite the crisis the Turner Contemporary gallery opened, a 

group of dedicated enthusiasts manage to restore Dreamland, and to the surprise of  the 

small handful of their supporters Thanet Wanderers Rugby football club have managed 

to avoid relegation from the London and South East League Division 2.The crisis played 

into and intensified processes, some of which were already evident in other troubled 

coastal areas of Britain,  and some of which were more or less unique to that Thanet. 

Unique features , for better or for worse which differentiate one place from another.  

 

Place and Other 

The connectedness and complexity of the relationship between class and place was in 

a  a s the the e of L se  Ha le s ook Estates: a  i ti ate histo   

which looks at the way in which for many people in inter-war and especially post war 

Britain the council housing estate rendered class in bricks and mortar and how it 

influenced the lives of millions of people like her (and me) who grew up on housing 

estates: 
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I started out wanting to write about the relationship between class and the 

built environment, and ended up writing about the internal walls that we build 

to keep us f o  ollapsi g u de  the eight of that elatio ship s i pli atio s 

(p.xvi) 

 

What L se  Ha lo  efe s to as the elatio ship et ee  lass a d the uilt 

e i o e t  a d i te al alls  is of particular interest when considering the lives of 

the six literacy teachers here as the built environment of Thanet has played an 

important part in shaping their lives both in external and internal shape.  

 

Two forms of housing have exerted a strong influence in shaping the character of 

Tha et. Fi st a d fo e ost is the ultu al i flue e of the ou il housi g estate  e e  if 

today many of these houses have passed into private ownership the estates are seen as 

being socially distinct and are certainly stigmatised. For most Thanetonians, including 

those who live in these areas  the Millmead, Dane Valley, High Fields, Whitehall or 

Ne i gto  estates a e see  as ei g sites of failu e ;  as pla es hi h sig if  a  i a ilit  

to participate in the fabled prosperity of co te po a  B itai .   To the ou il estate  

must be added the bottom rungs of the private rented sector which is characteristically 

unsafe, unstable and unaffordable (de Santos, 2012). In the particular case of Thanet 

and especially areas like the East Cliff of Ramsgate or Cliftonville in Margate the private 

rented sector is particularly disadvantaged. In these areas and others the private rented 

sector is to a significant degree comprised of small flats and bedsits in buildings which 

were once boarding houses or hotels catering to the holiday trade. As this sector 

declined so the properties were utilised  by social service departments for the 

resettlement of families outside of their own boroughs. In the two areas mentioned 

sig ifi a t u e s of p o le  fa ilies a d i di iduals alo g ith esettled offe de s 

have been re-housed by London Boroughs (White, 2012). In the Centre for Social Justice 

report (2013, p.  Cou illo  Cli e Ha t is uoted as sa i g of Clifto ille that there 

is t a da  that goes  he e ou do t see a fa il  pushi g thei  possessio s a ou d i  

a shoppi g t olle , o i g to thei  e  ho e . All the tea he s hose life sto ies a e 

dis ussed he e ould e a le to attest to the a u a  of Cou illo  Ha t s des iptio  of 

such miserable scenes.  
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Ha ah s pa e ts shop, thei  last atte pt at a s all usi ess, as lo ated o  

Northdown Road the main thoroughfare in Cliftonville. Today Hannah, Grace, and Susan 

all live within an easy ten minute walk of the same road.  Later in this chapter an 

examination will be made of the picture Tracey Emin presents of Margate and Thanet. It 

is signifi a t that i  he  sto  E i  a ks the ha ge i  he  fa il s i u sta es he  

she notes that her father and mother became bankrupt and lost their hotel in 

Cliftonville, her father left her mother and the family were forced to move into a 

privately rented flat.   

 

In the two previous chapters the topics of class and managerialism have been examined 

through a process of extrapolation from the six lives studied. Certain of the lived 

e pe ie es of the tea he s ha e ee  take  as eal life  i sta es of ider social 

phenomena. From the reverse angle there has also been a process which, as the 

opposite of extrapolation, might be referred to as instantiation. Here instantiation 

describes a process by which wider social and cultural theory is used as a lens through 

which to view events and relationships in the life stories. In other words the way in 

which the life stories provide real life instances of social and cultural phenomena 

described in theory. An example of these processes of extrapolation and instantiation is 

p o ided i  G a e s sto  he  she e ou ts he  elatio ship ith he  fathe ; although 

this aspect of her story was not examined in depth it provides an instance of pat ia h . 

To u de sta d the autho ita ia  sta e of G a e s fathe  it ould e tai l  e 

reasonable and illuminating to draw upon various forms of feminist theory to see how 

this relates to the specific case of Grace and her father. But it is also invaluable to move 

f o  G a e s pe so al sto  to a ds a ide  ie  of the so ial i pli atio s of a  

i di idual s a ho  attitude to a ds fathe hood et . P o eedi g f o  the i di idual 

story of Grace to a wider social view, whilst retaining the liveliness of a personal 

narrative important elements of this particular problematic relationship may be 

preserved whilst they are also considered in more general terms.  

 

To explain the problem between Grace and her father as being one of patriarchy might 

be true enough but it misses a great deal if only seen in terms of sociological, or even 

feminist theory. It is a story of a relationship which is stunted and warped although both 

Grace and her father probably wanted it to succeed. Both daughter and father were 

wounded by this failure yet they were unable to do anything to ameliorate their 
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sadness. Important as these emotional dimensions are they do not exist in most schools 

of so ial theo . I  this pa ti ula  ase the eade  of G a e s sto  ight e st u k ith 

her se se of e atio  at he  fathe s phila de i g a d oo ish ess ut also ith a feeli g 

of poignancy towards what we must imagine at some level to be his estrangement from 

those ho e e, despite e e thi g, losest to hi .  He  fathe s atte pts to o t ol 

G a e s life, a d a deep i a ilit  to o u i ate e otio all  ith his daughte  

contributed to her losing regard for him.   

 

It is these processes of extrapolation and instantiation as they work to create place in 

the lives of the six teachers which is the basis of this chapter.  As with class and 

management the six life stories provided the starting point for what might almost be 

described as a wholly secular, though far from spi itless, editatio  o  the ea i g of 

place.  The relationship between lives and place became apparent from the first 

interview for this project. Trying to understand Thanet as a place I found myself thinking 

about it as a collage with images and histories piled one upon the other.  It has already 

been mentioned how novelists and geographers among others have long been 

concerned with the problem of how to understand place. The starting point, and that is 

all it is, see s to lie at least i  pa t i  u de sta di g pla e  as a o ple  of de elopi g, 

contested and unstable processes by which social and cultural meanings are attributed 

to physical spaces. What follows is a fraction of the overall collage which contributes to 

the creation of Thanet as a place.  

 

Staying with the relationship between Grace and her father it is even possible to see 

ho  pla e a d pat ia h  a  e see  to e i te all  elated . G a e s fathe  a d 

mother moved from Dartford to Thanet. Her father had been married when he started 

a  affai  ith G a e s othe  ho at the ti e as ot et t e t . It ould appea  that 

the move to Thanet was in some way linked to his having affairs and to wanting to keep 

a oat. G a e s u  issed he  ho e a d espe iall  issed ot ei g ea  G a e s 

grandmother. The move from the outer reaches of  London to Thanet had its own 

particular causes yet it was also simultaneously a move made by tens of thousands of 

other Londoners in the 1960s and later. It was a move made in a broadly parallel fashion 

 the pa e ts of at least th ee othe s i  this p oje t. I  ea h ase e fi d a ge e al  

trend made manifest in individual cases which are very different. 
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G a e s othe  issed o ta t ith he  othe  a d she ould take he  hild e  ith 

her on journeys back to Coulsdon.  On their way to Surrey they would pass through 

London. Grace remembe ed the ashi g d i g o  lothesli es a d seei g la k  

people. Both of these impressions struck and alarmed Grace. When Grace recounted 

these jou e s a k to he  g a d othe s house she e  defi itel  sa  Coulsdo  as he  

othe s eal ho e f o  hi h she had been removed as a consequence of her 

marriage to her father. When she was asked if her father accompanied them on these 

jou e s G a e said e  di e tl  o he as p o a l  o a isi g so e he e . G a e s 

resentment towards her father for not accompanying her mum on what must have been 

very important journeys was palpable and she saw it as a symbolic failure on his part. 

Four decades later recounting these journeys and remembering the washing and 

i ig a ts  G a e talks of these thi gs as poi ti g up the difference between Thanet 

a d Lo do ; at o e ei fo i g he  se se of a ho e pla e  a d he  feeli g of ei g out 

of pla e  i  Lo do . The se se of so ethi g o  so eo e ei g out of pla e is gi e  the 

la el a a ho is   the geog aphe  Ti  C esswell who makes the point that: 

 

The creation of place by necessity involves the definition of what lies outside. 

To put it another way the outside plays a crucial role in the definition of the 

inside. (Cresswell, 2004, p.102)  

 

Planet Thanet 

The Isle of Thanet is no longer an island in the real sense of the word. Topographically 

Thanet is a limestone dome the highest point of which has an altitude of less than sixty 

metres. In mediaeval times the River Stour and sea channels separated the island in a 

very real sense. An expanse of water several hundred metres wide meant that the Isle of 

Thanet was accessible only by ferry. Over the years the channel filled with silt and 

extensive drainage works carried out especially by monks drained much of the 

marshland. The highest point of the Isle of Thanet at Manston was a centre of Saxon 

governance; later it was a key Battle of Britain airfield. There are no rivers or streams on 

the limestone dome as surface water quickly drains away.  

 

Today the edges of the Isle of Thanet are marked by the Wantsum Channel and the River 

Stour.  To the North the Wantsum Channel which is really no more than a large drainage 

ditch running through the baleful  flat land of the drained marshes. To the South the 
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edge of the island is marked by the River Stour. The Stour is not more than ten metres 

wide at the point it becomes estuarine a few kilometres from Sandwich where it enters 

the sea. The Isle of Thanet is today no longer an island except in name, culture and 

history. 

 

Westgate on Sea, Margate, Broadstairs and Ramsgate were once popular holiday 

destinations, initially for better off Victorian holidaymakers. Vincent van Gogh taught at 

a small private school in Ramsgate not far from the site of which is the house of Jenny 

Mar  the daughte  of Ka l. Ma s ife Je  o  Westphale  spe t the su e  of 

, the last of he  life, at he  daughte s house.  

 

Ramsgate which had once received the captured colours of the vanquished French army 

after Waterloo was the most important ma shalli g po t of the s all oats  flotilla 

which rescued the defeated remnants of a later British army from the beaches of 

Dunkirk.  

 

With the advent of holidays for the working classes and good rail links to London in the 

early twentieth century the tourist industry in Thanet expanded. Many new houses were 

built whilst others were converted to become hotels or guest houses.  Margate became 

virtually synonymous with sea side trips or holidays for the working classes of South East 

London. A subsequent development in transport brought the age of cheap air travel. 

Ordinary people could now holiday in  foreign places which had reliable weather, 

warmer waters, and cheaper alcohol.  The holiday industry in Thanet fell into a steep 

decline, today it exists only in the form of bucket and spade day trips. The last ferry 

service from Ramsgate to Europe closed in 2013.  

 

People ho li e o  Tha et still efe  to it at ti es as the isla d . “o eti es u ki dl  it 

is efe ed to as Pla et Tha et   oth  Tha eto ia s and those who do not live there. 

Pla et Tha et  is a  ugl  a d de ogato  epithet its use ould ot e so iall  a epta le 

if applied to a different social group.  

 

There is a belief on the island and elsewhere that in Thanet things and people are 

different. This belief is strong enough to create its own element of truth. When a place 

or people are seen as being socially different this becomes a constitutive element of 
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their social and cultural identity.   When the people directly affected by this process 

come to see themselves as different, or apart from what they believe to be the 

ai st ea  o  o alit  the  ill ha e e o e othe . We ight e all G a e s 

attitude to Lo do  o  Ha ah s desi e to etu  to Tha et afte  lea i g o  he  

evangelical mission, or even Susan seeing the University of Kent at Canterbury some 19 

miles from Thanet as another world, as instances in the life stories presented here which 

indicate a strong feeling place. It is once again worth stressing how a strong feeling of 

ho e  i  Tha et also i ol es the eatio  of a st o g se se of othe . 

 

As al ead  e tio ed i  the dis ussio  of a a ho is , a  u de sta di g of pla e , 

has to be o e ted to ideas of othe ess .   At its si plest e disti guish pla es, o e 

f o  a othe , o  the asis of thei  sta di g i  a elatio ship of othe ess  .  The 

o ti ui g desig atio  of Tha et as The Isle of Tha et  lo g afte  it eased to e a  

isla d puts it i  a elatio  of othe ess to the ai la d .  This is e  u h i  li e ith a 

des iptio  of othe ess  gi e   ) g u t Bau a :  

 

Classifying consists in the acts of inclusion and exclusion. Each act of naming 

splits the world into two: entities that answer to the name; all the rest that do 

not. Certain entities may be included into a class – made a class – only in as far 

as other entities are excluded, left outside. (1991, p.2) 

 

At a simple geographical level the designation of this fragment of the county of Kent as 

a  isla d  is o lo ge  justified, o  is the pe siste e of the epithet si pl  a histo i  

eli . That Tha et e du es as a  isla d  is i  la ge pa t ooted i  o te po a  ultu e. 

The rather more dismissive designation of the a ea as Pla et Tha et  ith its allusio s 

to ideas of weirdness are also connected to ideas of poverty, deprivation and alienation 

from prosperity.  

 

Images of Thanet –Dreamlands and Wastelands 

 

It is possible to demonstrate something of the extent of poverty in Thanet through 

statistics and this is necessary but the statistics do not fully capture the dimensions of 

the problem.  Kent is often assumed by outsiders to not have communities living in 

deprived circumstances. Kent itself is of course within the part of England all too glibly 
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des i ed i  the edia as the afflue t “outh East . Whilst a eas su h as The Isle of 

“heppe  Hasti gs, a d of ou se Tha et sta d out fo  thei  i di es of po e ty much of 

the “outh East  a ot eall   e des i ed as ell-off  i  a  eall  ea i gful a .  I  

Kent the largest conurbation is the Medway Towns which itself would stand comparison 

with many of the troubled urban areas of Northern England.  Outside of London, which 

itself contains widespread areas of deprivation, the centres of affluence of the South 

East form a fairly thinly dispersed archipelago of small urban islands in a much bigger sea 

of average or worse conditions. Within the South East Thanet is recognised as being one 

of the po kets  ith the o st i di es of po e t . 

 

Margate the largest town in Thanet is described by the Centre for Social Justice as being:  

 

... a town of over 43,000 people. In terms of overall deprivation, approximately 

30 per cent of neighbourhoods in Margate are in the poorest 10 per cent of 

the country. A third of children live below the financial poverty line, more than 

a third of pupils at Margate schools are eligible for Free School Meals, and 70 

per cent of households are recorded as being deprived... (Centre for Social 

Justice, 2013, p.13) 

 

Ramsgate the second town of Thanet is a little smaller and although not quite as 

impoverished as Margate it is, by any statistical standard, very similar. The Marlowe 

Academy pre iousl  k o  as the ‘a sgate “ hool  sta ds o  the edge of the to  

li its of ‘a sgate. The Ma lo e a ade  a uts th ee of ‘a sgate s est k o  

council estates Highfields, Whitehall and Newington. These estates are often referred to 

olle ti el  as Ne i gto .  Ca l Pa so s  p odu ed a epo t o  the Ma lo e 

A ade  its title; “ hooli g the Estate Kids: a Ve  E glish “ a dal  aptu es the ai  

th ust of the autho s a gu e t. Pa so s takes issue ith the ie  that the 

pe fo a e  of a s hool an be separated from the living conditions of its pupils 

outside of the school environment. Twice in its history, in 1997 and then again in 2003 

this s hool hilst still alled the ‘a sgate “ hool as pu li l  a ed a d sha ed  as 

the worst secondary school in England. It would be redundant to explore the extent to 

which this humiliation helped and supported the school, its students past and present, 

or the general population of Ramsgate.  
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The greater Newington estate comprises something slightly less than 2,000 dwellings. As 

Parsons explains it: 

 

Newington shows up at every assessment as a lower income, poorer health, 

lower educational achievement and higher crime area...(It) has double the 

Thanet percentage claiming a benefit, four times the national rate. One 

estimate for 2011 was that 41% of households were workless and this was 

expected to rise to 51%. Incapacity benefits are twice the Thanet rate and 

three times the national rate. The assessed achievement of five year-olds 

entering school is very low. At age 16 their percentage achievement of 

5+A*-C grades at GCSE stands at a little over half the national 

average...(Parsons, 2012, p.3)  

 

According to Thanet District Council (TDC) in 2011 some 65% of the population of Thanet 

deemed to be of working age were either employed or actively seeking work (TDC, 

2013). This means that in 2011 over one third of the population of Thanet of working 

age were not economically active or were not seeking work. In 2013 TDC calculated that 

some 17% (TDC, 2013) of the working age population of Thanet were in receipt of some 

t pe of out of o k e efit.  If  a total is al ulated  addi g the u e s of those ot 

e o o i all  a ti e  ith those i  o k ut paid the i i u  age, a d those o  ze o 

hours contracts the true pi tu e of su siste e  Tha et egi s to e e ge.  This g i  

picture darkens further if the earnings of those in work are taken into account. The 

median weekly wage in Thanet was £416, the second lowest level in the South East of 

England (Kent County Council, 2015). This of course means that something very close to 

% of those i  Tha et a tuall  ea  a take ho e  age of less, o  e  likel  

significantly less, than £22,000 a year.  

 

The perception of the poverty and destitution of many people who live in Thanet forms 

a  i teg al pa t of the eatio  of this pla e as so ethi g othe .  This othe i g  a  

take the fo  of the uel Pla et Tha et  ji e o  the o e est ai ed talk a out pla es 

ha i g suffe ed a loss of aspi atio  Ce t e fo  “o ial Justi e, 2013 p.5). In either case 

the e is a  idea that po e t  is so ethi g a e a t o  e e  de ia t, a d ot the holl  

inevitable consequence of economic, social, and cultural processes.   
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The poverty of Thanet is, in certain analyses seen as being attributable to the moral 

shortcomings of the people who live there. This moral dimension to poverty is certainly 

present in, for example the report by the Centre for Social Justice which stresses the role 

of hat it athe  a iguousl  efe s to as aspi atio  in developing prosperity: 

 

there is a clear case for additional transport infrastructure, increased localism 

and renewed investment in struggling seaside towns. But prosperity will not 

spread unless people are given the aspiration, education and skills that they 

and the economy need... (p.7) 

 

Such formulations appear to suggest that poverty is in part attributable to a lack of 

aspi atio . I  the a o e uotatio  it is also i di ated that a  edu atio  a d skills defi it  

are also part of the problem of areas such as Thanet.  In the Centre for Social Justice 

Report,  illicit drug use, teenage pregnancies, and the presence of resettled offenders 

are added into the list of problems faced by Margate.  All of the problems of Margate 

are offered as explanations for its failu e to att a t p ospe it ; the easo i g is that 

places are poor because they fail to attract wealth.  Poverty conceived in this way is 

explained and therefore almost justified by itself;  social ills are not caused by poverty, 

rather poverty is caused by the unattractive nature of social ills.  

 

In the six life stories which form the core of this thesis the narrators in their discussion of 

Thanet and place are continually negotiating ideas of poverty. In five of the life stories, 

those of the wo e , po e t , o  at the e  least ei g ha d up  had e e ised a 

formative influence for extended periods of their lives. In three of the life stories 

a k upt  loo ed la ge. Wo ki g ith adult lite a  lea e s i  Adult Edu atio  o  

Further Education in Thanet has meant that in their professional lives all six teachers 

have been in continual contact with people living in poverty. At this point it is interesting 

to consider how poverty and place are reflected in the life stories.  

 

 

Images of Thanet – Tracy Emin and Poverty Chic 

 

In her narrative Catherine made the joke (much appreciated by me) that anything which 

cheered up Thanet was to be welcomed, even if it involved a visit by Tracey Emin! In this 
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brief remark we can find much to comment on and behind it something of the 

experience of place. In the contemporary world. Tracey Emin is perhaps the best known 

daughter of Thanet. It is not easy to describe the nature of Emin s -Thanet. Most 

importantly Tracey is a weaver of autobiographical fiction elaborated at least in part 

ith the i te tio  of de elopi g he  ele it  as a  e fa t te i le of the B itish a t 

s e e. The T a e  E i  i age is of i te est he e fo  the ole it pla s ithi  the 

construction of Thanet as a place and indeed the way in which Emin has utilised Thanet 

in the construction of her highly marketised identity. In various pronouncements Tracey 

Emin has employed a presentation of Thanet and especially Margate as an emblematic 

pla e  f o  hi h to lai  p o e a e. A  i estigatio  of the nature of the 

e le ati  i  E i s dis ou se a out Tha et takes us so e a  to a  u de sta di g 

of how she contributes to the creation and utilisation of Thanet, and Margate as a place.   

 

The existence of Thanet as an emblem for Emin is important as what she has said about 

Margate has come to have wide currency if even if it is not universally accepted. In none 

of the long list of interviews given by Emin for national media is there ever a significant 

measure of disagreement between her and those conducting the interview over her 

description of Thanet. It might therefore be supposed that at least among the art critics 

of the atio al edia E i s Tha et is a ge e all  a epted po t a al. The sto ies hi h 

Emin tells about her Margate childhood are overwhelmingly, quite literally, sordid and 

sad episodes in which sexual abuse is mixed with other forms of violence. Reading 

E i s auto iog aphi al “t a gela d   pu lished he  she as i  he  ea l  fo ties  

a picture emerges of a middle aged woman still suffering from the consequences of 

what in what are presented as childhood experiences of neglect, hurt and iniquity. This 

is also the ase ith he  se i auto iog aphi al fil  Topspot   hi h as su je t 

to reviews which might euphemistically be described as fiercely critical.  

 

It a  sou d ha sh ut E i s auto iog aph  si ulta eousl  o i es a st a ge i  of 

denunciation of the circumstances of her youth with a sense of indulgence in what 

appears to have been its awfulness.  Rather bizarrely both Emin and the majority of the 

correspondents who write about her art seem to consider misery, anomie, and extreme 

violence both sexual and physical, as being  integral part to working class life in general 

and in Thanet in particular. U de  E i s e t  fo  the )a ludo i z A t T ust e a e told 

that he  o k as a  a tist d a s on her working class roots in Margate, Kent, the 
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evocative stories of Emin's youth and adulthood are held up as a mirror to our own 

p i ate e pe ie es  )a ludo icz  Collection, no date). This is significant as the 

Zabludowicz Art Trust, along with the Saatchi Gallery are major holders and promoters 

of E i s a t o k. The “aat hi Galle  itself des i es E i  as a o su ate sto  

telle  “aat hi Galle , o date). Both Charles Saatchi and Poju Zabludowicz are major 

donors to the Conservative Party to which Tracey Emin has now, in line with her 

sponsors, declared her support. This is significant as the art businesses of Zabludowicz 

and especially Saatchi are believed to use the media and advertising to promote the 

work and the personas of the artists in which they invest.  The persona of Emin is 

extremely important to both her and her sponsors as she is an artist to whom self 

promotion and publicity has been intrinsic.  By a strange twist Emin is also the most 

important interpreter of Thanet and especially Margate to a wider British public.  

 

‘eadi g E i s auto iog aph , at hi g he  fil s, a d eadi g he  i te ie s it is ha d 

to hold on to the more nuanced and hu a e  Tha et hi h is p ese t i  the life sto ies 

told he e. Mo e i po ta tl  E i s pi tu e of Tha et is e  si ila  to, a d has helped 

create, the dominant image of Thanet within British culture. Linden West has drawn 

attention to somewhat similar processes at work in the case of Stoke-on-Trent.  West 

offers a more nuanced alternative and rejects a simplified picture of miserableness 

which strips real places and people of much of the humanity and light which they 

somehow, despite their troubles, preserve (West, 2016). In the case of this project the 

determination on the part of all the literacy teachers to do what they thought was their 

best for their students stands in contrast to portrait of Thanet presented by Emin and 

others.  

 

The presentation of Thanet and Margate as her site of misery chic has been integral to 

the image of herself as an artist which Emin has developed. Those who speculatively 

i est i  E i s a t happil  ollude i  this p oje t as it le ds he  o k a spe ious 

intensity.  

 

Emin arrived somewhat late to the artistic fashion of writing with fluorescent light but 

the o k hi h she did p odu e i  this ediu  as highl  a keta le.  T a e s eo  

works were renditions of phrases  or words which are in reality no more profound or 

ea i gful tha  those used to de o ate ‘ef eshe s  s eets . I do t elie e i  lo e ut 
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I elie e i  ou  sa s o e You lo ed e like a dista t sta  sa s a othe .  I  so e E i  

uses ad la guage i  a sho   of edgi ess ; e la atio s su h as Fu k off a d die ou 

slag  o  the s ta ti all  puzzli g ou  a e t  u t i te atio al  a e i te ded to 

shock.  In 2010 Emin presented a neon to Margate, this was then installed on the sea 

f o t. It a ied the lege d I e e  stopped lo i g ou . 

 

Whe  take  i  the o te t of E i s elatio ship to the to  of he  outh the sig  

appea s to ha e to ha e a deg ee of a tisti  depth. T a e s o it e t to Ma gate 

does not transcend the egocentric but this particular work does achieve a quality lacking 

in her other neon work. Its achievement is very similar to something the critic Robert 

Hughes ide tified i  the e  est o k of A d  Wa hol, hi h he said attai ed a la k of 

elati e shallo ess  Hughes, 1982). 

 

Catherine, and Hannah are slightly older than Emin but not so much as to be from a 

different generation and Grace is a more or less exact contemporary of the now not 

quite so youthful Young British Artist . Hannah never mentioned Emin except in general 

terms although they share certain key experiences. Emin tells us that her family like that 

of Hannah owned a bed and breakfast hotel close to Margate Sands. It is also interesting 

that when Emin was an infant her family moved from South London to Margate part of 

the same exodus as that which Hannah and Graces families joined.   As has been said it is 

ot eas  to gauge the easu e of t uth i  E i s sto  of he  outh ut gi e  he  age 

and her description of where she claims to have grown up she should have been a fairly 

close contemporary of Hannah, Grace, and Catherine.   

 

 

Place, Space and Relationships: Between Stories  

 

So far in this chapter we have looked at several views or impressions of Thanet. These 

might be taken together as a type of collage in which one impression is juxtaposed or 

supe i posed upo  othe s uildi g a  e e  o e o ple  pi tu e of Tha et as a pla e . 

We ha e so fa  gli psed at T.“ Eliot, Ha ah s othe , apital flo s a d p ospe it , 

po e t , housi g estates, a d T a e  E i s Ma gate.  
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The complexity of understanding place was very evident in the way that in Graces 

account images of the world outside Tha et pop up agai  u h late  i  he  life. G a e s 

early trips to Coulsdon helped create her understanding of Thanet as a place without the 

range of ethnicities visible in London. Years later on learning that she had become 

pregnant and approaching single motherhood with trepidation the image of the washing 

drying in public view came back to haunt Grace. What is strange here is the way in 

G a e s life ei g tu ed upside do  is asso iated ith a  i age of a othe  pla e.  

 

The very short portrayal of the regional geography of the Isle of Thanet sketched 

something of the end of the mass holiday industry and gave a very brief portrayal of the 

faded glories of Thanet. Despite the unavoidable brevity and therefore shallowness of 

these impressions they too make a contribution to the collage of place. 

 

The process of reflection on the lives of the six teachers in this project and how they 

relate to the place in which they live and work is not simple. Place emerges as something 

with many dimensions, something which is created from many different standpoints, 

something which can be analysed and appreciated in many different ways. This 

ultidi e sio alit  a d o ple it  lies at the hea t of He i Lefe e s o eptio  of 

space as presented in his The P odu tio  of “pa e  1974).  

 

In all the life stories it was evident that the narrators all believed that their lives had 

ee  i flue ed a d e ight sa  affe ted    the si ple fa t that these li es had at 

least i  pa t happe ed  i  Tha et. It ould also e t ue to say that all concerned had 

affe tio  fo  Tha et though it as al a s te pe ed ith othe  o t asti g feeli gs. 

Among the people whose life stories are told here it would be difficult to draw together 

o e tha  a half doze  pla e  elated the es hich are present in all six stories.  

Though place itself as expressed in the life stories plays a significant part in them all. The 

complexity and the multifarious nature of place mean that its presence in the life stories 

arises in different forms and guises. There are relatively few aspects of place which find 

iteration in each and every story.  

 

The first theme present in the stories of all those interviewed was the belief  that in the 

past Thanet had been a more prosperous place than it was today, it might well be 

argued that this impression is rather more stark in memory than in reality. In interviews 
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with older people which are not part of this study I have been told that in the post war 

years and after there most certainly was extreme poverty in Thanet. The first of these 

interviews was with a man who had taught in a secondary modern school in the 1950s 

ho e alled that he as sho ked to see poo  hild e  i  a  a ea ith o e . This 

tea he  had hi self g o  up i  d eadful po e t  i  Lo do s East E d. The second 

interview was with a retired miner who had moved to the East Kent coalfield as a young 

man in the 1960s. This miner had lived in rented room in the West Cliff area of Ramsgate 

he  he fi st a i ed a d  e alled his sho k at seei g kids pla i g foot all i  a e feet  

so as to preserve their shoes.   

 

A second theme most of the teachers would subscribe to would be the prevalence of 

strange or unsavoury people in certain areas of Thanet. These undesirables might be re-

housed ex-prisoners, mental health patie ts, Koso a s , “lo akia s  o  Bla k d ug 

ga gs . F o  the poi t of ie  of this hapte  the i te esti g the e is that the 

p epo de a e of u desi a les o e f o  outside . This o t i utes to a thi d the e 

which is the idea of Thanet as a du pi g g ou d  fo  outside go e e t age ies. 

There is not space to explore the complexities of these views. To simply label such views 

as a ist  o  so ethi g si ila  does ot ad a e the dis ussio  at all. No e of the 

people in this project indicated in any way that they sympathised with the political right 

or extreme right, though these trends have significant support throughout Thanet and 

UKIP is p o a l  the iggest politi al pa t  o  the isla d .   

 

A fourth theme would be the lack of any real expectation of the long promised economic 

ege e atio  of Tha et . I deed the e is a ea  u i e sal e pe tatio  i  Tha et that 

things will get worse or that anything happening in Thanet is likely to fail, or at least to 

disappoint. This even extends to such obviously successful projects as the Turner 

Contemporary Gallery in Margate. The gallery is an undoubted success and enjoys a 

good reputation among gallery goers. It is also financially viable. Thanet District Council 

in pushing for the gallery argued that it ould lead to the e o o i  ege e atio  of 

Margate. Such an impossibly high expectation has led to a venture which is very much a 

success in its own right being viewed as a failure by many. A similar fate awaited the re-

ope ed D ea la d  a use ent park.  
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Taken together these themes begin to draw a very few lines of the outline sketch of 

hat Tha et as a pla e ea s i  the life sto ies p ese ted he e. Pla e  i gs togethe  

ideas as disparate as memory, history, myth, topography, architecture, social class, 

identity and public transport. Place is created in the dialectical interrelationship of these 

things and many others.  

 

 

The Production of Place 

By any standard Henri Lefebvre s The P odu tio  of “pa e  1974) is a difficult book. The 

reader would search i  ai  fo  a sta da d t pe defi itio  of the te  spa e  itself.  This 

is hardly surprising given that Lefebvre worked within a Marxist tradition which saw 

dialectics not only as a form of understanding but as the mode of existence of not only 

all that is social, cultural, and mental but also the material world itself. For Lefebvre 

there can no more be a finished definition of space, than there can be a definition of 

apital  fo  Ma .  Both Ma  a d Lefe e a e looki g at p o esses a d elatio ships 

which can exist only as they continue to evolve.   

 

Ea lie  the iti is  of Ma  fo  e e  ha i g p o ided a defi itio  of lass   as 

rejected on the grounds that pretty well everything Marx wrote could be seen as a 

contribution towards such a definitio . The sa e ight e said of Ma s app oa h to 

Capital  i as u h as at those poi ts he e he appea s to o e losest to p o idi g a 

definition this invariably proves to be not the finishing but the starting point. Marx saw 

apital ot as a thi g  su h as o e , gold o  p ope t  ut esse tiall  as elatio ships. 

At a  poi ts Ma  e plai s ho  apital a ot e ist ithout la ou  o  the 

p oleta iat  o  age sla e  o  i  hate e  othe  guise i  hi h its a tithesis appea s.  

Here the problem of  definitions is posed quite clearly for those who seek to work with a 

dialectical approach. Where traditional definitions try to delimit, a dialectical 

investigation is drawn ever forward towards trying to understand things in their full 

interconnectedness. The work of  Marx or Henri Lefebvre are therefore inescapably 

complex even when clearly written. 

 

The diale ti al app oa h i  The P odu tio  of “pa e  is at its ost e ide t he e 

Lefebvre approaches the analysis of concrete examples. Writing about the social 

ha a te  of spa e Lefe e akes the poi t that it t pi all  has the ualit  of isi ilit  
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ut that this does ot ea  that hat he efe s to as its de iphe a ilit  is in any way 

straightforward. The social relations which have given rise to a particular manifestation 

of spa e  a ot e u de stood f o  the appea a e.  

 

What can be said, for example, of a peasant dwelling? It embodies and implies 

particular social relations; it shelters a family – a particular family belonging to 

a particular country, a particular region, a particular soil; and it is a component 

part of a particular site and a particular countryside. No matter how 

preposterous or humble such a dwelling may be, it is as much a work as it is a 

product, even though it is invariably representative of a type. (1974, p.83) 

 

Two points may be made here. The first is to draw attention again to the dialectical 

atu e of Lefe e s a gu e t. The peasa t house ust e u de stood i  te s of the 

social character of space – those social relations that it implies, contains and 

dissi ulates  , p.83).  Key to understanding the conception of space Lefebvre is 

putti g fo a d is the otio  of its ei g eated th ough a se ies of i te all  elated  

processes.  

 

The second point is that the f a e o k put fo a d fo  the de iphe i g  of a peasa t 

house might be adapted and adopted as a way of approaching the interpretation of  

pla e i  the p ese t stud . If a su stitutio  is ade fo  Lefe e s peasa t house it is 

apparent that a dialectical approach to place starts to emerge. We might substitute an 

adult literacy classroom for the peasant house mentioned by Lefebvre.  This classroom 

embodies and implies a series of particular social relations; it contains adult literacy 

learners - a particular group with differing individual backgrounds but enough in 

common for them to have been brought to this particular classroom by the same, or at 

least broadly similar social processes. It is a classroom for a particular type of person 

engaging with literacy in a particular way, in a particular region, within a particular social 

and economic context. But this region exists as it does because it is in a relationship with 

a wider economy and culture. As a region within that wider entity it constitutes one of 

its parts but simultaneously it is a region because it has its own individual characteristics 

which mean it differs from the whole.  
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This hapte  o e t ates o  the idea of pla e , Lefe e s o k is o e ed ith 

spa e . The idea of spa e  is o e o p ehe si e tha  the idea of pla e .  I  Lefe e s 

work one of the problems he grapples with is the establishment of some type of limit to 

hat a  e desig ated as spa e . O e it is a epted that the e a e e tal a d 

imaginative spaces, architecturally constructed spaces, natural spaces, cinematic spaces, 

a d so o  it e o es diffi ult to thi k of a thi g hi h ould ot e spa e . Whe  the 

point is reached that everything can be seen as a form of space then the term risks 

losing its explanatory power. Place is a simpler notion than space for the reason that it is 

fixed at least in one dimension.    

 

Place must always refer to something with a physical existence and location. That is not 

at all to say that an exposition of place is limited to the material or physically spatial: 

quite the reverse is true. Place can only be understood when it is interwoven with 

narratives. The degree of u de sta di g of a pla e is p opo tio al to the thi k ess  

(Geertz, 1973) of the description given to it.  The more rounded, the more complete and 

the o e t uthful the a ati es a e fo  a  pa ti ula  pla e the o e that pla e   

e o es o ete  in the sense in which that word is used by Marxists.  

 

Pla e ust al a s ha e a lo ale. This is t ue e e  if a pla e  e ists o l  i  the i agi a , 

as i  the ase Ha d s Wesse , o  Tolkie s Middle Ea th.  I  the ase of fi tio al pla es 

much of the success or failure of their creator is judged on their capacity to give life to 

these si ulatio s , to ake the  eal i  the i agi atio  of the eade . Most e  a d 

ot a fe  o e  ho atte ded hild e s ati ee i e as i  the s de eloped a 

good working k o ledge of ho  the so ial o e tio s of the Wild West  e e 

observed, who was good, who was bad, who should get the girl and who should not and 

ho eeded to e dealt ith i  a ge o idal a e . The i e ati  Wild West , a pla e 

which never existed, came to be substituted in millions of minds, for a world and nations 

which had been destroyed.  

 

Places can only be apprehended through their being related to narratives. The typical 

way in which to present place is to start from a physical location and work outwards in 

terms of time and culture.  The adult literacy classroom mentioned above must have 

some type of physical and material embodiment. Starting from this place we can begin 

to understand it as we weave it into a story this process is started below for the 
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particular case of Hannah. Before Hannah participated in this project I had visited her 

lass oo  to offi iall  o se e he  tea h.  

 

It ight e e e e ed that Ha ah taught fo  a  o ga isatio  a ed P ese t a d 

Co e t . “he taught i  a la ge ut e  o e o ded oo  ithi  a  othe ise disused 

office block. As a result of the vagaries of property ownership and rental agreements 

Han ah s lass oo  as o  the thi d floo  of a si  sto e  uildi g.  Walki g up the 

staircase to observe her lesson the building felt almost derelict. The staircase smelt 

st o gl  of Je es fluid.  The e eptio ist  sitti g at a desk at the e d of the o idor was 

impolite even aggressive towards me when I explained that I had come to meet with 

Hannah.  Hannah was called for, and when she arrived at reception it was pointed out to 

her that the lesson observation would not be allowed if she did not have permission 

f o  the Di e to . We e e oth told that I ould ha e to put the Visito  la a d 

around my neck and not carry it in my hand as I was doing.  Hannah explained that she 

had permission to be observed. I said that the lanyard was perfectly visible if I carried it. 

The receptionist told me that it was a rule that lanyards were worn around necks 

e ause of se u it . O  the alk f o  the e eptio  to he  lass oo  Ha ah 

apologised to e fo  the attitude of the e eptio  desk a d e plai ed that the  do t 

like e doi g a u i e sit  ou se . 

 

Ha ah s lea e s , fo t  th ee souls i  all, sat at g e  Fo i a topped ta les. All e e 

long term unemployed, three were women and I assumed that they must have felt 

deeply uncomfortable in the presence of so many men. Hannah had already told me 

that a  of the lea e s  had p o le s ith d ugs o  al ohol, a d se e al had e tal 

health p o le s. All i  the lass had ee  efe ed to P ese t a d Co e t   the Jo  

Ce t e, failu e to atte d led to sa tio s  a d the inevitable loss of benefits. When I 

entered the classroom a young man came to greet me, he had been a student in one of 

my classes several years before. He had attended literacy classes with his mother. He 

had been imprisoned for aggravated burglary a d as o  atte di g P ese t a d 

Co e t  as a p o atio  o ditio . He ie ed e as a  old f ie d I shook his ha d though 

I was nervous of him. It was a cold afternoon but Hannah had opened the windows to 

f eshe  the ai . I looked at Ha ah s lesso  plan it was well organised. I checked and 

saw that she had referenced it in the prescribed manner against the syllabus  of the 

Adult Lite a  o e u i ulu : i ludi g spoke  o u i atio  Ca idge T ai i g 
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and Development, 2001) a copy of which she had handed me as part of the paperwork 

required for observations.  At the time we had been instructed that any failure to 

efe e e to the o e u i ulu  ould ea  a  auto ati  failu e.  This u i ulu  

had a foreword written by the then Minister for Lifelong Learning, Malcolm Wicks MP.  

Below the photo of the minister there were four paragraphs extolling the utility of the 

syllabus. The opening paragraph alluded to Government policy towards adult literacy 

which contextualised it in terms of international competition and neo liberalism. The 

fi st se te e of the fo e o d stated that I p o i g the atio s lite a  a d u e a  

skills is o e of the Go e e t s top p io ities . ‘e o e ded ‘eadi g o  Ha ah s 

had in some cases put forward a hopeful vision of the future of Lifelong Learning (Field, 

  ut sitti g i  this lass I had e e e ed No a  Fai lough s e o iati g 

dis ussio  of this t pe of dis ou se i  his Ne  La ou : Ne  La guage   . The e 

was a clear foreboding that the optimistic vision would not win out.  I was sure that in 

ot a si gle e a ple of that f a tio  of the atio  asse led i  that lass oo  as 

there any immediate concern for British international competitiveness.  I tried to 

reconcile what Hannah was doing in this classroom with the world as New Labour 

imagined it.  Now, as I write this, I am thinking  in terms of place and the strange 

i te se tio  i  spa e et ee  the o lds of  The Thi d Wa  , Whitehall, a d P ese t 

a d Co e t .  

 

Hannah struggled to gain the atte tio  of the lea e s  so e of ho  e e sha i g a 

joke ade at the e pe se of o e of thei  u e  ho had a  I o  C oss  tattoo o  his 

neck. Whatever the joke, the man who was the butt of it was blushing and becoming 

angry.  Other students pointed to my presence in the classroom and insisted that they 

should all support their teacher. I realised that most of those present, whatever their 

feeling about what they were being made to do, felt it only proper to show respect to 

their teacher. As the admonished joke sharers looked my way I averted their gaze by 

looki g o e o e at Mal ol  Wi ks  fo e o d to the s lla us.  O e pa ti ula  

paragraph caught my attention: 

 

It provides teachers with a comprehensive framework to help identify and 

eet ea h pe so s i dividual learning needs, including examples of teaching 

strategies they can use. For learners, it will ensure that, no matter which type 

of course they choose or where the learning takes place, they can be confident 
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of a common approach and effective support. (Cambridge Training and 

Development, 2001 p. v.) 

 

I thought agai  of No a  Fai lough a d ho  he ould e jo  this e a ple of Ne  

La ou : Ne  La guage . T o p o ises e e ei g ade. O  the o e ha d the s lla us 

was to be seen as a part of the process of ide tif i g i di idual eeds . O  the othe  

ha d it told us that its task as to e su e that lea e s ... o atte  hi h t pe of 

ou se the  hoose o  he e the lea i g takes pla e , ould e pe ie e a o o  

approach.  

 

Hannah had to move around the classroom at pace as she was answering many queries 

f o  stude ts a d it as e ide t that she had to e o  top  of so e i di iduals o  the  

would become disruptive. Because of the numbers in the small room students had to 

move their chairs to allow her to move around. Even within these confines the three 

women who were sitting together maintained the maximum space they could manage 

between themselves and the men.  

 

Somehow Hannah made the class work. The students completed worksheets which they 

could put into their files. There were no eruptions, no tears, and in some places there 

was even a satisfied hum of students getting on with their work.  

 

This ief a ou t of  isit to Ha ah s lass oo  has ee  e o st u ted f o  the 

notes I made of the observation. Little of what is here was discussed with Hannah when 

e e t th ough the post o se atio  dis ussio . Toda  P ese t a d Co e t  o lo ge  

exists its owners absconded with a considerable amount of money leaving unpaid bills 

and salaries.  At one time the organisation had received huge praise from Charles Clark 

as he held it up as a  e a ple of the effi ie  of p i ate p o ide s . The offi e lo k 

hi h housed P ese t a d Co e t  is o  still u o upied. The last ti e I looked the e 

was a s all usi ess, o pletel  u elated to P ese t a d Co e t  o ki g out of 

offi es o  the fou th floo . Go e too is the Adult Lite a  o e u i ulu : i ludi g 

spoke  o u i atio  Ca idge T ai i g a d De elop e t, 2001). Malcolm Wicks 

died of cancer in 2012 he had emerged from the parliamentary expenses scandals of 

later years with an enhanced reputation and had transferred his parliamentary career 
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from the area of Lifelong Learning to Energy. At the time of his death he was a Privy 

Councillor.  

 

Neither I nor Hannah now know anything of the thirty nine men and three women 

hose i di idual lea i g eeds  e e to e add essed i  that pla e  o  that afte oo  

in Ramsgate a few hundred yards from the house where Jenny von Westphalen spent 

her last summer with her daughter Jenny. 

 

F o  these ele e ts a se se of pla e  is eated fo  P ese t a d Co e t  a d fo  

Ha ah i  he  despe atio  to t  a d ake a su ess  of he  tea hi g ole. Hopefull  

f o  looki g at P ese t a d Co e t  the pla e it is possible to see it as a moment in 

Ha ah s life sto ;  a o e t hi h a  o l  e u de stood  lo ati g that pla e a d 

ti e ithi  a ide  Lefe ia  u de sta di g of the spa e i  hi h the o e t 

happened.  

 

Like all other forms of space, place must have a meaning. In the above description of 

P ese t a d Co e t  e tai  ele e ts of hat e t i to the ea i g  of P ese t a d 

Co e t as a pla e at that pa ti ula  ti e e e gi e  p e ede e o e  othe s. I o  

know for example that Hannah felt that it was completely unfair that she was observed 

in such an unfortunate teaching situation, she had expected to fail the observation for 

all a e  of easo s hi h e e e o d he  o t ol. I  the e e t she e ei ed a Good  

on the strength of having done a reasonable job in a horrid situation. In the above 

description this aspect of the lesson observation an aspect of great importance to 

Hannah, was ignored in favour of things which in other accounts might be considered 

completely trivial, the smell of Jeyes fluid for example.  

 

The th ee o e  i  the P ese t a d Co e t  lass oo  ight also e a sta ti g poi t 

for a reflection on place, gender, and class. Firstly and most obviously it can be stated 

that these o e  felt out of pla e . The  e e i  this lassroom because they, just like 

the men, had been unemployed for more than six months and when obliged to sit a 

computer based test they had failed to achieve the necessary score. These three women 

were working class and long term unemployed. For them the e pe ie e of P ese t a d 

Co e t  as lass a d ge de  ased. It ould ot e fa iful to assu e that the  felt 

uneasy, even vulnerable, in the classroom. This vulnerability was probably not an issue 
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of pe so al safet  ut it as defi itel  a p o le  of ide tit . E e  as a  o se e  I 

fou d self o de i g alo g the li es of What ha e these o e  do e to dese e 

this?  The a s e  is fai l  st aightfo a d; these people had the isfo tu e to e 

female, poor and unemployed in Thanet.  

 

Following C ess ell  the te  a a ho is  has ee  used i  this hapte  to 

de ote so ethi g ei g out of pla e  o  i  a pa ti ula  pla e as a esult of a  e o  of 

some type. It is not a straightforward thing to say that these three women in this 

classroom is a case of anachorism. The bureaucratic and administrative procedures, the 

interviews and the online tests, the warning letters, the registers, and the reports which 

delivered these women to this classroom were all designed to eliminate error and to 

ensure that these women were properly processed. These bureaucratic procedures 

e e also o stituti e of these o e s e pe ie e of lass a d ide tit .   

 

Applied to the case of these three women and the particular place they were in we find 

that a consideration of how simultaneously they were, and were not, anachorate is also 

an aspect of how place relates to gender. How place is experienced is dialectically linked 

to gender and of course the converse is also important in that the experience of gender 

is also linked to place.  

 

As would be expected the theme of how to relate gender to place and space is a central 

concern in the work of feminist geographers. Doreen Massey (2004, p. 144) makes the 

point that historically places which played a part in the generation and legitimation of 

science and knowledge were also places which created and maintained differences of 

gender: 

 

...the spatial history of these places enfold... through Western history they 

have been part and parcel of the struggle around the creation of intelligible 

ge de s, of e tai  fo s of as uli e  a d fe i i e . O e  a d o e  agai  

the establishment of these places was bound up with the distinction of genders 

and the expulsion of women. (p.144) 

 

Masse s poi t is ell ade ut hat as happe i g at P ese t a d Co e t  as 

different in that as places of learning go it was far from a prestigious place. The point has 
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ee  ade that i  a  a s the fo ed edu atio  of the lo g te  u e plo ed i  

Lite a , u e a  a d ICT  has take  o  the form of a 21st century adaptation of the 

poo  house. Fo  these o e  to e i luded at P ese t a d Co e t  as a ge de ed  

part of their punishment for being who they were. Being simultaneously in a place 

where they had to be and should not have been was a part of their oppression.  

 

In all of the life stories told in this project there is a more or less strong idea of the 

changing nature of places where literacy teaching happened or still does happen. In 

these cases little attention is paid to the physical aspects of pla e . Pla e is 

overwhelmingly described in terms of the practices which happen there.  

 

Cathe i e s sto  has a st o g the e uilt a ou d the ha ges i  the Adult Edu atio  

centre where she worked. For example Catherine talked about the doing away with the 

initial personal interview for adult literacy learners and how it was eventually replaced 

with a standardised online test. This change in the practice of Adult Education was 

introduced as part of the new policies which Malcolm Wicks described as identifying and 

eeti g ea h pe so s i di idual lea i g eeds . I  a si ila  a  Cathe i e des i ed 

the unworkable new lesson plans which in her opinion required far too much detail.  

 

I  Paul s life sto  the the e of the p e  e sus the post  i o po ation college is to the 

fore. Yet this too takes the form of a discussion of place. Even when he was discussing 

the tardiness of the employers in sending his confirmation letter of a job offer in the 

ea l  s Paul had e a ked i    a out this pla e is does t ha ge, the  left it to 

the last i ute the  just as the  do o .  I ide tall  looki g o e  the life sto ies he e 

Paul Beer is the only person who talked about changes in the physical fabric of the 

workplace, changes which he thought were improvements. Paul also talked about how 

in the past there had been more time available; he mentioned time having been 

available for the planning of courses, for lunch hour, or for library sessions. 

 

The the e of ti e  a d espe iall  its o p essio  has al eady been discussed in the 

chapter on managerialism. It is remarkable to now look back over all of the life stories 

and to see how the experiences of place and time are related. Overwhelmingly all the 

teachers talk about the compression of time, being required to do more in a reduced 

compass of time is the unanimous view of all. But as a part of this compression the 
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teachers are under continual pressure to produce ever more detailed accounts of how 

their time is used. The lesson plans are a most obvious example but there are other 

interesting and perhaps less obvious issues of time. All the teachers in this project are 

u de  p essu e to e su e that the  a hie e  i i u  pass ates fo  thei  stude ts. 

These increased levels of passes are to be achieved within the same or reduced time 

frames as operated previously. To be required to achieve more in the same time is itself 

a form of time compression.  

 

As with other areas looked at in this project the life stories have provided a platform 

from which to investigate themes which arise from the stories themselves. In the case of 

place this has been particularly rewarding.  The last few paragraphs of this chapter will 

atte pt to su  up so ethi g of hat has e e ged i  o e tio  ith pla e  a d to set 

out the final argument that in any instance place has the potential, in terms of its 

apprehension, to be inexhaustible.   

 

We ha e al ead  see  that i  The Wastela d  Eliot e tio s Ma gate “a ds i  

juxtaposition with  snippets of banal conversation, allusions to classical history, the 

timeless figure of Tiresius, images from the Tarot pack, scenes from Shakespeare plays 

a d u h o e. The eade  of The Wastela d  t i g to see ho  the diffe e t ele e ts 

relate one to the others is left with the sense of the poem achieving a type of endless 

depth. I   o  eadi g of the poe  I ha e al a s felt fea  i  the li es I ead, u h of 

the ight,  a d go south i  the i te  li e  though I a  ot su e h  this is so, the 

words alone do not justify this unease. In his artistry Eliot knew much, if not everything 

about the effects his work would evoke.  On trips to Margate I almost always pass by the 

shelter in which Eliot sat. It is certainly not a grand place. The knowledge that the poet 

sat in this shelter conjuring powerful and sweeping images in poetic space very 

defi itel  affe ts ho  this shelte  is u de stood as a pla e . Fe  of the people passi g 

this shelter know much about T.S. Eliot even among those who do know something of 

his poetry he is not always held in high regard. In each case and for each person the 

shelter will have a different meaning as a place.  

 

For each of the teachers in these life stories Ramsgate, Margate, Thanet, their 

classrooms, and their homes mean different things as places, but not completely 

different things. The sharing of the meanings or the shared understanding which is much 
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the same thing, of different places is an important part of the complex of processes by 

which the social is constructed. The regularities and irregularities of these meanings and 

understandings contribute to the experience of class, gender, age, and identity.  It is 

perhaps time to offer some conclusions. In the spirit of dialectics these conclusionscan 

only be points of departure but hopefully they some merit. 

 

Life sto ies a e i sepa a le f o  pla e . A life ust happe  so e he e ot o l  i  

physical, but also in social and cultural space. The social and cultural relationships which 

happen in these places are mostly the same as those which shape the lives that are lived 

the ei . I  a lass so iet  these so ial a d ultu al elatio ships gi e a lass  shape to 

the experience of place. Places which have a physical, social, and cultural dimension also 

have a history; they have an existence prior to our experiencing them and our 

experience of them as places is shaped by that history.  

 

In a previous chapter mention was made of how critics of Marxism sometimes held up 

the crudity of some types of analysis in order to justify throwing the baby out with the 

ath ate . The ude di hoto  of ase  a d supe st u tu e  i te a ti g i  a 

mechanical form was one of the points on which this critique would take place.   

Without doubt there were and still are people who continue with this rudimentary 

app oa h i  the elief that is Ma ist . To lai  that ate ial life , the ep odu tio  of 

a pa ti ula  so iet  o  the ode of p odu tio  ha e a dete i i g ole i  st u tu i g 

social life does not need to imply a crude approach. In the Marxism of Henri Lefebvre it 

is possible to see the complexity which his materialist philosophy demands. Thinking of 

the ole of pla e  i  the lives of the six teachers here something of that complexity 

certainly emerges. As Lefebvre puts it: 

 

The places of social space ... are not simply juxtaposed; they may be 

intercalated, combined, superimposed – they may even sometimes collide. 

Consequently the local (or punctual), in the sense of determined by a particular 

poi t  does ot disappea  fo  it is e e  a so ed  the egio al, atio al, 

or even worldwide level.  (Lefebvre, 1991, p.88) 

 

The useful ess of the i te pe et atio  of these spa es  for life story work is paramount. 

Indeed the argument has been made in this project that life story work has at its core 
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the study of working out from the individual lives towards the social, or working from 

the social to the level of the individual lives. This was certainly a project which Lefebvre 

ould ha e suppo ted. I  his afte o d to The P odu tio  of “pa e  Da id Ha e  d a s 

atte tio  to ho  Lefe e i sists that life should e led as a p oje t a d that the o l   

intellectual and political project that akes se se is a  life  Ha e , 1991, p. 431). In fact 

follo i g Lefe e e ight ie  a life itself as a a iet  of so ial spa e  a d it is this 

which makes it study important; 

 

The principle of the interpenetration and superimposition of social spaces has 

one very helpful result, for it means that each fragment of space subjected to 

analysis masks not just one social relationship but a host of them which 

analysis can potentially disclose. (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 88) 

 

A life  is just su h a f ag e t.  
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Concluding Comments 

 

 

In the fields with which we are concerned, knowledge comes only in lightning flashes. 

The text is the long roll of thunder that follows. 

Walter Benjamin, Convolutes N, The Arcades Project.  

 

 

The title of this hapte  is Co ludi g Co e ts  athe  tha  the o e fi al 

Co lusio . The e a e t o p i iple easo s fo  this. The fi st is that the ode of oth 

life story work and Marxism eschews the idea of a definite conclusion, there is always 

more to do, more to say, and more to explore. In life story work conclusions are 

p o isio al ot ep ese ti g the e d  ut e el  the pla es at hi h e hoose to 

pause or to break off.  

 

A se o d easo  fo  p efe i g o ludi g o e ts  is fu the  de eloped in this 

chapter; Marxism as a philosophical system and, in my opinion, life story research are 

best seen as having at their core the study of dialectical relationships.  It is in the 

nature of such relations that they are never settled or, in fact ne e  o luded .  

 

Earlier in this thesis various attempts were made to describe how this constrained 

indeterminacy (or if preferred unconstrained determinacy) works. The example was 

given of the way in which the movement of fluids is constrained, or determined, by the 

laws of fluid dynamics. Although the flow of all fluids is constrained by these laws 

every single water course in existence is unique. Much the same type of dialectic 

relationship between the determined and the undetermined is at work in life history. 

The ideas of agency and structure appear to be mutually exclusive if they are viewed as 

separate from one another. This gives rise to what are typically jejune arguments 

counter posing structure and agency as opposite. Viewed as two vectors of a dialectical 

relationship within the life of a human being, they begin to make sense. As Marx put it 

this way when exploring the same problem of structure and agency: 
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Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they please; they 

do not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves, but under 

circumstances directly encountered, given and transmitted from the past. 

(Marx, 1852/1966, p.394)  

 

This statement is at first glance quite straightforward, but the dialectical relationship of 

structure and agency and the way in which they pull each other around gives rise to 

patterns so complex that an exploration of the ways in which they condition each other 

a  e e  e o luded. He e this is the se o d easo  fo  Co ludi g Co e ts  

rather tha  a Co lusio .   

 

The uestio  set ea lie  i  this p oje t as Ho  a  Ma is  a d life sto  o k e 

ought togethe ?  The e a ot e a eat a d si ple a s e  to this uestio  a  

o e tha  the e a  a st aightfo a d a s e  to the uestio  hat is lass?  o  hat 

is apital .  A si ple a s e  to su h uestio s a ot aptu e ho  so ethi g e ists i  

all its social, cultural and historic concatenations.  In other words, a straightforward 

dictionary type definition cannot begin to capture the forms in which the things to be 

defined exist in the real world.  In the particular case of the relationship of life story 

work to Marxism, the impossibility of an answer lies in the indeterminacy of the things 

hi h a e ei g ought togethe . I dete i a  here refers to a form of open-

endedness; it is not possible to state simply that Marxism and life story work can be 

brought together in a set number of ways.  

 

Something of the nature of the complex relationship between Marxism and the study 

of life sto ies ill e e ide t if e take the o ept of alie atio  as it appea s i  Ma s 

work, and how it manifests itself in the life stories studied here. What is evident is that 

alienation firstly exists in real lives. If we wish to begin to understand alienation, we 

must start from its existence in real lives. Alienation is not the visitation of a theory of 

alienation upon those lives.  

 

A Marxist understanding of alienation is not something which is imposed on reality 

from outside so to speak, the concept of alienation is formed from reflection on what 

happens in real lives, it is a way of understanding part of the experience of real people. 

The explanatory or analytical power of the concept of alienation resides in its capacity 
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to capture, interpret and conceptualise things which really happen. In several places in 

this thesis e tio  has ee  ade of Liz “ta le s di tu  hi h holds that, if 

structural analyses do not work at the level of particular lives then they do not work at 

all  , p. . The o e se of this is e uall  t ue, theo ies hi h seek to p ese t 

generalising concepts of what might be common to lives can only proceed from these 

particular lives.  This takes us a k to Goethe  s ideas a out u pha o e  a d the 

postulate that: 

 

What is general?  

The individual case 

What is specific?  

Millions of cases 

(Goethe 1833, Reflection 558) 

 

Goethe s apho is  ight e see  as a su i t ut o p ehe si e justifi atio  fo  life 

story work itself.  

 

 

Marxism as the philosophy of materialist dialectics  

In the course of this project what has emerged for me is that the original posing of the 

problem as being one of how to bring together life story work and Marxism served as a 

sta ti g poi t, ut as ith so a  esea h uestio s  the su ess of the p o ess of 

investigation can be measured in the extent to which the inadequacies of the original 

question were revealed.   The idea of bringing together two things, in this case, life 

sto ies a d Ma is , a ies a  i pli atio  that these thi gs a e a tuall  sepa a le. 

Marx was famously partial to the remark attributed to the classical Greek philosopher 

Publius Terentius Afer usuall  efe ed to i  E glish si pl  as Te e e , Homo sum, 

humani nihil a me alienum puto", hi h is so eti es t a slated i to E glish as I a  

hu a , a d othi g of that hi h is hu a  is alie  to e.  For the purpose of what is 

argued here it might be said that there is nothing in life story work alien to Marxism, 

nor is there anything in Marxism alien to life stories. It is necessary to decisively move 

away from an understanding of Marxism as being something essentially doctrinal.  
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On a more personal note I should point out that the struggle and the reward of the 

preparation of this thesis lay in the development of an understanding of Marxism not 

primarily as a canon of works and ideas, but in its essence as a way by which to best 

apprehend the human world. The published work of Marx might best be viewed as the 

record of his struggle to examine and understand the world, the history and the 

potential futures of humanity rather than as a set of edicts or credos; Marxism is in 

essence the method developed to achieve this end.   

 

Th oughout this thesis I ha e used the te  Ma is . At a ious poi ts ese atio s 

have been expressed about the use of the term especially its associations with 

dog ati  o  e egesisti  e de i gs of the works of Marx. It is characteristic of 

dogmatism, and certainly not only dogmatic Marxism, that it attempts to foist upon 

the world interpretations and understandings drawn from doctrines and pre-existing 

beliefs, rather than starting from the apprehension of things as they exist. In this way 

dogmatism is not a way of interpreting and apprehending the world but it is more an 

attempt to make reality take on the shape prescribed by some or other schema. It was 

for reasons similar to these that the histo ia  E.P. Tho pso  hesitated  to des i e 

hi self as a Ma ist  a d p efe ed to sa  that he ote ithi  a Ma ist t aditio  

(Thompson, D. 2001, p. x). For E.P. Thompson Marxism was not a framework into 

hi h su h thi gs as The aki g of the E glish o ki g lass , o  the de elop e t of 

the understanding of time were to be made to fit. It was more the case of working 

from a study of the various forms of historical records to try and present the lived 

experience of those people to whom the records referred. For this reason Thompson 

looked to all the available sources including such things as songs, rhymes or records of 

divorce proceedings when writing his histories (Thompson, 1991). Thompson 

so eti es pla full  efe ed to hi self as a  e pi i al Ma ist  ut ehi d hat so 

many took to be an oxymoronic jest there was a very serious point being made. Like C. 

W ight Mills efo e hi  Tho pso  as opposed to G a d Theo  a d A st a ted 

E pi i is  W ight Mills, 1959/2000, pp. 25-75, Thompson 2001 p.455). Thompson  

as pa ti ula l  s athi g of the G a d Theo  of the self p o lai ed, a d at o e ti e 

fashionable,  Marxists, Louis Althusser and Nicos Poulantzas. In one particular 

state e t of the easo s fo  his oppositio  to G a d Theo  Tho pso  produces an 

argument which runs parallel to that being put forward here to explain the link 

between Marxism and life story work. 
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History is not a factory for the manufacture of Grand Theory, like some Concorde of the 

global air; nor is it an assembly-line for the production of midget theories in sequence. 

Nor yet is it some gigantic experimental station in which theory of foreign manufacture 

a  e applied , tested  a d o fi ed . That is ot its usi ess at all. Its usi ess is to 

e o e , to e plai ,  a d to u de sta d  its o je t: eal histo . Tho pso , 2001, 

p.454) 

 

Fo  E.P Tho pso  the dest u tio  of u histo i al theo  o ge i g  as a  

i dispe sa le p e o ditio  to e o e i g , e plai i g  a d u de sta di g , eal 

histo . A si ila  a d related set of tasks must be carried out by anyone wishing to 

take a Marxist approach to life story work.   

 

The usi ess of life sto  o k app oa hed i  a Ma ist a e  is to e o e , to 

e plai  a d to u de sta d  its o je ts; the sto ies of people s li es. Ma is  is to e 

employed to explain and understand the life stories and to locate them in history. It is 

ot a uestio  of aki g the li es fit i to a s he a, o  G a d Theo : to uote 

Tho pso  agai  if Ma  had o e sup e e ethodologi al p iority it was precisely, to 

dest o  u histo i al theo  o ge i g  p. .  

 

The relationship between Marxism and life story work is mutually strengthening. Life 

story work benefits from the being developed within a theoretical perspective which 

not only e a es Te e e s idea that e e thi g hu a  is pa t of its pu ie , ut a  

go on to investigate all that is human.  Simultaneously Marxism can only be enriched 

by contact with life story work all that is human can contribute to Marxism.  

 

In parts of this p oje t the e has ee  a dis ussio  of Ma s theo  of alie atio . If the 

idea of alienation is kept in mind when approaching life stories, many things in those 

stories might be better comprehended. Paul Beer sought to understand how it could 

be that ma age s ould judge the sel es to e outsta di g  he  all the  a aged 

was deemed to be mediocre or worse. In considering his question, it might not be 

possible to produce a rationally coherent answer, but the conundrum can perhaps be 

better appreciated if it is considered in the light of an idea of management which sees 

itself as wholly separate to that which is managed.  More generally for all of the 
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teachers in this study the all-pervading feeling that they worked in institutions for 

which their labour was the aiso  d et e, yet all felt as though they worked for 

something alien to them. At one interview for this project I was shown a memo which 

ga e the dates fo  Ch ist as losu e, the o u i atio  ope ed ith the o ds The 

college wishes to inform all stude ts a d staff that …  as the tea he  poi ted out hat 

is this ollege if ot the stude ts a d staff?  This is a o p ehe si e a d et uotidia  

a d su i t state e t of a  alie ated elatio  et ee  the staff, stude ts a d The 

ollege .   Alie atio  is ot a G a d Theo  hi h is lo ated a o e hu a  e iste e 

like so e Co o de of the glo al ai  Tho pso , 2001, p.454) but is integral to the 

li es of all ho li e i  so ieties i  hi h alie ated elatio s a e the o , as is 

certainly the case of Adult Literacy teachers in Thanet. In ways such as this Marxism is 

enriched by being brought to bear on the understanding of life stories whilst 

simultaneously life stories can be understood and critiqued from a Marxist viewpoint. 

Alienation is first and foremost part of the experience of being human, it is not the 

esult of G a d Theo . “i ulta eousl  e also egi  to oti e that the e is a g eat 

deal of shared ground between the Marxist theory of alienation and the concept of 

Ma age ialis .    

 

To oppose G a d Theo  is ot to eje t fo  a se o d the ia ilit  of Ma is  as 

something with a far reaching potential for explanation and exposition. The reason for 

eje ti g G a d Theo  is ot fo  the s ale of its p ete sio s ut fo  its failu e to take 

real history, or life stories, or anything else of the real world as its starting and end 

poi t. The p o le  ith G a d Theo  is that it sta ts a d e ds ith theo  a d 

deigns to give any genuine respect to the realities of the world. At those points where 

G a d Theo  gi es o se t to talk of ealities it ha a te isti all  does so o l  to 

show how reality in some particular instance provides an example of the working out 

of theo .  I  o t ast to G a d Theo  Ma is  ust al a s st i e to work mainly 

in the direction which goes from realities towards theory, having made the journey in 

this direction the theory must then be capable of moving in the reverse direction by 

ascending once more to the concrete. 

 

As a Marxist, I am aware of Marx having been accused of almost every form of 

academic or scholarly malfeasance, but he is rarely, if ever, accused of false modesty. It 

is therefore noteworthy that when describing his philosophical approach, he tended to 
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give a great deal of credit to those who he saw as having developed the philosophical 

tradition from which his own work emerged. Marx clearly saw his philosophical 

approach as a development of, and a break with, the work of many other scholars and 

philosophers, in particular the work of Hegel a d his p ese tatio  of diale ti s . 

 

Although Marx himself never used the term his philosophy came to be known, but not 

i  his o  lifeti e, as diale ti al ate ialis . The te  o es ith so e st i t 

cautionary provisos. Marx was a materialist philosopher and thinker and his work is 

thoroughly dialectical. Yet the term has come to be associated not so much with the 

spirit and the letter of Marx himself but with the particular form, some would argue 

malformation, of Marxism as it existed as the official ideology of the Soviet Union. The 

philosopher Evald Ilyenkov, trying to work within a genuinely Marxist tradition whilst 

avoiding head on conflict with the Soviet authorities, rather craftily talked in terms of 

ate ialist diale ti s  athe  tha  diale ti al ate ialis  Il e ko , 1979).  For 

Il e ko  ate ialist diale ti s  ea t a app o he e t ith the o igi al spi it of 

Marxism as an open philosophy in the materialist tradition which held the material, 

athe  tha  the ideal , o ld as its p i ary starting point. Within this materiality things 

existed in relationships with one another and indeed nothing could exist except for, or 

outside of these elatio ships, he e diale ti s . I  esse e it is this ate ialist 

dialectic which Marxism brings to life story work. To trace how this might begin to be 

achieved has been the purpose of this thesis.  

 

 

The dialectics of the abstract and the concrete in life stories 

It is at this point advantageous to turn again to the dialectics of the abstract and the 

concrete and to consider their relationship to life story work. It has already been 

argued that the abstract and the concrete in Marxism exist in a dialectical relationship 

ith ea h othe . Fo  Ma  the o ete is the u it  of di e se aspe ts  Ma , 

1859/1971, p. . Li es a e o ete  e ause i  the  a  diffe e t a d di e se 

aspects of that life are unified. Lives are simultaneously wholly social things whilst also 

being individual experiences of, and interactions with, the social. Each particular life 

might be viewed as the bringing together in a unique form and combination not only 

social experiences, but also their evaluation and assimilation. Yet within these 

particular lives the very fact that they are lived socially gives rise to particular patterns 
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of regularity. In this study the focus has been on trying to establish the regularities to 

be found in the way class and identity, managerialism, and place have been 

individually experienced.  

 

F o  the poi t of ie  of the si  o ete  li es studied here the three areas of 

particular focus have been abstracted from the lives so that they might be better 

studied. The ase of a age ialis  ill e o side ed as a  e a ple. “o e of those 

aspects of the life stories deemed to most relevant to tracing how managerialism is 

manifested in the lives of the literacy teachers are drawn out. In this sense the 

e pe ie e of a age ialis  is a st a ted  f o  the life sto  a d o e t ated 

upon. Obviously the life story itself is made up of many more experiences than 

a age ialis . Ne e theless a age ialis  is o e of the di e se aspe ts  of the life 

sto ies studied he e.   The o ete  li es, i  ealit  e ist as the d a i g togethe  i to 

a u it  of a  di e se aspe ts . Mo i g the othe  a  f o  the a st a t  to the 

o ete  is also of i te est. Ma age ialis  is dis ussed idel  i  a ade i  lite atu e 

which examines the world of post compulsory education yet it is not unusual to find it 

discussed as though it existed only as an abstraction, as though it has an existence 

sepa ate a d a o e  the a tual p a ti es i  hi h it e ists.  To u de sta d 

a age ialis  it is e essa  to stud  its o ete  a ifestatio s, su h as those 

identified in the lives of the literacy teachers studied here.  

 

On teacher training courses for trainees working in post compulsory education there is 

ofte  a o e t of sig ifi a e he  the ea i g of the te  a age ialis  is fi st 

assimilated.  Until this point it is very likely that trainee teachers will have discussed 

some of their experiences of working in post compulsory education in which events, 

poli ies, a d p a ti es hi h a e efle ti e of a age ialis  ut ithout the o d 

itself being used because it is not known or understood.  When the concept of 

managerialism is introduced, often through reference to the work of Randle and Brady 

(1997), or Stephen Ball (2003), there is often a process of re-comprehension of the 

experience of working in post compulsory education. In such instances what is 

happening can be described in terms of moving between the abstract and concrete, 

et ee  the a st a t  o ept of a age ialis  a d its o ete  a ifestatio s. 

Vie ed f o  a othe  side the p o ess of o p ehe di g a age ialis  also i ol es 

the dialectical relationship between the general and the particular. It is not unusual to 
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find teachers who are all too aware of the manifestation of managerialism in their 

particular experience but nevertheless find it something of a surprise when they come 

to see that is a ge e al  e pe ie e th oughout post o pulso  edu atio .  Goethe s 

epigram at the opening of this chapter is precisely about this dialectical relationship 

et ee  the ge e al a d the spe ifi .  Liz “ta le s e a k that if st u tu al a al ses 

do not work at the le el of pa ti ula  li es the  the  do ot o k at all  , p.5) is 

also a comment on a particular aspect of the specific and the general. What Stanley is 

saying is that a general statement about a social structure means nothing, if there are 

no instances of this structure evident in the lives of people.  The point is being made 

that theory must be capable of ascending to the concrete, this is very much the 

argument presented by Marx (1859/1971) in his exposition of his method of analysis.   

 

It is possible to present this present study simply as an examination from the 

sta dpoi t of a life sto  esea he  of the the es of Class a d Ide tit , 

Ma age ialis  a d Pla e , i  the li es of the si  Tea he s of Lite a  to Adults  

working on the isle of Thanet.   Those opposed to life story work might well argue that 

the lives of six teachers is a dismally small sample, if viewed in traditional terms of a 

ep ese tati e sa ple , ut this is to iss the poi t e ti el . “i  i di idual ases a e 

studied with the intention of trying to find what is general in these specific examples.  

Or viewed the other way, the lives are studied to show how the general exists in these 

specific examples. I think that many people involved in life story work would join with 

me in arguing that there is something very deeply humane in considering the dialectics 

of the specific and the general whilst treating life stories with respect.    

 

 

Determined indeterminacy 

In this thesis at various points it has been necessary to draw attention to what is seen 

as the destructive influence of some instances of postmodernist theory. It has been 

argued that some of the tenets of postmodernism, above all its anti- humanist stance, 

exert an unhealthy influence on life story work. Postmodernism in many of its forms, 

above all those which tend toward nihilism, are deeply opposed to Marxism.  Marxism 

offers something to life story work which is of real value. It offers a serious defence of 

knowledge and humanism where postmodernism instead offers a chaotic vision of a 
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o ld ithout k o ledge  fo  e a ple see L ota d, 1984, p. 60; or Deleuze and 

Guattari, 1994, pp. 118-120).  

 

Ma is  offe s a  alte ati e outlook to oth haos , a d positi isti  dete i atio . 

This is extremely important as involvement in life story work cannot but convince the 

researcher of the individuality of lives; but how is this individuality of each life to be 

reconciled with the idea of a social science which by its nature demands some form of 

egula it ?     

 

In a Marxist worldview indeterminacy can never be something absolute, it exists 

always in a dialectical relationship with its opposite; which is simply to say that 

indeterminacy exists in a unity with determinacy.  To many this relationship between 

determinacy and indeterminacy will sound nonsensical. In fact this type of thinking is 

by no means uncommon and is found in most areas of systematic enquiry. The 

relationship between language, dialect and idiolect is an interesting example of the 

relationship between determinacy and indeterminacy.  In the study of language, it has 

long been accepted that each individual human user of language uses that language in 

their own particular way. Each individual possesses an idiolect, unique to that person, 

which will be different from the idiolects of others who speak the same language, and 

even the same dialect. Each individual uses grammar, vocabulary, voice, and other 

elements of pronunciation in a combination slightly different to that of any other 

individual. Yet within any particular language and dialect this variation is governed by 

rules of language and its use. These rules are shared among language groups. This 

oe iste e of dete i a  a d i dete i a  allo s fo  ea h i di idual s idiole t, 

whilst also allowing for mutual comprehension within dialects and languages. The 

idiolect of each person is intelligible to others operating within a particular dialect and 

is usually mostly intelligible to others working with the same language.  The 

relationship of language, dialect, and idiolect is therefore an example of a dialectical 

interrelationship which combines determinacy and indeterminacy.  

 

The elatio ship of ea h i di idual s idiole t to diale t a d la guage is i o ed i  

other social phenomena such as class and identity, managerialism, and indeed place. In 

each individual case social phenomena have their own individual form and expression 

but they are simultaneously social phenomena. Each individual life story is unique, but 
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all are governed, through history and culture, by the societies in which they are lived.  

It is the contention of this project that not only is Marxism the most developed and 

valid body of knowledge through which to apprehend this history and culture, but it 

also allows for an understanding of the dialectical nature of the various relationships 

between individual lives and the historic and cultural contexts in which they exist. The 

argument put forward here is that it is the dialectical nature of Marxism that makes it 

indispensable in the study of life stories.  

 

 

Indeterminacy of life stories 

As objects of study life stories are multifaceted and in many ways inexhaustible. In the 

stories presented here even an introductory attempt to view then in terms of class and 

identity shows that both of these things reveal problems of great depth, and that is 

before they are interpreted or conceptualised in connection with any of the other 

issues with which they must always be linked in the real world. In contemporary Britain 

class and identity will always exist in a relationship to such things as gender, ethnicity, 

culture, place and age, the list could certainly go on. Grace and Hannah in this study 

share certain features of class and identity but their experience of these things is 

widely different. Both of them believe that breaking away from controlling men and 

establishing a more independent identity marked turning points in their lives, but in 

any discussion I feel that they would struggle to agree to any great extent on their 

views on feminism. There is not only unity in diversity but also much diversity in unity. 

In all the life stories presented here it is hoped that the dialectical relationship 

between diversity and unity (and of course determinacy and indeterminacy) is evident.   

 

A  u de sta di g of lass  as it e ists ithi  Ma is  is ased upo  a  u de sta di g 

of the way it is present in real lives.  In this way a great novelist such as Thomas Hardy, 

who would not for a second have seen himself as a sociological writer, is able to show 

how the young Tess is living at a time when different class based conceptions of time 

are in conflict. E.P Thompson (1991) begins his essay on time, class and work discipline 

ith e a tl  this passage f o  Tess of the Du e illes . Tho pso  elie ed that a  

understanding of class could not proceed from a definition but from the synthesis of 

real life experiences.  What is possible therefore for those working within a genuinely 

Marxist tradition is the possibility of proceeding from the study of real lives towards a 
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truly sociological understanding of class.  This latter project is opposed, perhaps 

diametrically, to a way of working which sees its goal as the development of succinct 

definitions which cannot avoid being abstract in the worst way.  The sociologist 

working with such narrowly determined definitions of class will, when these fail, as 

they must, in all likelihood argue that class does not exist in the contemporary world, 

or that class based understandings of society are inadequate etc. In fact what has 

failed is not at all Marxism, and definitely not class; what has failed are the narrow 

definitions employed by the sociologist. The whole process being similar to that 

outli ed i  ‘o e t G a es  poe  I  B oke  I ages  gi e  as a  epig a  at the opening 

of this present study:in the quest for a mechanical clarity a new confusion of 

understanding is the inevitable result. 

 

It has often been said that Marxism fails at the level of the individual or the personal. 

The various criticisms of Marxism made by Stuart Hall (1989) were exactly of this type. 

Ma is  is a used of p o eedi g f o  the e o o i  a d the  si pl  eadi g off  the 

chara te isti s of lass  a d offe i g o e gage e t at all ith i di iduals as su h. If 

e take f o  this stud  o l  the si gle e a ple of the p ese tatio  of a age ialis  

it should be possible to dispense with arguments such as those made by Hall.   

 

The e a i atio  of the i flue e of a age ialis  i  the tea he s  li es see s to 

simultaneously provide answers and explanations whilst posing new questions, which 

is p e isel  hat should e e pe ted ith dete i ed i dete i a .  “ta ti g f o  

Paul Bee s uestio  a out ho  a age s a  g ade the sel es as outsta di g hilst 

grading as inadequate that which they manage. In asking this question Paul Beer was 

at one and the same time asking a question about managerialism, but also a question 

about his lived experience.  At the end of the examination of managerialism it is 

possible to better appreciate, though not understand, the alienated logic of 

managerialism.  At a personal level I believe that the improved understanding of such 

things leads towards a higher form of bafflement. At some levels the phenomena of 

managerialism can be better understood but at a human level the problem of how it 

can come about that a college manager makes a lecturer working in a restaurant wear 

a wig when it appears to all who witness it as ridiculous and cruel becomes more 

deeply troubling. It might be wondered what logic is at work when in the name of the 

i di idualisatio  of lea i g, pe so al i te ie s a e a olished a d o pute  tests 
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e fo ed. Ma age ialis  atio alises, and makes normal, such assaults on the sense 

making capacities of those who are its objects as well as on the managers themselves. 

Managerialism is in this regard the essentially a form of alienation.  

 

 

Indeterminacy of Marxism 

There is no doubt many Marxists who would view the statement that Marxism is 

indeterminate as apostasy.  This is not at all the same as saying that Marxism provides 

no answers; it is actually very far from saying any such thing. It has already been 

argued that Marx himself avoided aphoristic definitions of complex social phenomena. 

Instead Marxism seeks to view things in their development and in their 

interconnectedness. So indeterminacy here means that no explanation is ever fully 

complete. We might take the example of economic crisis to illustrate this point. It is a 

fundamental tenet of a Marxist analysis of capitalism that the system must engender 

crises. Furthermore, Marxism outlines the processes intrinsic to capitalism which make 

such crises inevitable and shows the lineaments of their development. What Marxism 

cannot tell us is exactly when, how and where such crises will develop and what the 

spe ifi  o se ue es ill e. A look th ough Ma s o k ill sho  that he p edi ted  

very little, if anything. In this sense prediction was something that would be in 

o t adi tio  to hat Ma  as a out. Fo  Ma  hat ight e i e ita le  as also 

o ti ge t .   

 

In a fashion similar to the way that Marxist political economy explains crises within 

capitalism we might consider how it explains things which happen in life stories. The 

concept of alienation is a useful example here. Central to the analysis of alienation in 

Marxism is the idea that in their social interactions people come to see relationships as 

things and then see these things not as something they have created but in a reified 

form as forces which govern them.  A prosaic, but nonetheless pertinent example 

might be the SMART targets of lesson plans. OFSTED and others insist that every lesson 

has a SMART plan or it must be inadequate, yet everyone agrees that learning is never 

specific, measurable, discretely achievable, realistic in the sense of being predictable, 

o  ti e ou d.  M . Do a s  “MA‘T ta gets a e a  u halle gea le fetish  i  

a Marxist sense) of Qualit  a age s th oughout FE.  
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In their professional lives the teachers in this project are involved in attempting to 

answer many questions which arise from their professional practice. Often there are 

no satisfactory answers forthcoming; it might be argued that in an alienated work 

environment there can only be limited understanding. When no answers are found 

these teachers are faced with the problems of living and working in a context which 

baffles them, but they have no choice, they are impelled to find a way forward. From 

the evidence in the life stories presented here it can be suggested, without 

extravagance, that although compromises must be made the teachers navigate their 

li es ith the idea of t i g to do thei  est fo  the stude ts  as a onstant bearing.  

Theirs is a deeply humane endeavour.  

 

Marxism as a body of theory might be seen as a way of drawing the social and cultural 

silhouettes of people such as the literacy teachers in this project. Their features and 

colours, their turns of phrase and their moral outlooks indeed everything which 

converts a silhouette into a portrait, they must provide themselves. Yet each aspect of 

these lives can be examined from a Marxist viewpoint. As Marx (after Terence) used to 

sa  Nothi g hu a  is alie  to e . Life sto ies a d Ma is  o k ell togethe ; life 

stories work as portraits, Marxism as a way of seeing.  
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